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PREFACE E
Duringg the course of the year 2001, four events brought international attention to the
Republicc of Cuba. First, was the appearance of President Fidel Castro at the United
Nations'' First World Conference Against Racism in Durban, South Africa. In the
midstt of diplomats and representatives from non-governmental organisations, Fidel
Castroo was one of the few state leaders who bothered attending. He made a strong
interventionn in support of the initiative to bring all nations together in the effort of
recognisingg the need for a declaration against racism and all forms of discrimination
rootedd in slavery and colonialism. At the same time, he identified the process of neoliberall globalisation as the perpetuator of modern day poverty and inequality. Second,
wass Russian President Vladimir Putin's announcement to the world that his country
decidedd to retreat from the last international satellite observatory centres from Cahn
Ranh,, Vietnam and Loudres, Cuba by January 2002. This unilateral decision ended a
contractt that had generated USS 200 million per annum for Cuba. Additionally, ten
yearss after Soviet military personnel left the island, Russia's final retreat put Cuba
intoo further isolation and in jeopardy of US spying activities. Third, on 11 September
2001,, when two hijacked planes crashed into the World Trade Centre and one into the
Pentagon,, Cuba offered humanitarian aid and medical expertise to the victims of New
York.. Despite this kind gesture, President George Bush, in his launching a "new war
againstt terrorism", placed Cuba on the list of states that possibly harbour terrorists.
Last,, in October 2001, Hurricane Michelle passed through Havana with floods that
resultedd in the damage to major crops and the wreckage of many homes. After the
tropicall storms had passed, the US offered humanitarian aid to their enemy state on
thee condition that none of the aid would be used or dispersed by the Cuban
government.. The Cuban Parliament responded to the US Congress, stating that the
countryy did not need the aid or medical assistance. Instead, Cuba demanded the right
too purchase medicines and food products that are sold by US monopolies and an end
too the forty-two year old economic embargo. On Friday, 14 November 2001, a ship
containingg US $30 million in corn and frozen chicken left Louisiana for the ports of
Havana,, Cuba for purchase This was the first direct shipment of US merchandise to
thee island in over forty years.
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Thee Cuban government's responses to all four of these international events reveal
somee of its most essential characteristics, its opposition to neo-liberal globalisation
andd therefore its steadfast belief in alternatives, national independence and a sense of
dignityy in the face of isolation. It is often the case that the Cuban government stands
alonee in opposition to current global structures and uncontested financial, political and
economicc policies.
Thiss study examines Cuba's unique position in the current global political economy,
thee alternatives that this socialist state stands for against the backdrop of capitalism
andd the possibilities and limitations of state resistance to neo-liberal globalisation. It is
essentiallyy the product of my critical academic preparation in International Relations
duringg the first years of the post-Cold War era, when the world appeared to be moving
intoo a singular neo-liberal trajectory. My encounters with scholars in the field of
internationall political economy, both in Europe and Cuba as well as back home in
Puertoo Rico, heightened my curiosity in exceptions and counter-norm tendencies at
thee nation-state level. Those who inspired me the most, to investigate the case of Cuba
duringg the process of political and economic restructuring in the 1990s, were the
friendss I met on the island while conducting research for my graduate study. Mostly
workerss and artists, but also students and scholars of the social sciences, their postColdd War experience shaped my thinking about the search for alternative strategies in
resistancee to global changes. While although these companeros were busy surviving
thee hardships that the so-called Special Period (1991-1998) brought onto their daily
lives,, they somehow found the time to share with me their Weltanschauung.

Theree are a number of note-worthy men and woman, to whom I am greatly indebted
becausee of their presence throughout my research and writing experience. First and
foremost,, the long-bearded Chilean friend and teacher at the University of
Amsterdam,, who encouraged me to pursue an academic career in the political sciences
andd Latin American studies, Dr. Alex Fernandez Jilberto. If I have achieved the status
off being considered a Cuba expert or cubanologo, it would be through him that I
deservee such a title. Since 1995, he has guided me through the halls, libraries and
bureaucracyy of Dutch academia, his invaluable encouragement and kind treatment got
ll l

mee through the roughest of times. The quality of the writing was greatly improved by
challengingg comments on draft chapters, by my promoter Prof. Dr. Gerd Junne of the
Facultyy of Political, Social and Cultural Sciences and Dr. Jean Carrière (may he rest in
peace)) of the Centre of Documentation and Studies on Latin America, both at the
Universityy of Amsterdam. Additionally, I thank Nicole Campbell who assisted in
preparingg this text for publication and Nathalie Korsman for her expertise in layout.

Researchh for this book was conducted between 1996 and 2000, during which I made
sixx trips to Cuba. I am thankful for the support of my good friend Turid Bazuin, with
whomm I shared my initial experience on the island while gathering information for
bothh our graduate theses. In 1996,1 also had the honour of meeting my most important
contacts:: Hulda Borrero of the PCC, Pedro Monreal and Julio Carranzas of the Centre
forr Studies on the Americas (CEA) in Havana, Evelyn Pena Rodriguez of the Faculty
off Sociology and Ana Ibis Hernandez, both from the University of Oriente, Santiago
dee Cuba.

Inn Amsterdam, I was privileged to have the confidence and friendship of other
scholarss and critical thinkers who share my passion for Cuba and Latin America: Dr.
Constanzaa van der Maessen, Margriet Poppema of the Institute for Development
Researchh of Amsterdam and her husband Peter Gelauff, Dr. Marianne Marchand,
Davidd Gelauff, Daniel Gómez, Marieke Riethof, Inés Trigo de Souza, Giusseppe
Solfrinii and Iraini Ramos.

Discussionn and interviews with Cuban diplomats, union representatives, Cuba
solidarityy workers in the Netherlands and Communist Party representatives were an
importantt source for deepening my knowledge of Cuba: her Excellency, Ambassador
Extraordinairee Sonia Diaz, Nico Varkenvisser of Stichting Cuba Si, Stichting Cuba
Libroo and the 179 self-employed/informal workers interviewed.

II am deeply grateful for the support, patience and love that my family -both Puerto
Ricann and Dutch- has demonstrated to me throughout the years; especially my parents
Dr.. Juan Antonio Carmona Quinonez and Luisa Baez Nieves, my sisters Jessica and
Jennica,, my grandmother Gloria Quinonez (who always dreamed of visiting Cuba but
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cann not, due to the US embargo), Anton and Poel van de Ven-Cillekens, who together
withh Jochem Cillekens accepted me into their home as their own son and brother.
Mostt of all, I am thankful for the support I received throughout the last year of
finishingg this book, from my partner Femke B. Bakker who, because of her likemindednesss in International Relations and yearning for social justice, has been a real
presencee and spiritual inspiration in finishing this book.

Geoffreyy Antonio Carmona Baez
Amsterdam,, June 2002
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PARTT ONE
Conceptualisingg State Resistance to Neo-liberal Globalisation

CHAPTERR ONE
Introduction n
Throughoutt the past decade, the idea of establishing or maintaining -what was
understoodd as- revolutionary or state socialism has been somewhat lost to historical
discourse.. The collapse of the Socialist Bloc in Eastern Europe, the demise of its
internationall trading system (the Council of Mutual Economic Assistance) and the
disintegrationn of the central state socialist stronghold (the USSR), all played an
essentiall role in humiliating communist and socialist movements to ghostly levels of
existence.. The economic, political and ideological breakdown that occurred towards
thee end of the 1980s and the start of the 1990s affected not only those living in Eastern
Europee during the popular uprisings against state leadership. The fall of political and
economicc structures dominated by Communist parties also created a crisis of theory;
left-wingg radicals and broader movements searching for alternatives to Western
capitalismm became paralysed throughout the entire globe. Guerrilla movements,
Communistt and Socialist parties of the West and non-industrialised, post-colonial
countriess of the Southern hemisphere -all formerly aligned on a real, international
alternativee force in the face of capitalist expansion- were thrown into disarray. In
Westernn Europe, political parties of the social democratic tradition have abandoned
theirr allegiance to the interests of the working class and clearly began a process of
recantingg their demands for increasing social spending. Meanwhile, those forces
historicallyy antagonistic towards socialism and national liberation movements and in
favourr of free market capitalism, stepped up their efforts to consolidate a global
systemm based on free trade favourable only to a small minority of transnational
entrepreneurss and political leaders that protected their expansionist interests. Out of
thiss condition arose what would become known as the process of neo-liberal
globalisation. .

Inn this era, governments in most countries experience a shift of power in their
traditionall spheres of influence. The essential result is a move from public, national
dominancee of the means of production and social activity, towards the hegemony of
multinationall corporations supported by an elite community of technologically
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advancedd countries and global financial institutions that adhere to the principles set
outt by the aforementioned conservative forces. Among the most important of these
principless have been the privatisation of national enterprises and a reduction by the
statee in social spending. Although in recent years there has been demonstrated
grassrootss resistance to the post-Cold war "new world order", few state leaders have
actuallyy contested the status quo and in many cases have found themselves forced to
acceptt a world without alternatives. Alongside this reality there is the idea that
developss into a rule: that those resistant to the current state of affairs and longing for
Socialismm or any other alternative, will fail, dissolve or pass into history. But for every
rulee there is an exception.

Whenn it comes to conforming to the status quo, employing en vogue trends in 'neoliberall

globalisation',

'structural

adjustment

programs',

'market

orthodoxy',

'transitional'' or 'post-Socialist' regimes, Cuba and its state leaders are often
consideredd to be the exception to the rule. Despite the countless efforts of extranationall forces to destabilise the forty-three year old regime headed by Fidel Castro
andd the Communist Party of Cuba, the Cuban leadership remains firm in adhering to
thee principles that distinguish it from those that have accepted the structures currently
dominatingg the global political economy. More surprisingly, while actually
contradictingg neo-liberal theories and practices, Cuban State enterprises have been
ablee to experience economic growth and acquire new technologies that are used to
generatee capital. At the same time, the institution of the Communist Party, as the
motorr of so-called Socialist society in Cuba, has ensured that even during the worst
yearss of economic turmoil, investment in social welfare continued to grow.

Recognisingg that the process of neo-liberal globalisation replaces the influence of
domesticc political and economic structures with trends and ideas fostered by
transnationall corporations, financial institutions and the will of economically
advancedd countries, Cuban government propaganda often focuses on the imperialist
characterr of the new world order. In this light, in Castro's lengthy speeches and in
PCCC documents, Cuban Socialism is depicted as being more than just an option of
politicall and economic structure within one country. Today, the Revolution -as the
statee is often referred to in Cuba- is also, and essentially, a counter-imperialist
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structuree that defends the sovereignty and independence of the Cuban government and
maintainss public ownership of most of the means of production and social-economic
activity.. Along with this anti-imperialist character, Cuban political discourse is often
centredd on making a critical analysis of the leading role that the United States'
governmentt has in the era of neo-liberal globalisation. This can be explained firstly by
pointingg out that since the Socialist Bloc ceased to exist, the United States has gone
unchallengedd as the world's military, economic and political state-hegemonic power.
Secondly,, because the United States -only 90 miles away from Cuban shores and
possessingg a military base on Cuban national territory- continues to impose a very
unpopularr economic trade embargo against the Republic of Cuba. After the Soviet
Unionn ceased to exist, this embargo was only enhanced in 1992 and 1996 to punish
otherr countries and non-American companies for conducting trade with Cuban State
corporations s

Forr a period of five years, between 1990-1995, many scholars who specialised in
Cubann studies dedicated the bulk of their work to contemplating a "post-Socialist"
Cubann society based on the deconstruction of revolutionary politics or the imminent
deathh of the Commander-in-chief of the Revolution, Fidel Castro. Evidently, these
writerss based their predictions on the idea that Socialist Cuba was dependent on the
Socialistt Bloc in Europe and particularly on Russia's geo-political interests.
Dependant,, in this context, meant economically, militarily and ideologically. To their
surprisee and that of other observers, Fidel Castro was not overthrown, nor was the
hegemonyy of the PCC over Cuban society ever seriously challenged. To the dismay of
contra-revolutionaries,, although Fidel Castro must inevitably die sooner or later,
opinionn studies and political analysis indicate that he will most probably pass away as
aa popular historical hero for the people of his country and much of the world. [August,
1999;; Kapcia 2000]

Otherr studies that considered the eventual death of Socialism in Cuba concentrated on
thee economic hardships that the Cuban people have had to endure after the country
lostt over seventy percent of its purchasing power, due to the fall of the subsidised
tradingg system within the CMEA. Since this breakdown did not result in the expected
totall economic collapse, other analysts, between 1995 and 2000, focused upon the
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neww measures that were implemented -by Cuban state leaders- to help the economy
recuperatee and to adjust to the new global economic conditions. It was thought that
justt as the so-called Socialist states in Eastern Europe implemented economic reforms
thatt lead to a disintegration of productive forces within each national case study, Cuba
tooo would experience a similar process of deterioration in state control of economic
andd production relations. These tendencies to link the experience of two distinct cases
(onee being the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, the other being Cuba) into a
uniform,, historical trajectory were based on economic theories developed by Eastern
Europeann economists and were also permutated by North American scholars. Those
thatt held these theories were convinced that Fidel Castro and the PCC were on their
wayy out, forced by the 'natural' economic processes that take place after Socialist
systemss commence adjusting their economies to new global market structures.
[Oppenheimer,, 1992]

Alll social formations change dialectically. A prolonged disintegration of social,
economicc and political forces that currently lead the Cuban Revolution may very well
happen.. But for now, neither political revolt nor economic disintegration has caused a
changee in the anti-imperialist and socialist Cuban leadership. Nevertheless, the
leadership'ss success in surviving global pressures to privatise state corporations did
nott happen without real structural changes in Cuban society and the production
system.. Although Fidel Castro and the PCC leadership contend that the structural
changess experienced in Cuba's political economy during the last decade have nothing
too do with neo-liberalism, scant attention has been given to the striking similarities
betweenn the outcome of market-like reforms on the island and the typical trends and
'modess of production' found elsewhere.

Thee central question that this study aims to address is two-fold: Firstly, why, after
suchsuch a radical change in the global political economy and the triumph of the process
ofof neo-liberal globalisation

among states, does the Cuban Communist

Party/State

apparatusapparatus continue to exist? Secondly, to what extent is the process of social, political
andand productive restructuring in Cuba shaped by global trends and pressures?
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1.11

Literature review

Beforee embarking upon the questions that this work sets out to tackle, the errors in
predictingg the Cuban Revolution's discontinuation should be analysed in order to
avoidd the same mistakes committed by other analysts. It is my contention that the
Cubann Revolution's "irony of success" in surviving "the storm", as opposed to the
expectedd breakdown and counter-revolution that was supposed to happen, took many
observerss by surprise because the Revolution was rarely understood in the literature
thatt covers its historical development. [Eckstein, 1994 and Habel, 1991] Literature
coveringg the Cuban Revolution is rich, as there are a wide and diverse variety of
writerss concerned with the subject of Cuba, each holding his/her own political
tendencyy or social interest. But misunderstanding and miscalculation could have been
thee result of a failure in the way Cuban Socialism was conceptualised in much of the
literaturee concerning the Cuban Revolution, i.e. the post-1959 analysis of Cuba's
social,, economic and political condition. Here I am referring particularly to the
literaturee pertaining to the Cuban Revolution that has been generated outside of the
island.. It is my contention that, as cubanologo Antoni Kapcia said, "outside
judgementss of the revolutionary process have often tended to misunderstand
fundamentall aspects." [Kapcia 2000:3] Therefore, a more comprehensive look at the
significancee of the Revolution is called for.

Thee literature concerning the Cuban Revolution can be classified into some major
categoriess that often reflect the time of writing and the political interests of the
authors.. Among them were the first analysts, who immediately after 1959 dedicated
theirr studies to explaining why and how the Revolution came about. Those writers,
mostt worthy of mention, Hart Phillips (1959) and Draper (1962, 1965) concentrated
onn topics such as social ills like poverty, the high incident rate of disease, the police
statee of Fulgencio Batista's dictatorship or on US imperialism. Others dedicated their
workss to making critical analysis of structural contradictions in Cuba and throughout
thee region, most notably socialist writers like Huberman and Sweezy (1969) and Jean
Paull Sartre (1961). One essential obra maestro that can be included in this category is
Hughh Thomas' 'Cuba: The Pursuit of Freedom'. Though published in 1971, this
marathonn of 1563 pages places the Cuban Revolution into a national historical
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context.. Starting from the English Expedition of 1762 all the way through to the
notoriouss attempt at the 10 Million-Ton Sugar Cane Harvest, Thomas offers a slightly
dialectical-materialistt approach to understanding how the Cuban Revolution came
about.. As a journalist, he was fortunate to experience the Revolution first-hand, as he
wass sent on missions to interview the revolutionaries while in the Sierra Maestra prior
too the triumph of 1959. The consolidation of revolutionary forces dedicated to creating
aa new society, even though they failed to produce social changes that were radical
enoughh for Thomas, was seen as the result of a natural tendency in mobilised social
forcess to attain emancipation or pursue freedom.
Amongg the many topics that were highlighted during the first two decades of the
Revolution,, was the close alignment of the Cuban leadership with the international
communistt movement of that time. This was often called the "radicalisation" of the
Revolution,, whereby all the social forces involved in overthrowing the Batista
dictatorshipp fell under the command of Fidel Castro who later declared himself to be a
Marxist-Leninist.. The sponsors of the Revolution, the integrated revolutionary forces
(OR1),, instituted the United Party of Socialist Revolution (PURS) and later
transformedd itself into the Communist Party of Cuba (PCC), which led the country to
becomee a member-state of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA). All
off this occurred in the greater global, geo-political context of the Cold War, i.e., a
bipolarr political system whereby most nation-states were forced into siding with either
thee United States or the USSR. While the revolutionary leadership opted for the latter,
specialistss in Cuban studies attempted to explain this phenomenon. Some were
simplisticc analyses that accepted the bipolar scenario of the Cold War as a given.
Draperr (1962) and Thomas (1971) for instance, concluded that the Communists either
tookk advantage of the Revolution or that the Revolution used Soviet-led Communism
too achieve the goals set out by the Cuban leaders.

Thee concern with the Cold War influenced contra-Revolutionary or anti-Communist
writerss to explain the Revolution as nothing more than an extension of Soviet
influencee in the Americas. This was especially the case after the 1962 missile crisis.
Amongg these were Urratia (1964), Meneses (1966) and Suchlicki (1972). Other
studiess at the time combined the international context with the particular features of
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Cubann society to form a basis for explaining the move towards the communist
movement.. Blackburn (1963) argued that radicalisation was the inevitable outcome of
aa process that contradicted pre-Revolutionary social structures. Zeitlin (1967), on the
otherr hand, explained Cuba's leaning towards the Soviets as a nationalistic response
too US aggression and disapproval of the nationalisation of private foreign companies
operatingg on the island during the Revolution.

Lastlyy of this genre were those who explained the revolutionary transformation of
Cubann society and its radicalisation. They typically ignored or placed aside ideological
andd political considerations and concentrated on the cult of personality and charisma
thatt characterised Fidel Castro's influence upon the outcomes of revolutionary
processes.. Though the first of these analysts wrote their works towards the end of the
1960ss -Lockwood (1969), the obsession with Fidel continues to call the attention of
manyy cubanologos today. These continue to employ Max Weber's idea of a necessary
caudillo-typecaudillo-type of leader, typical of Hispanic political culture. [Eckstein, 1994:19-20]
Thee most popular conclusion that was emphasised among all of these works so far
wass that the Cuban Revolution was framed by Cold War logic.

Almostt in a dialectical way, the process of radicalisation, or state transformation -as it
wass later coined by some Marxists- gave birth to another genre of literature. Political
too the core, the primary concerns for these writers were political theory and Marxist
interpretation.. Was this a Socialist -or a new kind of Socialist- Revolution? Why
wouldd the Cuban leadership not fall into any pre-conceived category? What was to be
done?? Most of these writers were self-proclaimed Marxists. Again, Huberman and
Sweezyy (1969) appear as leaders in this speciality. They, together with Dumont (1964)
andd Zeitlin (1970), also engaged in discussion with Marxist economists like Carlos
Quesadaa (1971), LeoGrande (1978) and the works of revolutionary leaders like the
Argentinee Ernesto "Che" Guevara. From this point on, most of the literature
concentratedd on specific angles of the revolutionary transformation of Cuban society:
economic,, military, political and cultural aspects or structural issues. Some were
broad,, looking at the Cuban Revolution as one whole system: Cuban Economic
Researchh Project (1965) and Dumont (1970). Others were specified to tackle
academicc questions; for Political Science there was Dominguez (1978), again
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LeoGrandee (1979), and Gonzalez (1974). For considerations in Economy as an
academicc subject: Silverman (1971), Roca (1976) and Mesa-Lago (1978). This last
groupp inspired a series of micro-economic research projects that attempted to explain
thee mechanics of socialist economic activity in a Third World case-study: Halebsky
andd Kirk (1985), Stubbs (1985) and Azicri (1988). Similarly, at the University of
Pittsburgh,, a journal of Cuban Studies was established to offer more scholarly and less
politicallyy charged works on this theme for academia.
Thee consolidation of the Revolution and the stable economic growth, which was
indicatedd by previous focused and academic analyses, forged yet another genre of
cubanologoscubanologos during the 1980s. While many neighbouring national economies were
sufferingg from the effects of a world debt crisis, Cuba's link to the Socialist
economiess of Eastern Europe proved to be beneficial for social growth. For some
writers,, Cuba became a showcase for developing countries. The emphasis on social
achievementss in education, housing and health care were found in the works of MesaLagoo (1981), Pérez-Lopez (1986), Stubbs (1989) and Zimbalist (1987). As well as the
case-studyy approach to describing the Cuban Revolution, there were also those
concernedd with Cuba's rising importance in Third World social movements like the
Non-Alignedd Movement (NAM) and guerrilla-based national liberation movements
(Nicaragua,, Angola, Ethiopia, and Grenada). Among those writing on this topic are
Duncann (1985), Smith (1987), Morely (1987), Dominguez and Hernandez (1989).
Takingg a leadership role in the world's anti-imperialist movement, Cuba also became
knownn as a "Third World superpower" (Stubbs, 1989). These works were
complimentedd with specific social considerations such as labour or the practice of law
inn an alternative democratic model: Fuller (1992) and Zats (1994).

1.22

A turn in literature during the 1990s

Thee production of scientific and journalistic literature on Cuba made a turn-around
whenn the crisis of international communism set in during the late 1980s and the first
yearss of the 1990s. Prior to the fall of the Soviet Union most Cuba analysis was
focusedd on the success or failure of certain social-economic projects (namely "the
Campaignn to Rectify" the Revolution's "Errors and Negative Tendencies"). Therefore,
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feww works made a link between the degenerating conditions of the Soviet Bloc and
Cuba.. Nevertheless, cubanologos from all tendencies and fields of research jumped at
thee opportunity to explain the economic crisis that brought the Revolution to where it
iss today. This genre of literature can be divided into two camps of investigation.
Firstly,, there were those who impatiently predicted the fall of the Castro-led regime.
Thesee studies were either sponsored by the US government or written by contrarevolutionariess in Miami, Florida. Again, these authors based their assumption on
ideass about the Cuban Revolution that were not necessarily concrete. Terms, like
"dictatorship"" and "Soviet satellite" were used in describing Cuban Socialism. These
phrasess based on US propaganda discourse confused readers into thinking that
becausee Cuba was a sort of colony of the Soviet Empire (a "communist dictatorship"),
Fidell Castro's power and the PCC were bound to unravel, as did their erstwhile
Europeann comrades. [Oppenheimer, 1992] The political moment for this literature
cannott be exaggerated. The US State Department and Congressional Committee for a
Democraticc Cuba sponsored projects that would conclude with economic and political
scenarioss for a post-Castro or post-Revolutionary Cuba. These writers ignored the
significancee of the Revolution, i.e., the implications of it implementing anti-racist and
anti-classs measures in social structures, the benefits of an excellent health care system
andd access to education for all free-of-charge -all of which few people in Cuba were
willingg to give up. Additionally, this first group of post-Soviet cubanologos ignored
thee success that the PCC had in attaining ideological hegemony over the political
system.. Already two generations were educated with a political conscientiousness that
directlyy contradicted US geo-political interests. Few if any studies outside Cuba ever
tookk seriously the alternative model of democracy upon which law and order
reproducess itself. Only Fuller (1992) and August (1999) tackled these issues, the
formerr on democratic labour practices and the latter on the popular electoral system;
bothh are fervent supporters of the Revolution.

Thee second group of writers within this post-Cold War genre were more objective in
theirr analysis and comprehensive in their approach. They cannot be identified as either
pawnss of Miami-based resistance or collaborators of PCC propaganda. Among the
mostt comprehensive work was Susan Eva Eckstein's Back From the Future: Cuba
UnderUnder Castro (1994). In a good attempt to explain the political and economic history
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off the Revolution, this cubanologa outlined the different phases or periods that the
revolutionaryy government had to endure or, in some cases, imposed upon itself. In this
publicationn Eckstein proposes that "...Fidel Castro's need to modify the country's
coursee of development to external as well as domestic circumstances reflects the
historyy of the revolution." She classified the phases through which the regime had
passedd under four basic periods. First there was the 'period of radicalisation' (19601973),, where the bulk of the population was mobilised in a revolutionary setting to
destroyy old social structures and build a more egalitarian society. This was followed
byy the institutionalisation of the Revolution -or 'Retreat to Socialism' (1973-1986). In
thiss period, a constitution, communist party and economic plan were implemented in
orderr to achieve the desired effect of a Socialist national economy, to correct the
mistakess of having jumped right into an idealistic communism. Additionally, it was
duringg this time that Cuba joined the CMEA, the international trading system that was
reservedd for those countries that had based their mode of capital accumulation on the
Soviett model. Then in 1986, during an economic crisis, when the need to adjust the
Cubann economy to global pressures was more acute, Fidel launched a 'Campaign to
Rectifyy Errors and Negative Tendencies' (1986-1991). This third period was
characterisedd domestically as a call to return to socialist and revolutionary values that
hadd somehow been

lost since the institutionalisation

of the Revolution.

Internationally,, the campaign symbolised a divergence in geo-political and economic
interestss between the Soviet Union and PCC. While Gorbachev was busy trying to
makee Glasnost and Perestroika work, Fidel Castro and the Cuban government were
clampingg down on market tendencies that developed throughout the late 1970s and
earlyy 1980s. The fourth period was characterised by the most catastrophic economic
crisiss that the 32 years of Revolution ever experienced. During the demise of the
CMEAA and after the collapse of the Soviet Union (from which Cuba received over
seventyy percent of its imports), the Cuban leadership found itself in political, military
andd economic isolation. This was aggravated by the development of an enhanced US
economicc embargo against the country; Fidel Castro declared that the Revolution had
encounteredd a 'Special Period in the Time of Peace'. Here, the word 'peace' referred
too the end of the Cold War as well as to the impression that Cuba was entering a warlikee economic situation without really being invaded or attacked. All in all, these
periodss represented a zigzag in economic tendencies, whereby at different points
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throughoutt three decades of the Revolution's existence, the national economy either
startedd opening itself up to global market structures (both within the CMEA and with
thee West) or closed its doors to foreign economic influence. Eckstein finishes her
studyy by contemplating the "irony of success" of the Castro-led regime.
Thee one problem with Eckstein's analysis is that it places emphasis on Fidel Castro's
leadershipp and personal character. Ironically, this was something she conscientiously
triedd to avoid, as she mentioned in the book's first chapter. Though the work revealed
thee global structures that influenced or constrained domestic policies, as few other
studiess on the Cuban Revolution have done, it still depends a great deal on
understandingg Fidel Castro's charismatic personality and charming manner with the
Cubann people. In her analysis, Eckstein sought a combination of factors -from global
structuress and economic changes, to the will of state leaders and economic prospects.
Butt the dependency on 'Weberian' concepts of Latin American leadership, the
caudillo,caudillo, is still very prominent.

Duringg or after this time (1994 and onwards), Spanish language analysis of the Cuban
Revolutionn was on the rise. More Spanish speaking social scientists, especially those
thatt are of Cuban origin or Cuban-born exiles, were given the opportunity to return to
thee island and were allowed to give independent assessments of social change.
Perhapss these social scientists had a message to share with their communist counterparts.. In any case, I attribute this recent increase in Spanish language analysis of the
Cubann Revolution to the new high level of interaction between Cuban and non-Cuban
sociall scientists, fostered by academic conferences and foreign publishing houses. The
mostt remarkable of this group was found in collective works such as: Cuba en Crisis
byy Rodriguez Beruff

et al (1995). This post-Cold War analysis was sponsored by

universityy departments of History, Economy and Sociology at San Juan, Puerto Rico
andd Havana, Cuba; it was published by the University of Puerto Rico publishing
house.. The works approached the economic crisis of the 1990s from different angles:
Cuban-Easternn European relations, new economic tendencies, Cuba and the global
economy,, political reforms and the municipal electoral system, foreign policy and
futuree options. The biggest flaw in compilations such as these is that, in attempting to
bee all-inclusive in approaches and political tendencies, some contributions such as
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Pérezz Stable's "La Cuba que aitnpuede ser" appear to be precocious, by concluding
thatt Cuba's political system must change to become more 'democratic' and open to
neww ideologies.
Anotherr Spanish language work that gained importance towards the end of the 1990s
wass Garcia and Lopez (1997) Cuba después de la era soviética de la URSS. This
Mexico-basedd project attempted to asses Cuba's economic and political situation
almostt a decade after the country's slow break with the former Soviet Union. This
studyy was notably realist (in the political theory sense of the word), as it handled
Cuba'ss relation with the Soviet Union as essentially a problem of inter-state
consideration.. Hence, a lot of emphasis was placed on the tendencies of reformer
politicianss within the Soviet Union and Cuba's diplomatic corps in Eastern Europe.
Thiss research project proved to be strong as it included hard, empirical evidence for
consideration. .

1.33

Crisis in analysis

Finally,, the bulk of the post-Cold War era writing on Cuba can be classified as
articles,, graduate-university theses and short contributions. Among these: Espina
(1993),, Monreal and Carranza (1995), Carranza Valdés (1994), Dilla (1996),
Gonzalezz Gutierrez (1997), NACLA Reports (1999, 2000) and Evenson (2001). Most
off these works are dedicated to assessing the effects of the economic reforms that
weree instituted to adjust Cuban society to a world market system without the Soviet
Union.. That is, studying Cuba during the so-called Special Period. This tendency
continued,, as some researchers and well-known cubanologos became stuck when
tryingg to figure out into which direction the leadership was taking the Revolution. In
contrastt to cubanologos outside of Cuba, the mid-1990s saw a significant increase in
thee production of Cuban studies within the country. Through the search for
autochthonouss sources, ex-pat publishers and partners in research discovered a host of
sociall scientists dedicated to finding explanations and building upon theories that
describedd the processes of change within the Revolutionary context. While outside of
Cubaa transition theoreticians concentrated their efforts on explaining the possible
consequencess of economic and market-like reforms, native political economists were
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concernedd with the normative and structural transformations that would allow Cuba to
survivee a new and often volatile global environment. [Monreal, 1997]

Thee production of literature in Cuba is rather easy to comprehend. Mostly state
employees,, native analysts are concerned with the Revolution's survival during this
latee stage of neo-liberal globalisation and the effects of the reforms that were
implementedd in spontaneous response to the economic crisis of the 1990s. To
complimentt empirical studies there are also theoretical reflections on the changes that
occurredd during the same period. Inside Cuba there is Pablo Guardarrama (1998) with
hiss survey of Marxism during this so-called era of post-modernity. Guardarrama takes
aa look at the meaning of Marxism and State Socialism from a humanist perspective.
Hee maintains that despite both the theoretical and practical crisis that Marxist
socialismm and revolutionary politics endured throughout (according to him) the past
fifteenn years, the main principles of its analysis and purpose remain relevant.
Guardarramaa concludes that the evolution of Marxist and State Socialism is best
exemplifiedd in the Cuban experience.

AA sudden silence of cubanologos in Europe and North America during the last couple
off years has imposed a peculiar void in objective analysis. But there are some
noteworthyy works on Cuba that deserve honourable mention. Among them there is
Antonii Kapcia'a Cuba: Island of Dreams (2000). This turned out to be a sociologicalanthropologicall survey on the identity of the Revolution and political culture in Cuba,
moree specifically la cubania -the essence of being Cuban. Kapcia was successful in
goingg back to the roots of revolution and explaining the implications of the
government'ss chemical make-up today. Through this emphasis on identity, Kapcia
hopedd to define the Revolution and offer insight into why the Revolution is so
popularlyy supported by most Cubans. His premise is that the Revolution, like other
sociall constructions of national and political identity, is based on myths and value
codes.. What makes his work credible is that he starts off with the material conditions,
bothh nationally as well as globally, and continues relating the consequences for Cuban
society. .
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Bothh Guardarrama and Kapcia are excellent surveys and offer good insight into
describingg the identity of the Revolution and the concept of Socialism in Cuba.
Nevertheless,, there is still the need to explain, in scientific terms, why and how the
Cubann Revolution has been able to survive. The aforementioned books, one
theoreticall on the idea of Marxism, the other more concerned with the specific theme
off revolutionary or Cuban nationalism, have been important sources for work that is
requiredd in the specific analysis of the Cuban Revolution today. But no study, as of
yet,, has been able to explain the Revolution's success in survival, its resistance and
endurance,, and the changes that have taken place as a result of Cuba's insertion into
thee global economy.

Withh all the literature produced on the Cuban Revolution, there are two broad
categoriess or tendencies that have developed since 1959 and can be identified at this
point.. These are: those works of analysis that are concerned with the general
experiencee of the Cuban Revolution and those that analyse specific periods of time or
aspectss of the same. There is a gap between general political and economic analysis of
Cubaa as a case study that is found to be unique among other models of development
andd those that accept the Revolution as a given. On a higher level of analysis, this
samee gap is reproduced in comparative studies of (former or post-) Socialist systems
andd concentrated problem solving of case studies. For instance, in his book
concerningg Socialist Economies in Transition, Jeffries [1993] treats the Cuban case as
onee that is comparable to other Soviet-aligned states. He merely takes it for granted
thatt during the 1990s, so-called socialist economies (mostly member-states of the
CMEA)) shifted from one mode of production to another -from Communism to
Capitalism.. This necessarily assumes that prior to the end of the Cold War there were
twoo separate economic worlds and that the demise of communism in Eastern Europe
resultedd in the triumph of one economic model over another. Credit is due to this
workk only in that there was room to explain each country case-study separately, each
describingg the peculiarities that distinguished -for instance- Bulgaria's integration into
thee global economy from Poland's and Cuba's experience.

Thee second broad category is that which looks at specific aspects of the Revolution
andd how it copes with changes usually attributed to the domestic order, without ever
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takingg global pressures into considerations. These are mostly journalistic in nature and
thee authors are either dedicated to left or right wing politics. Some contributions
belongg to writers known to be critical of the Revolution and antagonistic to the
attemptt to salvage a state-dominated economy. Among these are the articles produced
byy Miami-based analysis, i.e. journals reflecting the opinions of those organisations
thatt are dedicated to conceiving a non-PCC or post-Castro Cuba, in publications such
ass Cubanet Independiente. Other works are found right at the heart of Communist or
left-wingg radical scholarship, such as the Monthly Review, The Socialist Register, or
Cuba'ss own Temas (journal of Cuban themes in Culture, Ideology and Society).
Althoughh the latter three can be considered much more scholastic/scientific and much
lesss propaganda based than that which is produced in Miami, they still seem to lack an
analysiss that takes global pressure into consideration. What all these works have in
commonn is that they offer a realist perspective in analysing the Cuban experience. In
otherr words, instead of looking at structural problems of Cuba's insertion into the
globall economy, the authors of articles produced in this category often emphasise the
state'ss willingness to impose certain economic and political reforms. In this instance,
thee state is treated as an autonomous actor, independent of superimposing or
underpinningg structures, the causes and consequences for the idea of the Cuban
Revolutionn as a whole.

Onee exception might be the former Chair of the University of Havana's Philosophy
Department,, Political Economist Haraldo Dilla who wrote a breakthrough article from
thee inside entitled "Comrades and Investors: The Uncertain Transition in Cuba."
Publishedd in The Socialist Register of 1999, this work was the first attempt to assess
thee impact of global change upon internal social and economic structures in Cuba and
thee consequences for the Revolution. Unfortunately, word has it among some social
circless within academia that Dilla was censured by his superiors back home for
criticisingg the reforms in Cuba's economic and social structure which, according to
Dilla,, dilutes the essence of Socialist democracy and egalitarian values. These
backdoorr accusations of censorship maybe true or false; what is important to
recognise,, however, is that no other writer -inside or outside Cuba- has attempted to
linkk the two fields of analysis in explaining global pressures upon revolutionary
politicss and the consequential impact on social structures as did Dilla. This project to
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linkk both global pressures and economic reforms in order to analyse social structures
inn Cuba has been discontinued. My intention is to deepen this study and continue this
discussion.1 1

1.44

Structure of this study

Inn order to accomplish the tasks that the central question entails, it is necessary to
outlinee some basic thoughts generated by the research. At the top of the priority list,
theree is the need to lay out the structures and ideas dominating the current global
politicall economy. This entails delineating the parameters and implications that define
thee process of neo-liberal globalisation and the most important characteristics or
trendss in national economies. Secondly, there is the need to define the project of
creatingg or maintaining the revolutionary dream of, what has been called by some
Marxists,, State Socialism and evaluate its existence in a world hostile to the same.
Thee uncontested Communist party dominance of the State in Cuba, the discourse that
iss often deemed as Marxist and the combination of nationalist or anti-imperialist
tendenciess is what motivates analysts to marvel on the peculiarity of Cuban Socialism
today.. Though the premise for such a review depends mostly upon historical
references,, the Cuban experience brings us to place Socialism -as a movement,
structurall project or ideology- within the context of the present global political
economy.. Noting that there are contradictions between the ideal Cuban socialist
projectt of state-supremacy over the market and the maintenance of a one-party/state
apparatuss on the one hand, and neo-liberal hegemony over the world market on the
other,, theoretical considerations on these seemingly irreconcilable structures must be
given. .

Chapterr Two of this study is dedicated to the theoretical questions that surround these
issues.. In it, terms like neo-liberal globalisation, socialism and world system are
definedd for this study. In conjunction with this mission, it is necessary to understand

11
It is ironic that the most credible and innovative (perhaps, punished) works on the matters of Political
Economyy produced in Cuba are not those that criticise the Revolution from a liberal or pro-capitalist
perspective.. Rather, Dilta's work and call for more democratic measures to be implemented, to counter
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thee (neo-) Gramscian concept of hegemony, which can be applied to neo-liberal
ideologyy on a global scale as well as to the anti-imperialist discourse dominating the
currentt PCC alternative program. The essence of the chapter, however, is found in
providingg a framework for understanding global trends, market reforms or policy
makingg that are either induced by Cuban party/state leadership or rejected for not
fittingg within the PCC alternative to neo-liberalism.

Thee aim of Chapter Three is to provide a historical framework for understanding the
party/statee apparatus in Cuba, i.e., what is known as the Revolution. Though the
eventss that lead up to the 1959 Revolution and the social consequences that followed
havee been written time and time again, few analysts look at the social forces that
evolvedd in Cuban history and shaped or consolidated the project of national liberation
andd emancipation of the country's working class. It is my contention that without
carefull consideration of Cuba's political and economic history, the present day
leadershipp of the party/state apparatus cannot be understood. Partly, because some of
thee current key leaders are products of the struggle for national liberation during the
Batistaa dictatorship; namely Fidel Castro and his brother Raul. Additionally, it was the
fusionn of various revolutionary tendencies prior to 1959 that made the PCC what it is
today.. In this historical review, I suggest that the Cuban Revolution rests upon certain
pillarss and foundations that have allowed the party/state apparatus to persevere
throughh this recent era of neo-liberal globalisation. A brief look at how the values of
unity,unity, continuity, state supremacy and popular participation were transmitted to the
mindss of the Cuban people will conclude the first part of this work.

Thee second part of this book is dedicated to understanding the recent global changes
thatt forced Cuban society to restructure many of the economic, political and social
policiess that were thought of as traditional or even essential to the Revolution. It starts
offf with Chapter Four, which reflects upon the causes and consequences of the
economicc crisis that the Cuban people and party/state apparatus endured between
19911 and 1996. As this part of the study will show, the Revolution was transformed
fromm a social system that concentrated on reproducing itself to a mutated social,
thee negative effects of market practices, stem more from a Marxist and pro-revolutionary concern for
thee maintenance of Socialism in Cuba.
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politicall and economic project that is struggling to survive. The economic crisis,
causedd not by a sudden disappearance of a sponsoring superpower, but by the slow
disintegrationn of a real working parallel market system based on moderately fair trade
(CMEA),, should never be underestimated. The paralysis of over seventy percent of
Cuba'ss purchasing power and the consequences that it caused for production and
capitall accumulation on the island, led the country's leaders to embark upon new
formulass for maintaining state control.
Inn this experience, often referred to as the Special Period, new ideas emerged that
wouldd have been unimaginable only a couple of years prior to 1991. Among these
ideass and policies are: the legalisation of citizens' use of hard currency for the
purchasee of import products; the building of a tourism industry as the country's main
sourcee of income; the opening up to foreign direct investment up to 100% foreign
ownershipp in new fields of economic exploitation, and, the formalisation of a selfemploymentt system that in many ways relieved the state's responsibility over a
percentagee of Cuban workers. Nevertheless, all of these measures were taken in the
namee of safeguarding what is often referred to as the 'triumphs of the Revolution'. As
willl be demonstrated, the reforms were not inspired by global financial institutions
likee the World Bank or the International Monetary Fund. Rather, the economic
restructuringg that took place in Cuba during the 1990s proved to be the collective
workk of Cuban political economists and the implementation of ideas that are
autochthonouss to the island. However, none of the changes happened in an
internationall vacuum. The Cuban leadership foresaw the global opportunities that
weree open to the party/state apparatus. Foreign investors were willing to contribute to
Cuba'ss alternative model and create partnerships with state enterprises in ventures
suchh as petroleum explorations. Other countries and corporations avoided the twiceenhancedd economic embargo. All of these factors will be given brief consideration.

Inn essence, this fourth chapter analyses the limits and possibilities for a country that
refusess to follow the neo-liberal and anti-socialist prescriptions that were offered to
manyy former communist countries and most of Cuba's neighbouring Latin American
countriess during the same period. Chapter Four is also an attempt at explaining the
peculiarr condition of the Cuban Revolution during this period, here taking into
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considerationn specific political and economic reforms that will have permanent
consequences.. It offers a comprehensive answer to the first half of the research
question. .
Chapterr Five will deal with the period 1996-2000, when social and economic
indicatorss revealed that Cuba was on its way to a slow, stable economic recovery. The
aimm of this chapter is not only to emphasise the Revolution's success in resisting
globall pressures to fall to neo-liberal practices and the will of contra-revolutionaries in
thee United States. Rather, the purpose is to actually discover how global pressures,
togetherr with domestic policies, shaped Cuba's current political economy. At this
pointt the study will reveal the similarities between new policies in production and
capitall accumulation that resemble some of the trends most typical of neo-liberal
globalisation.. Attention will be given to the self-employed sector, the number of
participantss that has steadily decreased throughout the last five years, and the
restructuringg process of state enterprises -called el sistema de perfeccionamiento
empresarial-empresarial- endorsed by documents produced in the fifth PCC Congress (1997).
Lastly,, the implications of these recent changes for Cuban society will be highlighted,
wherebyy internal economic structures and shifts in productive power will be clearly
explained.. Throughout this chapter I will argue that specific social forces have been
repositionedd in order to accommodate Cuba into the global political economy, while
preservingg the foundations and pillars of the Revolution.

Thee sixth and final chapter of this study will re-assess the central questions and restate
theirr relevance to the subject of global political economy and alternatives to neoliberall globalisation. It will outline theoretical as well as practical consequences for
consideringg the Cuban Revolution and the historical relevance of revolutionary
resistancee to the 'new world order'. Some of the most important recent global events,
wherebyy Cuba was directly or indirectly involved, will be taken into consideration in
orderr to evaluate the level of resistance that the party/state apparatus continues to
pronouncee in its discourse. En fin, brief consideration will be given to the possible
futuree scenarios that the Cuban party/state apparatus might encounter.
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CHAPTERR TWO
Neo-liberall Globalisation, Socialism and Anti-imperialist State Resistance

'Woo estamos en contra de la global'izacion, no se puede estar, es una ley de hisioria; estamos contra la
globalizaciónglobalización neoliberal, la quieren imponer al mundo y que sera insostenible, se derrambara, y hav
queque ayudar a derrumbarla, v para ayudar hace falta conciencia que se ha llevado a cabo de la
Revolution.'Revolution.'''

Fidel Castro, 20 July 1998

Theree appears to be a number of "truths" or ideas that dominate contemporary
politicall and economic thinking. One of them is that Socialism is dead. This is often
sustainedd by the experience of the demise of the Soviet Bloc in Eastern Europe and
thee collapse of other so-called socialist states during the early 1990s. The other "truth"
iss that neo-liberalism, the tendency of states to reduce their intervention in economic,
financiall and social planning, is the uncontested and most widely accepted, practicing
economicc ideology that will bring the world towards economic prosperity. Finally, a
synthesiss of the last two, that because Western capitalism rose triumphant over state
socialism,, there are no alternatives to the process of neo-liberal globalisation, and thus
itt is inevitable. While these "truths" or ideas have been widely challenged by a variety
off global social movements stemming from grassroots organisations in civil society
andd non-mainstream political activists, few states or state leaders have contested the
hegemonyy of neo-liberal ideology in the current phase of globalisation.2 Here Cuba is
att the crux of the matter.
Throughoutt the 1990s, grass roots movements have evolved into greater struggles for democratic
rightss of indigenous peoples, economic equality through fair trade, peace, the elimination of poverty,
concernn for the environment and alternatives to capitalist development. Though pluralistic in the issues
theyy tackle, year-by-year, these tendencies have drawn closer together and appear to be forming one
globall movement of socio-economic justice. Some scholar-activists have dedicated the bulk of their
workk to analyse and support these movements, among them there are: Susan George, Alex Callinicos,
Mikee Gonzalez, Ronnie Hall and Barry Coates. In a publication entitled Anti-Capitalism: A Guide to
thee Movement (2001), these writers together with other analysts argue for an alternative to neo-liberal
globalisation.. They also highlight where the global movements have demonstrated their willingness to
formm common agendas. References are often made to Seattle, Washington 1999 where 70.000
demonstratorss took to the streets to protest against the World Trade Organisation (WTO) and Genoa,
Italyy in July 2001, when 300.000 people demonstrated against the G-8 Summit. In recent times, the
mediaa has erroneously tended to classify the struggles of those that challenge the present world order as
thosee belonging to the "anti-globalist" movement. Contrarily, analysts like those mentioned above have
emphasizedd that those who manifest their disenchantment with current global structures are not against
globalisation.. Rather, they are against neo-liberal or corporate-led globalisation and are attempting to
constructt a globalisation of justice from below. Interestingly enough, Fidel Castro has been the only
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Thee perseverance in socialist thinking by the Cuban state and its resistance to neoliberall globalisation are the essential themes that are dealt with in this book. In order
too continue this survey, it is necessary to take a closer look at what exactly Cuba is
resisting.. Although few would argue that the fall of Soviet Communism and neoliberall globalisation are not intertwined, there is disagreement about which came first.
Somee political economists might suggest that the demise of Soviet Communism in
Easternn Europe unleashed the forces of corporate-led globalisation and therefore
becamee the principle factor in the congealing of neo-liberal ideas among states and
financiall institutions in new regions of the Earth. Others would argue, and I share their
view,, that, proponents of neo-liberal ideology were preparing for hegemony long
beforee the bipolar Cold War ended. [George, 1997] Because I accept the notion that
conservativee forces have been engaging in the competition for leading global ideas, at
leastt since the middle of the twentieth century, this chapter will start by examining the
conceptt of globalisation and explaining the origins of neo-liberal thought and practice.
Thee following section will look at the position of states during this era of neo-liberal
globalisation,, especially in developing countries and specifically in Latin America. In
thatt section I will deal with state reductionism and the imperialist character of the neoliberall forces. The central characteristics of neo-liberalism, as applied to many
countriess today, will be viewed as global trends i.e., there is nothing permanent about
neo-liberall globalisation.

Fromm there, the discussion will continue to discover the key features that make Cuba's
politicall economy different from those states that adhere to neo-liberalism. Brief
attentionn will be given to the history of Socialism as a concept for state leadership. My
intentionn here is to reveal that rather than a state of political economy, Socialism in
Cuba,, as real experiences indicate, is more of a movement with historical roots, that
exploitss and justifies state supremacy over the market in order to resist global
pressuress and promote national development. Finally, the discussion on Socialism will
leadd to an alternative vision of the state and the policies that the party/state apparatus
putss forth.
statee leader worldwide to openly support this movement of socio-economic justice andexpress his
solidarityy with those that struggle for an alternative form of globalisation. [Castro, 1999]
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2.11

Neo-Iiberal globalisation

Thee purpose of this section is not to define neo-liberal globalisation. Rather, it is an
attemptt to delineate the global social, economic and political institutions and practices
thatt

according to Smith and Korzeniewicz

"are undergoing a

profound

transformation".. [1998:1] Since I am arguing that certain global trends are in fact
shapingg the structural and institutional transformation of Cuba's state-led economy, it
iss therefore important to understand the context to which Cuba must adapt or
assimilatee itself. Thus, the first two concepts that will be demystified are neoliberalismm and globalisation, separately. These terms are often used interchangeably
butt really should not be confused. Generally, neo-liberalism refers to an economic and
politicall ideology and globalisation to a process. Mainstream social scientists often
arguee that both neo-liberalism and globalisation are inevitable. My contention is that
theyy are not, but the forces that promote the continuance of world capitalism are
indeedd strong and do influence or at least affect all societies.
Globalisationn has for some time been the en vogue word used to describe the changes
andd transformations that have occurred recently in capitalist development. The term
alsoo tries to encapsulate the ever-growing cross-border, social interaction we have
witnessedd during the past few decades. The concept is used in many areas of
academia,, namely: economics, sociology, politics and international relations. Many
havee tried to define globalisation by pointing to the results of the phenomenon without
reallyy explaining how it works. In this section, I do not pretend to formulate a holistic
definitionn of the term. What is present in this work, however, is a depiction of what
globalisationn means in this context of global political economy. This can be translated
eventuallyy to the central concern of the writing i.e., the changes that have taken place
inn Cuba's political economy throughout the last decade and the structures and social
forcess now being rearranged in its party/state apparatus. From this discussion, I will
bee able to identify the pressures that lead domestic policy makers to readjust social
relationss and productive practices.
Theree are no generally accepted definitions of the term globalisation because the
differentt schools of theories concerned with it have promoted their own research
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agendas,, concentrating on particular aspects of the changes in the global political
economy.. Palan et al. [2000] have suggested that there are three broad categories of
sociall scientists that attempt to explain the idea of globalisation. First, there are those
theoreticianss that promote the idea that a fundamental change in society has occurred
wheree state-led economies became outdated and a worldwide phenomenon of
integratingg markets developed. This transformation makes the state obsolete and
nationall economies and global society become integrated to the point that new
structuress are formed independent of the state. Second, there is the school of argument
thatt declares the concept of globalisation to be a fallacy, essentially indicating that no
reall structural changes have been made in the international system; that globalisation
iss all a "hype". The problem with this idea, according to Palan, is that it ignores the
changess that have occurred in the global environment around the state throughout the
lastt few decades. Additionally, this second argument ignores historical capitalist
developmentt or the historical roots of the world market system.

Finallyy there is an abundance of literature that supports an alternative view in
explainingg globalisation and the nuances in the role of the state. This view stems
essentiallyy from the idea that states compete for world market shares in order to
promotee wealth or, in the case of the least developed countries, more development or
"catchingg up". Susan Strange [1996] has been an important figure in the development
off this last group of analysts. She argues that the state retreats from certain spheres of
influencee -like the economy- but does not disappear. The idea in this case is that
globalisationn of capitalism and the state are not conflicting units, rather that the state
reactss or adapts to the new environment. Globalisation as a term implying real
changess in global society does exist, but it cannot do so without the state. [Bouzas and
Ffrench-Davis,, 1998:126] More radical analysts in this new group understand
globalisationn to be a worldwide phenomenon; "it is the consolidation of a wide array
off transnational and domestic practices which permit the economy, politics and
culturee of certain countries to penetrate others." [Sklair, 1991:1-10]

Petrass and Veltmeyer [2001] continue with this theme of nation-state penetration.
Theyy argue for unmasking the works behind globalisation and call it essentially
imperialism.imperialism. Their premise is based on studies which indicate that changes or
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transformationss that have recently occurred in the capitalist world system -which are
generallyy attributed to inevitable workings of the market- are actually proven to be
intentionall policies, implemented by a complex of transnational corporations and
internationall financial institutions called the "global financial network". [Barnet and
Cavanagh,, 1994] These in turn are supported by governments in the most
technologicallyy advanced countries. The result of this is that countries of the periphery
(poorerr countries) have become more reliant upon those structures based in rich
countriess and that the gap in income levels between the North and the South
increasinglyy widens. Additionally, they understand that supposed inter-state capital
flowss are heavily concentrated in the most developed countries, thereby excluding
countriess on the periphery in new tactics for producing wealth. For these reasons,
Petrass and Veltmeyer reject the term globalisation and in its place use the term
imperialismimperialism as a correct description of growing inter-state capital flows and enterprise
penetrationn of countries.

Alll these writers have made crucial contributions to the study of economic and
politicall processes, but they still confuse neo-liberalism with globalisation. In other
words,, when they attempt to make a critique about globalisation, social scientists like
Petras,, Veltmeyer and Bouzas and Ffrench-Davis are really analysing neo-liberal
globalisation. .

2.1.11

Historical globalisation

However,, the study of globalisation can be traced back into history in two ways. First,
throughh strict economic analysis, which was expounded by Karl Marx, and second
throughh a more sophisticated and modern approach- such as by Karl Polanyi, author of
TheThe Great Transformation. [1944] Both are helpful in understanding the implications
off the almost natural development of capitalism and nineteenth century liberal
economicc structures. Karl Marx wrote with the intention of providing a worldwide
basiss for the possibility of changing society. Polanyi -though possibly having similar
intentions-- described the dialectics of capitalist development during the time of policy
makingg in reaction to the breakdown of the classical liberal economy: the competition
forr world markets, the inter-war period, fascism, nationalism, and economic
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depression.. His was a point in history that Karl Marx could not fathom. Nor could
Marxx imagine the impact of new technologies to the point where information
technologiess and financial services would become an important feature in society.

Certainlyy new innovation in technology and its effect on the velocity of the market
needd to be studied and meticulously understood, the effects it has upon political
structuress (states, political organisations, class and individuals) are tremendous.
Nevertheless,, Marx defined globalisation over 150 years ago, in his analysis of the
naturee of capitalism, when he together with Engels wrote The Communist Manifesto:
"Thee need of a constantly expanding market for its products chases the bourgeoisie over the whole
surfacee of the globe. It must nestle everywhere, settle everywhere, establish connections everywhere.
Thee bourgeoisie has through its exploitation of the world market given a cosmopolitan character to
productionn and consumption in every country. To the great chagrin of Reactionists, it has drawn from
underr the feet of industry the national ground on which it stood. All old-established national industries
havee been destroyed or are daily being destroyed. They are dislodged by new industries, whose
introductionn becomes a life and death question for all civilised nations, by industries that no longer
workk up indigenous raw material, but raw material drawn from the remotest zones; industries whose
productss are consumed, not only at home, but in every quarter of the globe. In the place of old wants,
satisfiedd by the productions of the country, we find new wants, requiring for their satisfaction the
productss of distant lands and climes. In place of the old local and national seclusion and selfsufficiency,, we have intercourse in every direction, universal inter-dependence of the nations. And as in
material,, so also in intellectual production. The intellectual creations of individual nations become
commonn property. National one-sidedness and narrow-mindedness become more and more impossible,
andd from the numerous national and local literatures, there arises a world literature." [Marx and
Engels,, 1888/1978]

Marx'ss view on globalisation suggested that it was a phenomenon stemming naturally
fromm capitalist development and world expansion of the market under the needs of the
bourgeoisie. .

Eventually,, he called upon workers (the proletariat) to grab hold of seize this process,
whichh coincidentally could unite them, and make it work in their interests. However,
individualss like Arthur MacEwan have pointed out that the expansion of commerce
andd global trade have linked different regions and peoples of the world long before the
developmentt of capitalism. MacEwan uses the 1993 scientific discovery that the
strandss of silk cloth, which were found in a 3.000 year-old Egyptian mummy's hair,
weree almost certainly from China. [MacEwan, 1999:25] This predates Marx's
explanationn of expanding markets dependent on colonialism and the slave trade
hostedd by found in post-feudal Europe. In this sense, globalisation and economic
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practicess are concepts separate from each other. It is not that Marx was wrong in his
analysess of the role that industrialisation played in making the world a smaller place.
Hiss contributions were essential in understanding globalisation during his time. What
iss implicit in this regard is that capitalist development and technology have fostered
thee process of globalisation, as we know it today. But globalisation, as Sklair [1991]
definedd it above, with the consolidation of global practices, politics, economics and
culture,, is not bound to the confines of capitalist development.
Polanyi,, on the other hand, was able to witness a time when political leaders and
organisationss tried to capture or control the market; the contradictions of capital
interestss around the world eventually developed into competitive wars. Hence, the
imperialisticc wars and the social movements prior to World War II were those that
attemptedd to fix the contradictions this evolving market had brought on the
internationall stage. Polanyi's interest was in the prevention or elimination of
contradictionss and the socialisation of the market. He argued for public dominance
overr markets and set the theoretical stage for progressive global trends that
characterisedd mid-century capitalist development.

Duringg the 1940s and 50s, large global and domestic structures were created in order
too stop the contradictions of interests from impinging crises that could eventually bury
thee market or stop it from expanding. This was done by state leaders who
implementedd certain economic policies that gave more power to the public over
financiall institutions and social structures. The most famous of them were Keynesian
economics,, which, in short, concluded that the state had to intervene in controlling the
markett -by taxes, regulation of finance and providing social welfare for the general
population-- so that economic growth would continue without being interrupted by
sociall contradictions. Towards the end of World War II, most politicians commonly
acceptedd the necessity of state intervention into the economic life of a country;
laissez-fairee was to be abolished. In the US, this was interpreted by the development
off President Roosevelt's New Deal policies in the 1930s, where capital had to reckon
withh some of organised labour demands. Later on in other countries, namely in Latin
America,, state leaders attempted to control their internal market dependency on
foreignn industrial goods by implementing import substitute industrialisation (ISI)
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policies.. The state would by this means control what kind of products would come in
andd go out of the country, what is produced and which industries were to be
subsidisedd by the government.
Inn The Great Transformation, Polanyi argued that the lesson to learn from previous
warss and conflicts is that, if the market were allowed to direct the fate of human
beingss and their natural environment, then society would be destroyed. This, however,
doess not mean that the process of globalisation was to cease. There was still the need
forr markets to expand in other regions of the Earth, namely those areas that were
dependentt on exporting raw materials to industrial countries. Eventually, Keynesian
economicss became the victim of its own success. It raised production and the standard
off living of workers considerably in the industrialised countries and caused
corporationss to go beyond national boundaries to find more markets and cheaper
labour.. The result was that while politicians in industrialised countries were conceding
too social demands that would lower internal contradictions, the foreign policies of
thosee same countries -usually in the North- were often charged with intervention into
coloniall or post-colonial regions -usually referred to as the Third World or the South.
Thiss was the case with the history of US intervention in Latin America, either directly
byy military invasions to protect markets for North American product entry, or,
indirectlyy by forcing the neighbouring countries to adopt open market policies by
punishingg those that remained closed to US investors. In this sense, Polanyi's vision
off a sensible capitalism was only applicable, or being applied to, Europe, Japan and
thee United States during his time, especially after the Second World War. As we all
knoww by now, Polanyi's vision never carried through fully and the project to create
democraticc control over the market eventually rescinded. And State or public control
overr market mechanisms were lost, as certain forces pushing for a return to liberal
economicss became more dominant in the global political economy; this is neoliberalism. .
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2.1.22

Neo-liberalism as a hegemonic ideology

Accordingg to the political economist Arthur MacEwan: "The essence of the neoliberall position on international commerce is the proposition that economic growth
willl be most rapid when the movement of goods, services and capital is unimpeded by
governmentt regulations." [MacEwan, 1999:31] Its name comes from the experience
off nineteenth century liberalism, which was thought to have brought wealth and
powerr to English and other Northern European societies, and the suffix neo-, meaning
neww or revised by contemporary condition. To elaborate, neo-liberalism is a political
andd economic ideology that represents the interests of market leaders (i.e., big
businesss and finance) in its tendency to expand globally. Governmental rules and
practicess that prevent or hinder expanding markets are thought to be the enemy.
Thee term neo-liberalism can be misleading in that the suffix -neo is often interpreted
too mean something new. However, the only thing new about this ideology and
political,, economic practice is the dominance it seemed to have had throughout the
lastt decade. Some point to the Reagan-Thatcher era (early 1980s) as the beginning of
neo-liberalismm and the fall of the Berlin Wall (1989) as the start of its global
consolidationn among states and international financial institutions. The truth is that, in
thee words of Susan George: "The victory of neo-liberalism is the result of fifty years
off intellectual work, now widely reflected in the media, politics, and the programmes
off international organisations." [George, 1997] George points to the establishment of
thinkk tanks in the United States and the United Kingdom during the 1940s, when
liberalismm was a marginal ideology in politics. Through the institutions, wealthy
conservativess poured millions of dollars into research and materials for the
developmentt of anti-New Deal plans geared towards political leaders of the Right. In
turn,, these politicians and capitalists formed an alliance to dismantle the
"transformation"" that Polanyi wrote about. The intellectual roots of neo-liberal
economicss can be found during the same time period with individuals like Richard
Weaverr and Friedrich von Hayek, who both studied economy and business at the
Universityy of Chicago and started a trend of producing literature that discredited the
"transformation"" from free market capitalism to state controlled economy. [George,
1997]] The production of literature and ideology that fortified conservative forces
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eventuallyy laid the basis for the "conservative revolution" against Keynesian
economics.. Today, neo-liberal ideology, as a doctrine, is reflected in the practices and
formulass that are often promoted by international financial institutions when dealing
withh the question of development in the countries of the South. [George and Sabelli,
1994]] The eventual global acceptance of this ideology by state leaders and
internationall organisations is what makes neo-liberalism a hegemonic ideology in the
processs of globalisation.
Hegemony,, coming from the Greek word hegemon meaning leader, is a concept that
wass developed early last century by the Italian Marxist Antonio Gramsci. While most
Marxistss during the 1920s explained global as well as state-centred phenomena by
strictlyy using an economic

interpretation

of history, Gramsci added an

intellectual/culturall element, which concluded that social classes could establish
dominationn over others through promoting their ideology and culture at social and
politicall levels. [Gramsci, 1971] If there is any truth in this, the experience of the
"conservativee revolution", which relied upon the production of liberal, economic
literaturee makes it evident. Susan George goes as far as saying that because the
progressivee forces did not promote intellectual production, were complacent and did
nott mobilise a front based on substantial professional thinking, the conservative forces
weree able to step in and make their project hegemonic. But most social scientists
wouldd agree that ideological hegemony does not amount to permanency, far less does
itt mean there are no alternatives.
Evenn though most countries, both in the technologically advanced North and the
developingg South, and global structures fall under the umbrella of neo-liberal ideology
today,, there are always political moments when social forces gather enough strength
too resist and counter the dominating mind frame. Robert Cox calls this counterhegemony.. [Cox, 1987] In short, counter-hegemony can be thought of as a successful
movementt of resistance against the dominating structures of reality. Throughout the
twentiethh century, resistance can be found in states or alliances (like the Soviet Bloc)
butt also in grass roots movements that are currently taking shape. I will return to this
themee towards the end of the chapter.
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Whatt is important to emphasise here, is that, the framework of this study is dependent
onn the notion that the Cuban government and people are now at a political moment,
wheree they are found to have been developing counter-hegemonic tendencies on a
domesticc scale that contradict the neo-liberal practice. Cuban discourse, as will be
demonstratedd in the chapters to come, is often centred on criticising the globalisation
off neo-liberal ideas and placing the market and profits before the interests of people.
Fidell Castro and the PCC promote an alternative form of globalisation, one that is
basedd on the co-operation of states in material development and fair trade among the
nationss instead of competition. [Castro, 1999] Whether or not they are successful is a
questionn to be dealt with later.

2.1.33

Neo-liberal practice

Butt what exactly does neo-liberalism consist of in practice? As its ideology dictates,
neo-liberall practice is comprised of the implementation of a number of tactics or
policiess that result in diminishing the authority of the state or public sector in society,
especiallyy in the market, and placing large, private corporations at the top of organised
society.. This implies, firstly, that corporate leaders make a pact with certain political
figuress and/or organisations in governmental and international bodies, in order to lay
thee legal basis for this movement or transition. Therefore, neo-liberalism can only be
appliedd to societies in which legal frameworks allow room for private corporations to
takee on a leadership role in public affairs. Secondly, the practice must be
undemocraticc in that public dominance over a productive or service sector is usually
renderedd to those who have the capital to develop markets from this sphere of
influence,, instead of those functionaries of public institutions who serve elected
officialss or governmental offices.
Thee most effective way to render power to corporations is to privatise publicly owned
enterprisess and services. A service like transportation, for instance, will go from being
aa public and local patrimony funded by taxes, to a private business that will profit
fromm the consumers of the provided service. In a democratic setting, a political party,
usuallyy funded by leading entrepreneurs, would encourage voters and legislative
bodiess to support the project of privatisation in return for a number of advantages.
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Manyy times it is the reduction of income taxes on common workers. Other neo-liberal
politicianss might argue that a service or public industry would become more efficient,
iff it were free from governmental bureaucracy. These myths have been widely
contestedd by people who have actually experienced the privatisation of industry or
services,, as efficiency issues after privatisation are often neglected. But the essential
problemm with privatisation is that, in most cases, the decision to privatise companies
aree not made democratically and in most cases made from above without a publicbasedd consensus. In this sense, the opponents of neo-liberalism argue, privatisation
equalss thievery from the wealth of society in order to subsidise private capitalists in
theirr mission to expand. [Petras and Veltmeyer, 2001] This is not to say that all public
ownershipp of production and services is necessarily democratic. However, the
privatisationn of publicly owned enterprises does exclude the chance of democratic
governance. .

Privatisationn might be attractive to politicians that are in the position of solving state
indebtednesss or government bankruptcy. By selling off national industries or public
services,, governmental bodies are believed to be relieved from debt and responsibility
overr social concerns. Those politicians interested in making governmental bodies
smaller,, will use privatisation as a means of doing so in addition to fund raising for
thee government. The problem comes to the fore when non-governmental groups lobby
forr state monitoring over the transition to privatisation, either in defence of the
environment,, in the interests of workers or to deter corruption. Furthermore,
fundraisingg arguments fall by the wayside when one realises that privatisation is not a
sustainablee means of government income; companies can only be privatised once. The
practicee of privatisation becomes even more anti-democratic and much more
controversiall when international governing bodies and institutions pressurise poorer
countriess to privatise production domestically. This will be dealt with later on in this
section. .
Fromm the business point of view, neo-liberal practice entails freeing the market from
ruless that hinder economic growth and profit. For instance, politicians that represent
thee interests of private capital might campaign against a hike in the minimum wage
forr workers, in order to keep profits rising. Another example can be found when
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privatee companies are given the right to ignore the demands of labour unions, hire and
firefire as they want, and move from one region where legal wages are high to places that
offerr a surplus of workers willing to produce for a lower and less secure income. But
privatisationn is but one of the many practices. Neo-liberalists might also pressure local
orr national governments to relax environmental laws in order to allow private
companiess to produce more cheaply rather than under Eco-friendly" frameworks,
whichh often require businesses to employ "costly" production methods that crunch
profits.. Like-minded politicians argue that unemployment rates will automatically
dropp when these policies are adopted, because the private company, after profit rates
increasee and wages decrease, will be able to employ more workers. The result of these
ideass when they are put into practice is that more workers are employed either on a
part-timee or temporary basis, and with less job security. When it comes to
environmentall quality, the risks of air and water pollution logically become more
pronounced. .
Thee examples mentioned above are best demonstrated in real national case studies.
However,, neo-liberalism, an international project, goes beyond state structures and
specificc instances and is applied globally. That is, not only are neo-liberal practices
implementedd by domestic politicians but also by international financial institutions
thatt often pretend to aid countries in need of development. After the demise of the socalledd socialist regimes in Eastern Europe and the fall of authoritarian political
structuress in Latin America during the late 1980s, neo-liberal policies were followed
byy new governments in reaction to years of state dominance in the economy. Critical
politicall economists have noted that international financial institutions, in the hands of
neo-liberall thinkers, actually forced many of the state dominated economies to
dismantle.. [Bello and Cunningham, 1994] This was done by denying international
bankk loans and credits to countries that refused to privatise or to cut state subsidies in
domesticc agricultural, industrial or service sectors. Evidently, the purpose was to
alloww large transnational corporations (TNCs) to successfully compete against or buy
upp small domestic businesses -whether private or public. The result has been the
sellingg out or disintegration of national economies and, in its place, allowing the
TNCss to dominate almost every aspect of life. This is seen more clearly when state
companiess and public services -from telecommunications to water and energy sectors-
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inn small underdeveloped countries are sold to large corporations, usually based in the
technologicallyy advanced North. The international institutions that are most known to
promotee these policies of privatisation are the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the
Worldd Bank and the World Trade Organisation (WTO).

Forr some time now, the World Bank has been the architect of the liberalisation of
developingg economies by overseeing privatisation programmes and implementing
whatt are called Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAPs). SAPs are packages that
aree offered to heavily indebted countries that either have experienced a sharp
transitionn from a state-dominated to private corporate-led economies, or, to those very
poorr nation-states that were or are in the condition of economic and political
bankruptcy.. In offering these troubled countries loans, the World Bank demands that
recipientt countries meet certain conditions. The conditions for receiving loans for
infrastructuree or any other kind of development are set by Structural Adjustment
Programmes.. Looking at the political aspect, once again, the government then
respondss to foreign lenders and investors and not to its citizens. This pushes the neoliberall project to its global extreme. So far, the social consequences have been
devastating. .

AA typical World Bank/IMF adjustment package for the receiving of loans includes at
leastt the following:
Currency devaluation: which increases prices for import foods and hits those who depend on it;
Domestic demand management: which reduces public funds available for social development;
Freeing up of prices: to remove the distortions resulting from subsidies on food, fertilisers and
otherr essentials;
High interest rates and a credit squeeze to reduce inflationary pressure: which usually results in
bankruptcies,, especially of small businesses;
Import liberalisation to open local industry to competition from more industrially developed
countries; ;
Privatisation of state and para-statal enterprises to reduce government protection of inefficient
economicc activity [George, S. and Sabelli, F., 1993:25]
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Mostt recently, in 1999 and 2000, member states of the WTO held a number of
negotiationn summits that laid the basis for implementing agreements on trade in
services;; this was called the General Agreement on Trade in Services, or, GATS2000.
[Wesselius,, 2001] The negotiations are focused on liberalising trade that affect all
servicee sectors, from investment banking to the energy sectors and reducing domestic
subsidiess for national services. Once again, the political -if not moral- issue comes to
thee fore when looking at the anti-democratic practices that are employed in these
negotiationss and agreements. Rich and powerful TNCs are known to lobby
successfullyy during the negotiation rounds, whereas groups from civil society, like
labourr organisations, are not invited to give their input and represent their interests.

Whatt happens in this process of neo-liberal globalisation is the forming of alliances
betweenn top government officials and big businesses, and the alienation of public
interestss in the organisation of present day society. Neo-liberal politicians and political
organisations,, which promise their constituents in poorer countries more development
byy employing free trade policies and SAPs, are concerned with making their country
attractivee to foreign investors and technology. They argue that privatisation, the
relaxationn of environmental and labour laws and the reduction in state subsidies to
domesticc producers and service sectors are all necessary for efficiency, in the interest
off the common good and the advancement of their societies. Consequently, local or
domesticc governments in developing countries render up most of their power to
foreignn private corporations.

Fromm the discussion above and the reading of works on the topic of neo-liberal
globalisation,, neo-liberal practice worldwide can be summarised by the following: by
highlightingg what the global trends are among states today.
1,1, Privatisation of state corporations
Thee goal of this action is to eliminate inefficiency and government expenditure. But privatisation is also
knownn as a fundraiser for the state during the process of restructuring and repayment of debts.
2.2. Fiscal Reform
Fiscall reform has the purpose of reducing budget deficits. It reduces the chance that the state intervene
withh subsidiaries to supply industries and social programmes. It is also geared towards creating
independentt national banks. The purpose is to reduce governmental costs and increase government
income. .
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3.3. Flexible Labour markets
Thee legislation introduced during this transition to neo-liberal policies provides more autonomy for
employerss in deciding wages and benefits, trade unions are stripped of their powers to negotiate; this is
flexibilityflexibility with the purpose of reducing social security contributions that employers have to make. The
lowerr wage earners are subject to more elusive hiring and firing policies.
4.4. Trade Reform
Tradee reforms are concerned with making the private sector of the national economies more
competitivee internationally and to be orientated towards the export market, with updated technologies in
production;; certainly they have reduced tariffs on imports; but it encourages that production be geared
too foreign markets.
5.5. The opening of financial markets
Thee opening of financial markets had the objective of reducing government intervention and aiming for
thee operation of free markets, in which national enterprises and the economies as a whole become
heavilyy influenced by international or foreign financial institutions. The advantage of this is an increase
inn the flow of capital and the modernisation of industries.

Thesee five global trends will be considered towards the end of this study, especially in
Chapterr Five, when the influence that neo-liberal globalisation has had upon the
Cubann model will be assessed. As this study will demonstrate, from the Cuban
experience,, there emanates an alternative in development and economic practice,
especiallyy on the topic of privatisation. Cuba, which is not a recipient of IMF/World
Bankk loans, is seemingly exempt from the pressures to privatise. In this light, neoliberall globalisation is not seen as an inevitable process. Rather, neo-liberal
globalisationn can be understood as the implementation of global trends. However and
parallel,, I will demonstrate that though the Cuban leadership has made an enormous
andd unprecedented effort in challenging global trends that are widely accepted by most
states,, especially in the area of privatisation, some policies that have recently been
implementedd in Cuba do resemble the outcomes of neo-liberalism in practice. For
instance,, in Chapter Four, the Cuban party/state apparatus is found to employ some
policiess that appear to make labour more flexible. This should indicate that the
processs of neo-liberal globalisation really does have an affect on countries, even when
thee intention is to resist it.

2.22

Implications for the state

Onee of the major contemporary debates in global political economy concerns the
powerr of leaders in developing countries to choose neo-liberal ideology and practice
orr reject it. [Palan et al, 1993] Does the state still have the sovereignty to decide
whetherr or not neo-liberal development should be practised? Or is neo-liberal practice
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imposedd upon weak states? Many scientists will agree that neo-liberal policies are not
implementedd uniformly across the globe. [Gwynne and Kay, 2000]. Therefore the
issuee is not so much geared towards choosing neo-liberal ism or deciding not to. The
questionn is: to what degree are neo-liberal practices implemented? Whatever the case,
itt suffices to say that countries that are dependent on foreign aid and the workings of
internationall financial institutions have little choice in the matter. But what do the
experiencess of neo-liberal globalisation imply about the pressures that global
structuress and en vogue measures exert upon states?
Whatt implications does the process of neo-liberal globalisation have upon the state?
Somee speak of the retreat of the state, the collapse of states; some even go so far as
claimingg that the state is no longer relevant. Though many will argue that the role of
thee state has changed, few would argue that the state in the era of neo-liberal
globalisationn has ceased to exist. Susan Strange points out that there are fundamental
changes: :
"" The shift away from states and towards markets is probably the biggest change in the international
politicall economy to take place in the last half of the twentieth century. It is most marked in matters of
production,, trade, investment and finance- in what I would call the production and financial structures.
Thesee are the ones which have most impact on people's daily lives. I, ...argue that one of the major
shiftss resulting from structural change has been the increased power and influence of the multinationalsmoree properly called Transnational Corporations (TNCs)- and the networks they set up and operate."
[Strange,, 1996:40]

Strangee makes the argument not that the state is disappearing, rather, that due to the
integrationn of the global economy -through international production- the balance of
powerr has shifted away from states and towards the market. Additionally, this shift is
seenn as causing a transfer of power from territorial states to non-territorial TNCs and
thee creation of gaps of power where authority of any kind is seemingly absent, i.e., the
informall economy and underground markets like drugs, prostitution and the Mafia.
TNCss are seen as political actors, having political relations in civil society,
determiningg the role of employers, and the employed, they are producers as well as
sellers,, and they are also consumers of goods and services. The technical innovations
andd where research funding is allocated are often determined by the TNCs. Strange
comess to the conclusion that power was handed over to the TNCs "on a plate", and
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thatt it was not accidental. This coincides with the idea that, as Susan George has
revealed,, conservative forces were preparing for this change some time ago.
Later,, some consideration will be given to how the process of neo-liberal globalisation
wass applied to the regional context surrounding Cuba -Latin America- in order to
providee a backdrop for understanding what makes this study so unique. Though this
bookk is not a comparative-case study, it is necessary to look at how the global trends
aree being implemented.

2.33

Neo-liberalism in Latin America

Usingg Polanyi's terminology, Smith and Korzeniewicz (both specialists in Latin
Americann studies) say that the world has experienced a "second great transformation."
[1997]] They are referring to both globalisation and the ideology -neo-liberalism- that
hass accompanied it during our time. This is especially evident in Latin American
society.. I would sustain the idea that throughout Latin America there exists a new
reliancee on the world market system and that state leaders are taking up or promoting
commonn policies that reduce the role of the state in capitalist development. Here, it is
necessaryy to take a closer look at how neo-liberalism developed in the economic
regionn surrounding Cuba.

Historically,, economic strategies used by Latin American states can be understood as
reactionss to their international environment and their dependency on advanced
economicc regions, previously in Europe and then the United States. Under these
circumstancess the centrality of the state had been essential in the quest for the
accumulationn of capital. From the latter part of the nineteenth century (1880s) up until
thee last World War (1945) foreign investment from Europe and the United States was
characterisedd by the exports of materials and infrastructure for developing the primary
sector,, i.e. all the resources necessary for mining, agricultural production and the
transportationn of materials (railways, telecommunications, electricity). This produced
twoo types of conflict among ruling elites. First, the investment of foreign capital
producedd a perpetual struggle between governmental elites seeking to capture
revenuess for the state -through taxes of surplus in order to provide subsidies for
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nationall producers- and the foreign companies. Throughout this period, nationalist
movementss flourished throughout the region, they aimed at taking control of natural
resources.. These conflicts produced interstate upheavals and in US-Latin American
relationss it resulted in a long history of military interventions by the neighbours to the
North.. The second conflict studied by Varas is the intra-elite struggle. (Varas, 1989)
Inn response to the economic growth experienced, especially during the inter-war
period,, recipients of the state subsidies formed a class of their own, the new
industrialists.. In the struggle to gain more power and to expand their productive
capacity,, the new industrialists challenged the old oligarchy, which, with the
exceptionn of Mexico, had been in power since the time of independence more than a
centuryy earlier. These conflicts resulted in clashes with large landowners and
traditionall agriculturists. The interests of the different sectors of society burst into
populistt movements, worker class initiatives, and military coups.

Towardss the end of World War II this changed slightly. Foreign investors -again
Europeann and US firms- shifted their focus in production in Latin America. The
interestt in selling infrastructure and materials for the development of agriculture and
primaryy products was no longer dominant. Rather, the foreign investors sought cheap
labourr in a diversified manufacturing sector. This was possible since Latin American
statess were not heavily involved in the war. While the fertile fields of Europe were
usedd as battlegrounds, the price of Latin American agricultural products rose, the
surpluss laid the basis for new industry, which was needed since most of the North
enteredd into producing for the war. Here began the import substitute industrialisation
processs (ISI), as tariffs protecting Latin American markets from foreign competition
increased.. After the War, companies in the United States became desperate to invest
andd create new markets for themselves in Latin America. This resulted in joint
venturess with local industrialists and in some cases with governments. Hence, a
"doublee actor force" (local industrialists and foreign investors in the region) combined
andd made pacts to influence domestic politics. This produced yet another set of
conflictss among the general population and certain elites who were dissatisfied with
thee benefits of the ISI. Once again, the conflicts ended up in internal debates, a
heightenedd nationalists movement and even guerrilla warfare fuelled on by the Cold
War.. The US response was military intervention. This period was characterised by a
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volatilee fluctuation of investments dependent on the stability, or lack thereof, in
particularr countries. Domestic elites struggled over issues of democracy and
legitimatee governance, but especially fought over economic policies. The two blocs
couldd be summarised by the following: those elites that were interested in consumer
durablee and intermediate goods placed emphasis on economic growth; others were
interestedd in producing basic consumer goods for local consumption, these were more
interestedd in income distribution with state subsidiaries in order to develop a domestic
markett of consumers. This period was short lived as the seventies brought on a new
internationall sphere.
Duringg the 1970s, oil producers who had increased their prices found the need to
reinvestt their surplus (petrodollars) in the form of loans to developing countries. The
financiall lending market found favourable circumstances in Latin America. Both state
sectorr industries as well as private clients rushed to the banks, or the international
bankss and financial institutions rushed to local clients. Hence, the region had to
reckonn not so much with investors in the primary sector, rather with private banks.
Thee borrowing countries (mainly oil importing countries) sought the loans in order to
payy for their large energy bills. The idea in the eyes of the borrowing countries was to
fuell high growth development strategies and continue to "catch up" in industry and
technology.. In places like Brazil and Mexico the idea fuelled high growth
developmentt strategies, whereas in Chile and Argentina borrowing was geared more
towardss the private sectors. The interest rates on the loans were low and thus
acceptablee to the developing countries. The economic growth rate increased steadily
throughoutt these last two stages -the post war period up until the early eighties- on an
averagee 4 percent GDP. [Varas, 1999]

Ass the 1980s drew nearer, banks in the United States started to increase interest rates
inn order to stop inflation in their own country. As a result the entire industrial world
endedd up in recession. It became more difficult for Latin American countries to repay
theirr big loans. This is what we now understand to have been the great debt crisis. The
contradictionn in Latin America's economic growth up until this period had been its
totall reliance upon foreign loans. The region's average budget deficit represented half
off the growth rate experienced in the previous decade. As the countries borrowed
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moree in order to reschedule their debt payments, long-term debt in the region rose
fromm S28 billion in 1970 to $239 billion in 1982. [Stallings, 1987]

Itt was in 1982 that oil prices fell worldwide. Mexico could not keep up with the
repaymentss and state leaders announced that it had to stop payments if rescheduling
couldd not be arranged. This created a panic across the continent, and bankers simply
startedd cutting off loans. As bankers ceased to provide loans for the rest of the region,
Latinn American countries responded by not paying their already inflated debts. This
debtt crisis fell harshly upon Latin American society as it slipped into near depression
conditions.. This became known as la decada perdida or the lost decade of no
economicc growth. As the Gross Domestic Product of the region fell, almost 1%
percentt annually, income levels were thrown back to 1970s standards. Foreign
investmentt also decreased considerably.

Thee initial response by international financial institutions was to create austerity plans
forr debtor countries, to reduce domestic spending in order to create room for some
repayment.. The idea was that Latin American countries would resume in rehabilitating
theirr economy within a couple of years. This was not the case. By 1985, the IMF
concludedd that serious structural arrangements were needed in the debtor countries.
Thee Baker plan, as it became known, named after US Treasury Secretary James Baker,
stressedd the need to enforce macroeconomic stability by reducing the role of the state
inn the national economies thereby reducing or eliminating state subsidies, reduction
andd elimination of tariffs and greater liberty for capital flows. In return, loans would
bee rescheduled. [Bouzas and Ffrench, 1988] So, then, the countries of Latin America
wentt from relying upon and being answerable to private bankers to following standard
recommendationss set up by the international financial institutions like the World Bank
andd the IMF. This is when the above outlined SAPs started taking a more prominent
rolee in Latin America.

Thee project to change the role of the state, thereby reducing its power in society, was
supportedd not only by the international financial institutions themselves, but the
privatee bankers as well as many political leaders in the core industrialised countries bothh in the United States (Reagan) as well as in Europe (Thatcher). This unity in idea
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andd implementation of economic strategy became known as the Washington
Consensus,, a pact often criticised by Fidel Castro. Castro, with a strong but declining
financiall link to the only alternative (Soviet-style development through membership in
thee CMEA), promoted the idea of a united developing world that would refuse to
adheree to this consensus and neglect repayment. However, the events that had
occurredd in Eastern Europe, namely the fall of the Soviet Bloc, reinforced this neoliberall ideological consensus, globally.

Twoo responses to the Washington Consensus emanated from other Latin American
countries.. On the one hand there was the "orthodox" response, found in Chile that
actuallyy experienced a recovery during 1986. On the other hand there was the
heterodoxx response, which had its prime example in Peru under the Alan Garcia
administration.. Garcia promoted negotiating unilateral debt negotiation payments in
additionn to pushing for more government spending and wages, thereby increasing the
state'ss regulatory capacity. This heterodoxy was nothing more than a nationalist
responsee (used in previous times) to the international environment; this administration
wentt as far as nationalising domestic banks. Within the first two years, Peru
experiencedd a quick economic growth; unfortunately, the methods used in this
examplee collapsed into corruption, the drying up of reserves and inflation.

Followingg Chile's example, Brazil and Argentina adhered to the Washington
Consensus.. Now, a consolidation of neo-liberalism both in practice and ideology had
takenn place. A new political economy was constructed in most of Latin America, one
thatt consists primarily of the restructuring of national economies and the emergence of
neww social arrangements. Governing elites in the region were seemingly optimistic
aboutt this new social structure. The optimism was based on the opportunities to
strengthenn ties between national economies and the world market. The belief in neoliberall practices became stronger when political and entrepreneurial leaders arrived at
thee conclusion that the previously popular inward orientated growth -supported by
dependencyy and structuralist theoreticians- failed. The inward-orientated growth was
notablyy cutting the region off from recent developments in technology and global
finance.. Additionally, the promise of immediate impact upon conforming to the
recommendationss of the reform packages or SAPs, put together by the international
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financee institutions, encouraged the leaders of the region to adopt all the elements of
neo-liberall adjustment.

Onee crucial detail in the acceptance of neo-liberal ideology and the global trends in
Latinn America should be addressed here. The popularisation of neo-liberal ideology
wass accompanied by the transition of dictatorial regimes in the region, like Pinochet's
Chile,, towards multiparty democracies. During the dictatorships, the tradition of
movementss resisting certain economic practices had been lost, as did the faith in the
existencee of real alternatives. The weakened political movements of the left were
pushedd further away from the path of resistance, when it became clear that the
countriess under the former Socialist bloc were also moving in the same direction. The
politicall leaders of the traditional left in Latin America seemingly rested satisfied with
thee new democratic laws that were given to the general population and saw their
historicall mission as being completed after the dictatorships were abolished. The
exceptionss to this would be left wing factions of the Workers' Party (PT) in Brazil and
thee Zapatista liberation movement in southern Mexico. These movements, linked to
otherr progressive forces, like those of human rights and those concerned with the
environment,, started to challenge many of the myths surrounding the new global
trends.. The resistance to neo-liberalism was primarily based on the unfavourable
sociall consequences that resulted from its practice.

2.3.11

Social consequences of the global trends

Forr the past decade, many critical social scientists have dedicated a large portion of
theirr work to analysing the social implications of the current global trends. While
somee have been apologetic to certain aspects of neo-liberal globalisation and the
openingg of markets, most have concluded that neo-liberal practice is destructive and
nott sustainable. [Hall, 2001] The same can be said of the neo-liberal experience in
Latinn America.
a)) Companies, which find it difficult to compete in the new and vulnerable
internationall market, have started laying-off workers more easily and there has been
littlee resistance on behalf of the weakened labour movements; the term introduced
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fromm the US corporate world is "downsizing". Additionally, the government, in trying
too reduce spending has also done a considerable amount of downsizing in its army of
civill servants. A more recent trend is to keep a reserve of civil servants and private
sectorr workers temporarily employed by creating short-term contracts through
Temporaryy Employment Agencies. Workers and civil servants are now hired to
producee or serve on production or planning projects, rather than as permanent
functionariess in the service of the public.
b)) Real wages have decreased. While the top two deciles of income earners
experiencee a substantial increase in their salaries, most income earners have
experiencedd there a decreased or stagnant rate.
c)) Additionally, there has occurred an increase in what is known as the informal
sectors;; i.e. an increase in the number of urban workers dedicating their workday to
unwrittenn contracts, illegal activity (namely the sale of drugs, prostitution and theft),
andd other unregulated trade creating low levels of income.
d)) Nevertheless, with the state reduction in funding social services and investment in
publicc infrastructure, it is the poor that suffer the most. Latin America's 30-50% poor
sufferr from poor health and high infant morality rates. There seems to exist, generally
inn the minds of intellectuals, artists, and the overwhelming majority of members of
civill society including the Church, a core concern with the poor in the region. While
publicc foreign debt has been paid, the public debt to the working poor has not. The
resultt has been outbreaks of epidemics and an increase in violent crimes. Even
internationall financial institutions are recognising this, as did the Inter-American
Developmentt Bank in 1996. Hence, social inequality has become a serious problem,
creatingg contradictions between the neo-liberal idea and reality. [Gwynne and Kay,
2000] ]

2.3.22

Resistance

Duringg the last half of the 1990s it became more and more evident that these neoliberall policies were not wholly acceptable. In Venezuela, popular resistance and
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disenchantmentt with corruption and a deteriorating infrastructure led to a political
slidee to the left in controlling or reducing neo-liberal policies; this resulted in the
electionn of nationalist leader Cesar Chavez in 1999, who vowed to reduce
liberalisationn and resist external pressures to privatise. Throughout Latin America as a
whole,, between 2000 and 2001, there have been at least 10 demonstrations or general
strikess with more than 10.000 participants. These actions were centred on challenging
thee trends of neo-liberal globalisation, especially privatisation but also unfair trade
andd currency devaluation. [Charlton, 2001: 341] More and more intellectuals and
sociall activists have been arguing for alternative forms of globalisation. Inspired by
thee works of historical authors like Polanyi, social scientists of the left reject marketcentredd or corporate-led globalisation and instead consider the globalisation of
democracy,, human rights and fair trade. [George, 1998; Macewan, 1999; Coates,
2001]] Again, these ideas have often been generated by new social movements and a
numberr of intellectuals, but not state leaders. As exceptions, Fidel Castro and the PCC
havee been arguing for alternative forms of globalisation ever since the term took off in
popularr discourse during the early 1990s. [Castro, 1999] But what does resistance to
neo-liberall globalisation in the state form entail?

2.44

Socialism in a sea of capitalism

Thee existence of 'Socialist' states in a world of capitalism continues to pose a
dilemmaa of interpretation for the study of the global political economy as well as for
thee many contributors to the broad and rich Marxist tradition. By the end of the Cold
War,, the theme of revolutionary Socialism was seemingly abandoned, neglected or
ignored;; then, it was often considered a failed project, especially after the demise of
thee so-called 'Socialist bloc' in Eastern Europe and the dismemberment of the Union
off Soviet Socialist Republics. An exception might be considered in the work of James
Petrass and Henry Veltmeyer in their book 'Globalisation Unmasked: Imperialism in
thee 21sl Century' (2001) where they argue for the possibility of Socialism as an
overthroww project against modern day structures, more specifically against neo-liberal
globalisation.. Nevertheless, the Socialist project was never clearly defined and to this
dayy scholars as well as politicians continue to disagree over a number of questions
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concerningg the possibility of Socialism. This forces the discussion to revisit the
historicall trajectory.
Thee questions of how can and how does a 'socialist' state co-exist with an ever
growingg world market did not start with observations of Cuba's adjustment to a postColdd War environment. Nor did it begin with China's 'market-socialism', whereby
post-Maoo capitalist reforms fitted nicely with an authoritarian and centrally controlled
Communistt Party. [Van Kemenade, 1997:3-53] The discussion of socialist coexistencee within a capitalist world can be traced back to the first socialist experiment,
i.e.. the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution in Russia.

Marxx and Engels called Communism a real movement that annuls and surpasses the
statee of actuality. Conceiving history as a dialectical process, the conditions of this
movementt are born out of the same actuality from which it wants to emancipate itself.
Duee to the inherent contradictions within capitalism, workers would take control in a
neww order -Socialism- that was thought of as a transitional movement to total human
emancipationn or the futuristic society called Communism. The object, according to the
leaderss of this international movement, was to replace a system -capitalism-, which
wass understood as a global structure, by another system at the same level.
Nevertheless,, the existing order divided the international proletariat on the basis of the
nation-states.. This meant that the Communist parties had to be organised in national
frameworkss and set out to 'seize the state'. Hence, the Russian Revolution can be
thoughtt of as successful 'war of movement'; were the subject of communism, being
thee proletariat, conquered the initial object being the state. [Cox, 1983:162-175] In
contrastt to what Marx envisioned, it happened not in the most industrially advanced
countriess but in a backward and largely agricultural society, even though it was still
ledd by the majority of workers who were, in fact, a minority of the Russian population.
Thee isolation of the workers' revolution in Russia is what led the Soviet-dominated
statee to turn to viable alternatives and market policies. The policies employed by the
Soviett leadership and the eventual rise to the status of world military and industrial
superpowerr would eventually distinguish what can be understood as Marxist socialism
fromm another economic form called State-capitalism. A brief consideration on this
thoughtt will be given here.
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2.55

Marxist socialism

Traditionally,, political Marxism views Socialism as a real transition from capitalist
societyy to Communism. This is a society of material abundance, in which the needs of
thee population are met through consensual, self-rule planning and where the
productionn of goods and services is based on need and not profit. It is a system of
workerr and popular councils, the original meaning of the word Soviets under the later
defeatedd Bolshevik Revolution of 1917. [Mandel, 1968] This most revolutionary -yet
oftenn abandoned- idea is based on Marxist-Leninist principles whereby a vanguard of
disciplinedd revolutionaries would lead the working class into acquiring state power
andd creating this society of abundance. In Socialism, centralised workers' councils
makee decisions about the allocation of resources, money incomes and pricing policies,
thee quantity of production, the priorities of production, etc. 'Self-managed production
units'' would scientifically calculate the 'technical average' according to the highest
prevailingg level of technology. Less efficient units of production would be dismantled
ass new and innovative, indeed more efficient, ways of producing for the needs of
workerss would be provided. Alternative employment for those displaced workers
wouldd be found and of course, the workload of each individual would be lessened.
Conferencess from representatives elected directly from the consumers (workers)
wouldd signal the type of improvements needed in products and services, indicating
howw much more of what and when. Public services for the population, like
transportation,, the media, and education would be run in a similar fashion and be
accessiblee to all. Self-rule of workers, autonomy or emancipation of workers would
actuallyy be the transitional stage to the highest attainable level for human
emancipation,, not much different from what Marx envisioned, only technically
detailed.. Small businesses would be based on voluntary consensus or co-ops; whereas
noo one would be forced to join private enterprise because all the needs of the
populationn would be satisfied due to guaranteed consumption. Labour would certainly
bee free and the term 'free contract' would have a new meaning. Indeed, Socialism was
meantt to entail a new mode of production. [Mandel, 1977,1978]
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Sincee the first Marxists, including Marx himself, understood that capitalism was an
ever-expandingg world system, the original concept of socialist revolution was also to
bee implemented internationally. Hence, the purpose was to move from one mode of
productionn that was growing internationally to another form, from one stage of human
developmentt to another. Global capitalism enlisted all ethnic, linguistic, cultural,
racial,, and national groups, to the war of class struggle on a trans-national scale. The
achievementt of a new order is completely dependent on the invariable that socialism,
takingg off from capitalism, must be international.
"Inn his [Lenin's] eyes the Russian Revolution was a mere preliminary to a greater revolution which
wouldd establish international socialism...Lenin did not invent the iron curtain. On the contrary, it was
inventedd against him by the anti-revolutionary Powers of Europe. Then it was called the cordon
sanitaire...sanitaire...TrotskyTrotsky said on 8 November 1917: 'Either the Russian Revolution will create a
revolutionaryy movement in Europe, or the European powers will crush the Russian Revolution'. Neither
happened.. Lenin, like all other Bolsheviks, including at that time Stalin, believed that socialism was
impossiblee in a single country." [Taylor, A., 1964]

Thiss is sustained by Marx himself when, in the preface to the 1882 Russian edition of
TheThe Communist Manifesto, he said that a revolution in Russia could serve only as a
signall or compliment to a proletariat revolution in Germany or England. Luke gives a
brieff description of the backwardness of Russian agricultural-feudal society and the
minutenesss of industry inherited from Tsarist rule, whereby he recognises that only
twoo per cent of the population could be considered 'urban proletarians'. [Luke
1985:162-175]] This group often had contradicting interests with the majority of
peasantss and hence led the entire country to a civil war that lasted from 1917 until
1921.. The Bolshevik party sought to create hegemony within the state; meaning they
attemptedd to seize control of production and all power. It promoted the ideas of
internationall socialism while at the same time it defended their experiment against
belligerentt capitalist states that surrounded Russia. But, the Bolshevik Revolution did
nott spread and therefore the priorities of the new government were altered.

Lenin'ss New Economic Policy allowed capitalist measures to be taken up in order to
permitt the growth of capital accumulation and thus to restore and even further
Russia'ss industrial capacity. The need for industrialisation was spurred on by the fact
thatt the Soviet State was increasingly isolated from the world system. Among the
manyy characteristics of the New Economic Policy was the opening to foreign
investmentt by Western capitalists in the form of joint ventures. [Mommen, 1993]
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Afterr Stalin took over in the late 1920s, the leadership sought to industrialise the
countryy even further in the name of raising the workers' standard of living. Through
fivefive year plans, the objective of industrialising the country and improving the life of
urbanitess was successful, but at a very high human cost. Millions of peasants were
starvedd throughout the process of primitive accumulation, whereby the State extracted
fromm the rural agricultural workers in order to sell domestically and abroad for profit;
thiss also ended up in the forced collectivisation programmes of farms. During this
time,, Stalin pursued his own interests in obtaining hegemony over the Communist
Partyy in the latter Soviet Union and the workers' movement around the world. This
resultedd in systematic purges of the Party and the execution of the original Bolsheviks
whoo criticised many of the policies that Stalin put forth.
However,, the Stalinist model of economic development was not autarkic or detached
fromm the rest of the world. The Soviet Union depended on foreign technology and the
developmentss of Western sciences. After World War II, when the Soviet Union had
alliedd itself with the United States in order to crush Nazi Germany, Russia acquired
industriall plants from parts of Germany and also Manchuria which had been captured
fromm the Japanese. [Luke 1985:340-343] Additionally and after the War, the Red
Armyy took over much of Eastern Europe, which supplied Russia with more natural
andd industrial resources. This outcome created a scenario for the Soviet Union,
wherebyy it became a leading superpower dominating by military force a considerable
amountt of the world's resources. Politically, this meant that while the United States
wass fostering so-called democratic models in West Germany, Italy and Japan, Stalin
sett up Communist Party-led regimes in Eastern Europe that were heavily dependent
onn Moscow, It is at this point where Marxists differ on their view of the Soviet Union
andd the collective of Communist Party dominated states. They were thought of as
eitherr a real alternative world system with a different mode of production than that of
thee United States and the West, or just another military superpower (alliance)
participatingg in the inter-state game of economic competition, i.e. still part of the
singularr capitalist world system. [Gill and Law 1988:302-331]

Thiss discussion is relevant to the Cuban case for two reasons. First, it has set the
frameworkk for understanding 'Socialism in one country1 as the Cuban leadership
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continuess to view itself, its characteristics and how they differ from the original idea
off Marxist socialism. Second, because throughout this dissertation, especially in
Chapterr III, the Cuban economic model(s) is to be described as one previously
pertainingg to an alternative market system, i.e. the Soviet-inspired COMECON or
CMEA.. This belonging shaped Cuba's economic, social and political development for
twoo decades of the Revolution's existence as well as it partially explains Cuba's
economicc crisis during the 1990s.

Somee scholars and social scientist have dedicated their time and a large part of their
researchh to understanding the concept of 'Socialism in one country'. I agree with
manyy of the specialists who concur on fundamentally two points. Firstly, the Stalinist
modee of production cannot be considered socialist and secondly, Soviet capital
accumulationn is essentially the same as those in (other capitalist) societies. The term
givenn to describe modes of production during the 1930s and thereafter is State
capitalism.. The study of the same became increasingly important when social
scientistss from around the world recognised that the production, distribution and
financiall power in the most industrialised countries experienced a real transformation
fromm competitive private capitalism to monopoly or state organised capitalism.
[Horkheimer,, 1940:95-117] Each country developed its own model but all had many
characteristicss in common. The theory of State capitalism became just as important for
thosee states that demonstrated an interest in industrialising their economies or
"catchingg up" with economically advanced countries, especially after World War II
whenn a large number of colonised regions in the South sought independence.

2.66

State capitalism

Statee capitalism is a concept that for many years was conceived as the highest form of
capitalistt development. The term is not new and has been used and discussed in
variouss schools of thought, be it academic or actually political, in relation to the state
managementt of the market. State capitalism theory has been used by both the writers
off the Frankfurt Institute of Social Research (Frankfurt School), as well as
revolutionaryy socialists who opposed the Soviet model during its existence; among
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these:: Trotskyites and the International Socialist Tendency founded by Tony Cliff.
[Cliff,, 1980; Arato and Gebhart, 1997]
Fredrickk Pollack declared that: "terms like 'state organised private-property1,
'monopolyy

capitalism',

'managerial

society',

'administrative

capitalism',

'bureaucraticc collectivism', 'totalitarian state economy', 'status capitalism', 'neomercantilism',, 'economy of force', and 'state socialism' are a very incomplete set of
labelss used to identify the same phenomenon". [ 1941:71 ] He concluded that State
capitalismm is the successor of private and then monopoly capitalism and that it was a
modee of production in which profit interests still played an important role. In state
capitalismm there is no longer self-managing or the private control of production and
distribution.. The system would have become controlled by planning and direct,
conscientiouss command by the state, whatever the nature or origins of the state; where
enterprisee and labour as two separate entities are fused under governmental control,
wheree there is a partial negation of 'free' economic laws. Full employment of all
resourcess including labour is claimed to be the main achievement or goal in the
economicc field, where pseudo-markets can be created in order to expand production
andd increase profits.

Statee capitalism in the Frankfurt School was conceived as a result of the decline of the
markett system that became inadequate for using all available resources. The decline of
free-markett private capitalism could be attributed to a crisis in the liberal era where
privatee monopoly succeeded competitive capitalism and where government had to
interferee in the economic crisis due to monopolistic structures and the destructive
consequencess and disruptive conflicts which emanated from the same. This was
especiallyy true for the most developed countries of Western Europe and then the
Unitedd States. "The symptoms of declining market economies," says Pollack, "was
whatt became characteristic of all industrial countries after the First World War"
exemplifiedd in the New Deal, and continued after World War II. [Pollack 1941:72]
Theree was concentration of businesses into gigantic enterprises, which thereby created
aa system of rigid prices, self-financing and concentration, government control of the
bankingg

systems, the monopolistic

character of trade unions, large-scale

unemploymentt and enormous governmental spending on the poor. State capitalism
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givess direction for production, consumption, savings and reinvestment. As a planned
economy,, what is produced, how and how much is not left to the crazy, indeed
anarchicall and wasteful, dictates of the economy; rather, is controlled directly and
intentionallyy by the government. This was the transformation that Polanyi described.

Nott much was changed, says Pollack: "prices and goods are paid for in money, single
pricee may rise and fall. But the relation between supply and demand on one side and
pricess and the cost of production on the other becomes somewhat disconnected in
thosee where they tend to interfere with general societal planning." [Pollack, 1941] The
markett becomes a closely controlled tool in material development and the state is
consideredd to be the repository of the means of production. However, Pollack
envisionedd only two forms of state capitalism: authoritarian and democratic.
Accordingg to this train of thought, he observed state capitalist history in the most
importantt historical examples: Nazi Germany and Stalin's Russia.
"Inn totalitarian state capitalism or monopoly state capitalism the state under the control of an alliance
amongg the most powerful vested interest groups in industry and technology, the higher classes of
societyy including ruling elites and especially the military, the party bureaucracy and everyone who is
nott included in this group is then dominated by the prior. Under democratic state capitalism, the state
hass the same function but is thence controlled by the masses. It is based on institutions which prevent
bureaucracyy from transforming administration into a mere instrument of power whereby leaving room
forr trans-shaping democracy into totalitarianism." [Pollack, 1941: 84]

Pollock'ss view of democratic state capitalism was, hence, not a form of socialism but
aa transition period whereby workers, or the majority of the people, can participate
directlyy in governing the state that controls the means of production.

2.6.11

Bureaucratic state capitalism

Butt Tony Cliff [1996: 162], and before him Lenin and Bukharin, explained State
capitalismm as a form different to that of the workers' state or what is generally
identifiedd as Socialism, the 'dictatorship of the proletariat'. Thinkers from the
Frankfurtt School, especially Pollock, described State capitalism as an emerging form
andd inevitable descendent of private/monopoly capitalism. Cliff saw Nazi Germany
andd Stalin's Russia as a form of State capitalism but defined them differently;
respectively,, for one it was monopoly state capitalism in a war time economy and the
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otherr is considered to be bureaucratic state capitalism where the leaders of the
bureaucraciess are conceived to be those who run or own the means of production.
Underr both definitions of state capitalism it is agreed that it is not Socialism, but that
itt is a move towards the same. Both schools of thought think of Socialism -or workers
control-- as an international phenomenon that is the ultimate expression of human
emancipationn and democracy. State capitalism and how it is distinguished from
Socialismm can be understood by understanding Marx's Law of Value that explained
thee relations of production in capitalism. More specifically, it was the process of
appropriationn of surplus value from one group to another.

Inn Stalinist Russia, the appropriation of surplus value meant the extraction of profits
fromm the workers by bureaucracy. Wage labour continued its antagonism to capital,
surpluss value continues to be produced, and continues to be reconverted into capital.
Clifff saw the Soviet bureaucracy as rising above the workers and playing the role of
thee private capitalist. Taking a so-called Socialist economy in a vacuum, appropriation
off surplus value is thought of as suppressed since most production is held under state
control.. But the picture is entirely different when the "Socialist state" is viewed as a
competitorr with other countries and capitalist enterprises that act internationally. It is
preciselyy this illumination that led some radicals like Cliff to defend Lenin's and
Marx'ss requisite that Socialism needs to be a global system. Even Marxist economists
recognisee that in a world system where every state is dependent on international trade
andd is itself a competing and capital accumulating entity, the law of value is not
abolishedd but partially suppressed. [Dumont, 1974]

Outsidee of the State capitalist theory, other social scientists place emphasis on the fact
thatt in a so-called Socialist society, private property is abolished and that market
mechanismss are controlled by state planning. In this sense, they might understand
productionn relations to be distinct to capitalist economies. Nevertheless, economic
planningg can be found in large private corporations since a certain amount of products
mustt be available to supply markets within a certain time frame. Furthermore, even
thoughh private property is abolished, workers still cannot control what is produced, for
whomm and how much. Whether state or private, centralised or not, state-capitalist
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productionn relations do not differ that much from that which is found in capitalist
societies.. In this sense, Polanyi's "Great Transformation" was not so great after all.
Clifff based his theory of State capitalism on the real experience of Stalin's Russia, i.e.
thee defeat of the original Bolshevik project to make socialism international. According
too Cliff, the Stalinist bureaucracy that evolved out of the New Economic Policy
fulfilledd the task of the capitalist class, and by doing so the bureaucracy transformed
itselff into a class. Although different from the capitalist class, it is at the same time the
nearestt to its historical essence. Stalinist bureaucracy, in Cliffs view, was an
alternativee to the traditional capitalist class; at the same time it was the truest
personificationn of the "historical mission" of this class. [Cliff 1996: 162] Accordingly,
too call it a bureaucratic/state class, known as the Party, and stop at that is to
circumventt the cardinal issue, which is the appropriation of surplus value from one
classs by another. Hence, to say that Stalinist political economy was state capitalist is
correct,, but not sufficient for Cliff; it was also necessary to point out the differences in
thee juridical relations between the ruling class under Stalinism and that in a state
capitalismm that evolved gradually from monopoly capitalism. From here, Cliff created
aa formula for describing Stalin's Russia and calls it Bureaucratic State Capitalism.
Thiss can be justified by looking at appropriation of capital and accumulation by top
rankingg leaders in the Communist Party. So-called Socialists countries can be seen,
thus,, as one big factory or business that competes with other international
corporations.. But what does this tell us about Socialist Cuba?

2.77

Implications for studying Cuba

Thee followers of the International Socialist Tendency continue to use Cliffs theory of
Bureaucraticc State capitalism as a means of understanding all states that claim to be
Socialist,, including Cuba. I would argue that though Cliffs and the Frankfurt
School'ss discussion of State capitalism offers insight into the importance of the law of
valuee and production relations as the determining difference between Socialism and
Statee capitalism, their historical analysis does not hold when taking the Cuban
experiencee into consideration. For Cliff and also for the Frankfurt School writers,
(Bureaucratic)) State capitalism was essentially an economic model that was
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centralisedd by government authority. Few Marxists anticipated the decentralisation of
nationall industries under still state-controlled economies. The experience that will be
deliveredd in the following chapters, especially Chapter Five concerning Cuba's new
enterprisee system, totally negates the notion that the economy is centralised under the
auspicess of a central bureaucracy. There is a new development that emanated from the
economicc crisis that Cuba experienced during the early 1990s. Going even further
thann that, I will demonstrate that state-run economies are capable of surviving global
pressuress to return or transit to private competitive capitalism by adjusting their own
linee of production in order for it to resemble private companies and therefore make
themselvess more competitive. This includes making labour slightly more flexible and
linkingg wages and incentives with productivity in the global market. Finally, Cuban
leaderss continue to apply anti-capitalist and anti-imperialist language in their
discoursee with firm credence in searching for alternatives. Though they often shy
awayy from critiquing their own production relations, most Party documents and
initiativess are dedicated to understanding the international division of labour and the
conditionn of the capitalist world system.

Too find a suitable name, as Cliff did for Stalinist Russia, for the actual Cuban
economicc model is in my opinion, difficult. If one insists that every country's political
economyy should be categorised under a certain economic form, then I would accept
Cliffss argument that since production relations are essentially the same and that the
laww of value continues to exist, Cuba's mode of production in many aspect resembles
Bureaucraticc State Capitalism; possibly it is a Decentralised Bureaucratic State
Capitalism.. Still, this imagined category does not sufficiently describe what is going
onn in Cuba but names never do. For more than two decades Cuba has had changing
statee policies determining the permitted level of foreign investments -from laws on
jointt ventures dating back to 1982 [Economic Intelligence Unit (hereafter EIU),
1990:19]] to the legalisation of foreign direct investment in 1995. Foreign investment,
especiallyy in the tourist industry, now plays an important role in the Cuban economy
byy building infrastructure, providing jobs, inserting new technology and pumping
foreignn spending into the country. To say that the Cuban state bureaucracy replaces
thee private capitalist class found in other countries, and to leave it like that, is to
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ignoree the importance of foreign capitalists and their dealings with public (state)
institutions. .
Sornarajanah,, an economist, wrote extensively on the opening up to foreign
investmentt in state-led economies and called it the Middle Path; whereas both
extremee nationalist and protectionist or a 'free market", with an indiscriminate
welcomee to foreign enterprises were two tendencies that were neglected by developing
andd newly industrialised countries during the second half of this century.
[Sornarajanah,, 1994] Likewise, other legislative acts that were passed during Cuba's
economicc crisis after the fall of the Soviet Bloc in Eastern Europe allowed for other
markett activity to take place. For instance, social relations among Cuban citizens have
changedd as income disparity increased after the legalisation of the possession of hard
currency.. Another example is the opening up to self-employment services as a
legitimatee means for certain individuals to generate income. Finally, Cuba's economy
hass increasingly been geared towards the tourist service sector as opposed to
manufacturee and the export of raw materials. This will all be analysed in Chapter
Four. .

Whatt is important to understand from what has been reviewed so far, is that
productionn relations and modes of production should not be thought of as very
differentt in countries that claim to be Socialist or Capitalist. For this reason, my thesis
followss the framework that was developed by Immanuel Wallerstein in his world
systemm theory. [Wallerstein, 1974] There were never two separate worlds or systems.
Duee to the external relations with "non-Socialist" economies and also to its own
capitalistt mode of production, the Soviet Bloc was just another hegemonic realm that
tookk part in the global, competitive capitalist market. The differences must be
discoveredd outside the realm of mode of production.

2.88

The Soviet bloc as part of the world system

Too contrast Wallerstein's idea of one world system, there are those so-called Orthodox
Marxistss that do not see one world system but two or more different orders. Among
themm is Peter Worsley who, though he defends the idea of an interconnected global
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politicall economy at work, thought that the Soviet Union and other 'state socialist'
societiess constituted a 'new World System'. [Worsley, 1980:298-338] This supposed
alternativee had the characteristics of nationally oriented forms of state directed,
centrallyy planned economies whereby policies emphasised popular mobilisation
internallyy and the defence of the nation in the face of capitalist aggression externally.
Hee saw the co-existence of Socialism in one country in a capitalist dominated global
politicall economy as basically the outcome of military considerations. Wallerstein, on
thee other hand, argued that these so-called socialist states play just another role in the
capitalistt world system, at best they were progressive in that income equality, and
healthh and education were important features. He bases this assumption on his study
off the member-states of the once CMEA who were often 'caught' implementing
markett policies of competition in order to increase capital accumulation or to attract
foreignn investment. [Wallerstein, 1980] Eckstein [1994] has found that in certain
instancess Cuba (an integral member of the CMEA between 1973 and 1989) had forty
percentt of its trade tied up with capitalist countries of the West. Others studies have
indicatedd that though the leaders of Soviet-style economies within the CMEA might
havee intended to create a solid economic bloc, it was not until 1987 that the Soviet
Unionn expressed its interests in creating a 'unified market'. [Mommen, 1993:36]

Ass I will demonstrate in Chapter Four, the demise of the CMEA was largely due to
thee competing policies among member states, especially in Eastern Europe, that
disposedd of preferential financial accords and started demanding payment for interstatee exchange of commodities in hard currencies rather than in soft credits. In rum,
Wallersteinn was criticised by other Marxists on the issue of emphasising exchange
relationss in order to define or determine modes of production. Orthodox Marxists'
onlyy argument was that private ownership of the means of production and hence
capitalistt exploitation were not important features in so-called Socialist society. Still,
thee argument led by the aforementioned Frankfurt School writers and Tony Cliff -on
thee law of value, as the determining feature of capitalist production relations- was not
contested.. In any case, as Gill and Law indicated in their analysis of the disputes:
"Thee argument that state socialist societies are qualitatively different from capitalist societies is not
necessarilyy incompatible with the argument that their economic development is increasingly bound up
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withh the international division of labor. Nor is it incompatible with the idea that some of the CMEA
economiess are in some ways dependent upon the West" [1988:311]

Onn the world market, these countries produced for foreign exchange and although
theirr internal pricing system does not reflect the rewards for profitable export
production,, this can be explained by the monopolistic characteristics of communist
foreignn trade organisations. Another link between the so-called Socialist state
economiess and the world system can be found in the extensive patterns of borrowing
thatt Eastern European countries demonstrated in the 1970s and 1980s. [Mommen,
1993:35]] Romania, in 1972, and Hungary, in 1982, joined the International Monetary
Fundd (IMF). It is well known that international financial institutions like the IMF and
thee World Bank often exert pressure on borrowing states to reduce government
spendingg in certain areas and production lines. [George and Sabelli: 1994].
Furthermore,, debt servicing can be complicated by the drop in demand for Eastern
Europeann products in the West. In the first half of Chapter Four, I will outline the
unhealthyy relationship between Cuba and other countries of the CMEA during the
1980s,, whereby Cuba's dependency on Eastern European industry deteriorated and set
thee stage for a shift from relying upon the so-called socialist international division of
labourr embodied in the CMEA to a higher reliance upon the Soviet Union directly and
otherr markets found in non-Socialist economies. This deterioration in trade relations
cann be considered one of the most important factors contributing to Cuba's economic
crisiss during the 1990s.

2.8.11

National development and imperialism

Theree are other aspects of 'Socialism in one country' that should be considered.
Amongg them, and more pertinent to this study, are the causes for states to adopt a
certainn ideology in their discourse and, the other, the construction of national political
economies. .
Continuingg with Wallerstein, dependency or world system theory, both national
developmentt and the choices for economic models have been essentially shaped by
thee history of the world system during the twentieth century. In After Liberalism
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[1995]] Wallerstein wrote an Elegy and Requiem to The Concept of National

Development,Development, covering the theme from a global perspective in the time frame 1917
1989.. Of course coming from his own world system theory, the theme of National
Developmentt starts-off from European thinkers like Lenin and Woodrow Wilson (not
Europeann but indeed Western) though he claims that it was since the sixteenth century
thatt "European thinkers have been discussing how to augment the wealth of the
realm..."" Adam Smith wrote "The Wealth of Nations" in 1776 and it was published in
Spanishh and sold in Cuba as early as 1789. In this Bible for liberals, Wallerstein
pointss out, "he (Adam Smith)... preached the notion that maximising the ability of
individuall entrepreneurs to act as they deemed wisest in the world market would in
factt result in an optimal enhancement of the wealth of nations." [Wallerstein,
1995:108]] But the central theme of this historical work was that every state could
reachh the maximum in development and wealth by adopting certain policies. By the
turnn of the nineteenth century it became clear that a group of countries indeed became
wealthy,, or at least "developed", through liberal capitalism. However, the boat that
leftt for the sea never picked up any more passengers and development through liberal
capitalismm ceased to exist.

Wallersteinn points to 1917 as a turning point in history, when the foundations of
capitalismm at the core of the world economy were shaken. The world economic leaders
turnedd to war and led their nations into battle in order to preserve their interests and to
maintainn stability in the world system that was continually developing. But
Wallersteinn does not stop there. He argues that the ideas brought to the international
stage,, like Lenin's call to world revolution by the proletariat and Wilson's bourgeois
"worldd safe for democracy" in his famous 14 Points, were not the underlying themes
off the First World War and the resulting push for de-colonisation. Rather, it was an
effortt to integrate what Wallerstein calls the periphery -referring to the
underdevelopedd parts of the globe- into the world system in order to create new stable
markets.. Now, whether or not we agree that Lenin's intention was to include the
poorerr regions of the Earth on the "development" bandwagon, it remains clear that
Leninn did envision an international socialism. And whether or not we agree that Stalin
wass Lenin's rightful successor, it also remains clear that the USSR did depend on
otherr countries for its own development in the form of import/export and
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industrialisation.. That is, industrialisation in the former Soviet Union would have
beenn slower without some connection to the world market. Both great powers (the US
andd the USSR) naturally sought the expansion of their economic power and
enhancementt of development by integrating what is now called the Third World,
countriess of the South or the periphery into the world system.

Wilsonn sought to spread the "good news" of liberal ideology, that the natural
expressionn of each individual was rational self-interest. In this light, reformist policies
andd rational, peaceful and legal means to accomplish development and human
progresss were called to order. Lenin had his own idea of self-determination and started
fromm the premise of the rise of proletariat internationalism and the end of imposing
certainn national structures upon other groups of people -anti-imperialism- in order to
movee the whole of humanity into a singular working class. [Lenin, 1939] In
accordancee with Marxian principles, the concept of nations and peoples would be a
temporaryy passing in the history of humanity; but in the meantime the struggle for
nationall liberation became an essential part of the struggle for world revolution. This
wass manifested in the early part of forming the Soviet Union and the voluntary
federationn of Soviet Republics- in the end the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
Thee idea in Lenin's mind was that the Revolution would spread to the West. He
expectedd German workers to revolt against their masters and eventually join in on this
newlyy founded order. The expected worldwide workers' revolution did not come to
pass,, Socialism country by country (one by one) was established; so then the central
themee was changed. Writes Wallerstein:
"Marxism-Leninismm in effect was moving from its origins as a theory of proletariat insurrection against
thee bourgeoisie to a new role as a theory of anti-imperialism. This shift of emphasis would only grow
withh time. In the decades to come, it is probable that more people read Lenin's Imperialism: The Last
StageStage of Capitalism than the Manifesto." [Wallerstein, 1996:110]

Butt the link between the two doctrines of self-determination/anti-imperialism and
nationall development has not yet been sufficiently analysed. Wallerstein points out the
similaritiess between the two doctrines, from the list of countries and peoples that
urgentlyy needed to be de-colonised to the manner in which the nations should
establishh independence, to who should be the leaders of these countries. He warns not
too exaggerate the differences. Under the Wilsonian paradigm, the natural leaders of
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thee newly independent nation should be the educated bourgeoisie, who conveniently
hadd links to their core-based counterparts. Whereas the Leninist looked for leadership
inn a singular movement modelled after the Bolshevik Party -later Communist Party of
thee Soviet Union (CPSU)-, even if the Communists or self-proclaimed Socialists
wheree not the majority in those countries, or even if the leaders of the party were not
necessarilyy working class. In most cases, the party leaders had their origins in the
petit-bourgeoisie/intellectuall class, more commonly the children of bourgeois and
petit-bourgeoisie.. This theme will be developed in Chapter Three, concerning the
historyy of the revolutionary forces in Cuba. But Wallerstein goes as far as saying that
thesee leaders were the same people under two different camps, at least relatives or
cousins.. In the case of the countries that opted for violent insurrection against colonial
masterss and combining the singular Communist Party with the state, creating the
party/statee political structure, the policies did not always emanate identically to that of
thee Soviet Union. Rather, the primary concern was the incorporation of these newly
foundedd states into the world system of capitalist production.
Afterr World War II, the scramble for allies and markets became fiercer. The globe
wass divided into a bipolar system, as the newly independent states in Eastern and
Centrall Europe leaned politically towards either the USSR or the United States. This
wass seen as the essence of the Cold War. Of course there were exceptions like the
Non-Alignedd Movement. But when push came to shove, both camps prompted
propagandaa in order to gain more ground, especially in the United Nations General
Assembly.. In the end, most of these newly founded states were not much different
fromm one another. They were, almost always, one party-states or military dictatorships.
Evenn when a multiparty system was implemented it was always one party that
dominatedd domestic politics. Additionally, the economic policies did not differ much.
Economicc development was led, again almost always, by state enterprises. Foreign
investmentt of course was a must, and many theories concerning this flourished
throughoutt the century. But economic development in the case of foreign investment
wass not conducted solely by private corporations. Rather, it was through joint ventures
betweenn foreign private companies and the state. When foreign investment through
jointt ventures was not enough, newly independent states sought aid in the form of
grantss or loans. This is true for both "pro-Western" developing countries as well as
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somee newly founded "socialist countries", or countries that participated in the worldwidee Soviet-led progressive movement. Aid from the OECD countries and especially
thee Northern countries was used to fortify military dictatorships and foster "national
economicc development"; that is: building up infrastructure in the cities, constructing
highways,, buying and implementing technology from the core countries, in one word,
"catchingg up", or acquiring the major achievements that advanced capitalism has
boughtt humanity in the core. Wallerstein emphasises that an illusion in the minds of
thee leaders was born, that development was doable given that the right economic
policiess were implemented.

Thee options for developmental politics were various, and so institutions were built and
theoreticall schools formed around the globe. Regionalism sprouted up and the United
Nationss sponsored institutional projects like the Economic Council on Latin America
(ECLA).. Development theories like Dependency theory and Modernisation theory andd a bunch of other theories in between- flourished throughout academia for the
purposee of persuading governments to follow up with state plans. What all
programmess had in common though was the objective of creating wealth for the
community,, development. Wallerstein re-states the obvious point that it was common
too believe that any kind of development was easier done by further integration into the
worldd market system; countries that were excluded or isolated from the world market
struggledd hard to regain entrance into the community of wealth-seeking nations. This
wass the essence of the push for self-determination under the Wilsonian/Leninist
paradigm. .

Thee USSR was where this idea of development was first tested outside the core.
Wallersteinn explains:
"Whenn Lenin launched the slogan 'Communism equals the Soviets plus electricity', he was putting
forwardd national (economic) development as the prime objective of state policy. And when
Khrushchev,, decades later, said that the Soviet Union would 'bury' the United States by the year 2000,
hee was venting supreme optimism about 'catching up'." [Wallerstein, 1996: 115]

Itt was after World War II, following the rapid reconstruction of Japan and Western
Europe,, that ideas on the possibility of development were emphasised. Third World
countriess and even underdeveloped regions of the core like Southern Italy, Spain and
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southernn parts of the United States went on rampages searching for the best model of
development.. The top of the agenda of all politicians and political programmes had
been,, and to a certain extent remain today in the minds of many, economic
development. .

Whatt Wallerstein's study leaves us with is a sense of how contemporary national
liberationn movements came to order and how economic development has been a major
theme,, for both the promoters of self-determination and the receivers of the same.
[Wallerstein,, 1984] Furthermore, detailing the road that many countries took for
developmentt from the time of independence brings us to realise that beyond Socialism
orr Liberalism, beyond the proletariat or the citizen, a party/state paradigm of statecontrolledd enterprises is what most peripheral countries had in common. This was
evenn true for the newly industrialised countries of East Asia after World War II.
Sornarajanahh states:
"Developingg countries generally view the success of newly industrialized states of Hong Kong,
SingaporeSingapore and South Korea as models to follow. Though the Classical economists may believe that
thesee achieved success by following free market economics and permitting fulf-scope for nonindigenouss capital and technology, this does not present an accurate picture. There was considerable
statee regulation and intervention which accompanies the process of industrialisation of these states."
[Sornarajanah,, 1994:56]

2.8.22

Cuban state-led economy

Thee theoretical illusion to further economic or national development by opening up to
thee uncertain forces of the world market with no or little state intervention seemed to
phasee out after a number of studies were conducted on the newly industrialised
countries.. [Broad and Cavanagh, 1988] In its place came state-led industrialisation
andd actual state corporations. The idea of setting up state enterprises for the purpose of
generatingg capital to develop the underdeveloped country is better understood through
thee idea of State capitalism, its different forms and the project of the Great
Transformation,, as explained in the first half of this chapter. In this sense, Cuba, as
havingg a one party/state apparatus, a Socialist title in its discourse and a state-led
economicc model, was not all that unique among countries of the developing world. In
manyy regards, the Cuban government could have been conceived of as typical of all
statess in the periphery of the world system that searched for development. What
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makess this case different is that since the birth of the Cuban Revolution's existence,
statee leaders in Cuba never recognised classical liberal policies as those that result in
nationall development; this has remained true even during the time that neo-liberalism
resumess to be en vogue. If anything, Fidel Castro and the Cuban Communist Party
rejectt (neo-) liberal economic policies to this very day. It was precisely, as I will
exposee in Chapter Four, the call to anti-imperialism and the opposition to
interventionismm by foreign entities and global financial institutions that was thought of
ass -and is still believed to be- the key to national development in Cuba. If there is a
slightt clue as to what Cuban Socialism entails, it would certainly -and possibly solelybee found in the leadership's active resistance to state reductionism in order to
maintainn national or democratic sovereignty.

II have found that Wallerstein's -or the world system's- approach is good but not
sufficientt when trying to understand the character of Cuba's state-led economic
model.. The first clue to flaws or weak points was found in the logic that followed in
sectionn 2.8.1: the issue of using anti-imperialism as the driving force to state-led
economicc development. Wallerstein traces the concept of anti-imperialism to Lenin's
calll to world wide revolution and Wilson's 14 Points when, in fact, Cuban
governmentt discourse against imperialism and foreign intervention does not base
itselff on either of these aforementioned sources. In Cuba, the call to cleansing the
islandd of external impinging forces has its origins prior to the Cuban, Spanish and
Americann War of 1898. By that time, many Cuban intellectuals had read the
Communistt Manifesto, but Lenin's Imperialism: The Last Stage of Capitalism did not
exist.. Rather, Cuban discourse depended on the country's own intellectuals, most
notablyy José Marti, to shape the ideology which produced both anti-foreign
interventionn and a state-led economic model. [August, 1999] It was neither the Sovietcontrolledd PSP (Cuba's Communist Party Prior to the 1959 Revolution) nor the CIA
thatt inspired or even contributed to the Cuban Revolution. On the contrary, the
movementt of social change and the disposal of the Batista dictatorship was essentially
ann autochthonous struggle that was hindered by Stalinist politics. (This will be
emphasisedd in Chapter Three.) Therefore, world system theory has a problem of
interpretationn when regarding national liberation movements.
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Wallerstein'ss contribution can be accused of carrying with it two particular faults.
Firstt is that of being Euro-centric. This should come as no surprise as Wallerstein
chosee to develop his study of the modern world system based on studies of
agriculturall capitalism in fifteenth century Europe, how that structure spread through
colonialismm and the practice of mercantilism and primitive accumulation within
Europeann empires. An alternative approach would rely not so much on the need for
capitall to expand outside of Europe but on the weaknesses of peripheral societies that
allowedd European colonial powers to penetrate all the regions of the Earth. Though
thiss theory has yet to be developed in all the social sciences, the history, possibilities
andd limitations of world capitalism are not as yet fully explored. The consequence of
Euro-centricc models is the overlooking of important developments within the
periphery.. Petras and Veltmeyer have noted: "the initiation and success of all 20th
centuryy revolutions had less to do with the presence of the Soviet bloc and more to do
withh the development of class and anti-imperialist struggle and international solidarity
withinn the country". [Petras and Veltmeyer, 2001: 160-161] But this can be found
evenn before the twentieth century, the prime example was provided above when
consideringg the link between national development and anti-imperialism in Cuba prior
too the ascent of the Soviet Union.

Anotherr flaw in the world system theory is that which reflects its general vision of the
inter-statee system. Though Wallerstein finally agrees that within the core there are
peripherall areas and vice-versa, his point of departure in explaining national liberation
movementss is the state, the 'state' that was given liberty to practice selfdetermination.. Though I agree with the conclusion that newly independent states in
thee twentieth century actually served the interests of rising or potential hegemonies
andd their economies by providing new markets, I disagree or am dissatisfied with the
wayy the state on the periphery is portrayed. In some sense, Wallerstein's view on the
peripherall state and its behaviour resemble what is called the realist perspective in
internationall relations. Though world system theory, through its origin in Latin
Americann dependency theories, tries to define the global political economy as one
wholee structure that employs capitalism (an economic system that penetrates beyond
nationall boundaries), it still does not get away from the idea that the leaders of states
aree independently looking for economic models that promote development. I would
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arguee that when it comes to the treatment of the state, world system theory is not
dependentistadependentista enough; it does not look to the structures that are global and penetrate
orr shape national movements. National liberation movements are not led by
'socialists'' or 'liberals' because their leaders randomly chose one ideology over
another.. These movements and eventual independent states evolved from a long
historyy and struggle of social and intellectual forces that can be found internal to the
statee as well as globally. These forces, which in each country developed differently,
cannott be considered independent of each other but related and interacting. More
treatmentt on conceptualising the state is hence needed for this dissertation. I have
lookedd to other sources concerning the state and its behaviour in the world system,
and,, the best that allowed for an accurate explanation of Cuba's anti-imperialist and
state-ledd economic character was that which concentrates on the contemporary issue
off state strategies.

2.99

The relational state

Cernyy [1990] suggests that the state can be conceived of as a competitive entity, hence
thee term "competitive state" which implies that: the state is in itself a response as well
ass a potential instrument for further social change. Competitive state theory has two
principall elements: the state as accumulator as well as the state intervener. This is true
inn both 'capitalist' as well as for those so-called socialist societies, as was
demonstratedd in the discussion concerning the appropriation of surplus value and
Soviett accumulation. The state accumulates in that it seeks to gather material and even
noww intellectual wealth; it intervenes by aiding in the organisation of production and
controllingg social contradictions that capitalism brings about. In the competitive state
modell there exists not one but many strategies that are taken up by states. Even among
thee highly developed capitalist economies there are various national models created by
thee historical social processes unique to each particular country. What is implied in
thiss view is that there are many structures in society, which impact upon the state to
createe certain policies and strategies. With this realisation relational state theory
originatingg in Poulantzas work (1973 and 1978) was developed. At this point the
analysiss must cease to concentrate on the state itself and moves on to policy options
andd state strategies.
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Palann et al. [1996: 5-11] have identified seven general categories of policies and
strategiess that states have been known to take:
1..
2..
3..
4..
5..
6..
7..

States that join regional blocs
Developmental state model
Social democratic mode of selective integration
Domination over a certain economic region to achieve hegemony
Exploitation of abundant and cheap labour model
Parasitical niche markets (tax havens)
Impeded from joining the competitive game

Thesee writers argue that there are exceptions to states having veered towards one of
thee models, namely countries in transition from "communism" to "capitalism", but
eventuallyy would have to choose from or end up in one or other of these strategies.
Thee other exception is those oil-producing countries that due to their precious material
cann shield themselves from the impact of the world market. I would insert a slight
objectionn in that there has been more and more evidence of countries combining a
numberr of these strategy labels in order to promote competitiveness and development
inn a stable manner, as in the case of Cuba. Additionally, as I shall demonstrate later
on,, Cuban political economists such as Pedro Monreal [1995] reject the idea of a
"transitionn economy" and in its place labels the condition of the island's political
economyy as one that is experiencing both normative and structural transformation of
institutionss in order to create a balance in stable development and integration into the
globall political economy. In Chapter Four, this transformation is described as
emergencyy politics or survival tactics, which should not be thought of as very different
fromm Lenin's New Economic Policy.

Thee question brought logically to the fore then is -what makes the state adopt a certain
strategy?? In the Chapters Four and Five, I will specifically analyse the strategies taken
upp by Cuba's party/state apparatus. In this fashion I will argue that global (external)
historicall forces as well as domestic (internal) historical forces created the strategies.
Onn another note, I conclude that external factors set the limits to the options available
too a country but, - in the words of Susan Eva Eckstein -" Third World Governments, if
skilful,, can mediate the impact of global political and economic forces". [Eckstein,
1994:6]] In other words, not only do world market and political forces impinge certain
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structuress upon the state but domestic actors, when forming alliances inside the state,
cann create new structures impinging upon outcomes as well. This negates the position
takenn up by many political scientists that fall into either the 'realist' or 'superstructuralist'' categories that ignore historical and structural conditioning in the first
instancee and domestic alliances or social forces in the latter.

II agree with Nico Poulantzas who, in 1978, made the argument that policies are
mouldedd by interests within a domestic entity and also by the struggles among the
interests.. So then, the unit of analysis is shifted from the hardly-defined animal called
thee 'state' to the strategies taken up by the social construction -which I identify in
Cubaa as the party/state apparatus- in response to the global environment. In this
discussionn the state is not ignored but it is conceived in a relational manner, related to
thee domestic forces and historical basis upon which it was built. The state, according
too this line of thinking can no longer be viewed as a concrete entity; it must be viewed
ass a social relationship. For this reason I prefer to use the term 'party/state apparatus'
whenn referring to Cuba, because the one-party, anti-imperialist state-led economy that
existss in Cuba is better served by describing it according to the most important actors
inn that entity -the Cuban Communist Party (PCC), the collective of institutions and
productivee sources are all embodied in an apparatus which constitutes national power.
Furthermore,, this view also deters social scientists from thinking of a state as
'socialist',, 'capitalists' or 'neo-liberal'. This makes it difficult to categorise the
countriess according to the ideologies and forces the scientists, as s/he should be doing,
too look for state strategies that imply the (im-) mobility of social forces that influence
policy-making.. In other words, and once again, there are no 'socialist states', there are
onlyy state-led economies run by socialists that might opt for certain market measures,
dependingg on which way the domestic social forces are mobilised and how they are
manipulatedd by global restrictions. Some of these market measures might entail
dismantlingg the entire party/state apparatus, as experienced in Eastern Europe. Though
thiss last experience was seemingly the most popular during the late 1980s, it was, as
demonstratedd in other cases like Cuba, not the only option.

Whatt happened in Eastern Europe is a perfect example of the internal struggle of
interestss that was implied by Poulantzas work. The culmination of conflicting interests
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were,, nonetheless, inspired by an economic crisis that slowed Soviet production and
technologicall innovation during the 1970s, but it was not until the 1980s that Eastern
Europeann economists were allowed to open publicly the debates on the causes of
economicc stagnation. Some like Aganbegyan [1988] pointed mostly to general
structurall problems that a centrally planned economy entailed. Others like the
Hungariann Janus Kornai made specific claims to the causes of the decline of Soviet
blocc economies. His main theses were that: a) a shift in world market price
proportionss changed the terms of trade to the disadvantage of Eastern Europe; b) a
recessionn in Western capitalist countries coupled with new protectionist measures
madee export more difficult for these countries; finally, c) during the decades when
economicc growth seemed constant, infrastructure was ignored by following
investment-intensivee as opposed to extensive programmes. [Kornai, 1980] The
countriess of the CMEA in Eastern Europe were integrating their economies further
intoo the West and because of their dependency became vulnerable to shocks in prices
andd products. [Lawniczak, 1992:99-106]

Somee pointed out that the series of reforms that Gorbachev introduced in his
Perestroikaa and Glasnost just accelerated the process of integration of Eastern
Europeann markets with the countries of the West. [Kornai, 1992] The conclusions
weree that once the process of so-called democratisation and market liberalisation
begann rolling, the popular forces with antagonistic features toward state-leaders would
gainn momentum and eventually bring down the bureaucracy that appeared to impede
progress.. But the movement towards resistance was not new or developed in the late
1980s.. Since hard-line Stalinist models of socialist states were imposed upon the
countriess of Eastern Europe after World War II, the popular base of legitimacy was
neverr present in those countries. This caused a large political vacuum between elites
inn the Communist parties' leadership and the ordinary Eastern European citizen.
Additionally,, due to the market openings to international financial institutions other
thann those provided by the Soviet Union, infiltration of antagonistic forces towards
Stalinistt models of development started to rise within Party bureaucratic circles. These
"anti-statists"" and agents of Western capitalism formed interest groups that came into
conflictt with the so-called 'hard-liners', while at the same time filling in the political
gapp that was exposed between the leaderships and the people.
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Thiss was not the case in Cuba for a number of reasons. One of the underlying tenants
off the Cuban Revolution -what I call pillars- is that of popular participation. (See
Chapterr Two) This at first might seem as an apology for Communist Party
propaganda.. But what it entails is a connection between Cuba's party/state apparatus
andd the popular masses. Whether the vehicles of expression can be considered
democraticc or not or, whether the relation between the leadership is imposed or simply
justified,, is another question. Nevertheless, there is a revealed, strong link between
leaderss in government and businesses and the popular masses that were somehow
absentt in Eastern Europe and the USSR. There was never a gap among popular forces,
likee the Federation of Cuban Women and the united Cuban Trade Union, and the
memberss of the PCC. In Cuba, bureaucratic despotism was rarely an important factor
inn the political life of its citizens. Furthermore, since Fidel Castro's ascension to
power,, at no time did any country -including the Soviet Union- impose its military
mightt against the popularly supported regime. Cuba was never a Soviet satellite in the
Americas.. As historical reference will demonstrate, Cuban and Soviet foreign policies
oftenn clashed. There are other factors that should be considered when asking why the
Soviett bloc disappeared, however, since this is not a comparative study, there is no
roomm for it here.

Concentratingg on the Cuban case, it is necessary to look deeper into the theoretical
foundationss that allow for what I identify as the party/state apparatus to adopt certain
positions,, strategies and measures that may be consistent with the global political
economyy or, possibly, quite the opposite of what most state leaders employ. At this
pointt it is necessary to move beyond the state and look at the general environment in
whichh the Cuban party/state apparatus has existed and exists today. In the same way
thatt the Soviet bloc could not be considered an autarkic model of state-led capital
accumulation,, but was also dependent on the capitalist world system, analysing
Cuba'ss domestic political economy entails taking into consideration the domestic and
globall forces and changes that impinge upon it. The following chapter will
concentratee on the evolution of domestic forces while the extreme changes in the
globall environment will be dealt with in the chapters thereafter.
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CHAPTERR THREE
Conceptualisingg Cuban Socialism: The Pillars of the Revolution
Thee purpose of this chapter is to establish an historical framework for understanding
thee concept of socialism in Cuba and the essence of the Communist Party/State order.
AA brief section will layout the foundations or historical roots of revolutionary
movementss on the island. Though I will shy away from the idea that the revolution of
19599 was a fulfilment of the history of class struggle which created the Cuban nation
(ass it is often viewed today in national political discourse), there seems to be some
similarityy between the legitimate basis upon which the Communist Party of Cuba
(PCC)) regime rests and the process of emancipation present in the nation's historical
classs struggle. The themes are not different. On the contrary, the preoccupation with
sociall equality, workers rights, anti-imperialism and social welfare has its roots in the
nationall struggle for independence during the nineteenth century. Even up to the
presentt day, Fidel Castro grafts from passages of Cuban history in order to legitimise
thee Revolution or revolutionary projects. He does not do this without knowing the
historyy of class struggle. Hence, it is imperative to delineate the basis of Communist
propagandaa and arguments. Another part of this work entails a review of the social,
politicall and economic conditions present on the island prior to the 1959 Revolution.
Thiss will provide an outline of the ideological discussions present among the
politicallyy active population during the same period. Here, the PCC of today will be
distinguishedd from the characteristics of the traditional Communist party during the
Batistaa regime. The 1959 Revolution was not an extension of the Communist Party
programmee during the first half of the twentieth century. This falsifies the idea that
Fidell Castro's regime was a mere appendage of Soviet interests in the Americas and
thee notion that the PCC is a monolithic entity that establishes an oppressive
dictatorship;; ideas that were developed by some analysts based in the United States
duringg the Cold War. [See Introduction 1.1]

Socialistt Cuba's present day existence rests upon a combination of elements that I
havee chosen to call "pillars." In this sense, the state is not merely a construction of
sociall forces as Cox [1987] depicted in the building of 'the international state'.
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Rather,, the party/state governance can be seen more as a consolidation of social and
economicc conditioning that reflects the combination of global trends and local forces.
Amongg them: a popular rebellion against a dictatorship that was defunct as an
illegitimatee regime in the name of social justice; a social revolution that was framed
byy the Cold War which pushed the leadership to opt for an anti-imperialist stance
againstt US hegemony in the region and Cuba's move into the Socialist bloc. In the
sectionn concerning the institutionalisation of the revolutionary forces, the mass
organisationss and electoral system -linked to the PCC- will be depicted as those that
ensuredd that Cuban society was highly politicised and that the PCC maintains
legitimacy. .

Towardss the end of this chapter and throughout the remainder of this book, I will
defendd my argument that the Party/State apparatus at hand rests upon four main
pillars,, which define the character of Cuban Socialism. These pillars are: Continuity,
inn the tradition of revolutionary leadership against colonialism and later imperialism
forr the purpose of perfecting society; Unity in a singular political party of the masses,
whichh would seize state power and conduct change; State supremacy over all social
forcess including the market mechanisms; finally, Popular participation or the
convergencee of domestic social forces which respond in electoral and informal
processess to global trends and pressures. I define the pillars of the Revolution as the
tendenciess upon which the 1959 Revolution came to the fore and the ideas that are
promotedd by the vanguard and currently demanded by the general population. It is the
formationn of a nationally unified, counter-hegemonic bloc upon which the state was
built,, often contradicting the interests of US hegemony and global trends.

Inn order to depict the pillars, by which we can identify the present regime in Cuba, it is
necessaryy to discover firstly the historical foundations of revolution that led to the
sociall transformations in 1959. Cuba's revolutionary state can be understood from two
aspectss that are not separate but intertwined. They will be identified as "foundations"
too the state's existence. On the one hand there is the struggle against imperialism, i.e.
thee coming to the fore of social movements, which oppose foreign and especially US
interventionismm in domestic affairs. This movement has its roots in the struggle for
independencee from Spanish colonialism in the nineteenth century; leaders like Jose
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Martii and Antonio Maceo built political discourse based on ideas regarding
sovereigntyy from both Spain and the US. These leaders were conscientiously opposed
too Monroe Doctrine policies [Smith, 1987] and inspired those early twentieth century
revolutionariess who opposed the Piatt Amendment in the Republic's original
Constitution.. [See 3.3.1]
Togetherr with the struggle for independence there developed an idea of social justice
andd the building of a society based on the concept of equality. Jose Marti was not only
interestedd in fighting for an independent Cuba, as did the politically sovereign
republicss of Latin America. Marti was also interested in building a new society based
onn equality for all its citizens, a united nation that would form a one-party state
apparatuss in the interests of the masses. [Morales, 1975:27] This brings us to a second
aspect. .

Hence,, the other foundation by which we can understand Cuba's revolutionary
characterr is that its very existence with the present leadership is a conscientious front
andd challenge to the capitalist world system and all its social contradictions. This was
truee in a more radical manner during the 1960s, maintained so throughout the duration
off the Cold War in the form of a legitimate institutionalised state aligned with the
Socialistt Bloc, and even until today in opposition to the process of neo-liberal
globalisationn which has not solved the issues of poverty and inequality among nation
statess - this is at least so in the leadership's discourse. Both anti-imperialism and
socialsocial justice are aspects that must be studied critically, for these foundations of
Cuba'ss revolutionary existence did not develop in a vacuum, but within the limits of a
historicall context.

3.11

The causes of a tardy independence

Cubaa was late in achieving its independence. What made Cuba's struggle for national
liberationn unique among her neighbouring Latin American countries was the lack of
coherentt middle-class interests that would normally lead towards political sovereignty.
Wheree the middle-class in other countries was unified in its interests to end
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colonialism,, Cuba's aristocracy or slaveholding classes were divided and thus never
actedd upon the desire to emancipate themselves from the Spanish crown.
Throughoutt the late eighteenth century and early 1800s, the liberal ideas of the French
andd Anglo-American revolutions inspired or gave impetus to the struggle against
colonialismm throughout Latin America beginning with the Black rebellion of Haiti in
17911 up until Honduran independence in 1892. During this time, almost all of Latin
Americaa fought and won their formal political independence, setting up republics run
byy aristocratic Creoles of the mercantile and developing capitalist class. The
exceptionss were Puerto Rico and Cuba. While the former remained in the hands of the
Unitedd States due to a lack of a coherent national conscientiousness, the Cuban
massess waged a fully-fledged war against Spain, which was later interrupted by US
intervention.. Cuba's struggle against colonialism had a different tone than most other
Latinn American countries in that the Creole elite did not lead it. Rather, Cuba's fight
forr independence was inspired by, and linked to, social movements including the
abolitionistss (anti-slavery). The mustering of mass mobilisation into a seditious
movementt can also account for the relative tardiness in achieving independence. In
thiss sense, the forming of a national identity in Cuba is unique to other countries of
thee Americas. It was precisely the mass fight against colonial oppression, as opposed
too a middle class war, that forged Cuban national identity. To explain how this
happenedd requires brief attention to the respective material conditions.

Thee white Creole elite in Cuba delayed their urge for independence because it was
classs dependent on the colonial structure, which protected their very livelihood: the
productionn of sugar by the exploitation of black slaves. During the late 1700s, tens of
thousandss of acres of land were dedicated to sugar production. When Haiti won its
independencee from France and the colonial masters, Cuba became the world centre for
sugarr production. As the island became richer, more slaves were needed to not only
workk the fields, but to build city infrastructure and work as domestic servants for the
risingrising middle class of the cities as well. According to one reading of demographics, by
1872,, slaves were 40% of the population. [Thomas, 1971:268.] One cubanologo adds:
"Inn no other Spanish colony was the local economy so totally dependent on slavery; in
noo other Spanish colony did the total population of colour constitute a majority."
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[Pinoo Santos, 1964:13] Because there were many free people of colour as well, the
whitee Creole class was a very small minority. Their economy depended on slavery and
thee suppression of other races. In no way were the Creoles ready to fight for
independence,, especially if it meant a detriment to the economic order. Throughout
thee 1800s the slave dependent economy in Cuba was cursed with a susceptibility to
breakk down, as this particular century produced conditions for the creation of a
resistancee movement. This seed of resistance gave birth to a tradition of struggle,
whichh would not die but would flourish throughout the future wars of independence.
Thee proof can be found in some sociological findings.

Accordingg to August [1999: 47], at the beginning of the 1800s nearly 75% of all
slavess were born on the African continent. Blacks "fresh off the boat" were not the
submissive,, century-long North American grazed, passive Blacks who waited for their
emancipationn in a Proclamation written by White abolitionists. These slaves were
moree prone to rebellion than those that languished through centuries or even just
generationss of human indignity. Additionally, the late slave market in Cuba was less
keenn in its structure than those which the English and Portuguese had conducted in
theirr respective colonies. In Cuba, Africans of the same linguistic or ethnic groups
weree kept closer together on the same plantations, thus making communication among
themm easier. Slave revolts plagued the economy on the island of Cuba. There were
thosee incited in 1812 in Holguin, Bayamo and Trinidad sugar plantations, in the 1830s
inn the far eastern regions of the island on coffee plantations, and in 1840 in the
provincess of Havana and Matanzas. [August, 1999: 48] During these revolts, large
estatess were destroyed or simply occupied by the slaves, so that production would be
stopped.. The demands of these organised revolts were the abolition of slavery and
equalityy of the races. Thus, the class struggle found in Cuba was one that was
essentiallyy bipolar, the purest form of anti-colonialism and progressive move towards
sociall emancipation for its time.

Beingg surrounded by the growing economies of neighbouring countries, Cuba did not
livee in isolation with Spain as the colonial protector and Africa as the mother of
labour.. There were other forces to reckon with; namely, the decline of one of Cuba's
majorr trading partners and business sponsor -England- and more importantly, the
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geographicc and economic expansionist factor that the United States, as a state,
represented.. Early on in the 1800s, the United States saw the Caribbean as an essential
portt area for economic expansion. The urge to possess the islands was no secret. In
1823,, John Quincy Adams -then Secretary of State- stated:
"...thesee islands (Cuba and Puerto Rico) are natural appendages of the North American continent, and
onee of them (Cuba) almost within the sight of our shores, from a multitude of considerations has
becomee an object of transcendent importance to the commercial activities and political interests of the
Unionn (the United States)." [Canon, 1983: 19]

Thee intention expressed by these words was to annex Cuba to the United States, to
becomee a part of the Southern slave economy that fed Northern industries. By the
mid-1800s,, the United States became Cuba's most important trading partner due to its
geographicall proximity; Spain was just a formality, which was experiencing its own
sociall revolution. Due to the slave trade and the abundance of sugar and tobacco
markets,, the Creole class of Cuba had long bonded ties with the US capitalists and
rulingg elite. More than an independent republic, the Cuban Creole class favoured an
annexationn that better served their economic interests. Moreover, trade between the
slavee owners and foreign enterprises were considered contraband by the Spanish
crown.. Therefore, this class, which was responsible for the independence movements
inn colonial Latin America, had barred itself from the struggle of Cuba's independence
andd sought means to annex itself to a larger slave economy. The United States was in
noo way ready to accept an independent Cuba; the threat of a Black liberation struggle
togetherr with independence would upset the economies of the southern States. This
contradictionn of interests eventually forced sections of the Creole class to reconsider
formingg a union with the slaves in order to fight for independence. There were
approximatelyy 400.000 slaves on the island and only 18.000 proprietors/slave owners.
Additionally,, by this time (the mid-1800s) there were a growing number of working
classs people of colour including over 100.000 immigrants from China, free to sell
theirr labour to the rising capitalist class (owners of tobacco-rolling factories, and road
builders)) and the petit-bourgeoisie (owners of small shops, intellectuals and artists).
[August,, 1999: 48] During the 1860s a small desire to fight for independence started
too grow and the process for national liberation was on the move.
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3.22

Roots of nation-state formation

Inn 1868, a movement for armed struggle against Spanish domination was organised in
alll the provinces of the island. The leaders of this movement were various, mostly
fromm the frustrated Creole elite but also the children of African slaves like Antonio
Maceo,, General of the Eastern Liberation Army. The movement itself consisted of a
meltingg pot of cultures, an array of people struggling for the idea of a new society. A
constitutionn was created were all people were recognised as equals and a
representativee form of democracy was to be established. [Articles 7, 24, 26 of the
Guaimiroo Constitution of the Republic of Cuba, in August, 1999]

Afterr ten years of bloody battles, this initial spark of revolution failed and ended up in
thee hands of compromising figures. In 1878, some Creole elite living in the centre of
thee island signed the Pact of Zanjón. The Pact was a peace treaty recognising Spanish
coloniall power but placing an end to slavery and providing some rights to the
inhabitantss of Cuba, including the rights of African peoples and Chinese contract
workers.. Here the Spanish colonial powers recognised that the fight for independence
wass linked to the social liberation of slaves and people of colour. But not everyone
wass satisfied. Antonio Maceo, the well-educated Black General of the East, did not
recognisee the Pact and so skirmishes and battles haunted Spanish military control in
thee provinces of Oriente right up until the very day the colonial power was defeated in
1898. .

3.2.11

The Developing emancipation idea

Butt the historical value of the First War of Independence (from 1868-1878) was the
creationn of a nation, ready to seize state power by the implementation of political
structuress like the first Constitution; a nation defined here as the people of various
backgroundss and who were mostly non-aristocratic. The desire to create some sort of
politicall structure had risen from the desire to accomplish the emancipation of a
people.. August puts it nicely:
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"...ass the Cuban nation developed its struggle for national and social emancipation and for its own
state,, the attribute of being part of the Cuban nationality in general, proudly took, and still takes,
precedencee over national origin."
"Thee consolidation of nationality, the political struggle of the notion of an indigenous Constitution as
partt of the construction of a new state, all these elements together compose cubania. The centerpiece of
cubaniacubania is the holding of political power by the majority at the head of the Cuban nation" [August,
1999:83] ]

Sincee the failure of the First War of Independence, the ideas of the majority of the
peoplee had changed; individuals became self-conscious about their position in society
andd political discussions about emancipation were abundant on the city streets as well
ass in the countryside. Meanwhile, the Creole elite splintered again and lost unity.
Amongg the many groups that formed were the annexationists (those who preferred to
joinn the US) and the Spanish loyalists. Their ideological state of confusion left the
independencee movement in the hands of grassroot and modest leaders such as Jose
Marti. .

3.2.22

Jose Marti

Justt as today, when history is written focussing upon one man in the leadership of the
Cubann revolution - that being Fidel Castro - the history of Cuba's anti-colonial
movementt during the late 1800s was written by highlighting the importance of Jose
Marti.. Though I discard many psychological approaches to interpreting movements by
thee charisma of its leadership, it is necessary to point out the significance of a leader
likee Jose Marti who was capable of expressing a clear idea of the type of society he
envisioned.. Because of Marti's writing abilities, he was able to capture the attention
off his generation and also that of many which followed until this very day. [Marti,
1931]] However, it is only appropriate to place more emphasis upon the material
conditionss of his time and his view of society that did not rest upon mythical ideas of
aa fatherland.
Josee Marti was the son of modest Spanish immigrants who settled in Havana. As a
journalistt and a man who spent all his money on travelling, he was capable of taking a
worldvieww on the situation that had flared up in Cuba. Marti envisioned a new
Independencee War, waged by the vast majority of the people against the colonial
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masterss and against the exploiting Creole elite who were labelled as traitors to the
Cubann movement. The only way Cuba could be free, according to Marti, was through
ann organised collective rebellion against the social, political and economic structures
governingg the island. Marti spent a number of years in exile in the United States.
[Thomas,, 1971:292-309] Initially, he was impressed by the workings of democracy in
thatt country. However, the situation he was living in moved Marti to consider the
faultinesss of Anglo-Saxon democracy, i.e. the division of society into classes between
capitalistss and the vast majority of the people, whereby political parties represented
thee same reality. During his ex-pat residency, he came to know other exiled Cubans,
manyy who were involved in struggles of their own, while looking for the betterment of
materiall living. He also came to know Puerto Ricans in exile at New York who were
alsoo interested in initiating a united front against Spanish colonialism. During this
time,, Marti became clear in his vision of a future society. Democracy, in his view
shouldd not have resembled the bipartisan system found in the United States, where
bothh parties were "slaves to their capitalist owners." [Marti, 1931] Marti understood
thatt the struggles of all human history hitherto have been the struggle between
oppressorss and oppressed. [August, 1999:94-98]

3.2.33

Cuba's first revolutionary movement

Alreadyy in Cuba, there were Marxist ideas floating around the island in the form of
thee works of intellectual writers, both anarchists and Marxists; this happened
simultaneouslyy with the rise of an organised non-industrial working class. It is unsure
iff or how Marti came in contact with Marxists. By no means was he a Marxist. But
manyy of the ideas Marti was famous for were congruent with an economic
interpretationn of history. Those surrounding Marti in his independence movement
weree certainly influenced by Marxists. Evidence of the same can be found in the
manuscriptss of literature, which were produced by the nineteenth century
revolutionaries.. The rise of the working class in the development of capitalism, as was
describedd by Karl Marx was portrayed and analysed in Cuba, in the book El
Productor,Productor, by the revolutionary Enrique Roig San Martin. [Biblioteca Nacional, La
Habana,, 1967]
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3.2.44

The working class movements and the PRC: first links

Inn 1890, Jose Marti founded a popular and unconventional revolutionary movement
calledd La Liga de Instruction. In reality, it was a training school for revolutionaries in
Neww York, the majority of which were Cuban and Puerto Rican workers (mostly
mulattoss and blacks). Out of this school developed the clear idea that no other option
thann outright independence was viable for Cuba. [Morales, 1975:27] The movement
grew,, as did Marti's popularity, to the point that branches of La Liga were established
aroundd the East Coast of the US. Among them was the section of tobacco workers in
Tampa,, Florida, where a union of mostly socialists (both Marxists and anarchists) was
formed.. Some accounts of these young movements and socialist groupings note that a
theoreticall 10% of workers' wages were spent on organising the independence
movement.. [Balino, Biblioteca Nacional, 1964]

Finally,, in 1892, Marti founded the Cuban Revolutionary Party (PRC), which had the
goall of independence for both Cuba and Puerto Rico and the establishment of a new
sociall order. Seeing the Cuban people as a whole, the PRC was to become the
vanguardd party of the immense majority of the people. For Marti, it was important to
distinguishh the PRC from all other parties on the island, never allying itself with the
loyalistt conservatives or the Creole liberal parties because these parties did not have
thee interests of the masses at the forefront of their agenda. On various occasions,
Martii noted that these parties were estranged from the Cuban people and had nothing
too do with them. [Marti, 1886:18] Additionally, Marti started placing emphasis on the
needd to maintain the agenda of Cuba's independence as not only separate from but
alsoo in conflict with the US's expansionist tendencies. [Marti, 1931: 271-273]

3.2.55

The second War of Independence
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Onn February 24, 1895 the second War of Independence was launched from Oriente,
(thee eastern provinces); it was called El Grito de Baires -Baires being a town where
thee rebellion began-, a call to armed struggle for independence and democracy. For the
firstt time in modern history, an entire nation comprised of working class people from
alll kinds of ethnic backgrounds, enjoyed unity in a single political party that belonged
too them for the purpose of establishing a new social order where total emancipation
wass the prime objective. Jose Marti died in battle shortly after the outbreak of the
secondd War. But in the September of 1895, a Constituent Assembly gathered in the
centrall province of Camaguey in orderr to create a new constitution. The Constitution
inn this case would be in stark contrast to the first, composed by common people who
onlyy had the interests of the masses in mind. August records:
"Thee holding of the Jimaguayu Constituent convention took place through the proposals of 20
delegates,, composed of four for each of the army corps. Of the 20, there were three lawyers, three
journalists,, five medical professionals and nine people from amongst civil engineers, writers, etc. Only
onee of the 20 delegates was a property owner, reflecting the switch in the leadership from the Creole
elite,, influential at the beginning of the first War of Independence, to the masses of people becoming
prominentt in the second war." [August, 1999:70]

Whatt needs to be emphasised though, and still remains clear in Cuban history, is that
thee story of the struggle for independence from colonialism -and later imperialismwass organically linked to the formation of national identity or what is called cubania.
Thiss is held in contrast to other neighbouring countries at the time of their struggle for
independencee where only a small segment of the population were considered to be
memberss of society. For example, Mexican Indians were not included in the struggle
forr Creole independence in Mexico; the same goes for the Blacks in the United States,
evenn though the first martyr for the independence movement of the Anglo-Saxon
coloniess was a Black man. In Cuba, the struggle for independence from Spanish
colonialismm was at the same time a struggle against slavery and for the demise of the
sociall class system and betterment of the human condition. It was a class struggle and
noo longer a clash of civilisations and cultures, as we still see today in the Andes, the
Amazon,, Guatemala and Mexico. The leaders and writers of the Cuban wars for
independencee were genuinely interested in building a new society. This view can only
bee reiterated in the ideas Marti had on the concept of one political party, representing
thee most progressive ideas for the masses and presented by the experience of the
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masses.. Certainly, one cannot romanticise the idea of interracial unity. Jose Marti, like
manyy other Whites of his time, possibly including Marx, saw anti-racism not as a
morall idea but a political necessity. But this material need, to remain unified in order
too attain progress, affected the population's conscientiousness and defined the broad
limitss present in social change in Cuba.

3.2.66

The consequences of a late independence

Duringg the time of the Cuban, Spanish and American War (1898), Cuba was already
integratedd into the ever-expanding world market system, which was dominated by
Englandd and the United States. Prior to this, the British Empire was already declining
andd as the US economy grew, so did the expansionist tendencies induced by market
need.. It was the Cuban, Spanish and American War, which consolidated US
hegemonyy over the Americas. Though simply put, the US saved Cuba from Spanish
domination.. But the struggle for independence started long before the US intervened
andd the ideas of anti-colonialism flourished into the ideas of anti-imperialism and the
cryy for social justice. However, as stated before, the US, as a political structure of
vestedd interests in trade and commerce, always had their eye on the jewels of the
Caribbean,, especially Cuba. If Cuba were not to be integrated into the political
structuree of the United States, then certainly Cuba -both economically and politicallyshouldd have at least been subordinated to the interests of US capitalists. Jose Marti
andd other revolutionaries of his time recognised North American expansionist
interestss as a threat to sovereignty. [Marti, I: 271-273] Hence was born the Cuban
revoltt against a hegemonic order and a new movement that was later labelled antiimperialism. .

3.33

US intervention and neo-colonialism

Thee Cuban, Spanish and American War ended with the Treaty of Paris in December
off 1898 whereby Spain sold all her ultra mar provinces in the Pacific and the
Caribbean,, including Cuba and Puerto Rico, to the United States. To the delight of the
annexationists,, US military occupation ensued. US martial law took control of the
islandd with total disregard to the Cuban movement of independence. In fact, US
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interventionn immediately quelled the already burning fire of revolution. Tomas
Estradaa Palma, then President of the PRC -since Marti's death- liquidated the singular
partyy and recognised US supremacy. A US President appointed military proconsul
(Generall John Rutter Brooke) presided over the island and Cuba became a neo-colony
off the United States. [Thomas, 1971: 436] From the very beginning, the Cuba that
emergedd during the half-century of struggle by the masses came into conflict with the
governmentt that would be put in place by the US. The view among the US ruling elite
circless was that the Cubans were incapable of governing their island. The attitude was
essentiallyy racist and additionally frustrated the project that Jose Marti had in mind
whenn he founded the PRC.
"Theyy are no more capable of self-government than the savages of Africa." [Samuel B.M. Young, US
Armyy General]
'Thee Cubans are utterly irresponsible, partly savage, and have no idea of what good government
means."" [Alexander Broadie, US Major]
"Theyy are stupid, given to lying and doing all the wrong things in the wrong way, ...Under our
supervision,, and with firm and honest care for the future, the people of Cuba may become a useful race
andd a credit to the world; but to attempt to set them afloat as a nation, during this generation, would be a
greatt mistake." [George M. Barbour, US Major]
[Alll of the above quoted in August, 1999:101]

3.3.11

A neo-colonial constitution

Inn 1901 the US government invited members of the Creole elite to join in on drafting
aa Constitution, the first of the independent-to-be Republic of Cuba. But the very
structuree and conditions upon which the Constitution was fabricated indicates the
levell of independence the Republic actually had. The US, now a neo-colonial power,
hadd to figure out what kind of government they wanted to install. Foreshadowing
problemss to come and in fear that the spirit of revolution might resurrect the Cuban
strugglee for complete independence and rule by the masses, Secretary of State John
Hayy recommended that some clauses be included in the Constitution of the Republic
off Cuba which would allow the US government (represented by the military) to
intervenee in the case of foreign aggression or domestic disorder. This was called the
Piattt Amendment, named after Senator Oliver Piatt. It met much opposition, even
fromm within the new ruling elite of property owners. But the US did not budge from
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theirr position; contrarily, independence would not be granted and a constitution would
nott be approved if the amendment were not included. The compromising nature of the
elitee led the future leaders of the Republic to vote in favour of the US fabricated
Constitution.. It was enacted in 1902 and the Republic of Cuba was inaugurated that
samee year. Estrada Palma was installed as the first President. [Perez, 1988: 210-211]

Thoughh the political structure on the island was labelled a Republic, by no means can
onee conclude that an independent nation-state actually existed. A nation, being
definedd as a collective of people with a common history, linked to a specific
geographicc location and unified also by a common language certainly did exist, even
iff it were very young. But if a state in its basic form is to be defined as the
constructionconstruction of both international and domestic social forces, Cuba, then during this
periodd of history could not be considered a state. That is, of course, unless it were to
bee understood as a peripheral state -as Wallerstein depicted- which was concocted to
reapp material benefits for the core economies of the world system, while providing
somee conditional autonomy for the domestic bourgeoisie. For this reason, in Cuban
historyy books today, the period between 1898 and 1959 is referred to as the neocoloniall period. [Ibarra Cuesta, 1995]

3.3.22

Early intervention in the liberal order

Nevertheless,, the economic interests of the ruling elite in Cuba often clashed with the
Unitedd States. The biggest political party, which represented the ruling elite -sons of
thee Creole class-, was the Liberal Party. The Liberal Party consisted of a wealthy
planterr class that was constructing infrastructure and building banks in Cuba's city
centres.. These people had links to British capitalists who would often conduct trade in
Cubaa in strict competition with the North American corporations. Loans for railroad
constructionn and the purchase of sugar by the English were the real challenges to US
economicc hegemony. On more than one occasion, the US military intervened when
thee Liberal Party was in power; the first was conducted between 1906 through 1909.
[Thomas,, 1971: 470-493]

The Cuban economy eventually became completely
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subordinatedd to the US sugar capitalists. In 1902 the US gained preferential terms for
sugarr purchases.

3.3.33

Sugar dependency

Duringg the neo-colonial period, the entire economy was structured around sugar as it
wass under Spain. The difference here being that slavery had been abolished and a
newlyy born working class with a tradition of struggle was on the rise. While US
companiess started buying up most of the arable land for sugar production, new mills
andd ports sprouted up all over the island. New technological advances like the steam
powerr mills and increased usage of railroads, allowed for a greater concentration of
workingg class people both in the cities as well as in the countryside. Three forces
antagonisticc towards each other summed up the conflict of social classes. First, the US
capitalistss who practically governed the island and curtailed self-determination;
second,, the domestic bourgeoisie who had their time tied up between governing island
politicss in servitude of the US capitalists on the one hand, and on the other, aspiring
Cubann capitalists who usually became the middle man between smaller sugarcane
fields,, tobacco and rum factories and the larger US corporations. Their primary
preoccupationn was the guarding of advantageous sugar trade deals in quotas and price
arrangements.. On few occasions were the elite happy with the US-Cuban sugar deals.
Third,, was the Cuban working class, who were the majority of the Cuban people
standingg in direct opposition to all other ruling classes still carrying the tradition of
resistance,, learnt during the struggle for independence. It is ultimately this third and
lastt social force that requires particular attention, since the purpose of this chapter is
too delineate the background or pillars of Socialist Cuba.

3.44

The first labour movement

Ass mentioned before, the working class movement was strongly linked to the leaders
off Cuba's war against Spain and US intervention. Even prior to the Cuban, Spanish
andd American War, the first socialist groups started to take form. They were: The
Clubb of Socialist Propaganda, founded by Carlos Balino; the Karl Marx Club, founded
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byy Augstin Martin Veloz; and the Worker's League of Oriente, founded by Rafael
Guiterras.. [Soler Martinez, 2000] The founders of these groups were the intellectuals
linkedd to the PRC. Carlos Balino, a friend of Jose Marti and member of the PRC, was
originallyy an anarchist who eventually shifted in his political thinking towards
organisedd working class action. He later adopted Marxist ideology and founded a
Socialistt party in 1905 and two decades later a Communist party. Nevertheless, the
socialistt groupings of the time were quite spread out throughout the country and due
too their autonomous nature, where essentially anarchists in character. If any working
classs movement, or nationally organised action in defence of the working class
interestt was to come to the fore, it had to arise from the economic conditions which
pushedd workers to fight in their own defence.

3.4.11

The working class in the periphery

Inn contrast to industrial Europe and the United States, where the working class
movementt focused strictly on class struggle, their peripheral counterpart -those similar
movementss in the agricultural economies- additionally had the task of fighting
imperialism.. In Cuba this meant that the working class, which already had a tradition
off political organisation against colonial Spain, had to form an alliance with other
partiess (including nationalist middle-class elite) in order to fend of Yankee neocolonialism.. As a result, socialist organisations were led not by the common worker
butt by the few literate leaders (usually university educated, descendants of the Creole
class)) that did not always understand the interests of the class they so pretentiously
represented.. This produced a pattern of splintering and divisions of the revolutionary
movementt that was once unified under the PRC.

3.4.22

Anarchist roots and the move towards Socialism

Duee to the influence of Spanish immigrants, the revolutionary tendencies among the
workingg class movement of the time happened to be chiefly anarcho-syndicalist. In
groups,, workers of the anarchist movement read Spanish political literature,
exchangedd Spanish ideas and followed the tendency to form worker's movements
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withh Spanish style organisation. For instance, in 1905, Carlos Balino founded the
Partidoo Obrero Socialista, also modelled after the PSOE in Spain; but its members
weree primarily anarchists. [Thomas, 1971: 575] This Socialist party grew as more
immigrantss with revolutionary tendencies flooded the Cuban labour market. The move
fromm the anarchist organisations to the Socialist and Communist parties can be
attributedd to two reasons: the triumph of the Bolshevik Revolution in 1917 and the
disillusionn of many workers with the collaborationist (or those Anarchist and Socialist
leaderss that compromised with state figures and policies).

3.4.33

A fragmented beginning

Thee socialist groupings also splintered into varying tendencies and currents as a series
off debates concerning "what is to be done" dominated the left from its inceptions,
especiallyy after the Revolution in Russia. The same occurred not only in Spain, but
alsoo all over the world and in Russia itself. Most socialists took the path of
collaboration,, meaning that the revolution was not immediately possible. So then, it
wass necessary to ally the workers movement with other movements or political parties
representedd in the state apparatus in order to achieve economic benefits and to bring
nationall interests closer to the masses, i.e., build Socialism by reform rather than
revolution.. The development of different Marxist theories caused further -often
violent-- divisions among the revolutionary forces. Stalinists persecuted Trotstkyists
andd Trotskyists criticised reformers. Cuba was no exception. Additionally, there were
thosee members of the Creole elite (of leftist leaning) who were frustrated with the
neo-coloniall experience and returned to martiano (meaning from Marti) national
ideology.. So while one tendency was geared towards making advancements in the
workers'' movement, through compromise with the powerful, the other concentrated
onn restoring national sovereignty and dealt with immediate contradictions in society.
Thee former were the Communists that eventually collaborated with the dictator Batista
(seee 3.5.3) and the other groups derived from student organisations which depended
onn "orthodox Cuban" ideas, based on the writings of Jose Marti which tended to be
essentiallyy relevant to the Cuban experience. That is, non-international, and carrying
withh it a sense of social justice and equality for all citizens. But they were not at all
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Marxists.. From this second group came the heroes of Fidel Castro's July 26*
movement;; this will be dealt with later. Nevertheless, due to the level of political
involvement,, Stalin's worldwide communist movement remained dominant against
imperialismm in Cuba, and it did so with a strange bourgeois accent.

3.4.44

Cuba's working class movement as typical

Cuba'ss so-called working class movement was not particularly unique in comparison
too her neighbouring countries' counterparts. In Latin America, the Communist parties
neverr had a homogeneous origin. In some countries they were formed by anarchists, in
otherr countries by Marxist socialists with a working class base. Yet others never had
anyy link to the proletariat. For instance, in Haiti, the Communist party was formed in
19300 with no working class base whatsoever but founded by intellectuals who were
mostlyy travellers. [Thomas, 1971: 579] The Communist parties were controlled from
thee top down -from Europe-, especially under Swiss, Spanish, and Italian directors
thatt depended on the Soviet Union. Under the direction of Stalin, these groups formed
thee Latin Bureau in Moscow.

Nevertheless,, what could be considered unique about Cuba in regards to its
revolutionariess is that leadership was often found among university students of the
petit-bourgeoisiee and intellectual classes, as was the case with the well known Cuban
nationall communist, Julio Antonio Mella. [Docwnentos para su vida, Biblioteca
Nacional,, Havana, 1964]

3.4.55

Economic expansion and class contradictions

Meanwhile,, the period from 1914 through 1918 was characterised by the expansion of
thee Cuban sugar industry. World War I, fought on the sugar beet fields of Europe,
causedd European sugar production to decline from 8.6 million tons in 1913 to 3.1
millionn tons in 1918. [Sugar Economies, 1938:70] The Cuban cane sugar industry
expandedd rapidly to fill the void. Foreign capital poured into the countryside in order
too finance the construction of new sugar mills, modernise port facilities and extend
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andd improve the railway lines. As a result, Cuba's sugar production rose dramatically,
andd its share of the world sugar market grew from 16 to 34% within the four years.
Annuall profits increased from $120 million to more than $400 million by 1918. This
increasee was reflected in the landowners' standard of living, but not the workers.
Followingg this evolutionary contradiction and with the help of conscientious workers
whoo (with their anarcho-syndicalist tendencies) migrated from Spain and Italy, labour
unionss sprouted all over the country. However, none of them was operated legally.
[Pinoo Santos, 1973:79]
Thee war years caused high inflation and an increase in conflict between capital and
labour.. In turn this produced a shortage of goods, forcing prices to increase by more
thann 100%. [Pinos Santos, 1973] At the same time real wages fell. The drop in
purchasingg power caused sugar workers to begin agitating for pay hikes, for lower
consumerr prices and for the right to form unions. The level of social
conscientiousnesss among the working classes can be measured by the series of strikes
thatt emanated almost naturally from the neo-colonial experience. During this time,
groupss of communists sprouted all over the country, usually in provincial
organisations.. Sections of the communist groups were even based upon linguistic and
ethnicc groupings. For instance, there was the Jewish Committee (Section Hebrea) of
thee Communist Party, which was established by Polish immigrants. [Serviat, 1965:95]

3.4.66

The first working class revolts

Inn October of 1917, strikes broke out all over the world, inspired by the Bolshevik
Revolutionn in Russia. In Cuba, this meant workers seized forty-eight sugar mills.
Skilledd workers, machinists, mechanics, electricians, ironworkers, and carpenters led
them.. Unwilling to concede to the mill workers' demands, the owners requested aid
fromm the government by sending in the Army. They also called in help from the
Unitedd States Marines, who had established a presence on the sugar mill sites since
thee outbreak of violence following a 1916 presidential election. [Primelles, 1955:7]
Thee combination of US military intervention and Cuban official interest succeeded in
crushingg the workers' strike. The government arrested national labour leaders and
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deportedd foreign, especially Spanish union leaders, communists and anarchists. In
orderr to stifle worker unrest, the mill owners gave workers a 10% increase in wages.
Thiss was the first time during the 1900s that Cuban workers moved with a show of
force.. It started a tradition of resistance in modern day Cuba. But one of the reasons
thee 1917 strike quickly ended was because mill workers lacked support from their
sugarcanee field counterparts. Nationally, the strike did not succeed because it did not
entaill the solidarity of transportation workers on the railways and ports. On top of all
that,, the US was so willing to deploy troops to protect their interests. [Perez, 1976:
41-45] ]

3.4.77

Market fluctuations

Inn 1919, sugar companies experienced an astronomical increase in profits, due to the
risee in the world price for sugar. Following World War I, rumours circulated that the
Unitedd States was benefiting from post-wartime prices by reselling Cuban sugar for a
biggerr profit. Cuban producers responded by withholding their sugar supply, forcing
thee United States to renounce their pricing policy. As a result, between June 1919 and
Mayy 1920, prices rose from 6 US cents per pound to 23.5 US cents per pound. The
totall value of Cuban sugar reached nearly $1 billion. [Swerling, 1949:46] Thinking
thatt the boom would last at least until the following harvest, mill owners, canefarmers,, and speculators raced to expand production. They borrowed heavily from
locall and international banks on terms relating to the eventual sale of sugar at prices
rangingg from 15 US cents per pound to 20 US cents per pound. However, by the end
off the summer of 1920, sugar prices sank as fast as they had risen. In December of
1920,, the price for sugar fell to 3.7 US cents per pound. The local sugar banking
corporationss were devastated. Seventy-nine percent of all sugar mills went into deep
debtt and 19 Cuban banks with outstanding loans of more than SI30 million went
bankrupt.. The only survivors were industries and banks that held significant assets
abroad,, like National City Bank and Royal Bank of Canada. National Citibank took
overr sixty sugar mills after the crash, representing one-third of all of Cuba's
productivee capacity. The dominance of international finance following the market
collapsee ushered in a new era in Cuba's economy. From 1920 on, banks only tended
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too lend money to proprietors which they felt held greater financial interest. Smaller,
independentt mills either had to merge with one of the huge foreign corporations or
wentt out of business. This caused the sugar industry to become much more
consolidatedd under foreign enterprises. At the same time, banks pressured sugar mills
too continue expanding production and to reduce costs in every conceivable way. This
strategyy ultimately proved to be a burden for both the workers and the Cuban industry
ass a whole, contributing greatly to another rebellion. [Jenks, 1928: 214-219]

Thee standard of living of the Cuban workers fell steadily during the 1920s, when the
sugarr industry was interested in lowering the costs of production for the purpose of
competitionn in a world were sugar flooded the market. In 1924, a series of strikes
eruptedd at thirty sugar mills. Interestingly enough, during this year, Cuba's sugar
profitss were the highest it had ever been until decades later. [Marconi Braga 1997:25]
Thee strikes started at Central Moron, a factory owned by the Cuba Cane Corporation,
wheree a number of Spaniard immigrants created an anarcho-syndicalist union section
off the Railway Brotherhood. Mill workers went on strike because of reduced payrolls
andd long hours. They also complained that Yankee workers and managers did not
sufferr the same pay cuts. The workers at Moron Central were also in favour of making
thee hiring of foreign workers for lower wages illegal. The company responded by
immediatelyy firing the workers that went on strike and evicting them from their homes
builtt on company land. The Railway Brotherhood retaliated by calling upon other
unionss to join in solidarity by going on strike. Port, rail and mill workers joined in on
thee strike and paralysed the transport of sugar in Cuba for a number of days.
Managementt fell to worker's demands and conceded a re-instalment of positions lost
duringg the strike, an increase in pay and a guarantee of a biweekly salary to be paid in
cash.. Similar strikes were held all over the country. Here, the worker movement
improvedd itself. Though Haitian and Jamaican workers did not join in the strikes of
19244 (the reason being, one of the demands was not to hire any more foreign
workers),, workers from other industrial sectors of the economy yielded. This scared
thee mill owners, the international banks, and the large US companies; the worker
movementt was growing too strong for the neo-colonial setting. [Marconi Braga,
1997:16] ]
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3.4.88 The first Communist Party and Machado's terror
Onn August 17, 1925 the Communist party of Cuba -called the Union Revolucionaria
Comunistaa (URC) was organised in La Habana under the leadership of Carlos Balino
whoo was mentioned earlier in this chapter. This first Communist party centred around
thee interests of the working class, worked within the various unions of their time and
itss members participated heavily in other social groupings and popular organisations:
youthh groups, woman's organisations, groups unifying Blacks, and peasant unions.
Thiss first Cuban Communist party was established during a very confusing time in
history.. It was established under the tyranny of the US government installed, military
dictatorr Gerardo Machado who ruled between 1924 and 1933. He was put in place to
controll the masses and quell all strikes against the ruling classes. Machado himself
wass a member of the ruling class; he was the former director of the US owned
companyy General Electric in Cuba. [Beals, 1933:101] Gerardo Machado was known
too run affairs with repression and terror, but mostly he was famous for his anti-labour
movementt tendencies. He came to power, or rather was installed, because he promised
Neww York businessmen to not let any strike last longer than twenty-four hours. He
wass responsible for the arrests, murders and deportations of union organisers and
labourr movement leaders. Talk of labour organising was to be squashed at it's
inception.. [Bins and Gonzalez, 1981:5-7] Most of its leaders were put in prison or
sentt to exile in Mexico or Spain. Since most of the original leaders were often
persecutedd and even murdered, the remaining members of the party and the syndicalist
groupings,, of those who adhered to the ideas of Marxism, had to meet in the most
repressive,, occult conditions. It was even discovered that Machado sent informants to
infiltratee the Communist party with the workings of the secret police; the purpose of
whichh was to identify new potential leaders and dismantle plans. This was evident in a
collectionn entitled Secret Police Report for the President of the Republic Concerning
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thethe History of the Communist Party in Cuba, a rich historical collection of antiCommunistt action during this period. [Imprenta del Ejercito, La Habana 1931]
Despitee Machado's reign of terror, the worker movement continued to grow in the
underground.. The spirit of resistance, struggle and revolution had not been lost and
thee tradition of fighting against the ruling classes had become much more acute. The
popularr classes no longer waited for ten or twenty years of peace to regroup
oppositionn and combat oppression as they did in the nineteenth century. The Cuban
workerss were now ready to resist on a continuous basis. In many ways the struggle
neededd to be continuous for their survival; hunger and starvation became rampant,
especiallyy during the off-season of sugar harvest. Additionally, the worker's
movementt proceeded to expand because a process of class conscientiousness
developedd and worker's started realising their potential. It was also due to the number
off immigrants, especially Spaniards, who came to the island with knowledge of
workerr struggle. For eight years thereafter, violence escalated as did labour agitation.

3.4.99

A Party dictated from abroad

Unfortunately,, on top of Machado's purge to rid the country of working class activists
andd other revolutionaries, the Communist movement experienced its own internal
purge.. Within the URC there were discrepancies as to what the priorities of the Party
were.. Were they to continue to organise labour? Were they to destroy the dictatorship?
Weree they to fight North American imperialism? In 1928, the URC, following the line
off the II Congress of the Communist International (the Comintern), concluded or was
mandatedd to join forces with other non-working class organisations in its fight against
imperialismm and Machado's dictatorship. Some Marxist leaders found this idea to be
repugnantt and hence some of its foremost members resigned from the party
programmee Another issue which divided the aspiring vanguard movement of workers
andd intellectuals, as mentioned before, was the divide between Stalin oriented politics
andd Trotskyism. Trotsky was one of the original Bolsheviks who, along with Lenin,
maintainedd that socialism must be international and run by workers' councils as
opposedd to appointed Communist party members. Trotsky developed the idea of
Permanentt Revolution and the necessary autonomy of the working class in all
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struggless (i.e. not favouring alliances with petit-bourgeois movements). Originally, the
Trotskyistt movement was a current within the Communist party (Oposición
Communista).. But eventually, the contradictions between the ideas became greater to
thee point of absolute divide and violent antagonism. This divergence in revolutionary
tacticss was also reflected in the development of Cuba's socialist movement. Later on,
Stalin,, who created the theory of Socialism in one country and consolidated power
overr the international Communist movement, persecuted the Trotskyist movement.
[Solerr Martinez, 2000] The Trotskyists never had much influence over politics in
Cuba;; though one of the most loved Cuban Communist party leaders -the young Julio
Antonioo Mella- was known to have flirted with Trotsky's movement while in Mexico,
andd consequently was therefore persecuted.

3.55

A workers' revolutionary attempt

Att the beginning of 1933, sugarcane workers had stepped up their striking patterns.
Canee fields were set on fire, while some 20.000 mill workers struck for higher wages
att twenty-five sugar factories. [Marconi Braga, 1997] However, the government
retainedd enough power to repress workers and force them to complete the harvest. In
August,, the recently united National Confederation of Cuban Workers, which was still
illegal,, sponsored a general strike initiated by Havana bus drivers and other urban
workers.. The entire economy came to a halt. What began as a strike of bus drivers in
Havanaa escalated rapidly into a general national strike of workers and students against
thee government. Workers demanded higher wages and shorter workdays,
improvementt in living conditions, job security and recognition of labour unions by
management.. Management refused to meet these demands and depended on
Machado'ss leadership to squash the general strike. But the workers threatened the
livess of managers; they helped themselves to food and supplies from company stores
andd warehouses. The URC initially played no role in the rising, but quickly moved to
takee control when a sort of anarchy ruled. They declared the establishment of
"soviets"" or workers' councils and often came into direct confrontation with US
Mariness that were in place to protect US property.
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Meanwhilee nationalist and left wing student organisations on the University campuses
organisedd demonstrations against the dictator and against US intervention in domestic
affairs.. Among them: Ala hquierda, Directorio Revolucionario Estudiantil andJoven
Cuba.Cuba. These groups were allied with the Partido Revolucionario Cubano Autentico,
callingg themselves the authentic representatives of Marti's mission. [Thomas,
1971:706]] The URC, in their control of the workers' movement, together with the
Autenticoss and revolutionary student organisations, led the revolt against the USinstalledd dictator.

3.5.11

Nationalist tendencies and the lack of a united front

Thee strike forced President Machado to flee the country, and an interim government
underr Carlos Manuel Cespedes was formed. But Cespedes had no strategy to pacify
thee radicalised workers and his government barely lasted three weeks before it was
toppledd by a military rebellion led by Sergeant Fulgencio Batista. [Thomas, 1971:
634-649]] Batista collaborated with the students and eventually gave in to their elected
leaderr Dr. Grau San Martin. Belonging to the generation of radicalised students and
revolutionariess who recognised US intervention as a threat to democracy, Grau
intendedd to create a Piatt Amendment-free Cuba. Grau San Martin promised
nationalisationn of Cuban industries and improvement in living conditions for the
masses.. The workers remained in control of the mills throughout most of September
1933,, forcing a change in legislation governing practically every aspect of sugarcane
production.. [Marconi Braga, 1997]

Forr a very brief period there was an alliance between the Communists and the
nationalists,, as Lenin said there should be. The URC policy was that of backing the
neww president and creating a coalition government with the nationalists. But Grau San
Martin'ss cabinet lasted only a few months, as the United States would not tolerate a
nationalisedd sugar industry in Cuba. Batista was summoned by the US Ambassador
andd told that Roosevelt would never recognise Grau's presence. [Phillips, 1935: 95]
Soo when Batista toppled Grau San Martin's government, the new generation of
revolutionariess splintered and the workers' movement fell apart. If there ever was a
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presencee of a revolutionary vanguard in neo-colonial Cuba, it certainly was absent
duringg this period of history.

3.5.22 Batista's Cuba
Betweenn 1934 and 1941 Batista ruled behind the scenes under US Ambassador
Caffrey,, while puppet presidents served to quench the thirst for civil governments
amongg the radicalised generation of the late 1930s. None of these governments were
everr democratically elected, rather, the few remaining liberal parties ordained by the
USS Embassy appointed them. Additionally, neither the Communist party, nor any of
thee revolutionary movements had any right to participate in the elections. With a
talentt of efficiency to carry out Washington's orders, Batista's military crushed
whateverr uprising students or workers might have instigated. The Autenticos' leader,
Grauu San Martin, went into exile and the once revolutionary alliance disappeared for a
spell. .

3.5.33

Batista and the communist movement

Thee world usually remembers Fulgencio Batista as the cruel dictator that capitulated
too Fidel and Che's revolutionary movement in 1959. He was known as an
irresponsiblee despot, a corrupted delegate of US interests on the island, and the
violatorr of the 1940 Constitution. But few remember or want to remember Batista as
thee first democratically elected Cuban President, who actually installed the first
democraticc Constitution. It was the same Batista that was endorsed by the Communist
partyy URC, the friend of labour and the one President -who as a friend of President
Roosevelt-- sparked the New Deal era in Latin America.

Ass throughout most of Latin America, Cuba's Communist party followed the line of
compromisee with the liberal order; it was malleable, it was gullible, it was corrupt and
itt was bourgeois. The orders came from the Soviet Union and posed no real
alternativee for the Cuban working class. Under Secretary-General Bias Roca, the
Communistt Party never sought to rule Cuba, it only supported the liberal regime in its
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movee towards progressive social conditioning. During World War II, the Communist
Partyy -in following Stalinist policy of Alliance with liberal democracies against
fascism-- maintained a stance of unconditional support for the United States, England
andd the Soviet Union. This meant Communist unconditional support for Batista's
government,, especially when the President declared War on the Axis powers. Joining
thee allied forces and actually participating in the war fortified Batista's popularity; it
consolidatedd and legitimised Communist participation under the Batista regime.

3.5.44

The Popular Front line and Cuba's New Deal government

Stalin'ss Comintern -also known as the international communist movementneverthelesss controlled the URC, which was more tightly aligned with the Communist
Partyy USA than any other Latin American communist organisation. All power rested
inn the chiefs of the Latin Bureau. In a meeting in Moscow in late 1935, the Comintern
convincedd the Communist Parties of Latin America and also the USA to follow the
Popularr Front line. In this same year, Earl Browder, Secretary-General of the
Communistt Party USA was appointed as the general advisor of all the Communist
partiess in the Americas. The Popular Front line was based on the idea that Revolution
inn the America's was impossible and that the Soviet Union, under Stalin, would only
endorsee those Communist parties which would channel their power through
democraticc reforms and popular movements. This created a sense of dependency and a
turnn to political leaders of the ruling classes instead of working class interests. The
aftermathh of the revolution of 1933 and the coup in 1935 led the Communists to rely
uponn Batista in implementing the programmes that they demanded through the
Popularr Front line. The name of this popular front was the PUR (the Revolutionary
Partyy Union). It was really no secret that the Communists controlled this coalition.
Additionallyy at the University, the Communists controlled the largest student grouping
AlaAla Izquierda Estudiantil (Left-wing student organisation) and enjoyed hegemony in
academiaa and among intellectuals.

Inn pursuance of creating a new legitimate government, Batista invited the few
remainingg Communist Party members (all who had initially opposed the pursuance of
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nationall strikes) to join his cabinet and draft together the Constitution of 1940. Batista
inn many ways was a nationalist, he was not always trusted by the United States; his
interestss lay in bringing stability and order to the Cuban economy, even if that meant a
partiall nationalisation of the Cuban sugar industry. He declared that his intended
policyy was that of giving the domestic capitalist class a larger share of the sugar
industry.. Batista sought to enlarge the state machine by incorporating various trade
unionss into it. In 1940, he recognised the Cuban Workers' Central (CTC) and the
Communistt leadership supported this move.2 Thus, the URC became no longer a party
whosee principal interests were working class power and revolution. Rather, it was
nationalistt populism based solely on the idea that reforms through legislation would
helpp implement a political programme that would move the government towards some
sortt of Socialism.

Batistaa seized the moment of Roosevelt New Deal policies. As in many other
countriess of the developing world, this meant turning to state capitalism or nationalist
tendenciess in the domestic economies, including the nationalisation of public works,
energyy and the transportation system. He announced three-year plans that included a
sociall reform. Batista even advocated agrarian reform. This was possible because the
Unitedd States started taking up nationalist tendencies in their own economy. At the
timee the US government would reserve 56% of its sugar market for domestic
producers,, this was possible by relying more on Puerto Rico, Hawaii and the sugar
beett producers. Cuba could only enter by 29%. [Thomas, 1971: 707]

3.5.55

Batista's promises and Communist compromise

Duringg the late 1930s Cuban Sugar became more and more dominated by US and
Europeann imperialist powers. Sixty-nine sugar mills owned by US companies were
producingg over 55% of the total Cuban sugar output. Spanish companies owned 36
millss totalling 17% of the total, the rest were owned by companies of French, Dutch
andd English origin. Cuba had only 50 sugar mills within its own hands, producing less
22
The CTC was founded in 1939 as a follow up to the attempted, united National Confederation of
Cubann Workers. Since its official recognition by the Batista government in 1940, the CTC has been the
onlyy national organisation representing the labour movement in Cuba.
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thann a fifth of total Cuban sugar. [Anuario Azucarero, 1937:38] As some sort of
nationalist,, Batista vowed to restore Cuba's productive power and capital within the
confiness of its national territory. In his economic programme he even advocated
subsidiess for Cuban mills that could not produce efficiently, though only absurdly so
becausee the neo-colonial context left no room for a competing national business.
Surprisingly,, on the political agenda, Batista declared amnesty to all political exiles
includingg Machado, although the ex-dictator never returned due to illness. With the
neww freedoms, the Communist Party under Bias Roca re-organised its labour
movement.. It was strong and powerful as the majority of sugar cane, dock and
transportationn workers were all under the influence of communist controlled labour
unions.. In order to consolidate powerfully, it was necessary for Batista to incorporate
thee communists and their popular front line movement into the government. It was the
onlyy chance for legitimacy internally. He seduced the Cuban communist movement by
legalisingg the PUR and allowing for the publication of the Communist daily Hoy.
Batistaa also established the National Transport Commission and made plans for the
redistributionn of state lands to small peasants.

Happyy with this opportunity, the Communist leadership resolved to adopt a more
positivee view towards Batista. Apparently, Batista was in Cuba to stay and so the
Communistss were to ally themselves with the popular measures that Batista was
takingg and influence the New Deal state that he was forming. The Communists started
too regard Batista in their literature not as the man who stole the revolution but as the
mann who would bring democracy to Cuba. Bias Roca, the Secretary-Genera! of the
Communistt Party who remained so up until the 1959 revolution, supported the
reformss and seemingly reconciliatory gestures that Batista implemented. Bias Roca
ledd the party to demand a new constitution, create an alliance with the progressive
forcess of the country and for the PUR to take state control. The centrepiece of the
Communistt movement in Cuba became, hence, the creation of Cuba's most liberal
democraticc constitution to date.

Thee Communists moved quickly and with the same velocity changed their political
line.. After the X Plenum of the Party, representatives went to Batista to share their
supportt for a new constitutional assembly. In return, the Party would be legalised.
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Thiss lead Batista to recognise the Communist Party as a democratic institution whose
guideliness fit within the political workings of a future social-democratic constitution
andd the framework of the capitalist system. In September of 1938, the Communist
partyy was inscribed into the electoral polls. The Comintern's journal, World News and
Views,, commented: "Batista...no longer represents the centre of reaction... the people
whoo are working for the overthrow of Batista are no longer acting in the interests of
thee Cuban people." [World News and Views, 1938 No. 60.]

Att no other time in Cuban history did the Communist Party attain as much power in
thee country's political system as it did under Batista. The PUR was finally dissolved
andd its members were incorporated into the Communist party. A new national labour
confederationn was established and run by Communists, that was the CTC (Central de
Trabajadoress Cubanos), with Lazaro Pena as its Secretary-General. [Alexander,
1957:287]] Batista seemed quite comfortable in power since his natural enemy -the
labourr movement- had turned into a partner. Batista's populism was also nourished by
hiss alliance with other popular leaders of Latin America, for instance with President
Cardenass of Mexico. Only Grau and those revolutionaries, who advocated for a more
independentt Cuba, represented a real oppositional threat to Batista. But there was no
hopee for tempting the Communists into forming an alliance with Grau in his
Autenticoo Party, as the URC was quickly co-opted into the neo-colonial structure.

3.5.66

The 1940 Constitution and the perverted alliance

Thee Constitution was social democratic in character; it imitated a post-New Deal
system,, which recognised the responsibility of the state to control unemployment, to
exploitt Cuba's subsoil and to create a maximum holding of lands and property. Two
yearss later, the CTC was given official status as the national labour organisation, and
Juann Marinello, -a Communist- was appointed to Batista's cabinet as a minister
withoutt portfolio. Batista even allowed for members of his cabinet to participate in
internationall labour conferences.

"Meantime,, the relationship which Batista and the Communists were working out in Cuba had echoes
throughoutt the continent. In Peru for instance, the dictator Prado also gave the Communists a strong
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voicee in the Labour movement. In Chile, President Aguirre Cerda had even invited the Communists to
joinn his government; they had refused, preferring certain subordinate positions in the administration.
Althoughh Pedro Pacheco, famous as the mutineer of the Chilean fleet, took the sensitive place of mayor
off Santiago de Chile. While in Mexico, Lombardo Toledano's leadership of the Labour forces pushed
Cardenass into relations with the Communist Party. Thus the events in Havana were not isolated but part
off a continent-wide swing" [Thomas, 1971: 715]

Thee alliance between Batista and the Communists only grew stronger. Though
runningg independently in the elections, his backing was essentially Communist. The
onlyy candidate that the URC endorsed was Batista. This is not to say that Batista did
nott enjoy backing from other sectors; as a candidate that stood for economic stability
andd support for the national sugar industry, members of many classes upheld him. The
strengtheningg of the ties can also be attributed to wartime politics. The more World
Warr II affected the American continent more drastically (i.e. the presence of Nazi
submariness in the Caribbean), the more the nation pulled together in order to combat
thee common enemy. Stalin and the Communist Party USA again, endorsed this call to
unity. .

Batistaa used this, his glorious moment, to consolidate power and also to take
advantagee of the world sugar prices which -as in the First World War- were
advantageouss to Cuba. Russia, as an ally in the War, set up its Embassy in Havana,
andd Batista greeted the ambassador personally. Consequently, favourable sugar price
arrangementss were made between the two countries. It may be inconceivable to think
thatt the US had no problem with this, but the fact remained that, in 1944, Batista
madee the highest sugar deal Cuba had received from the US corporations since 1924,
withh a fixed quota of 4.25 million tons at S330 million. Notably, sugar workers'
wagess increased by 10%. [Thomas, 1971: 735]

Thee political line of the Soviet controlled-Cuban Communist party can be understood
ass a perversion of labour movement tendencies typical during World War II, a
repudiationn of Lenin's theory of imperialism and class struggle and a focus upon
currentt day issues. The historical mission of the Communists was neither antiimperialistt nor anti-status quo. Rather, the URC was an important and integral part of
thee establishment in Cuba. After the war, they enthusiastically supported the United
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Nationss and co-operation with the United States for economic development. This
conditionn was a perfect example of what Wallerstein depicted as the historical value
off revolutionary regimes and the co-opting of independence movements of the
countriess of the South in the post-Wilson/Lenin era. [Wallerstein, 1995]

Byy 1944 the Communists changed their organisation's name from the Union
RevolucionariaRevolucionaria Comunista to the Partido Socialista Popular (PSP), still remaining
underr Secretary-General Bias Roca. Their programme was progressive but not in the
leastt radical. They called for racial equality, rights for women and nationalisation of
large-scalee industries, but not even for land reform. It would "no longer" be a
revolutionaryy movement, rather a democratic party that upheld the values and laws of
thee 1940 progressive Constitution, while supporting the rights of the labour
movement.. But while the Communists conducted themselves within the confines of a
fairlyy progressive social and political framework, the workers' movement from the
basee (and not the Communists at the top) started to rearrange their alliances with other
revolutionaryy forces; namely, those whose political platform centred around antiimperialismm and a fairer distribution of the nation's wealth in a post-war economy.
Additionally,, opposition to the Communist party grew among the university student
bodyy that criticised the Moscow mandated policy of compromise with the United
Statess and corrupt, authoritarian regimes. The voting population shifted to the
nationalistt side.

3.5.77

The Authentic and the Orthodox

Althoughh Batista was a popular leader, his personal politics alienated most of the
intellectuall circles. His priorities were to create political stability and promote
economicc progress. At the time, this was only possible by creating a coalition between
capitall (including international capital) and labour (which was controlled by the
Communistt party); Batista's presence was certainly opportunistic. Since the
intellectualss and revolutionary middle-classes were not interested in forming an
alliancee with the working class movement -because of the compromising tendencies
off the Communists- these in turn missed out on a chance to lead the country during
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economicallyy prosperous times. Additionally, the intellectuals alienated themselves as
theyy ignored or underestimated wartime politics. Throughout Batista's presidency, the
Autenticoss maintained their independent line. They were never concerned with the
anti-fascistt and imperialist wars among other countries; nor were they ever keen on
pleasingg the US or fearing the Piatt Amendment. This was at least so in their
discourse;; their governmental experience told a different story.
Thee workings of democracy in Cuba seemed quite real, as the Autenticos replaced
Batistaa in the 1944 elections. Grau won on his party platform of furthering progress in
Cubaa and promoting more nationalisation. Though they backed Batista to the bitter
end,, in no time did the PSP cuddle up to the new president; again, pretending to have
alwayss supported the interests of the working class. Under Grau, no Communist ever
becamee a cabinet member, yet their compromising manner did constitute an
understandingg with the new President. In the underground, some of Grau's cabinet
memberss were involved in dealing with Trotsky groups and independent militias,
whichh had no link to the popular classes. Corruption, gangsterism and assassinations
plaguedd Grau's government. The Autenticos eventually lost all their legitimacy; it was
timee for a new kind of politics.

Eduardoo Chibas, the wealthy student leader and radical anti-imperialist, led the left
leaningg student organisations and workers' movement to realign them with President
Grauu when he returned to power in 1944. However, corruption within the Autentico
party,, along with police violence and dirty politics, later forced Chibas to break with
Grau.. Additionally, Grau was never successful in nationalising industry, as he had
promised.. Chibas formed his own group called the Partido del Pueblo Cubano
Ortodoxo.Ortodoxo. The name suggested that they were the real repositories of the revolutionary
traditionn ignited by Marti. Often found in bloody street fights and being the victims of
anonymouss bombings, the Ortodoxos suffered a stunted growth, limited to a small
groupp of intellectuals. Their slogans were: "Cuba, free from economic imperialism of
Walll Street, and from the political imperialism of Rome, Berlin and Moscow."
[Thomas,, 1971:752] The Ortodoxos were certainly nationalistic, but also socially
progressive.. Eddy Chibas was known to have hated the Communists because of their
inconsistenciess and corrupted alliance with the neo-colonial state. He was famous for
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quotingg Marx and Lenin, as well as Marti, in his arguments against the Communists.
Unfortunately,, his degenerating mental health led him to commit suicide. [Conte
Aguero,, 1955:439] His organisation still lived on but never got far in a Cuba whose
politicall system had rotted to death. Nonetheless, out of this small current was born
thee radical tendencies of Fidel Castro's July 26th Movement.

3.5.88

The end of liberal democracy

Towardss the end of his presidency, Grau turned his back on all his former comrades in
hopess of maintaining stability and avoiding a US invasion or another coup led by
Batista.. He employed repressive tactics to control any let-loose radicals that might
causee a threat to the establishment. In violation of constitutional law, he curtailed
politicall rights and shut down any newspaper that criticised him. [Alexander,
1957:287]] Furthermore his secret police was known to have attempted to cleanse the
CTCC of Communist party leaders like Lazaro Pena. [Fundamentos, April 1947] The
Partyy did grow in numbers, but by 1947 the government took control of the CTC and
bannedd the PSP because it posed a threat to stability. The new union leaders were
gangsters,, similar to the ones found at the time in the United States.

Grauu was voted out during the following election. He was followed by a Carlos Prio; a
Presidentt who once again fooled the masses into believing that they could vote out US
hegemonyy and vote in clean government. But this man, like those before him, proved
too be made of empty promises. Due to the political violence that had spread
throughoutt the country and pressure from the United States to clean out the
Communists,, Prio's ruling was just as autocratic as Grau's before him. His inability to
formm any coherent alliance among the popular classes widened the gap between
governmentt and real political and economic power. The 1948 presidential race was
thee last multi-party election Cuba has ever seen. The corruption and violence that
accompaniedd Prio stands as a reminder to post-revolutionary Cuba, that the
uselessnesss of electoral politics in a neo-colonial setting presents itself as an impasse
forr progress and independence.
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3.5.99

Batista returns

Fulgencioo Batista returned to Cuba in 1952 and ruled until 1959; he did so more
viciouslyy than ever before. All his energy was spent on eliminating the last vestiges of
thee Constitutional democracy he himself installed back in 1940. The culture of
revolutionaryy -or even reform- politics hid underground. Some of the trade unions'
limitedd membership was relatively privileged economically, but any political
oppositionn was violently crushed. The rural workers, on the other hand, remained
poorlyy organised because they were unemployed for 5 or 6 months every year. During
thiss period, Cuba became nothing more than a sugar plantation for her neo-colonial
masters.. The country was a playground for gangsters, gamblers and the seediest North
Americann tourists.

Byy the 1950s, 80 % of all Cuban imports came from the US; Si billion of US capital
wass invested in Cuba. The US had a virtual monopoly of foreign trade via the 1934
Reciprocall Trade Agreement. Agriculture, with 41.5% of the labour force, dominated
thee economy and sugar dominated agriculture. Eighty-three percent of available land
wass under sugar and it made up at least 80% of exports -another 10% being tobacco.
Sugarr constituted 36% of the GNP. The rest of the economy was little developed and
utilitiess remained in foreign hands. Hansen stated that "services, including a large
sectorr of the economy devoted to catering for US tourism, this sector employed 20.1%
off the entire workforce. A vast state machine, riddled by graft and gangsterism, took
ann estimated 25% of the GNP." [Draper, 1962:5-10; Hansen, 1978: 74-75]

3.66

An alternative to the workers' movement

Soo long as the entire economy remained dependent on the US, the less powerful
sectorss of the urban middle class could not develop. Not only was there no talk of
sociall mobility but their children were also forced into the working class. [Ibarra
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Cuesta,, 1995:197] They, together with middle farmers, small peasants and university
students,, formed the backbone of the opposition to Batista's dictatorship. With the
supportt of the most radical remains of the organised working class, only the wealthy
andd well educated, militant students formed a viable alternative. The surviving
memberss of the Partido Ortodoxo, in the tradition of Eddy Chibas, grouped various
dissidentss in 1953, to organise a violent attack against Batista's military police. Their
leaderr was a young lawyer named Fidel Castro. The ideology was focused around
independentt national development, the betterment of living conditions for the poor
andd fair politics. The leaders were also influenced by the ideas of Marti who preached
againstt dependency on colonial or imperialist powers. Their demands: the reinstalmentt of the 1940 Constitution, the return of political freedom, nationalisation of
thee country's largest industries and a radical re-distribution of land to the peasantry.
[Castro,, 1961] It were the members of this movement who realised that the Cuban
governmentt was too heavily influenced by US economic interests and those of the
domesticc capitalist class who served their imperial masters. Compromise was not a
possibility.. Because of the sad history of the workers' movement in Cuba, Socialism
wass almost entirely discredited. The potential mass base for revolutionary
organisationn -the working class- was effectively insulated from political action,
becausee their leaders were killed off. The only way to bring Batista down, it was
thought,, was through the same means that were employed in 1933 against Machado,
i.e.. a long series of strikes directed by a conscientious and revolutionary intellectual
leadership.. The new revolutionaries, however, established a precedence in the history
off neo-colonialism; that is, the tactic of guerrilla warfare.

3.6.11

Fidel and the July 26th Movement

Itt is often the case that when the history of the 1959 Revolution is written, the attack
onn Moncada becomes identified as the starting point. Firstly, it was the initiation of
armedd struggle against the previous regime of Fulgencio Batista. Secondly, because of
thee world famous, self defence speech presented by the then young lawyer Fidel
Castro. .
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Fidell Castro was the son of a wealthy sugar-cane grower; his family belonged to the
middlee class. After law school, Fidel joined the non-Marxist Ortodoxo Party and was
aa congressional candidate in an election that was annulled by Batista in 1952. As
mentionedd before, the Ortodoxo Party was called orthodox because it followed the
linee that government in Cuba should be geared towards national independence,
democracy,, and the welfare of the people; it was orthodox in Marti's teachings.

Afterr Batista's coup d'etat in 1952, Fidel petitioned Cuba's Supreme Court to declare
thatt Batista's government was unconstitutional, undemocratic and should be
dismantled.. But the petition was denied and Cuba's national legislative body took no
action.. Frustrated with the absence of any kind of democracy, neither popular nor
electoral,, Fidel Castro, and a number of Ortodoxo Party members organised an armed
movementt against the regime. Students, journalists, religious figures, and the few
poorr who had the opportunity to hear Fidel's arguments supported this movement. On
266 July 1953, Castro led approximately 200-armed citizens to attack the Moncada
militaryy barracks in Santiago de Cuba. Castro stated that his inspiration was Jose
Martii and the year 1953 marking the centenary of Marti's birth. If the attack on
Moncadaa is seen simply as an attempt to seize state power, then it could have been
consideredd a failure. Most of the 200 rebels were captured and tortured, half were
killedd and the rest were imprisoned. Castro did not find support from the political
parties,, even the Moscow linked PSP repudiated the act. Once again, the workers'
movementt failed. But if the July 26th attack on Moncada is portrayed as the spark of
nationall interests in overthrowing Batista as a call to the nation for revolution, then
thee it can be seen as the birth of a movement that years later would seize state power
andd become the biggest thorn in the side of US hegemony.

3.6.22

History will absolve me: a platform

Fidell Castro, at age 28, was brought to trial. With the pride of being a well-read man
hee was capable of defending his own. Hence, he produced a five-hour long speech,
whichh is popularly called "History Will Absolve Me." In this speech Fidel articulates
thee most popular demands against the Batista dictatorship. It was the platform for the
Revolutionn legally, politically, and socially. The primary concern was that the
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dictatorshipp had violated -by its own existence- the Constitution of the Republic.
Castroo demanded that the Constitution be reinstated and that the democratic rights
wonn under former presidents be safeguarded. The Constitution itself gave the Cuban
peoplee the right to rebel against any government that violated democracy, even if it
weree those who created the document. As leader of the July 26 Movement, Fidel
statedd that it was his duty to act upon constitutional order in the name of the people of
Cuba.. In addition to supporting the Constitution, Fidel Castro outlined Cuba's
principlee problems. In a nutshell, Cuba's main problems were described as: the
distributionn of land and the condition of the peasantry; the lack of industrial capital;
education;; rural as well as urban unemployment and health. A serious problem that
existedd at the time was the large number of people who were seasonally employed and
spentt half the year languishing in rural or urban hell. Finally, there were the petitbourgeoisiee or small business owners who could not find themselves growing
economically.. The speech was essentially in the interests of the nation as a whole. It
expressedd the thirst for development, as was most common among the countries of the
peripheryy and semi-periphery, as Wallerstein [1995] explained it.

Fidell Castro's eloquent words did not suffice in keeping him out of prison. He was,
however,, released two years later on a pardon arranged by relatives and friends.
Fidel'ss popularity grew within those two years and his name became known all over
thee cities and throughout the countryside. Fidel's intentions were to build the
movementt even stronger and incorporate a broader support base. Most of all, he
wantedd to drive the armed struggle movement towards rural Cuba, where the most
desperatee of Cuba's workers were found. But upon his release, Fidel Castro took to
exilee in Mexico where he met other aspiring young leaders and revolutionaries like the
Argentinee Ernesto "Che" Guevara.3
33

Che Guevara was a young man trained in medicine. Upon graduating from the School of Medicine in
Buenoss Aires, he set out to explore Latin America on his motorcycle. Through his journeys, Che
becamee familiar with the social and economic conditions of the region, recognising the need for change.
[Bayo,, 1960: 66-67] His humanistic views developed into a spirit of repugnance against the United
Statess - a country that has played an enormous role in dictating the economic policies of Latin
Americann governments. It was the US that often intervened, militarily, when liberal democratic
electionss were not going the way US businessmen desired. At the same time Che read a lot of Marxist
literaturee and became very critical about social movements that countered actual existing economic and
politicall structures. [Dalmau in Granma, 29 October 1967] Upon witnessing a coup d'etat in Guatemala
inn 1954 after a Communist party government was installed through liberal democratic elections,
Guevaraa favoured the idea of an armed movement of workers and peasants against the state. Guevara,
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3.6.33 The Rebel Army
Castro,, Guevara and a number of other rebels prepared themselves in Mexico, the
"Francee of the America's", where revolutionary exiles often took refuge. In Mexico,
Castroo sought economic and political support from wealthy sympathisers. [Thomas,
1971:877-886]] In 1956, the rebels sailed on a boat -the Granma- back to Cuba to take
onn a second attempt at overthrowing Batista. Upon arrival to the eastern part of the
island,, Batista's army attacked the boat and killed off most of those who arrived with
Castro.. Only a few guerilleros escaped. Among the survivors were Raul Castro
{Fidel'ss brother) and Che Guevara who established the eastern base of operations. The
groupp hid in the Sierra Maestra mountain range.

Whilee Fidel Castro and the rebels were preparing themselves in Mexico, the
movementt was being built in Cuba. A Rebel Army was established, centred on
conscientiouss peasants, the disenfranchised young professionals, workers, and the
hopess of a returning Fidel Castro. Thousands of men and women awaited the leader to
initiatee the seizure of state power. The motivation was less ideologically clear at the
timee and more based on the hopes of improving material conditions for the bulk of the
population.. Those actual members of the Rebel Army were not, however, the vast
majorityy of the people. Nevertheless, most rural workers and peasants supported the
three-yearr struggle. The urban workers' movement also joined in supporting Fidel
Castroo and the Rebel Army. Activities in city centres, demonstrations, and student
strikess all aided in gaining support for a Revolution. Castro also benefited from the
factt that large sections of Batista's military had defected and joined in armed struggle
againstt the very unpopular dictator. The political parties that placed their faith in a
restoredd liberal democracy, on the other hand, did not applaud the Rebel Army's
effortss until -possibly- a couple of months before the Revolution triumphed in 1959.

Castro'ss leadership in military planning was keen. Not only did Fidel use historical
symbolicc measures in mustering strength, but the military tactics were very similar to
throughh the Argentine embassy, escaped the Guatemala massacre and ended up in Mexico where he met
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thosee used by Antonio Maceo and other leaders of armed resistance during the fight
forr independence from Spain a century beforehand. The use of columns starting from
Oriente,, the East, towards Havana the capital, were implemented, sweeping the island
andd cornering Batista's power base. Finally, after nearly three years of struggle against
thee tyrant, Fidel Castro and the Rebel Army marched triumphantly into the city of
Santiagoo de Cuba on New Year's Day -January 1,1959 The 500-mile Central
Highwayy became one of the largest rebel-parades known to man, welcoming Fidel
Castro'ss rise to power. The population of disenfranchised peasants and workers
participatedd in squashing the illegitimate structures reminiscent of a falling
dictatorshipp that did not even enjoy support from the US Embassy. As many Cuban
seniorr citizens can recall to this day, Che Guevara was sent ahead of Fidel to La
Habanaa where the armed, revolutionary movement congregated days later to declare
thee triumph of the Revolution. [Interviews, 1998]

3.6.44

A united front and material conditions

Thee triumph of the July 26 Movement cannot be attributed to guerrilla warfare alone.
Theree were other material conditions that were also responsible for the possibility of
revolutionn in Cuba. These essential elements cannot be underestimated. The desire for
aa revolution received major support from those segments of society, which were
victimss of seasonal unemployment. Without any kind of social security to back them
up,, the landless peasants who worked on the fields only during the winter months
weree subjected to hunger and disease. The high rate of unemployment on a seasonal
basiss is directly attributed to monoculture dependency. Rural workers and their
familiess organised themselves into squatter movements that took over lands that were
primarilyy owned by absent landlords. Additionally, and on their side, were the
universityy graduates who could not find employment. Few professionals were
practising.. Lawyers had no courts, physicians had no hospitals, and journalists had no
newspapers.. Some of these conditions could be found in other countries of Latin
Americaa and the Caribbean, but what made Cuba the land of Revolution was the
movement'ss willingness to confront the country with these problems. In turn, his

upp with Fidel Castro.
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eagernesss stemmed from student solidarity with the peasantry, the tradition of popular
rebellion,, which was fresh in the minds of the revolutionary leaders, and the arrogant
presencee of large and foreign corporations. Furthermore, and possibly a corner stone
too popular rebellion, was Cuba's proximity to the United States, both geographically
andd technologically. During the 1950s, Cuba enjoyed one of the highest levels of
incomee and standard of living in Latin America. In terms of consumer goods, Cuba
rankedd first in Latin America in: televisions, radios, telephones, and automobiles per
capita.. The figures even surpassed those of Spain and most of Southern Europe.
[Thomas,, 1971:1093-1107] These advances were due to consumer habits originating
fromm the United States. The desire to revolt was only exasperated by the inequalities
betweenn those who had access to the consumer goods and those who had not.

3.6.55

The shaping of the revolution

Thee Revolution did not happen within one day. The social forces and organisations
thatt would come to the fore during the first years of Castro's rule were already formed
whilee the rebels hid in the Sierra Maestra. Among them were the Institute of Agrarian
Reformm (INRA), which later became the ANAP (National Small Peasants
Association),, and, the Worker's Front for National Unity (FONU) that organised the
strikess and demonstrations against Batista. Many Communists who abandoned party
politicss partook in these organisations. Meanwhile, some of the leaders of the PSP, the
Autenticoss and the Ortodoxos were rejected when attempting to partake in the
realignmentt of the social forces. This was primarily due to the mistrust between the
leaderss of the July 26 Movement and the aforementioned groups. Additionally, on the
universityy campuses there was the Directorio Universitario, which adhered to the July
266 Movement from the time that the Granma boat landed.

3.6.66

Radical transformations

Afterr Fidel's appearance in Havana, the Revolution started to permeate all sectors of
society.. Batista's police authorities were brought to public trial and the homes of the
bourgeoisiee were looted. Moralistic revolutionaries closed down gambling halls and
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brothelss were converted into trade union halls. Certain freedoms were immediately
enacted.. Hoy, the Communist newspaper was permitted publishing rights once again.
Althoughh rule by decree put a bar on all political party activity, revolutionary
movementss were allowed to associate freely. Within a number of days, the Rebel
Armyy installed an acting President and a Prime Minister as a mask for international
observers.. Their duty was to support all the actions of the revolutionary forces.
Additionally,, they were to oversee that high-ranking officials were to be replaced by
thosee who were loyal to the revolutionary movement. All personnel during Batista's
rulee were welcomed in re-organising the military. But these gentlemen only lasted a
monthh before the July 26 Movement named Fidel Castro Prime Minister -without a
president-- and Raul (Fidel's brother) Commander of the Armed Forces. One of Fidel's
firstt decree-statements was: "The Piatt Amendment is finished." [Castro in
Revolution,Revolution, 10 January 1959] Later, Fidel continued to encourage labour strikes and
thee occupation of factories. The contradictions between the US and their private
corporationss on the one hand and the interests of the masses on the other were
manifestedd immediately. The idea of re-installing the 1940 Constitution had been lost,
ass a period of state transformation was in the making.

3.6.77

Seizing the state

Ecksteinn [1994:3] recalled that any government or political system, including that
bornn of Revolution, inherits the sociological, economic and political baggage from the
previouss system. This is consistent with the concept of dialectics. Immediately
followingg the overthrow of Batista, Fidel and his cronies had to come to terms with
Cuba'ss unique position in the world market under US regional hegemony. The
country,, principally dependent on sugar as the main source of income now, had to use
thiss typical monoculture in order to survive. In other words, in order for the
Revolutionn to be successful and in order to carry out proposed projects, it had to seize
thee culture of sugar and utilise the available economic apparatus in order to benefit the
Revolution.. Originally, Fidel set out to change this. But the dream to industrialise
neverr coalesced.
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Takingg over the government in 1959, neither Castro nor the July 26 Movement had a
blueprintt for economic development. However, the social forces on the island took on
ann autonomous, dynamic strategy influenced by pre-Revolutionary, domestic and
internationall political and economic structures. Castro's primary concern was to
diversifyy the island's sugar dependent economy. He promoted import substitution, an
enn vogue experiment throughout Latin America, as the leadership recognised that
underdevelopmentt was due to the dependency on sugar which in turn was subject to
pricee fluctuations on the world market. Where Castro differed from other import
substitutionn attempts was his emphasis on the peasant, the common worker, and their
emancipation. .

Thee social groups that supported Castro taking power were many. Among them were:
thee peasants, blacks, women, the poor, the revolutionary student front (Directorio
Universitario),, the CTC and a number of clandestine trade unions. In addition, and in
contrastt to attempted revolutions seen elsewhere during that time, the popular
revolutionn depended heavily on moral and a religious (Christian) cry for justice for the
marginall sectors of society. [Betto Frei, 1985] But the movement was essentially that
belongingg to a generation of disenfranchised youth that admired Fidel's heroism. In
orderr to organise these social forces, the rebels had to depend on some of the preRevolutionaryy movements. Among them was the PSP. Their membership was then
17.000.. [Thomas, 1971: 745] Fidel used this cadre army to disseminate information
andd revolutionary ideas in the workplace and in intellectual circles. The most well
knownn academics were Communists, and so were the poets and artists.

3.6.88

Socialism: a tailor made ideology, a perfect economic alternative

Too this day, the question as to whether Castro had always intended on adopting
Marxistt state ideology or not, or whether he was framed by Cold War circumstances,
remainss to be answered. Proving himself to be a keen statesman, Castro did not limit
himselff initially to the two options of the bipolar system, i.e. US capitalism and the
neo-coloniall context (which did not work) and the Socialist Bloc led by the Soviet
Union.. Instead he kept himself open to all options that would help sponsor the
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Revolutionaryy state of affairs within the context of national liberation. Fidel Castro
declared: :

"Ourr Revolution is neither capitalist nor communist!!!...Capitalism sacrifices the human being,
communismm with its totalitarian conceptions sacrifices human rights. We agree neither with one nor the
other.... Our revolution is not red, but olive green. It bears the color of the rebel army from the Sierra
Maestra."" [Castro, 21 May 1959]
Nevertheless,, the July 26 Movement set out to search for an ideology, not to mention
ann economically viable system, which would fit the character of the Revolution.
Liberall democracy under US hegemony was the option that was not. The United
Statess would not recognise the attempts of nationalisation and so the only counterhegemonicc bloc that was available to the Cuban condition was that which the Soviet
Unionn represented. In their attempt to build the state, the young leaders also sought
tradee deals that were beneficial to the Cuban economy. Some of the revolutionary
leadershipp visited Peking and Moscow; they were warmly welcomed and returned
withh outstanding trade deals. In 1961, China bought 1 million tons of sugar at four
centss per pound and granted $60 million in credit for equipment and technical aid. For
thee same price during the same year, Russia purchased 2.7 million tons of sugar, but
additionallyy offered military assistance and arms to prevent a counter revolutionary
attackk [NCNA, 18 November 1961] It was the latter to which Castro cuddled up, as
thee Soviet internationalists like Kruschev were convinced that a Communist Cuba
wouldd serve as a military leverage against the United States. But Castro, Che, and the
economicc planners of the Revolution did not restrict themselves to the East only.
Canadaa -which was not a member of the Organisation of American States that already
condemnedd the Revolution- refused to impose any kind of embargo. In turn, the
leadershipp decided to compensate Canadian banks after the process of nationalisation
hadd occurred. It opened trade deals with Egypt (rice for sugar) and also Japan.
[Thomas,, 1971:1317] Cuba dropped out of the World Bank but remained a member of
thee International Sugar Council and, of course, the United Nations.

Eventually,, the US began to disapprove of the economic measures that were taken in
orderr to meet the requirements of the Revolution. What Eisenhower and Kennedy did
nott understand was that the Revolution was taking a shape of its own. Meanwhile,
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duringg 1961, more mass organisations, especially the trade union -which re-adopted
itss original name (CTC)- started to call themselves socialists or communists. The
youthh movement of the July 26 Movement merged with the Communist Youth (UJC).
Withoutt declaring the Revolution to be a Communist regime, Castro instigated or
approvedd this social consolidation. Hughes astutely pointed out that Castro's
intentions,, at first sight, were to use the Communists in order to control labour, as did
Batistaa during his presidency. [Thomas, 1971:1483-1494] But Castro was not merely
interestedd in bringing in labour to the revolutionary process. He was also keen on
creatingg a scenario where the Revolution would be permanent and considered the
ultimatee stage of Cuba's historical class struggle. In propaganda, Castro's Revolution
wass to be the final fulfilment of Cuba's pursuit of freedom. In presenting the
Revolutionn as such, Fidel Castro set up Schools of Revolutionary Instruction, as did
thee national hero Jose Marti during his own time in the United States. There,
Communistss would train cadres for a united, revolutionary party. The canons for this
schooll were: the selected writings of Jose Marti, the Communist Manifesto and most
surprisingly,, Bias Roca's Fundamentos del Socialismo en Cuba. [Cuba Socialista,
Februaryy 1963]

3.77

"Cuba Socialista"

Itt was not until 1961 that Castro announced to the world that he was a Marxist.
[Bohemia,, 10 December 1961 ] This fact caused an almost immediate mass migration
off small and large business owners to the United States. The exodus created the first
layerr of Castro's enemies, the group of people known today as the gusanos -the
worms.. These were those who left immediately, seeking refuge in the US military and
counter-revolutionaryy attempts. The neo-colonial forces together with the domestic
capitalistt class, which at the time ended up in Miami, tried to subvert the Revolution.
Thee biggest incident was the invasion of national territory through the Bay of Pigs,
wheree Washington-financed, counter-revolutionary forces mistakenly thought that
theirr efforts would be supported by the majority of the Cuban people. Nothing but the
contraryy was true. Castro's army received almost unanimous backing from el pueblo.
Thiss invasion brought Cuba closer to the Soviet Union.
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Itt became clear that the character of the Revolution was essentially socialist in terms
off social organisation, and nationalist with regards to the economy. In Castro's own
words,, the Cuban Communists were:
"Thee only party that has always clearly proclaimed the necessity of a radical change in the structure of
sociall relationships. It is true that at first the Communists distrusted me and us rebels. It was a justified
distrust,, an absolutely correct position...because we of the Sierra... were still full of petit bourgeois
prejudicess and defects, despite Marxist reading... Then we came together, we understood each other
andd began to collaborate." [Castro, in L'Unita, 1 February 1961]

Whetherr this was an apology or a defence for conversion to Marxist-Leninism, Fidel's
politicall alliance set the tone for the rest of Cuban revolutionary history. This
happenedd

while

somehow

ignoring

the

Communist

leadership's

political

irresponsibilityy during the Batista era. Hence, it is not clear to which party Fidel was
referring.. His words reflected his future vision of a new political party; a party
composedd of the most progressive Cuban forces, whether their tendencies derived
fromm nationalism, Stalinism or Trotskyist tendencies, seemed to be irrelevant. The
emphasiss was on Marxian-Martiano principles that lead to unity.

Ass a self-proclaimed Marxist, Fidel Castro saw Communism as the highest stage of
humann development following feudalism, capitalism and socialism. In his mind,
Cuba,, being born of fifteenth century European colonial expansion, had passed
throughh all these stages. Drawing on Leninist principles, Castro declared that a
Marxistt political party should be the sole vanguard of the people, which would
facilitatee the transition from struggling Socialism to Communism. A unified party
formulaa also fitted within the programme Marti put forth during the Second War of
Independencee and the anti-imperialist movement. Moving leftwards, the revolutionary
forcess under Fidel's direction consolidated into what became the United Party of
Socialistt Revolution (PURS).

3.7.11

Radical and Utopian ideas

Afterr 1965, the PURS changed its name to the Cuban Communist Party (PCC). The
visionaryy transition set forth by the party included State ownership of the means of
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productionn and nationalisation of all industries, agriculture, and retail trade in addition
too a radical change of societal relations.

Thee egalitarian emphasis was accented by Ernesto "Che" Guevara's vision of "The
Neww Man". [Guevara, 1968] Workers were to labour for the new society instead of
individuall material gain. Over time, work was geared towards collective benefit.
Competitionn was transformed into a push for non-material reward. The government
extendedd free social services and programmes in: education, health care and social
security,, day-care for children and housing. Today these are considered to be the
triumphss of the Revolution. In his speeches, Castro drew on Marx as well as Marti to
breakk down the barriers between manual and non-manual labour and urban workers
weree exhorted to volunteer for occasional agricultural activity. The initiatives resulted
inn making Cuba the most egalitarian society in Latin America. This is what is known
ass the Revolutionary Offensive, which was accompanied by literacy campaigns, the
buildingg of schools, the organisation of neighbourhood watch committees and the
consolidationn of the labour movement into one, united CTC.

Thee state proceeded to create new institutions in order to push forth revolutionary
planning.. This was true even in the remaining private sectors. For example, the
Vanguardd Peasant and Worker Movement was organised by private landowners who
conformedd to state rules and projects. However, such institutions fell apart as worker
andd peasant interests differed. Urban workers demanded more land expropriation,
whereass peasants demanded only the repartition of giant landmasses under control of
foreignn enterprises and wealthy owners. The effects on the province of Matanzas can
bee used as an example. There, peasant-worker strife resulted in the destruction of
property,, sabotage of agricultural capital and riots. Eventually, the government sided
withh the workers and violence stagnated the Revolution for a short period of time.
[Hubermann and Sweezy, 1969: 113]

Meanwhile,, worker-management relations changed radically. Grassroots level workers
weree allowed to elect their own union leadership. By 1966 they re-elected 26% of the
incumbentt and selected leaders who were Party and non-party members. [Dominguez,
1978,, 271-271] However, Castro and the top leadership of the PCC appointed top
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unionn officials that would represent workers in government. Eckstein notes that in due
timee "the labour movement became little more than a transmission belt between the
revolutionaryy leadership and rank and file workers". [Eckstein 1994:40] The unions
transformedd into Labour Councils, which conformed to government set norms and
regulations.. The Councils eventually consolidated themselves under the auspices of
thee state and reformulated the Party dominated CTC which -just as under Batista's
rule-- became the only recognised institution, which represented labour interests within
thee state. From this point on, the Revolution became synonymous to the State and all
revolutionaryy intentions were executed from the top-down.

3.7.22

Consequences of the radical years

Thee "push for communism" had varying effects. The radical transformation embraced
thee idea that private property was the essential ill of the capitalist system. Private
propertyy in production and private land was to be eliminated. The official line was that
thee "law of value" had to be diminished and market forces suppressed. [Gonzales,
1992:10]] Nationalisation meant state ownership of the means of production, whether
thee companies happened to be formally in the hands of foreign enterprises or whether
theyy had been small local businesses.
Theree were ideological as well as material incentives for the process of nationalisation
too occur. However, economic needs and priorities preceded the ideological call for a
movee towards radical communism. By nationalising production in the sugar industry,
itt was easier to gear the sale of products towards the world market. Cuba's
dependencee on an export-led economy required the government to have a central
controll over as much production as possible. The 1963 Land Reform, that pushed
moree than three-quarters of all land into the hands of the state, also had its material as
welll as ideological incentives. Those peasants who received their parcels of land
becamee very comfortable in producing what was lucrative to the independent
producer,, a profitable domestic oriented agricultural sale as opposed to a lesser
profitablee sale to the state for export. There existed the danger of the peasantry, now
smalll landowners, rising to a form or class that was independent of the government
andd the rest of Cuban society. More importantly, maximising state monopoly over
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agriculturall production benefited the state, which then was in dire need to accumulate
forr its own reproduction in order for it to carry out the social projects it set out to
accomplish.. The two interests clashed, but state supremacy became the triumphant
priority. .

Thee "push to communism" was also particularly anti petit-bourgeoisie. The small
shopp owners in the cities, and those with their offices in Havana, charged very high
pricess for their services and output. The idea was to dismantle this "parasitical" class.
Byy closing down excess shops and nationalising the service of food distribution, the
governmentt indirectly made these once distanced city dwellers available for
sugar/agriculturall production on government plots. Eckstein notes that approximately
"one-fourthh of the persons in Havana province, whose businesses were appropriated in
conjunctionn with the Revolutionary Offensive, went into agriculture". [Eckstein,
1994:37] ]

Sugarr production rose indeed, from 1963 when 4 metric tons were produced until
19700 when 8.5 million tons made the all time high. By this time, 40-57% of the labour
forcee worked part-time cutting sugar cane. [Silverman, 1973:21] This resulted in an
increasingg export contribution to the national product, from 16% in 1963 to 25% in
1970.. [Roca, 1976] However, the policies set forth by Castro and the PCC were meant
too reach the goal of 10 million tons of sugar. The rest of the agricultural sector
suffered.. In 1970, national productivity dropped to that of 1965. In the end, the
countryy benefited socially from this stage of development but economically, Fidel's
predictionss and expectations were never completed. Additionally, the hopes of
becomingg independent from the monoculture economy were never realised.

3.7.33 External factors
Ecksteinn explains that the policies in the "push for communism" did not succeed in
attainingg all the set goals not for ideological reasons, nor was it due to economic
irrationalityy as other cubanologos claim. Rather, it was because of unanticipated
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conditionss created by the international pressures. Moscow ended up reducing oil
suppliess to Havana towards the end of the 1960s; this hurt the transportation of goods
onn the island as well as the capacity to export. In addition, Cuba suffered from low
worldd sugar prices. Although the Soviet Union purchased 36 to 56 percent of Cuba's
sugarr export between 1966 and 1970, Cuba counted on supplementary world market
sales.. [Roca, 1976:32] Cuba's 1970 all time high sugar production pushed world
markett prices to 3.8 USS cents per pound; that is less than half the world market price
inn 1963. In other words, Cuba exacerbated the problem by entering the world market
andd expanding the world's sugar supply. The fact that urban labour was motivated to
assistt in agricultural tasks only worsened the situation, when a decline in industrial
andd mining activity was not compensated with sugar production. [Mesa-Lago and Gil,
1989:183-232] ]

Fernandoo Gil, another Cuba expert, points out that the Soviet Union cut assistance to
thee island precisely because of the Revolution's radicalisation on the international
scale.. While the Soviets advocated "peaceful co-existence" with its imperialist and
pro-capitalistt enemy, Castro -influenced by Che's ideas- was preaching "two, three or
fourr more Vietnams" in America, i.e. exporting guerrilla revolution. [Gil, 1989]
Guevara'ss career as a Minister to the Revolution was short lived in Cuba. Either out of
hiss own dedication and thirst for adventure or because of pressures coming from
withinn the Revolutionary leadership, Che died trying to export Revolution in South
America,, i.e. reproduce what happened in Cuba all around the Third World. His
intentionss were to create a real global counter-hegemonic bloc, independent of the two
super-powerss of the time. Though none of his guerrilla expeditions (mostly in Africa)
actuallyy liberated other Third World countries, his popularity grew and his face
becamee a symbol for solidarity. The Soviets became suspicious and the leadership had
too change its tone economically and internationally.

3.7.44

A step back from radical revolution
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Duringg the 1960s the Soviet Union purchased only 56 percent of Cuba's sugar. [Leo
Grandee in Estudios cubanos, July, 1979:1-28] Cuba had to search for other markets
thatt would supplement its export capacity. In 1968, the world market price for sugar
felll drastically to fewer than two cents per pound. Because the Revolution raised and
guaranteedd workers' salaries, the cost of production superseded the world price. Once
again,, Cuba became victim of its own dependency on its primary export product.
However,, this time the Cuban government was responsible for the welfare of the
populationn it represented.
Shortagess in goods and supplies in connection with a tightening ration system
discouragedd large segments of the population. Workers responded to the economic
crisiss by foot-dragging and absenteeism at the factories and sugar mills. The rate for
absenteeismm got as high as 52 percent in some regions of the country. [Dominguez,
1982:: 272] The result was a major slowdown in production. Foot-dragging became a
popularr form of resistance to government policies [Eckstein, 1994: 10] Additionally,
blackk market activity began as a means to meet the material needs of the population,
usuallyy in food. This hurt government profits and prevented any plan for redistribution
fromm being completed. Legitimacy started to be questioned.

Ecksteinn noted that in his annual speech commemorating the July 26 attack on
Moncada,, in 1970, Fidel recognised the failures of the "push to communism."
[Eckstein,, 1994: 41] He stated that since the Revolution belonged to the people, it was
thee people who failed -but he more than anyone else. He offered to resign but the
crowdss yelled "No!" Fidel and the PCC decided that the biggest mistake was the
irresponsiblee "push for Communism" without ever having passed through Socialism.
Whateverr this meant in the minds of the leadership remains unclear. But in policy
action,, it meant the decentralisation of state owned enterprises, a search for more
accesss to Western markets and a closer move into the Soviet economic sphere. Fidel
re-committedd himself to some of the original programme he proclaimed upon taking
powerr in 1959. First and foremost was economic diversification, as the leaders
realisedd that sugar dependency in the world market could not produce the stable
economicc conditions needed to raise the workers' standard of living. A small process
off industrialisation did take effect in the production of some machinery parts and
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becamee more automated and, to a lesser extent, so did some other industries. But the
planss proved to be far from the import substitution capacity, necessary to meet the
growingg populations needs. The sugar industry purchase of East European combines
increasedd sugar production while lowering the costs. [Dominguez, 1982:126] The
generall economy was subjected to five-year plans.
Secondly,, there was concern over the political institutions at the top as well as in the
popularr forums for mass participation. Politically, it was time to institutionalise the
Revolution.. After a decade of economic planning without formal structures and a
reliablee international market, the leadership -in fear that it would lose legitimacy- had
too create the norms for state control over the political economy. Laws were needed to
makee clear the role of the various sectors of socialist society. This went for the
workplacee as well as for popular participation and democratic expression.

Itt was in 1975 that the first PCC Congress took place on a national/official scale. At
thiss Congress, the System of Economic Management and Planning (SDPE) was
outlinedd and implemented by 1976. This system closely followed the economic
frameworkk of Soviet Reforms of 1965. Local authorities of this innovative system
allowedd for the usage of small plots of land for private agricultural development; it
alsoo encouraged collective subsistence farming and rendered the right of management
too hire and fire labour. Hence began a process of de-centralisation. The government
continuedd its responsibility to the poorer sectors of society by maintaining a rationing
bookk system (la libreta) that guaranteed basic household needs and staple food
products.. But the most interesting aspect of this period was the implementation of
incentivess for workers. Jeffries [1993:181] explains that this "sovietised" SDPE
acknowledgedd the importance of real economic levers like interest rates and prices;
managementt powers on manpower and investment; profitability became more
importantt as an indicator; and that portions of surplus could be put to personal
bonuses,, investments and social projects. According to Zimbalist [1988:77], prior to
thee SDPE, material reward did not exist. Later however, the implementation of
bonusess and material incentives caused problems that will be discussed in Chapter 4,
inn the section concerning the "Campaign to Rectify Errors and Negative Tendencies".
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3.7.55

Labour steps up

Inn terms of the organisation of labour and participation, some concessions needed to
bee made in order to appease the masses. Local CTC elections were re-instated in 1970
byy the Ministry of Labour. Seventy-three percent of the worker representatives were
replacedd in the elections. [Dominguez, 1982: 126] The people demanded more
consistencyy in the democratic procedures of the country. As a result, local elections
andd workers' assemblies were to be conducted on a regular basis. But the reforms did
nott stop here.

Inn 1973, the CTC came out with a new programme that was thought to improve
workers'' material condition. If the salaries immediately after the Revolution were
basedd on Utopian models of equal pay for all citizens -and failed, the answer was to
collectivelyy link worker salary to national productivity, although still on an equal
basis.. Additionally, there were individual material rewards for those who worked over
time.. At work centres, household appliances, like televisions and refrigerators, were
distributed,, linking them to the economic contributions work units produced.
[Zimbalist,, 1988: 219] Cane-cutters that were replaced by the combine were sent off
ass mini-brigades to build housing. These "volunteers" in turn were rewarded with
propertyy rights over flats in the newly built districts. [Mace, 1979:127, 129] This
labourr model could have been thought of as Soviet inspired, but all these changes
originatedd in the ideas of the workers that were expressed in the workplace
assemblies.. The result was that government expenditures would increase according to
thee level of productivity the workers put out.

3.7.66

Women to work

Inn harmony with the need to improve efficiency at the workplace and raise the
standardd of living for the masses, came the ideological push to involve more women
inn production. The leadership emphasised gender equality in its discourse and
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encouragedd women to enter the workforce instead of playing the role of homemaker.
Thee creation of day-care centres and lunch programmes facilitated this for children
whosee mothers spent the day at the factories. All of the services were offered free of
charge.. Additionally, the shopping bag programme was created, where women would
filll in a list of groceries and store goods needed to be bought for household
consumption.. The list would be left at the stores in the morning, and picked up after
work.. [Morgan, 1976:171] In 1974, the Maternity Law was enacted granting the rights
too women to receive pay during and after pregnancy. Two years later (under the
country'ss first revolutionary Constitution) a Family Code was created indicating the
rightsrights of women and children and the conditions of marriage. This reform increased
thee rights of women and forced the society to except material equality between the
sexes. .

However,, offering welfare goodies to workers and their families alone did not solve
thee problems of state economic management in the face of a revolutionised people.
Thee leadership sought new ways of organising the national economy and pleasing the
populationn by implementing more democratic rights at the workplace. A one-time
reformm could not be sufficient if the revolutionary government was to be permanent. A
neww Central Board of Economic Planning (JUCEPLAN) was created in order to
overseee state run projects. These, in turn, were supported by the Organs of Popular
Powerr (OPP), which worked on municipal, provincial and national levels. In the
municipalities,, the OPP would choose economic projects that the workers thought
wouldd be achievable and in turn benefit their community.

3.7.77

The Constitution and political normalisation

Thee largest evidence of the Revolution's institutionalisation came with the drive to
normalisee all state institutions and the Cuban democratic model. In 1976 the Cuban
governmentt codified the principles and laws of the Revolution in what is now the
Constitutionn of the Republic of Cuba. It became the base law of the land that provided
forr a formal parliament, declared the Republic to be a sovereign workers' state with
thee PCC as the ideological motor of the Revolution, institutionalised the military,
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containedd clear explanations of revolutionary intentions and expressed the
emancipationn project as it pertained to and was understood by the leaders of the PCC.
Thiss included the elimination of institutional racism, the protection of the rights of
womenn and children, the Family Code and the intention of destroying class structure.
Thesee egalitarian measures increased the number of workers gaining equal pay, and
incentivess for women to become more active in production. Central planning was debureaucratisedd by the new Constitution and the creation of the Organs of Popular
Powerr (OPP), which were made up of provincial administrative committees.
Delegatess were chosen by population-at-large in multi-candidate but non-party
elections.. The state, then, was based on the configuration of Revolutionary forces
whichh were represented in the OPP, among them: the PCC, the Federation of Cuban
Womenn (FMC), the Revolutionary Armed Forces (FAR), the Union of Young
Communistss (UJC), the National Worker's Central (CTC) and the Committees for
Defencee of the Revolution (CDR). [See 3.7.8] These recognised organisations created
aa link between the state leadership's official ideology and the general population. All
citizenss residing in Cuba became members of at least one of these organisations.

Thee Constitution was written by the law experts of the Communist Party and put to
popularr referendum a year prior to its implementations. Ninety-eight percent of the
votingg age population participated in the referendum; out of these, over 97% voted in
favourr of the national document and 1% against. The rest of the ballots were a spoiled
orr blank ballot. [August, 1999:220] The Constitution outlined the framework of the
neww socialist society in Cuba. It defined the terms of property and provided a legal
basee (or explanation) for the nationalisation of all or most of the means of production.
Inn stating that the State/Revolution was the maximum expression of el pueblo cubano,
thee Constitution at the same time emphasised national unity under one political party
andd state supremacy over all economic and social activity. The mass organisations of
popularr participation were also mentioned in the Constitution. It was most certainly a
Soviet-inspiredd Constitution.

3.7.88
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The Communist Party of Cuba and the mass organisations

Accordingg to the Constitution of the Republic of Cuba (1976), the Cuban Communist
Partyy (PCC) is the ideological motor of the State and Cuban society as a whole; it is a
partyy of disciples of Marti and Marxist-Leninist orthodoxy. Indeed the party permeates
alll facets of government and civil society. PCC members are found in every
workplace:: schools, factories, hospitals, hotels, coffee-houses, government agencies,
stores,, etc. The official role of the PCC is to lead Cuban society to Communism after
Socialismm and safeguard the triumphs of the Revolution. But in reality, PCC militants
aree more than just political moralists; they are mostly white-collar workers, managers,
andd appointed elite in the direction of the political economy of the nation. They are
responsiblee for making company policy in line with the national project. They are also
thee transmission-belt for the ideas of the Central Committee of the Party to reach the
workplace.. In order to be a Party member one must be elected by co-workers and
have:: high moral character (generally free of vices), be well disciplined and read in the
classicss of Marxism, loyal to Fidel Castro as Defender of the Revolution and the
triumphss of the Revolution, and an ability to hold leadership in the workplace. The
PCCC is topped by a Political Bureau and Secretariat which really set the tone for
Marxistss interpretation in Cuba's institutional political ideology. The Central
Committeee is comprised of a larger group of industrial managers, economists, the
directorss of research centres, scientists and people who hold important positions in the
military. .

Uponn consolidating power after 1959, the leaders of the Revolution incorporated some
off the popular organisations that were involved in the struggle for democracy,
workers'' rights and anti-imperialism into the new party/state apparatus and created
neww mass organisations that group and represent the specific interests of the
population.. This was done to compliment already existing progressive forces in
Cuba'ss civil society prior to the Revolution. These forces in civil society include
workers'' interests, peasant interests, women's interests, nationalist tendencies and
intellectuall forces. Membership, in contrast to the PCC, is not selective with the
exceptionn of the Union of Young Communists (UJC). Every Cuban citizen belongs to
onee or more of these organisations, even though membership overlaps. The purpose of
thesee mass organisations is to extend a participatory outlet for the entire population,
wheree the interests and concerns of the masses can be expressed and outlined.
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Leadershipp in the mass organisations was previously elected by the PCC and
sometimess appointed directly by Fidel Castro. This ensured that the mass
organisationss and the population as a whole would adhere to the precepts of PCC
ideology.. Today, many leaders are still PCC members, but they are elected directly by
thee organisation's members. The revolutionary leadership was interested in forming a
neww type of democracy, which actually allowed for popular participation while
maintainingg national unity.

Thee CDR was instituted initially to suppress counterrevolutionary activities in local
areas,, including the 1961 Bay of Pigs invasion. Those who criticised the Revolution
portrayedd this grouping as a spy-organisation because on the local level the
communityy elected leaders that would be responsible for reporting any anti-state
activityy including theft, the dissemination of contra-revolutionary propaganda, and
anti-sociall behaviour. Most Cuban citizens residing on the island are members of this
masss organisation. Today, the CDR is responsible for community safety, enrolling
childrenn into schools, immunisation and vaccination, the deliverance of municipal
information,, organising community events, recycling refuse, insect fumigation and
keepingg tract of housing and utility maintenance. Almost every city block and couple
off adjacent streets in towns and villages have regular meetings where elections are
heldd for representation on the municipal, provincial and national levels. These
meetingss are held in the streets and parks of neighbourhoods. In 1961, there were only
798.7033 CDR members, by 1972, membership reached over 4.236.000, or
approximatelyy 70% of the adult population.

Thee Federation of Cuban Women was initially established to provide women with the
opportunityy to participate in the transformation of Cuban society during the early years
off the Revolution. It was responsible for creating centres for learning work and
organisationall skills, eliminating old ideas of sexist oppression, and encouraging
womenn to participate in voluntary community projects or to work full time. The FMC
addressess women's concerns in Cuba. The Association of Small Peasants (ANAP)
wass organised among those proprietors of small land holdings that never became
nationalised.. This organisation groups together the interests of small farm peasants
andd addresses the concern of the individual families.
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Thee Central de Trabajadores Cubanos (CTC) is the national labour federation that
wass existent prior to the Revolution but was later transformed into a pro-government
unionn whose leadership was directly linked to state leaders. It groups together all
industrial-basedd and product service sector workers. Their responsibility is to hold
regularr and irregular forums that provide a space for workers to express their
concerns,, complaints and opinions, in addition to providing a medium between
workerss and managers. Managers cannot be members of this organisation. The elected
leaderss of the CTC are those who encourage discipline at the workplace as well as
politicall participation and discussion.

Thee Federation of University Students (FEU) was a progressive organisation that was
createdd earlier on during the twentieth century. It was an active part of instituting the
Revolution,, but later became a union of university students, which conducted the
openingg of forums for students to express their concerns and complaints; also to
proposee projects for the government and reform in academia. The Union of Young
Communistss (UJC) was another mass organisation created for young people. Today
UJCC are the model youth of Cuban society; they are the best prepared academically or
thee best disciplined at the place of work. They are considered to be the future leaders
off the Revolution and Cuban society as a whole. Here membership is selective and
basedd on merits at school or work. They also represent the largest pool of future PCC
members. .

Theree are other mass-organisations, which have very little influence over Cuba's
politicall structure but encourage democratic participation, including elementary and
secondaryy school organisations and sport unions. Their functions are more
organisationall than political. The mass organisations as a whole can be considered the
democraticc representation of civil society in Cuba, a civil society that is politically
chargedd and linked to the Revolution (i.e., the state). It is through these means that a
sensee of popular participation is reproduced in Cuba.
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3.88

Economic integration into the Soviet Bloc

Althoughh the revolutionary leadership would like to say that all these reforms were
inspiredd by the will of the masses only, there were also external pressures that forced
Cubaa to institutionalise the Revolution. As was briefly mentioned before, the Soviet
governmentt did not approve of all of Cuba's meddling into other liberation
movementss during the 1960s. This was partially because the Soviet leaders did not
thinkk it was possible for guerrilla forces to reproduce the same kind of revolution that
occurredd in Cuba. Additionally a united Third World front could hinder the interests
off Russian hegemony over left-wing movements in developing countries. In turn, the
Soviett Union responded by threatening Cuba with a reduction of military, technical
andd industrial aid. A reduction in aid and a lowering of trade would make life
unbearablee in Cuba, especially on top of a US embargo. After 1970, the Cuban
Revolutionn turned inwards to make the workings of the political economy more
efficient.. When the leadership tuned down its call for world revolution, the Soviet
Unionn began to increase its aid. This not only resulted in the sending of Soviet
personnell to Cuban factories, it also meant full integration into the Soviet bloc parallel
economy,, the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA). In 1972 the Cuban
leadershipp inserted itself into the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, the
COMECONN or the CMEA. The CMEA was a Soviet inspired, parallel international
markett providing a "fair deaf' to the countries of the Socialist Bloc in Europe, Cuba
andd later Vietnam. Set up as a political response to the 1947 Marshall Plan in the
West,, the CMEA, created in 1949, was also an economic counterpart to the
Organisationn for European Economic Co-operation (today known as the OECD). The
aimm of the CMEA was to "develop economic collaboration among the Socialist
countriess and to co-ordinate their economic progress on the basis of equality of rights
off all member states". [Jeffries, 1993:27] The CMEA system worked on Five Year
Plans. .

Thee Soviets would purchase Cuban sugar at fixed prices superior to those found on
thee world market. In turn Cuba would receive credits in petroleum and in industrial,
medicall and agricultural goods, not to mention construction materials for
infrastructure.. Additionally, the Soviet Union would provide more aid to fortify the
Cubann military as it was always under the pressure of possible US invasion. For the
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followingg two decades, Cuba based more than half of its trade on this alternative
market.. With excess Soviet petroleum, Cuba would re-export refined oil to other
countriess in order to gain hard currency. This last item became Cuba's primary hard
currencyy income. This economic integration into the Soviet Bloc would not be
possiblee if Cuban economic structures were not compatible with those of other
Socialistt economies in Europe. This explains the similarity between Cuba's model of
productionn and redistribution and that of the Soviet Union.

Inn short, throughout a period of 19 years (between 1972 and 1991) the CMEA raised
thee standard of living in Cuba to that of Eastern Europe, and permitted the Cuban
populationn to purchase goods and services found in industrialised countries. Due to
thee access to advanced materials in medicine and academia, social indicators such as
lifee expectancy, literacy and popular levels of education were equivalent to that of
mostt Western European countries. [Stubbs, 1989:28] Therefore, the demand for
productss in Cuba's market was also similar to that of some industrialised countries.
Thee demand for goods such as cars, televisions, radios, computers, and clothing was
justt as strong as it were in Latin America's most industrialised countries (Mexico,
Argentinaa and Chile). [Thorp, 1998: 360-365] But more importantly, this parallel
markett is what kept Cuba from being hurt from the often-cyclical world drop in prices
off its major export products. The agreements and terms of trade can be seen as that
whichh was responsible for Cuba not falling into the debt crisis which affected most of
itss neighbouring Latin American countries during the first half of the 1980s. So even
whenn there was a global drop in sugar and nickel prices during the early eighties,
Cubaa continued to receive large credits from the CMEA and its debts with the
communityy of Socialist countries were constantly rescheduled.

3.8.11

Socialist integration and standard of living

Somee studies have already been conducted on Cuba's use of Soviet aid and the
distributionn of purchases available from CMEA agreements. Qualitative as well as
quantitativee documentation has demonstrated that the Revolutionary leadership
pumpedd a large proportion of the aid Cuba received not only back into the domestic
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economy,, but also into the population's welfare. [Garcia and Lopez, 1997]
Additionally,, the hike in the standard of living, including life expectancy and a drop in
infantt mortality rate, can be attributed to the economic and material benefits of joining
thee CMEA. Within a decade, Cuban standard of living no longer reflected that of a
typicall developing country. Social indicators reveal that Cuba, in comparison to her
Latinn American neighbours, was often far ahead in terms of the possession of material
goodss per capita (automobiles, televisions, etc.), but improvements in non-capital
sociall qualities couldn't be ignored. For instance, according to World Bank
Developmentt Reports the population per physician in 1960 was 1.038; by 1980 this
droppedd to 219 and by 1989 136. [WDR, 1978, 1983, 1990] In little time, Cuba
rankedd among the world's highest in literacy rates, medical doctors were sent on
internationall missions, and infant mortality rates dropped dramatically. By the late
1970ss Cuba started producing its own vaccines for children.
Otherr Latin American countries, at the same time, were experiencing their own
development,, especially in the most industrialised countries like Mexico, Argentina,
Brazill and Chile. Although none has been able to accomplish achieving the social
conquestss Cuba had since its insertion into the CMEA market system.

Cubaa owes much of its development to its alignment with the Soviet Bloc. This is not
too say that Cuba was isolated from the rest of the world. As will be mentioned in
Chapterr Four, the West continued to account for 41% of Cuba's trade, with Mexico
andd Canada as its biggest trading partners. [Eckstein, 1994] But because Cuba's
economyy was linked closer to other Socialist countries, few interruptions were
experiencedd in the five-year plans. This can be held in contrast to other Latin
Americann countries that were seriously hurt by the Debt Crisis of the 1980s.

3.8.22

Economically dependent - politically independent

Despitee the close economic ties between the Soviet Union and the Revolutionary
leadership,, Cuba always held its own. One would think that due to the aid received
fromm the East bloc, Moscow would most likely dictate all of Cuba's foreign policies.
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Butt nothing could be further from the truth. Ignoring hints from Moscow that Soviet
militaryy equipment sent to Cuba should not be used in arming other national liberation
movements,, Cuba acted independently by aiding guerrilla efforts in Ethiopia and El
Salvadorr and the government in Angola. The Cuban government also played a
significantt role in the Sandinista Revolution (Nicaragua) of 1979 [Ratliff, 1990:80]
Thereafter,, against Soviet will, the Cuban military aided in the Central American
country'ss defence against US-backed counterrevolutionary attempts.

Cubaa was never an appendage of Soviet interests in the America's. Rather, Cuba
becamee its own "Third World superpower". Being a showcase for developing
countries,, the leadership often lent its support to international solidarity efforts. This
includedd sending some of its most well trained staff abroad as well as welcoming
studentss from Africa and Latin America to attend its prestigious Schools of Medicine.
Additionally,, Fidel Castro became quite popular among other developing countries,
bothh Socialist and non-Socialist. Castro served as the Non-Aligned Movement's
Chairpersonn between 1979 and 1983. This brought Cuba closer to countries like India
andd Egypt. Its true that Cuba stepped up international solidarity efforts and
collaborationn with left wing movements under the auspices of the Soviet Union after
thee country entered the CMEA. But during this time Cuba was also experiencing good
economicc years in relation to the West, especially in its sugar trade deals. All this said,
therefore,, there can be no definite correlation between Cuba's presence internationally
andd Soviet foreign policy. In the next chapter, the rift between Soviet and Cuban
interestss will be highlighted. This will indicate continuity in the independent tradition
Cubaa has set for itself.

3.99

Unity, Continuity, Popular Participation and State Supremacy

Thee 1959 Revolution was not a fulfilment of Cuba's history of class struggle. Rather,
itt was a return to a necessary united party/state condition -as Jose Marti maintained, in
orderr to achieve its pursuit of national independence and some sort of social progress
withinn the confines of a capitalist world system. This happened almost more naturally
thann if it had been a supposed conscientious fulfilment of human emancipation led by
onee party or movement. The existence of a revolutionary tradition, at the workplace
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andd in academic circles, gave the impetus for social change at various periods
throughoutt the neo-colonial period. More specifically, the tradition of resistance
againstt Spanish colonialism became naturally the spirit of anti-imperialism. The
mergingg of working class interests with those intellectual circles that upheld the
nationalistt values of Cuban independence was done out of political necessity in order
too overthrow a dictatorship and a senseless, vicious cycle of corrupt, electoral games
inn a neo-colonial setting. Certainly this was done under the charisma of Fidel Castro,
butt it was his implemented ideas that actually mattered.

Thee implemented ideas, in turn, were supported by the masses. This was possible
throughh the alliance of Cuba's most revolutionary forces that permeated all sectors of
society.. Among them: the disenfranchised working class which no longer had a
vanguardd party or friend in the state leadership as they did during Batista's first
regime;; the peasantry which were land-less and forced to work on fields belonging to
foreigners;; lastly, the intellectual class which by the mid-1950s was entirely
revolutionaryy and opposed to US hegemony. The Soviet Union had nothing to do with
this,, the Communist party had nothing to do with this, and there was no
compromisingg upon Fidel's behalf. This was genuinely a national construment of
sociall forces independent from both the Soviet Union and the United States.

Cubaa was the first Third World country to liberate itself from modern day
imperialism.. It was the first anti-imperialist state in the Americas and it did so by
formingg a domestic national unity. This was possible by eliminating the power of
trans-nationall classes on national territory and by placing an emphasis on domestic
sociall justice, linked to international solidarity with the rest of the Third World.
Externall pressures during the bipolar, Cold War era pushed the leadership of the
Revolutionn to cuddle up to the Soviets. But it was the revolutionary tradition that
providedd the basis for the leading social forces to adopt Marxist ideology and socalledd "scientific socialism."

Immediatelyy after the triumph of the Revolution, certain basic initiatives demanded by
thee masses were made. Never before did the people of Cuba feel as much power as
theyy did when they participated in the trials against the dictator's officers.
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Furthermore,, reforms regarding the distribution of land, the reduction of housing
costs,, free education and medicine were instituted instantly. The euphoria pushed
hundredss of thousands of volunteers to cut sugar cane to sponsor economically the
ideaa of a "New Man", even though this "New Man" carried with him a baggage of old
fashionn and puritanical values. Nevertheless, the instant changes were not enough to
holdd a decade of popular revolution. Institutions guaranteeing the rights of citizens
weree necessary, economic programmes were necessary, a legal framework for civil
societyy to express itself was necessary and -most of all- a reliable parallel market
alternativee to the world market was necessary.

Popularr participation and the quest for democracy was somewhat served by the
reformss made during the 1970s. The reforms were linked to the adopted and official
Marxist-Leninistt ideology. For instance the rights of women, listed in the Family
Code,, spelled out a greater presence for the female sex in the line of production,
governmentt and civil society. Another example is the institution of a proper electoral
andd delegate system where municipal, provincial and national legislative bodies
createdd another vehicle for democratic expression. These institutions made no room
forr other political parties and therefore endorsed the sense of unity and continuity the
leadershipp embraced.

Inn terms of economic practices, the leadership seemed quite flexible in terms of
organisingg the inflow and outflow of capital in order to serve state interests the best.
Joiningg the CMEA in the 1970s secured Cuba's sugar revenues and industrial imports
att guaranteed prices. But it did not rely upon this structure only. Investments and trade
dealss were conducted with the participation of some countries in the West, including
Canadaa and Japan. Nevertheless, constitutional law institutionalised state supremacy
overr the domestic economy. These laws rendered control over economic forces to the
state,, but also created a sense of empowerment to producers and consumers in Cuban
society.. In Cuba, the market is a force to be manipulated by the elected, unified, and
Revolutionaryy leadership in order for it to benefit the progress of social and material
developmentt among the masses. Therefore, Cuba is understandably alienated from
mostt international financial institutions like the World Bank and the IMF.
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Sometimes,, however, Cuban foreign policies and Soviet policies clashed. In an
attemptt to correct this, the Soviet Union thought it could influence its Caribbean ally
byy threats of reducing oil and other aid deliveries. There is no evidence that this ever
workedd out the way it was meant. On the contrary (as will be demonstrated in the
followingg chapter concerning the big economic crisis of the 1990s), the Cuban
leadershipp went its own way maintaining independent foreign and domestic policies evenn during the worst of times. The most notable influence the Soviets had over the
Revolutionn was the legal framework upon which the Constitution was built and,
possibly,, the reduction of military aid in supporting other liberation movements.
Thee Cuban Revolution can only be understood through the historical context under
whichh it was born. Likewise, Cuba as an anti-imperialist state can only be understood
byy the historical social forces that moulded its very existence. In order for the social
forcess to realise their maximum potential in a world capitalist system, the movements
whichh came to the fore converged to create and later preserve the required pillars upon
whichh the state was built. In order to clarify this idea, a summary of each pillar is
providedd below.

Continuity Continuity
Thee theme of continuity is based upon the tradition of revolution against the existing
worldd order that began in Cuba towards the end of the nineteenth century. Most
politicall parties and groupings claimed to be the proper heirs of Marti's ideas. But
onlyy a few individuals remained faithful to the tenants. During the neo-colonial
experience,, the ideas of a united party, absolute sovereignty and social equality were
lost,, even in political discourse. The success of the July 26 Movement meant the
preservationn of Marti's revolutionary ideas. They were well read, well thought out and
applicablee to Cuba's peculiar condition. Overall, the line of a non-compromising
independencee in the face of hegemonic structures was an idea that was not only
boughtt by the masses, but a characteristic that revolutionaries had to come to grips
with.. History taught the Communists to be consistent and not to put their faith in neocoloniall structures. Fidel and the other young revolutionaries maintained that current.
Evenn up to this day, Fidel invokes the words of Marti to muster ideological strength in
thiss post-Soviet era.
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Unity Unity
Unityy in Cuban ideology stands for a united social front of as many sectors of society
possiblee under one umbrella, the Revolution or Communist Party/State. Though by no
meanss was Marti a Marxist-Leninist, he would have been happy to see that a single
partyy of the masses exists at least in name. Additionally, the State and the Revolution
aree one. Ideologically, this makes no separation between the state class and civil
society.. The entire population is politically charged, as almost all of its members are
linkedd through the organisations that are controlled by the vanguard party. The choice
off a singular party democracy as opposed to multi-party or liberal democracies is what
keepss the Cuban government intact. All differences are resolved within Cuba, by
Cubanss Communists for the Cuban State. Whether or not the decisions made at the
topp reflect the interests and opinions of those at the bottom- is another question. But
governmentt propaganda makes it very clear that there will be no alternative movement
withh regards to the political directorship.
StateState supremacy
Inn Cuba, the state rules supreme above all other social forces. This includes the market
andd the way it behaves on domestic terrain. The market is seen as a natural resource
thatt needs to be controlled by conscientious leadership. Shortly after the revolution
triumphed,, the idea was to abolish the market system in a push towards a Utopia. The
retreatt from Utopia meant bringing Cuba back to economic (material) reality. The
"Neww Man" could not develop if the material conditions of the country were to remain
stagnant. .

Thee state leadership implemented certain market mechanisms and took advantage of
thee bipolar situation. While acting during the height of Cold War politics, it also had
too take advantage of the scenario. Hence, Cuba joined the CMEA and integrated itself
intoo the Soviet Bloc. In the next chapter, evidence will demonstrate how Cuba
expandedd state capacity over the market even in the post-Soviet era. Though many
institutionss and national companies were decentralised, they remained publicly
owned. .
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PopularPopular Participation
Democracyy is in the hands of the beholder; the definitions vary from country to
country.. But in line with national unity and the interests of the masses at hand, the
leaderss of the Revolution saw to it that the voices of the masses be heard in public and
inn the vanguard party meetings. Therefore, most sectors of society have a forum in
whichh they can freely speak their minds. Some might say that they are afraid of
persecutionn by party members, the police or the CDR. But these institutions could not
bee strong and last as long as they have, if they were not conceived as legitimate forms
off expressions in the face of the vast majority of citizens. In every election over ninety
percentt of the population take part. [August, 1999] This is another important key to
maintainingg Fidel's popularity. The mass organisations hold a character of their own,
evenn if high-ranking communist officials participate in them. The CTC, the UJC and
thee FMC have leaders, which are elected by the masses they represent. Their founders
havee a historical revolutionary link and the institutions themselves are bedded in
Revolutionaryy history. In the following chapter, I will demonstrate how the idea of
popularr participation was used in order to test the legitimacy of the revolutionary
leadership. .

Finally,, these four pillars of the Cuban Revolution are what together keep Cuba
socialist.. It surpassed the test of counter-revolutionary attack in 1962 and it has
surpassedd the turmoil of the post-Soviet era. The country suffered throughout much of
thee 1990s, but these four pillars remain in principle the same. If they were needed
duringg the Cold War to maintain stability, much more needed are they now.
Throughoutt the next couple of chapters, I will demonstrate how these pillars have
adaptedd to the new international context.
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PARTT TWO
Thee Special Period and Restructuring
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CHAPTERR FOUR
Thee Causes and Impact of Cuba's Crisis in the 1990s
Throughoutt the first three decades of post-revolutionary society, Cuba's orientation in
domesticc policies as well as external relations seemed to be clearly defined and
structuredd around bipolar, Cold War conditions. Within that very context, the Cuban
party/statee apparatus proved to be an exceptional model in post-colonial development
andd achieved the status of being a "Third World superpower" in the anti-imperialist
movement.. [Zimbalist, 1987; Stubbs, 1989] The basis upon which these assumptions
aree made can be found in: the continuous rising standard of living and material
progresss documented between 1960 and 1989; the achievements in education,
medicinee and scientific research, and, the country's intervention in other post-colonial
affairs.. For example: repeatedly elected as head of the Non Aligned Movement,
militaryy intervention in Angola and southern Africa, and, humanitarian and technical
aidd offered to countries like Jamaica, Nicaragua, Ethiopia and Grenada. [Dominguez
andd Hernandez, 1989] Regardless of the undeniable contradictions and problems that
Cubann society encountered during that period, it is commonly agreed that the country
wass consolidated under a politically unified Communist Party that implemented
programss of stable economic, and relatively egalitarian, social growth. These same
characteristics,, developed under a state-led economy, can be considered as the basis of
party/statee legitimacy in the face of the country's vast majority.

However,, the state leadership and the country's general population entered the 1990s
underr harsh circumstances, where all the previously mentioned developments
includingg and especially party/state legitimacy was put to the test of political, military
andd economic isolation. The crisis that Cuba faced could never be exaggerated. Due to
thee decomposition of the Socialist blocc and the consequential fall of the Soviet Union,
Cubaa lost between 80-85% of its external trade and more than 50% of its purchasing
power.. [Dominguez, 1995, 23; Mesa-Lago, 1992:4] Within one year, 1989-1990,
importss from Eastern Europe were reduced by approximately 50%, a third of which
originatedd in the Soviet Union. [Perez Lopez, 1995:1] In total, Cuba's foreign
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purchasingg power shrank from $8.1 billion in 1989 to no more than $3 billion in 1992.
Afterr thirty-one consecutive years of economic growth, Cuba's GDP contracted in
1990.. At first, economic conditions resembled that of a recession, but later accelerated
intoo a depression between 1991 and 1993. The drop in GDP was that of 34,8%
betweenn respective years. Exports fell 67% and imports fell 72%, resulting in a 30%
falll in domestic consumption. [Gonzalez, 1995:3] Additionally, the excess of national
currencyy in relation to supply of goods became a serious macroeconomic problem.
Foodd consumption plummeted and petroleum was removed from both the black
markett as well as the legal market. Due to the reinforced US economic embargo, Cuba
couldd no longer purchase essential products such as fuel and medicine from its
neighbouringg countries; transportation and electricity use was drastically cut back and
healthh services suffered. For the first time in history of the Revolution, the population
camee to know malnutrition through the augmented rationing system. The Cuban
massess were restless. During the PCC's fourth Congress in 1991, the situation was
blanketedd by the phrase El Periodo Especial en El Tiempo de Paz (the Special Period
inn the Time of Peace; here referring to the end of the Cold War).

Thee crisis that characterised the bulk of the 1990s in Cuba can be attributed to a
varietyy of factors that can be classified into four broad categories, none of which are
independentt from each other; rather, they are all interrelated and often worked
simultaneously.. These categories are: Internal economic dynamics and logistics of
Cubann revolutionary social development; the evolutionary demise of the CMEA
parallell market system; the complete dissolution of the Soviet Union as a global
superpowerr and political structure; lastly, the hardening of the US economic embargo
againstt the island's economy. The purpose of this chapter is to delineate these factors,
describee the consequences, and highlight their impact upon Cuban society and
structuree of the state-led political economy. This study will explain how and why the
one-party/statee apparatus continues to exist.

Onee mistake that is often made with regards to the Cuban crisis of the 1990s (and all
otherr domestic crises of economic origin) is that of concentrating strictly upon
externall factors. Super structuralists, found in Cuba as well as throughout academia
worldd wide, tend to blame all the problems of developing countries on the world's
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politicall economy. [Panitch, 1994:1] While structuralists may be right in the idea that
wee live in one world economic system and that points of comparison are only possible
throughh a global perspective, it is nevertheless important to look at the internal
dynamicss of Cuba's economy just prior to the fall of the Berlin Wall (the early to mid1980s)) and possibly even further than that (1970s) for historical references. It is
equallyy important to understand what the situation was that Cuba was in and how the
governmentt and people reacted to the crisis. After all, what makes one country
differentt from another is the manner in which autochthonous reaction to the world
systemm takes place. The economic problems that Cuba encountered during the 1990s
weree not strictly due to the fall of the Berlin Wall and the demise of the Soviet
Empire. .
Inn Cuba, the analysis of change or adjustment is publicly promoted through the
declarationss of the PCC Congresses, which were held every five years ever since
1975,, when the institutionalisation of the Revolution (meaning the creation of
normativee structures) and the edification of its political system took place. At each of
thesee Congresses the national agenda for economic development had been discussed
att all levels of society, where certain current global trends like neo-liberal capitalism
andd antagonistic factors like the US Embargo are criticised. At the same time,
problemm solving geared towards making domestic productivity more efficient has
playedd an important role in dealing with the economic crisis. Terms like efficiency,
rectificationn and reforms are not new to Cuba. There has always been the need not
onlyy to adjust to global trends but also to "perfect socialism" from within and raise the
levell of productivity.

Thee documents produced by the PCC have been useful in the search for factors that
helpp explain the economic crisis and the adjustments made throughout the 1990s.
Theyy tend to offer a critical view of the global political economy and also point out
wheree efficiency in production and distribution need fixing. However, because
economicc research is controlled by the state-apparatus and the documents must -by
law-- represent the intentions of state leadership, many internal factors, which have
contributedd to the crisis, have been overlooked. Rarely does the PCC point to the
drasticc social consequences of the economic policies it puts forth. In this manner, it
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becomess difficult for the research centres in Cuba to reflect upon the domestic
conditions,, which the country faced during or prior to the time of global structural
changes.. So it is, then, imperative to relate both internal as well as external factors to
thee economic crisis; if not internal factors, then at least the internal conditions that
weree present at the time of mounting economic crisis.

4.11

A background

Thoughh the seizure of state power by the revolutionary leadership was fulfilled in
1959,, the state institutions that defined Cuba's socialist character and command
economyy were only established during the 1970s. [Dominguez, 1978] It was this
decade,, which set the parameters of state-led development and the interaction between
thee domestic and international social-economic forces. Additionally, this can be
consideredd as the time when the Revolution was institutionalised; whereby Cuba's
governmentt took form and created a strong party/state apparatus. As mentioned in
Chapterr Three, the congealing of political structures and mass organisations under the
Constitutionn is what has ensured PCC legitimacy on the state and popular levels over
thee last couple of decades. But in order to participate in the global economy, the
Cubann leadership had to shape the political economy according to the options that
weree available during the time of institutionalising the Revolution.

Ecksteinn calls this era (1970s) the "retreat to Socialism", after the mistaken attempt of
jumpingg into "radical communism" during the 1960s. [Eckstein, 1994] She points out
thatt this retreat was not so much an ideologically inspired move, but rather a dawning
off the realisation that the country needed to insert itself into the global economy.
Bringingg Cuba into economic reality included the need for Cuba to open up to the
Westt for trade and commerce, as was common with all CMEA countries. For
instance,, in 1974, Cuba took advantage of the sugar price which was at the time USS
0.688 (cents) per pound in the West. [Eckstein, 1994:50] In this sense, trade with nonSocialistt countries was dependent on what terms of trade were most favourable to
Cuba'ss national project. In total, the Western Bloc accounted for 41 percent of the
island'ss trade by 1980. [Eckstein, 1980:263-268] This signifies that Cuba was never
completelyy dependent on Soviet subsidies. It also means that the Cuban drive for
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normalisingg economic relations with the West is not recent. Even US based
corporationss increased their trade with Cuba, as the embargo was being softened in
Washingtonn under the Carter administration. In 1982, the Cuban legislature passed a
law/decreee regarding the Foreign Investment Code, which made formal the state
leadership'ss intentions to attract foreign hard currency into the country. The 1982
reformm permitted investors up to 49 percent of private ownership and profit. Sectors
suchh as tourism, construction, and pharmaceutical production came out of this change
andd invitation.

Relationss with the world market economy were used in an attempt at developing the
nationall economy to its highest potential. By turning to export oriented growth and the
formall reception of Western investors, the late seventies and early eighties showed
signss of indisputable economic and social growth. As a result, the average yearly
growthh rate between 1981 and 1984 was 7 percent GDP. [FRI Report, 1997] It is
interestingg to note here that economic growth continued in Cuba while it did not
throughoutt most of Latin America. While neighbouring countries experienced little or
noo growth due to the Debt Crisis of the early 1980s, Cuba started to reap the benefits
off preferential agreements not only with its socialist allies but also by playing the
gamee on both sides of the fence in opening up to foreign investment.

4.22

The effects of integration

Turningg to the world market took a toll on the state's fiscal affairs. Despite the
economicc growth that Cuba experienced during the seventies and the early part of the
eighties,, other problems emanated at the forefront of the leadership's concern. It was
mainlyy a question of foreign debt and access to credits in hard currencies. During the
mid-eighties,, the government's ability to finance hard currency imports began to fail.
Thee blame can be put on the fall of world market prices for Cuba's principal hard
currencyy earning exports. During the early eighties, Russia allowed Cuba to refine and
re-exportt its oil to other countries; for some time, this was Cuba's number one source
off hard currency. Garcia and Lopez [1997:192] note that between 1984 and 1987,
Cubaa imported 99% of its required oil from the USSR; this is including the oil that it
importedd for refining and re-exporting, for which the country made an average of US$
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1.55 billion annually. But just as Cuba reached its oil-exporting peak in 1985, the
followingg year was met by a reduction of approximately 50%. [GWR: 16 September
1990:3;; Marconi Braga, 1997:16-20] For reasons that will be explained in the
followingg sections, Soviet oil deliveries to Cuba were reduced on an annual basis by
accordss or by renegotiations of original trade deals with the island.

Additionally,, the world market prices for sugar were reduced abysmally. In 1980,
sugarr cost US $0.27 per pound, in 1985 this price dropped to 7 cents per pound. This
wass the lowest price for sugar in real terms since the 1930s. Hard currency earnings
fromm sugar dropped by nearly 80% between 1981 and 1985. [Granma Weekly Review,
166 September 1990:3] Cuba had come to confront the reality that its primary and
historicall product (sugar) was replaced indefinitely at an industrial level. Nickel, or
thee use thereof, during the late seventies and early eighties, was widely replaced by the
productionn of plastic substitutions. [Alonso, 1992:41] With a lack of the much-needed
hardd currency, Cuba's import consumption from the West dropped. Even more
importantly,, the country's trade debt to non-Socialist countries mounted from 3.6
billionn Pesos in 1985 to nearly 6 billion Pesos the following year. At the time the Peso
wass roughly equivalent to the US dollar [Eckstein: 1994:72] With the exception of
onee debt rescheduling in the Paris Club in 1986, the country was unable to achieve
successs in obtaining more credits from the West. To exacerbate the problem even
further,, the value of the US dollar fell on a global scale; since Cuba had to contract
manyy of its loans in other Western currencies -thanks to the US embargo-, repayment
becamee difficult. These factors pushed Cuba to depend more heavily on the Socialist
bloc. .

Finally,, and in connection with the economic and social growth experienced in the
1970'ss and first half of the eighties, the children of the Revolution (born in 1960s)
weree inducted into the labour market in the 1980s with high levels of education and
training.. These young workers held high expectations and looked forward to working
inn offices, research centres, city hospitals or abroad in the diplomatic corps. Few were
willingg to go back to the small towns and the countryside to participate in agricultural
productionn and manual labour. As a result, there was a fall in the productivity of
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physicall labour. This fall rolled on until 1989, when productivity reached only half of
whatt was planned and expected by national planners. [Dilla, 1993]

Att the Third PCC Congress in 1986, Fidel Castro addressed the problems of delays in
Soviett oil deliveries, the lack of hard currency to finance trade with the West and the
upcomingg effects upon the national economy. Hints of austerity and seeking
alternativess decorated his speeches. [Perez Lopez, 1991] In addition to recognising the
pressuress of the global market upon the island, the state leadership pointed to
domesticc social and economic problems; among them, inefficiency, corruption and the
strayingg away from revolutionary principles. Public resources and plots of land were
usedd for domestic demands for goods, otherwise used for government export for the
accumulationn of hard currency. Managers at factories and other productive plants were
seenn as a developing parasitical class that should be put to more labour. Farmers, who
weree then allowed to sell on the legal free market, used their profits on luxury items
foundd on the black market. Corruption increased and state economic efficiency
declined.. In Cuba, a managerial class formed and Fidel Castro identified it as the new
domesticc enemy of the Revolution.

4.33

The Campaign to Rectify Errors

Inn 1986, the government launched what came to be known as the Campaign to Rectify
Errorss and Negative Tendencies. The purpose of which was to correct the injustices
imposedd by those who sought their own interests instead of the collective's. It was a
morall campaign to re-emphasise the ideas and necessary commitments expressed in
thee words of Che Guevarra and the national hero Jose Marti. This period of reforms
wass characterised by a sort of dichotomy embedded in moral attitudes about socialism
andd a hike in market-oriented practices. In the same manner, it highlighted the
inevitablee contradictions prevalent in a society that tries to accomplish domestic
egalitarianismm while competing on the world market. While the Campaign centred on
curtailingg certain market features, it re-emphasised the collective forms of labour
organisation.. Additionally, this period was marked by some serious cleansing of the
statee bureaucracy on national and local levels. [EIU No. 4, 1988:9]
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Cubaa analyst Mesa-Lago concluded that the period of "Rectification" was a reaction
too the Soviet Union's Perestroika, which will be discussed in the section concerning
thee impact of the fall of the Soviet Union. [Mesa-Lago, 1992:8] The period of
Rectificationn was really a political, ideological and moral affirmation of continuing
thee real socialist project. But this period did not resemble one of transition, change or
perfectionn in the economic aspect of the socialist project. While the Soviets were
reformingg their economy to the tune of neo-liberal policies, Cuba re-affirmed its
commitmentt to revolutionary ideals and one party/state leadership. The rationing
systemm was re-instituted as a means to meet needs; bonuses were removed from
individuall pay and implemented only collectively. During this period, university
studentss were asked to spend more voluntary time on the sugar and tobacco fields. At
thee same time, the government pursued more Western economic ventures. Foreign
investmentt through joint venture arrangements was made in electronics, mechanical
engineering,, petrochemicals, pharmaceuticals, textiles, and tourism. Sociedades
Anonimass (S.A.'s), or semi-autonomous state corporations, were created for the
purposee of facilitating joint ventures. For example, Cubanacan is the best-known S.A.,
whichh specialised in the tourism industry; later on, however, it began to diversify from
servicess to actual exportable products. During the 1980s, Cubanacan negotiated a US$
800 million contract in exporting the Meningitis B Vaccine. [Cuba Business, April
1990:15/Ecksteinn 1994:70]

Thee moral antithetical aspect of the Campaign was manifested when government
officialss encouraged the general population to return to Marxist-Leninist principles
andd the communist ideals proposed by Che Guevarra. At the same time the
governmentt sought more ties with the World Market System. Eckstein noted that:
"Severall policies associated with the RP (Rectification Process) that were antithetical to socialist moral
andd principles and the new ruling ideological emphasis reflected state efforts to address the mounting
hardd currency crisis. For one, the S.A.'s that encouraged the entrepreneurial spirit and foreign
investmentt were designed to generate hard currency. Second, austerity policies were partly designed to
increasee the supply of goods available for hard currency export. The government, for example,
increasedd the amount of textiles earmarked for export while decreasing textile rations, and it slashed
sugarr and motor vehicle gas allocations to increase the amount of each item available for export. The
governmentt also raised the electricity tariff to encourage more rational electricity use, so as to free
petroleumm for sale abroad. Third, tourism was tolerated during "rectification" because it generated hard
currency".. [Eckstein 1994:73]
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Towardss 1989, the dichotomy of the Campaign to Rectify Errors and Negative
Tendenciess was becoming obvious to the public. Certain welfare programs were cut
backk by the government. Free and subsidised lunches at work were eliminated or
reducedd and university matriculation in 1989 fell to levels of the early 1980s. [CEE,
Anuarioo Estadistico, 1989:321] The corruption that was supposed to be eliminated
neverr was, and the black market flourished throughout the economy. Where prices
weree mandated to be reduced, store managers kept violating newly imposed price
regulations.. [EIU, 1989:12] The lines at bakeries and other neighbourhood stock
storess got longer while scafflers would sell the same products for slightly higher
pricess to people waiting on the long lines. In the Cubalse, S.A. stores, reserved for
diplomatss and those allowed to purchase in hard currency (US Dollars), employees
withh access to the dollars would illegally purchase products not available to the rest of
thee population. [Interviews, 2000]
Despitee the contradictions between morality and the pressing need for more market
strategies,, the Rectification Campaign brought about some economical benefits to the
Cubann state retail sector. Since many of the private farms in this period fell into the
handss of state co-operatives, the state was capable of conducting wholesale directly.
Nevertheless,, while personal expenditure of consumers (goods and services acquired
directlyy by the people at official stores) increased with 6 percent between 1985 and
1989,, the recorded social expenditure of the state (in goods and services consumed
collectivelyy by the people) fell by 5%. [CEE, Anuario Estadistico, 1989:240-241]
Internationally,, this time was marked by the country's need to adjust to global trends
inn world prices. Loyalty to the CMEA agreements became a stumbling block to the
typee of structural adjustments necessary to operate with the global changes. As prices
inn the West dropped for Cuba's main export products, the island became much more
dependentt on the Socialist Bloc, especially the CMEA market system and more
specificallyy the Soviet Union. Under these conditions, Cuba embarked upon the
stormyy voyage towards the 1990s.
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4.44

The demise of the CMEA

Ass briefly stated in Chapter Three, the CMEA was an alternative market system which
wass thought to be based on fair, basically equal, trading terms among so-called
Socialistt economies. The terms were concretely made through five-year plans and
guaranteedd the sale and purchase of Cuban products at pre-arranged prices. Between
19722 and 1991, Cuba had based more than half of its international trade on this
alternativee market system. During this period, Cuba linked its economy to the fiveyearr plans implemented by the member states and became progressively more
dependentt on the Socialist bloc especially after a global fall of prices on Cuba's main
hardd currency-earning exports products. In this relationship, Cuba's income was
dependentt on the commercialisation of its sugar, tobacco and nickel. From Eastern
Europee (including the USSR), Cuba imported 40% of the medicine consumed on the
island,, 16% of agricultural fertilisers and 90% of its public buses. [BIC, 1997:21] In
termss of marketable import products, the CMEA provided 63% of Cuba's imported
food,, 86% of imported primary goods and 75% of manufactured goods. In turn, 63%
off Cuba's sugar exports, 72% of its nickel exports, 95% of its citrus and tropical fruit
exportss and 100% of its small industrial/machinery parts and other manufactured
goodss exports were geared towards the countries of the CMEA. These figures
representt the fixed trade between 1985 and 1989. [Rodriguez Beruff, 1995:6] The
bulkk of this trade was conducted with the Soviet Union. But Garcia and Lopez
concludedd or estimated that excluding the Soviet Union, only 15% of Cuba's
commerciall exchange was conducted with the remaining member states of the CMEA
system.. [Garcia, 1995:201]. Trade with the USSR together with the CMEA meant
85%% of Cuba's imports. Here we can see that Cuba, though benefiting more from
CMEAA trade than from trade with the West, was primarily dependent on no other
countryy than the USSR. Jeffries [1993:190] estimated that by the end of the 1980s, the
USSRR provided up to 70% of Cuba's imports. More recent estimates figure around
80%% by 1989. [Perez Lopez, 1995: 2].

Inn the move towards integration into the world capitalist market, the relationships
amongg the now ex-Socialist countries began to corrode. The countries of Eastern
Europee began to demand the repayment of debts Cuba had accumulated during the
periodd of its participation in the CMEA. Additionally, the Eastern European countries
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startedd to raise their prices for mechanical and industrial goods. In 1988,
Czechoslovakiaa and Bulgaria decided against renewing their preferential agreements
withh Cuba. Prices for products and manufactured goods coming from these countries
weree raised by approximately 20%. Already in 1989, the official communist daily
newspaperr Granma started publishing the hiked prices for goods like buses for public
transportt from Hungary [Granma: 1 October 1989:6] Due to the raise in prices,
Cuba'ss trade deficit was increased by 41% in one year. [Dominguez Reyes, 1991:2130]] The pattern ensued quickly during the following years.

Inn January of 1990, the heads of the member states of the CMEA met in Sophia,
Bulgariaa to decide the fate of the organisation. How would this parallel market of
socialistt economies -some of which were then in transition to neo-liberal modelscontinuee to exist? Would it be restructured or completely dissolved? This meeting was
off utmost importance to the relationship between developing countries of the Socialist
blocc and the most industrialised countries like East Germany and Czechoslovakia.
Sincee the chances seemed quite bleak for the continuing existence of the CMEA,
Cubaa had to rescue all the possible bi- and multilateral trade agreements made
betweenn the island and the industrialised part of the Socialist bloc. At the same time,
thesee same countries with the exception of Cuba were experiencing a social, economic
aa political transition to neo-liberal models. Garcia and Lopez found that Ernesto
Meléndez,, president of the CECE (State Committee of Economic Collaboration)
advocatedd a restructuring of the organisation. Because of the debilitating effects of the
reformss in Eastern Europe on socialist states, the creation of a new multilateral postCMEAA trade organisation was deemed necessary by the Cuban leadership. At this
samee meeting, at which the Vice President of the Council of Ministers -Carlos Rafael
Rodriguez-- participated, Cuba led in the movement to maintain preferential trade
agreementss between the most industrialised socialist countries and those less
developedd countries like Mongolia, Vietnam and Cuba. [Garcia and Lopez, 1997:202]

Thee end result was that, due to Eastern Europe's political crisis in 1990, there was no
five-yearfive-year plan made for 1990-1995. After Russia, one of Cuba's biggest trade partners
wass the Democratic Republic of Germany. This entity ceased to exist when East and
Westt were unified on 1 July 1990. From this point on, the new Germany suspended all
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sugarr trade deals with Cuba. It is also worth noting here that prior to the unification
processs between West and East Germany, Cuba had approximately 10.000 workers in
thee Democratic Republic, which produced for the island an extra income of US $3
millionn per annum. This additional income came to an end. [Garcia and Lopez,
1997:25] ]
Withh the disintegration of the Soviet Union in 1991, the CMEA was dissolved on 28
Junee of that same year. Yeltsin's ascension to power in Russia resulted in economic
changess regarding former CMEA relationships including Cuba. Yeltsin made sure to
invalidatee all contracts signed between Russia and Cuba, certainly under pressure
fromm the US. [Garcia and Lopez, 1995:198] In the end, Cuba lost approximately 50%
off its purchasing power. China had become Cuba's only powerful friend. Still all
tradingg had to be made in hard currency, nothing of which resembles the preferential
agreementss made under the relationship with Eastern Europe. The demise of the
CMEAA together with the fall of the entire Soviet Union forced Cuba to look for
alternativess and indeed to restructure its economy. The CMEA was a cushion between
thee socialist intentions of the Cuban leadership and the US dominated world market.
Thiss cushion disintegrated and Cuba was left naked, the existing internal economic
orderr apparently defenceless.

4.55

Fall of the Soviet Union

"La"La desaparición de la Union Soviética y el derrtimbe del campo socialista europeo no nos tomó
totalmentetotalmente de sorpresa. Irtcluso advertimos mucho antes a nuestro pueblo de esa posibilidad. Con los
erroreserrores esttipidos que estaban cometiendo y las concesiones vergonzosas que continuamente hacian al
adversariaadversaria histórico, veiamos venir los acontecimientos" [Fidel Castro in Federico Mayor, Cuba no
negocianegocia ni vende su Revolution que ha costado la sangrey sacrificio de muchos de sus hijos. Interview
withh Fidel Castro, in Granma Intemacional, 22 June 2000]

Withoutt doubt, the most important factor contributing to Cuba's crisis during the
1990ss and the evolutionary process of change was the disintegration of the Soviet
Unionn and the severance of political, economic and military ties. The USSR was
Cuba'ss principal ally in the international sphere in addition to being its main
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economicc patron or trading partner. On various occasions, Fidel Castro alluded to the
futuree possibility of a Cuba without an ideological and economic superpower ally to
backk it up. The fact that the country was preparing for a radical break-up in the
internationall system, testifies to the alertness and consciousness of the Cuban
leadership.. However, no preparation in any amount of time could have sufficed in
preventingg the economic catastrophe that occurred during the first half of the 1990s.
Thee deterioration of economic and political ties between the Soviet Union and Cuba
mustt be looked at critically. Here I will demonstrate that the problems did not occur
simultaneouslyy with the fall of the Soviet Union, rather, that Cuba's crisis in the
1990ss was due in part to a gradual rise of contradictions between state tendencies
basedd on ideological and, more importantly, Soviet economic interests. This short but
criticall review is essential in that it helps answer some questions to be dealt with
throughoutt the remainder of this dissertation; namely, why does Socialist Cuba
continuee to exist?

4.5.11

A gradual break in relations

Soviet-Cubann relations between 1985 and 1991 were characterised by the gradual
declinee of solidarity and the culmination of contradictions of interests between the two
states.. The contradictions were essentially based upon the ideological tendencies and
economicc practices induced by Gorbechov's reform movement, Perestroika and
Glasnost.. As has been documented on a number of occasions, Gorbechov's idea was
neverr to dissolve the Soviet Union or the Communist Party. [Borge, 1992:10] The
principlee ideas of Perestroika were to allow for more individual freedoms and open
thee economy to allow for market practices, which were at the time deemed necessary
forr efficiency and growth. Internationally, Glasnost became known as the reform in
foreignn policy; whereas, the Soviet Union would reduce the political and military
influencee it imposed upon its neighbouring countries in addition to recognising the
needd to withdraw from its participation in guerrilla warfare among the countries of the
South.. Additionally, the reforms allowed for the formation of other political parties to
operatee in Soviet society. The politics of Glasnost and Perestroika, which were
welcomedd by a new generation of Communists in the USSR, was perceived
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differentlyy in Cuba. As early as 1986, Fidel Castro predicted that the continuance of
economicc liberalisation and Perestroika policies would inevitably lead to the eventual
demisee and dissolution of the USSR. [Castro, 1986a] The idea of Glasnost was seen
ass a retreat from material solidarity with the developing countries of the South in
orderr to make geo-political compromises with the United States. Since Cuba was a
smalll enclave of the international anti-imperialist movement only 90 miles away from
thee shores of the principal enemy, the Cuban leadership thought it necessary to
continuee a hard line of socialist foreign policy and internal national unity.
Additionally,, its role in the Third World movement for social development could not
bee sacrificed, as international solidarity was considered to be an important
characteristicc of the Revolution. Accordingly, the PCC chose not to imitate the reform
modell and instead implemented a period of "Rectification of Negative Tendencies and
Errors"" as discussed in the section preceding these paragraphs. These ideological
differencess caused a diffusion of interests between the two states. In Cuba, it was a
matterr of maintaining Socialist values and international solidarity. For the USSR, the
prevailingg interests were the rush to making the best out of a neo-liberal world order
andd making peace with the United States in order to lower the costs of defence. As
Dominguezz put it:

"Whilee in December of 1987, when the Reagan family and the Gorbechev's were dancing in the White
Housee to celebrate the end of the Cold War in Europe, at that very same moment, thousands of Cuban
troopss crossed the Atlantic Ocean to combat South African forces in the Angolan city of Cuito
Cuanavale"" [Dominguez, 1995:23]

Whilee the contradictions of state interests seem fairly clear during this period, the
causess of the gradual thinning of relations between the USSR and Cuba have yet to be
outlined.. Though there is very little room in this dissertation to delineate the internal
dynamicss of Soviet reform (Perestroika and Glasnost), the internal developments in
thee Soviet Union that had impact upon its relations with Cuba need to be stated.

4.5.22

1981-1985

Cuban-Soviett relations started to show signs of deterioration in 1981 when Brezhnev,
thenn Secretary General of the CPSU, announced during the 26th Congress that the
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USSRR was interested in lowering the level of tension between their country and the
West,, but without lowering their commitment to the developing countries of the
South.. This new attitude was announced around the same time that Ronald Reagan
tookk the presidency of the United States on the foreign policy platform of burying the
Sovietss economically and militarily, and making the Americas safe for "democracy".
Thoughh Brezhnev seemed clear in explaining Soviet intentions on maintaining the
superpower'ss commitment to allies in developing countries, no statement made clear
whatt kind of support would be given to revolutionary establishments like the PCC in
Cubaa and the Sandinistas in Nicaragua. Evidently, ideological commitment took a
subordinatee position in the attempt to not disturb the United States' geo-political
interests. .
Garciaa and Lopez [1997:135-139] have provided some interesting accounts on the
developmentss of changing attitudes within the CPSU at the start of the 1980s. They
notee that certain individuals within the Soviet Central Committee, like Karen Brutents
off the Central Committee's International Department and Brezhnev's eventual
successorr as head of the Party, Yuri Andropov, were given the freedom within
academicc papers and political statements to criticise Soviet expenditure on the
internationall communist movement. It was especially Andropov's position after
Brezhnev'ss death that started the ball rolling in defining the Soviet Union's new list of
economicc interests. This individual drew the Soviet Union's attention to the need of
modernisingg the Soviet economy and industrial sectors. In order to do this, Andropov
deemedd it necessary to reduce the country's costs in helping allies in the South; this
wouldd include reducing certain subsidies and preferential prices in trade between
Cubaa and the Soviet Union. [Dominguez, 1989:103-107]. The causes here are
essentiallyy economic. But this economic move became more of a political problem as
Coldd War conflicts in Central America (Nicaragua and El Salvador) started involving
increasedd Cuban intervention and solidarity aid. In 1982 Andropov and the CPSU
madee it clear to the United Stated that the USSR would be interested in setting up
talkss for peace in Central America rather than continuing the bloody battles from
whichh the Soviet Union never benefited. On more than one occasion, the Soviet Union
denouncedd Cuba's military support for the Sandinistas in Nicaragua and the FMLN in
Ell Salvador. [Ratliff, 1990:80] Castro and the Cuban leadership, on the contrary,
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continuedd to request more military aid from the USSR in the light of US aggression
throughoutt the region. Cuba stood firm in its commitment to the anti-imperialist
movementt in Latin America, while the Soviets sought out more ways of appeasing the
interestss of improving relations with the United States. The commitment that Cuba
displayed,, in my view, was an affirmation of political independence and a discerning
measuree of PCC coherency in its foreign policy.

Priorr to this, the USSR started to reduce its contribution to the Cuban military
apparatus.. During the mid-1980s the Cuban government, nevertheless, doubled its
militaryy support and humanitarian aid in Nicaragua. [Dominguez, 1995:24-27]
Additionallyy Castro called back his troops from Ethiopia, which were at the time
supportingg Soviet interests in combating Eritrean rebels. [Dominguez, 1995:28] The
conflictss of external state interests began here, representing also ideological
differencess between the USSR and steadfast Cuba.

4.5.33

The end of the Cold War

Thee situation only got worse when Gorbachev came to power in 1985. By this time,
thee ideas of reforming the Soviet political economy, whereby the government would
implementt outright market policies and privatisation programs, had become
consolidatedd as were the leadership's intentions on lowering tensions between the two
superpowerss and bringing an end to the Cold War. The "new way of thinking" and
"reconciliationn foreign policy" were the en vogue formulas that determined not only
thee fate of the Soviet Union, but also the relationship between the Soviet Union and
Cuba.. Somehow, the diplomatic relations between the two countries did improve with
Gorbachev,, who sent a friendship delegation in early 1986 in preparation for the III
PCCC Congress. This Congress, which was supposed to convene in February, was
delayedd until later that year. The reason for this delay, as was announced in public by
thee Cuban government, was to take time to study the possibilities of reforms necessary
too perfect the socialist project in Cuba. [GWR, 15 June 1986:1] As mentioned earlier
inn the section concerning the Campaign to Rectify Errors and Negative Tendencies,
Fidell Castro was occupied with making speeches attacking the inefficient practices in
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Cuba'ss domestic political economy. In response, the Soviets paid close attention to the
economicc developments in hopes of the island joining the superpower's move towards
aa transition economy.

Nevertheless,, and to the dismay of the Soviet leadership, the III PCC Congress, which
finallyy took place in November 1986, produced documents and created a policy
determiningg the Cuban government's intentions of reaffirming its commitment to
politicall independence and socialist values. In his speech to the Party Congress, Fidel
Castroo stated that, in his opinion, the liberalisation of Cuba's economy would
eventuallyy lead to political instability and hence the death of the socialist project; he
concludedd that the Soviet Union would eventually fall apart. [Castro, 1986a] Needless
too say, Castro was correct.

4.5.44

The end of Soviet solidarity

Meanwhile,, the reform movement in the USSR, which included the proposals of those
economists,, which favoured reducing economic ties with Cuba, took advantage of this
differentiatingg moment. Between 1987 and 1989 the Soviet press (Pravda) started
publishingg reports on the "misuse" of Soviet aid to Cuba and emphasising the need for
Cubaa to change its economy in order to pay its external debt to the more developed
memberr states of the CMEA. In 1989, economist Nikolai Shmeliov pointed out that
thee USSR spent between US$ 6 and 8 billion dollars annually on aid to Cuba and that
thee PCC did not use the economic aid efficiently; additionally, that two Soviet
republicss like Tadjikistan and Kirguiza received together three times less economic
aidd and resources than Cuba. [Bordreaux, 1993] The revelations of these facts caused
somee resentment and pushed the Soviet reform movement further away from
solidarityy with Cuba. Politically, this war of words was accompanied by an anti-Castro
campaignn in Poland, Hungary and Czechoslovakia. The press in these countries went
onn further to question Castro's real reason for approving the application of the death
penaltyy to General Arnaldo Ochoa and other military heroes of the war in Angola in
1988.. [Garcia and Lopez, 1997] In Cuba, the cleansing of the military was seen as
necessaryy due to corruption and the trafficking in narcotic drugs, which embarrassed
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governmentt leadership and the Communist Party's reputation. The now ex-socialist
countriess of Eastern Europe, contrarily, seemed to have insinuated that the executions
weree more political as Ochoa and company posed a threat to Fidel and Raul Castro's
popularity.. The propaganda offered by the triumphant neo-liberalists in Eastern
Europe,, influenced Soviet leadership in their attitude towards Cuba.
Economically,, the Soviets were already failing in their crude oil deliveries to other
Socialistt countries including Cuba. By 1987, the Soviet deficit on oil deliveries to
Cubaa was approximately 1.5 million tons, when comparing the trade accords to actual
deliveries.. Mesa-Lago pointed out that, as a result of the same, austerity measures on
combustibless in Cuba started to take place already by 1988. [Mesa-Lago, 1992:26]
Whetherr or not this reduction in oil deliveries could be directly linked to the disputes
inn state interests, what does remain clear is the gradual change in Soviet attitude
regardingg the significance of keeping up good trade relations based on ideological
preferences. .

4.5.55

Post-Cold War diplomacy between Cuba and the USSR

Inn the diplomatic sphere, however, Gorbachev attempted to maintain respectful ties
withh Cuba; this was true at least in words. Gorbachev would have loved to see Cuba
joinn in on the freedom bandwagon, but assured the world that the USSR would always
respectt the inalienable right of self-determination in all socialist countries. [Excelsior,
88 June 1991:5] In 1989, Gorbachev visited the island for reasons which are -still, to
thiss day- not very clear. Gorbachev spent most of the time talking with Fidel Castro
behindd closed doors, but some dialogue was kept open with sectors of society outside
thee PCC, especially the military. Additionally, during this time, thousands of Soviet
citizenss were residing on the island. The speeches that Gorbachev made in their
presencee and in the presence of the rest of the island's population never specified a
disappointmentt in Cuba's negation of Perestroika. Garcia and Lopez [1995:211]
alludee to the notion that this was possible because the majority of Soviet citizens on
thee island represented the most conservative or orthodox brand of communists who
weree interested in maintaining co-operation between the countries.
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Towardss the end of his visit, Gorbachev did sign a Friendship Treaty of Co-operation,
whichh was to be implemented for 25 years. [GWR, 15 June 1986.] The purpose of this
treatyy was to recognise the need to mobilise funds, which were freed through Soviet
disarmament,, towards the furthering of social and economic development of both
nations.. Unfortunately for Cuba, the Soviet Union did not last 25 years in order to
keepp up its commitment.

Despitee the somewhat friendlier diplomatic ties between the two countries, none of
thee commitments in words were reflected in real economic terms. Possibly to the
disappointmentt of Gorbachev and others who stated their interests in maintaining
closee relations with Cuba, the economic leaders in the Soviet Union continued their
policiess of reducing non-profitable trade with their Caribbean comrades. Already by
Octoberr of 1990, Soviet oil deliveries were reduced by nearly 10%. [Garcia and Lopez
1997:: 211] This naturally affected Cuba's small industrial production and some of the
population'ss consumption habits. Austerity measures in all sectors were put in place
byy the government; hence began the initial stages of the Special Period.

4.5.66

Cuba and the end of the Soviet Bloc

Ass the supposed Cold War of contradicting ideologies, military confrontation and
economicc models came to an end, so did the alliance between the Soviet Union and
erstwhilee comrade countries of the South. This was all due to the level of priority
Gorbachevv placed on building new relations between the USSR and the United States.
Inn this process, it became evident that reconciliation between the two great powers oncee arch enemies- was contingent upon the severance of relations between Russia
andd its allies in the South. No longer was the Soviet Union to sponsor political and
militaryy activities among the revolutionary and progressive, anti-imperialist
movementss in the regions of Asia, Africa and Latin America. This aloof attitude
demonstratedd towards Soviet allies in the developing countries of the South sealed the
declinee of the USSR as a superpower and permitted the United States to take on a
hegemonicc role in the new world order. In this sense, Cuba lost its practical and
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strategicc relevance to the Soviets. Simultaneously, the ideological and economic
debatess in the Soviet parliament and within the CPSU, between conservatives and
reformers,, or hard-line Communists versus neo-liberal pro-capitalists, were mirrored
inn debates on an international trade between those wanting to maintain close relations
withh Cuba (the Cuban lobby in Moscow) and those who opted to reduce the links
betweenn the two entities. Needless to say, the later group on both levels won their
case. .
Inn contrast to other Soviet-Third World experiences, which came to a halt almost
withoutt second thought on behalf of the CPSU leaders, Soviet-Cuban relations
experiencedd a slow and painful death. This was due to the will and common interests
off those leaders who wanted to maintain friendly relations between the entities up
untill the December of 1991, when the USSR was finally dissolved. For the Soviet
Union,, the Cuban case was significantly different from all other countries of the
South.. Cuba's political apparatus and policy decision-making sources were never
dependentt nor centrally managed by Moscow. Cuba was more of an economic
dependantt ally than a political subordinate, as could have possibly been the nations of
Easternn Europe, especially the Democratic Republic of Germany, Hungary, Rumania,
Bulgaria,, and Czechoslovakia. The Soviet armed forces did not arrive upon the island
byy force and confrontation. Rather, they were invited to stay, as the Cuban leadership
neverr had any intentions of surrendering the close ties, especially considering the
island'ss close proximity to the United States. In this sense, it was more difficult for
thee Soviet Union to leave a country, which had invited its armed forces and technical
help,, rather than to be expulsed by the governments and peoples of states who rejected
theirr presence, as was the case in Eastern Europe.

4.5.77

Soviet collapse

Withh very little resistance, the Soviet Union collapsed in 1991 as did the Communist
Partyy that ruled it. Only on one occasion did the military, which was comprised of
manyy loyalists to the CPSU, and the top ministers of the Soviet Council of State,
attemptt a coup for the purpose of maintaining Soviet political structures and reversing
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somee Perestroika policies. With a quick call to post-Soviet solidarity and in the name
off democracy, the military bowed to the will of the disillusioned masses. Soviet
Communismm came to an end when the failed coup resulted in the new state's
renunciationn of communist ideology. On the following 12 September, US Secretary of
Statee James Baker arrived to Moscow to discuss security measures in the post-Soviet
era.. One of the most impressive moments of the meeting was when Gorbachev
announcedd that 12.000 Soviet soldiers would retreat from Cuban territory. [Garcia and
Lopezz 1997:130] The Cuban leadership protested, as this decision was made
unilaterallyy without taking Cuba's security into consideration. The most pressing issue
forr Cuba's state security interests was the fact that the United States had no intentions
off retreating from Guantanamo Bay.

Thee dismantling of the Soviet Union did not mean a break of relations between Cuba
andd Russia only. Rather, it meant that Cuba had to deal with the new political set up
whichh would put a frame to the possible future economic relations with Eurasia. The
fifteenn republics comprising the former USSR were set free to create their new
alliances.. Not much had changed. Most of the new state leaders in those countries
weree members of the former CPSU or held high bureaucratic positions. Nevertheless,
decentralisationn did take place and, at least in written law, they were granted
sovereignty. .

Duee to the process of political decentralisation, which culminated during the
structuringg of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), the ex-Soviet
Republicss had achieved a certain political autonomy in relation to Moscow. Because
off the long history of unified development under Russia during the Soviet period, this
neww autonomy experienced among the 15 members of the CIS was not reflected
economicallyy in relation to one another. However, in relation to countries outside of
thee CIS, the member states began to create separate accords on commerce convenient
too their own economic interests. By early 1992, Cuba was obliged to sign accords with
eachh CIS country, individually. [GI, 10 January 1992: 3] No longer did Moscowcentredd political ideology direct economic solidarity between Eurasia and Cuba.
Instead,, the ex-Soviet Republics became concerned with their own integration into the
globall market. The Russian Federation and the other former Soviet Republics
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followedd quickly with neo-liberal reforms. This shock therapy to the economy
exposedd almost all sectors of the Russian economy with the exceptions of education,
transportationn and some parts of the medical system, to the free market and
privatisation.. The triumphant neo-liberal project in Russia meant a policy of reduced
governmentt spending; this went for internal domestic spending and most importantly
forr Cuba, internationally. As far as the Russian Federation was concerned, no more
preferentiall subsidies were to be offered to Cuba or any other developing or (ex-)
socialistt country. [Excelsior, 28 January 1992]

Russia'ss new deal with Cuba was based strictly on world market prices. In June of
1992,, the Russian Federation signed a trade accord with Cuba, whereby Russia would
givee 1.8 million tons of crude oil for every 1 million tons of sugar. (This was based on
thee then current prices of US $220 for a ton of sugar to $120 for a ton of oil). This
differss greatly from the trade accords between the two countries set up for 1989.
Additionally,, a sort of propaganda machine against Communist Cuba was created.
Thiss was possible with the help of a number of Cuban dissidents residing in Russia
duringg the time of the Soviet demise. Newspapers, journal reports and television
programs,, which monitored and somewhat encouraged the transition to neo-liberal
democracyy in Russia, portrayed Cuba as a country of people suffering the tyranny of
thee ancien regime. [Garcia and Lopez, 1997:172-173]

4.5.88

Option zero

Upp till now in this section, I have explained the gradual decline of Soviet-Cuban
relationss throughout the 1980s leading up until the demise of the Soviet Union. By
describingg it as a slow and painful death, as opposed to a sudden break, I was able to
depictt essential interstate and intrastate conflicts between those committed to the socalledd Socialist project in Eastern Europe and those who pushed for reforms and
breakingg the link with Russia's ally in the Caribbean. En fin, the story is about a
politicall crisis and a push for neo-liberal reforms in one superpower, which affected
itss economic dependant. But what needs to be pointed out is that, though the demise
off Soviet-Cuban relations was gradual, the disregard for legally binding contracts and
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termss of trade were not. Due to the political crisis that the USSR endured during 1991,
Cubaa received less then fifty percent of the products it was promised (except for
petroleum)) according to bilateral trade agreements. As for petroleum, Cuba received
onlyy 71% of the 10 Million tons of oil it was promised for the exchange of its sugar.
Whilee Cuba succeeded in complying with the original trade agreements, the Soviet
Unionn did not because that entity ceased to exist. In his article in the London Financial
Times,, Stephen Fidler pointed out how in 1991 the USSR delivered:

••

only 45% of the 1.5 million tons of grain that were promised to Cuba;

••

only 16% of the 1.1 million tons of fertilisers;

••

absolutely none of the 200.000 tons of sulphur;

••

only 38% of the 100.000 tons of ammonia;

••

none of the 90.000 tons of rice

••

none of the 10.000 tons of wood;

••

only 5% of the 5.000 tons of soap;

••

only 26% of the promised 30.000 tons of copper and aluminium [Fidler, 1991:3]

Thee purpose of pointing out these facts is not to blame Cuba's crisis during the 1990s
onn the irresponsibility of Soviet or post-Soviet leadership. Rather, my interest in citing
thee empirical evidence is to demonstrate how dramatically the chaotic fall of the
USSRR

affected

Cuba's

production

and

service

processes. Under

normal

circumstances,, Cuba's economic crisis should have begun during the early eighties
whenn the world market prices for sugar and nickel fell dramatically. The country's
productivee capacity was belittled by internal social contradictions and efficiency
becamee the theme that had no end in Fidel Castro's speeches. But due to the strong
tiess between Cuba and the Soviet Union, together with the price arrangements with
thee CMEA, Cuba was barely hurt by the global scenario. It is with this knowledge that
II assert that the economic crisis which caused state cut backs, the harsh rationing of
resources,, the minimisation of production and most importantly the restructuring of its
politicall economy began in 1990, when the Cuban leadership came to realise that
Soviett oil deliveries were to be paid in hard convertible currency based on world
markett prices starting the following year. This realisation was evident in the
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documentss that were produced and published by the Fourth PCC Congress. The
Congress,, which will be discussed in detail later on, publicly documented the severity
off the hard times to come. The factors that caused the crisis were presented as the
following:: unequal trade between Cuba and the West, which tended to reduce the
country'ss income; the need to trade totally in US dollars; new high interest rates on
Cuba'ss foreign debt; a fall in the world market price for sugar; the fall of traditional
tradingg partners for exports; the US economic and trade embargo; finally, the lack of
accesss to receiving financial and trade credits from institutions like the World Bank
andd the International Monetary Fund. [Granma, 17 October 1991: 2]

Butt this was only the beginning of the "Special Period During the Time of Peace".
Duringg the start of the crisis, the Cuban government continued to emphasise the need
forr efficiency in production. Additionally, new sectors were to be prioritised in the
nationall economy; namely, biotechnology, tourism and scientific research. As far as
thee population was concerned, the government prepared the masses and indicated on
numerouss occasions that the country was to enter a wartime-like economy. This is
whatt government chancellor Roberto Robaina called "opción cero" (option zero); that
is:: zero energy, zero electricity, and zero transportation. [Excelsior, 2 January 1992]

Fromm this point on, the government developed state-of-emergency plans to save
energy.. Among these schemes were the planned blackouts of electricity use all over
thee country and especially in the nation's capital. Because community information and
newspaperss in Cuba are efficient in spreading the word, the blackouts took no one by
surprisee and were always conducted in an orderly fashion. Everyone knew that
throughoutt most of the day time and for approximately three to four hours per night,
theree was to be no electricity for lighting, much less for housing and building
appliances.. [GI, 19 February 1992; Interviews, 1999] Nickel mining and processing
industriess had to be shut down, due to the lack of energy resources. This, in turn,
becamee a serious problem for two reasons. First, nickel was considered to be one of
thee most important exports in hard currency. Second, since the regime is dedicated to
avoidingg unemployment, the workers at the mines and factories were sent to the
countryside.. No one was brought to the countryside to cultivate and reap agricultural
productionn by gunpoint, but there were absolutely no options. Hundreds of thousands
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off factory and office workers were sent to the barracks of food farms in order to
replacee the machines that were lacking fuel. [Alonso, 1992:40] This immediate
remedyy to save the country's agricultural production for domestic consumption did
savee many workers from being on the streets, but it certainly was not enough for the
governmentt to conceal one of the PCC's best kept secrets; that is, unemployment.

Forr the first time in post-Revolutionary history, the Cuban government announced
publiclyy in May of 1992 that unemployment in Cuba actually existed. [Hockstader,
1992]] This is understandable in a regime where one of the most basic human rights
articulatedd in the Constitution was that of every citizen to contribute to society by
workingg where he or she is capable and willing. Full employment was the motto of the
PCCC between the 1960s and 80s. Official figures estimated that the island's
unemployedd represented only 6% of the work force. [Romero and Gonzalez, 1998:76]

Inn terms of sugar production, Cuba never had a worse time. Because of the lack of fuel
too motor big scale production, the country did not even produce 6 million tons of
sugarr in 1992. This is a considerable drop in comparison to the 8 million tons
producedd in 1990. [Journal of Commerce, 16 April 1992] The lack of fuel pushed
sugarr production back nearly forty years, as horses, cows and humans replaced
tractorss and ground turners This situationn escalated to the point where by 1992, 10.000
tractorss stood still due to the lack of gas and oil; these tractors, which were a third of
thee nation's total were replaced by undernourished oxen. [Garcia, 1995:121] Petrol for
privatee cars, which was already rationed by 50% percent in 1991 were taken off both
thee official and black markets. [Analco, 1992:28] The city avenues and the Central
Highwayy were silent. Over a hundred bus routes were discontinued and 700 taxis in
Havanaa were to be without fuel. At this point Fidel Castro ordered 700.000 bicycles
fromm China [GWR, 2 January 1992:2]; this was to be the new and dominant mode of
transportationn for the citizens of this economy, which was similar to that of wartime.

Foodd consumption fell harshly as well. Due to the lack of fuel for transportation, and
thee materials to reap agriculture and handle livestock, the Cuban government's ability
too deliver the guaranteed food rationing for each Cuban citizen began to crumble. In
19911 and 1992, the government guaranteed each citizen the right to a monthly ration
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off only 2.3 kilograms of rice, 0.23 kg of cooking oil, 1.84 kg of sugar, 0.46 kg offish,
andd only 0.46 kg of meat, chicken or some Soya substitute per month. Milk rations
weree restricted to children under the age of seven. [Interviews, 1999] The rest of the
population'ss food consumption depended on the black market or later on what was
availablee for those possessing US dollars. By 1993, construction dropped to less than
20%% of what it had been in 1989, the bulk of which was in public housing. [CEE,
1994:5] ]
Accordingg to the Cuban government, the difference between official state expenditure
andd inflows produced a budget deficit in 1992 of over five billion Pesos. These
numberss alone are alarming in comparison to the state budget deficit in 1989, which
wass less than 2 billion Pesos. [IF, 1993: 4] Additionally, this crisis involved serious
inflationaryy problems, which are often measured by monetary liquidity. By 1994,
liquidityy among the general population reached 11.9 billion Pesos, most of which
weree in savings accounts. Although real salaries decreased by 5% between 1989 and
1993,, the purchase of goods and services fell by 40%. [CEE, 1994]

4.5.99

Who is to blame?

Thee analysis of the severance of Soviet-Cuban economic ties confirms the theory that
thee so-called socialist economies are not and were never unlinked from the global
market.. This study has shown that Cuba's economic crisis during the 1990s was in
partt due to a certain dependency on the state-led economies of Eastern Europe and in
particularr Russia and the USSR. As the countries of the Eastern Europe gradually
exposedd their national products to the rise and fall of world prices, and neo-liberal
tendenciess started creeping into the party/state apparatus of the Soviet Union, Cuba
startedd to become more isolated in the global political economy. In hindsight,
dependencyy on the only state-led alternative to development in the global market, the
CMEA,, can be thought of as a big mistake. Of course, the PCC is the first to admit
thatt "we", the people, made errors in building "our" country, that all is a dialectical
processs and that "we" can learn from our mistakes, and that "we" can overcome our
problemss and continue to (re-) build Socialism. But the problems that cause crises, the
inherentt contradictions of the political economy, are yet to be unmasked by the
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revolutionaryy leadership. The PCC has yet to admit that as long as the Cuban
party/statee apparatus continues to operate in a capitalist world system, the country will
alwayss be exposed to the causes of economic crisis inherent in capitalist production.
Instead,, the PCC continues to blame the problems of dependency on the will of
"traitors"" to the so-called Socialist project.

Inn the following seven sections of this chapter, this study will take a look at the
biggestt external problem that the PCC put forth in the analysis of Cuba's economic
crisiss during the 1990s. It is the single most mentioned cause of many problems in
Cuba,, the one problem which captures the media in the United States today and the
problemm that unites all progressive, left wing movements in solidarity with the people
off Cuba. That is, the one problem that is usually labelled an external factor, a problem
createdd from the outside - the US economic embargo. Later on, after reviewing this
finall factor of Cuba's economic crisis, I will delve into explaining how this crisis
resultedd in the restructuring of the country's political economy and just as importantly,
whatt effects the reforms had on the general population. All together, this will answer
thee question as to why and how the Communist party/state apparatus continues to
existt in a neo-liberal world.

4.66

The US economic embargo

Thee US economic embargo, which has existed since 1962, has had a tremendous
effectt upon the island's revolutionary development. The embargo, which eliminated
Cuba'ss sugar trade with the United States, can be seen as a reaction to the
nationalisationn of US companies that took place almost immediately. Moreover, it was
aa direct reaction to Fidel Castro's announcement that he was a Marxist-Leninist and
thatt Cuba would align itself with the Socialist Bloc. [Thomas, 1974:201] Under the
embargo,, US companies were banned from exporting to Cuba directly. Additionally,
thee influence that the US had over the whole of Latin America politically was so
immensee that the entire continent, except for Mexico and Canada (and for a short
periodd Jamaica and Grenada), joined in on severing economic and diplomatic ties with
Havana.. Andres Escobar estimates that during the first 26 years (that is, between 1962
andd 1988), the economic embargo cost the Cuban economy US $450 million annually.
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Thatt would be approximately a total of 15 billion dollars for the time period.
[Escobar,, La Jornada, 7 July 1991, CEE, 1991:27] Vice-President of the Council of
Statee Carlos Lage estimates that from 1962 until 1996, the embargo cost Cuba more
thann US $41 billion. He stated that without the embargo, with the same level of
productionn and prices, the country would have averaged 40% more in hard currency
earnings.. [Granma, 12 November 1996] Though these estimates are always
questionable,, the numbers seem quite reasonable when taking into consideration US
tradee capacity.
Fortunatelyy for Cuba, aid coming from the USSR and favourable trade agreements
duringg the existence of the CMEA compensated for the lack of trading with the
geographicallyy natural and historical trading partner, the United States. Thus,
throughoutt 28 years, Cuba was able to survive the trade embargo and actually grow
economicallyy and socially. However, when the towers of communism in Eastern
Europee came tumbling down, Cuba became exposed to the fierce intentions of antiCastroo forces residing in the United States.

4.6.11

The reinforced embargo

Bothh wealthy, conservative anti-Castro Cubans and those US politicians, which
throughoutt the Cold War pursued the imperialist intentions of toppling Cuba's
party/statee apparatus, automatically assumed that because of the fall of Communism
inn Europe, Fidel Castro and the PCC had no chance of lasting more than a couple of
years.. [Oppenheimer, 1992] Some pressed for a military invasion, others for a
hardeningg of the US embargo. Yet others, the bulk of academia and many economists,
tookk it as a given that the Cuban government would not be able to handle the
economicc crisis caused by the severance of economic ties with the former Soviet
Union.. This last group of thinkers concluded that, just as the transition economy in
Easternn Europe produced a political change within government circles as well as a
dissatisfiedd attitude among the popular opposition movements, thereby resulting in the
decompositionn of the social and ideological base of the state, Cuba too was doomed to
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yieldd towards the same reforms and experience a radical breakdown of the Socialist
project. .

Inn Washington, DC, research centres dedicated to the study of the Cuban economy
sponsoredd various projects and eventually documents emphasising the discourse of a
post-Castroo Cuba; one of these is the Association for the Study of the Cuban
Economy,, which sponsored the semi-annual "Cuba in Transition" volumes. This
collectionn of essays, reports and talks given at Florida International University, was
sett up in contemplation of the eventual demise of Cuban Socialism. The titles of the
articless alone give away the mind set of the mostly US-based researchers:
"Reconstructingg Cuba: From Marxism to Democracy, 199? -200? "; "Elements of
Politicall Restructuring in Post-Castro Transition" [Rivera, 1991, 1992]; "The End is
Near:: Why Cuban Socialism Failed" [Roca, 1993]. In an academic fashion, Sergio
Rocaa wrote this last mentioned article with a theoretical framework based on Janos
Kornai'ss work, which was dedicated to explaining the causes of the fall of Soviet
communism.. All these mistaken assumptions will be tackled later in the following
chapter.. I mention them briefly now in order to provide a background on the attitudes
andd intentions of the anti-Castro movement and the push for a hardening of the US
embargo. .

Excitedd by the widely published and almost obvious possibilities of the fall of the
Cubann party/state apparatus, the Cuban-American Foundation (CANF) lobby group
hadd mounted pressure on the US Congress to take action upon the Cuban case. In
19922 US Congressman Robert Torricelli sponsored the bill, which would mark
anotherr decade of US-Cuban conflict. The Cuban Democracy Act (the Torecelli Act),
whichh would re-enforce the thirty year-old embargo, was aimed at destroying the Fidel
Castro-ledd regime and punishing other countries for trading with the island. The law
wass implemented immediately. This was made possible through CANF's contribution
too the 1992 US presidential campaign, when the CANF donated US $120,000 to Bill
Clinton'ss contingent. [Eckstein, 1994:94] The written object of the law was to punish
anyy businesses that were investing in Cuba, in addition to prohibiting the IMF and the
Worldd Bank from facilitating business transactions on the island. Cuba was excluded
fromm these Bretton Woods Institutions as the US can enforce their voting power here.
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Votingg in the World Bank and the IMF is weighed by monetary contribution; the US
contributess the most. This act can be understood as a re-enforcement of the embargo
whichh characterised US-Cuban relations in that prior to the Torricelli Bill, US
subsidiaryy companies in Mexico and Canada were allowed to export to the island and
participatee in joint ventures. According to Trueba Gonzalez, US subsidiary companies
inn 1991 exported products and services worth $300 million to Cuba. [EIU, 1992]
Totall transactions with Cuba had amounted to $718.7 million in that same year. The
biggestt companies involved were Mobile Oil, Esso-Exxon, and IBM.

4.6.22

Migration policies

However,, the hype died out from between the end of 1992 until 1996. US economic
aggressionn against Cuba began to simmer down after US corporations saw the benefits
off investing in Cuba, even if trade was conducted via third countries. Esso-Exxon,
ITT,, and IBM all unsuccessfully lobbied against the Torricelli Act, but received broad
attentionn from the US media. [GI, 30 June 1993:4] Additionally, this bouquet final,
whichh exacerbated Cuba's already difficult position, was not producing the desired
outcome.. Cuba remained Socialist, at least a one-party/state apparatus. Although no
officiall change was made on the embargo policy, the Office of US Interests in Havana
sett up negotiation talks with Cuban government officials. [GI, 30 June 1993:4-5] In
Augustt of 1993, recent Cuban emigres, who were more distressed by the economic
conditionn of the island rather then being true political refugees, pushed businessmen,
lawyers,, doctors and other professionals to form a moderate counterpart to the CANF;
itt was called the Cuban Committee for Democracy. This group sought out
negotiationss between the Cuban community throughout the US and the Cuban
government.. This group accomplished getting medical supplies and other materials to
familiess and friends on the island. Though the CCD intended on overriding the
powerfull influence that the old guard of anti-Castro forces had over the US
government,, the CANF's economic power and strong networking within the US
Congresss prevailed. Once again, this was due to the leverage that large enterprises run
byy Miami-based Cubans had upon US Congress.
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Relationss between Cuba and the United States improved for a spell when in 1994 a
massivee migratory crisis hit the shores of Miami. It was in this year that the Cuban
governmentt allowed 30.000 Cubans to "flee" the island. This massive exodus
producedd a fear in the US, recalling the days of the Mariel Exodus in 1980 when
thousandss of Cubans were able to leave the country and arrived unexpectedly on
Floridaa beaches. Conservative and anti-immigrant forces in Florida quickly called US
Federall attention to the legal and illegal influx of Cubans, many of whom were former
convictedd criminals in their homeland. And so the leaders of the two countries
compromisedd on a new migratory-visa regime. But the US maintained the "wet
foot/dryy foot" policy, which encouraged certain brave résisters, especially among the
young,, to attempt to leave the island by unsafe means in the hope of reaching US
shores.. The law stated that if a Cuban national were to arrive upon US dry land
territory,, the individual would be considered as a political exile. If the individual were
too be caught by the US National Coast Guard or the Immigration and Naturalisation
Servicee crossing territorial waters, then the US government would reserve the right to
deportt the Cuban national back to his or her homeland. In the United States, this wet
foot/dryy foot policy created some resentment among other ethnic and migrant
communitiess because of its discriminatory character. [Hoefte, 1995:83-90] The Cuban
exilee community in Florida made sure to support this measure as it coincided with US
foreignn policy to advocate for those "oppressed" by "non-democratic" regimes.

4.6.33

Helms-Burton Law

Inn 1995, the Cuban parliament passed a New Law on Foreign Investment, which
invitedd foreign companies and individuals to invest directly and up to 100% in
ventures;; the character of this law was non-discriminatory. In other words, even
Cuban-Americanss and former exiles were invited to invest. This law will be discussed
inn greater detail later on in the section concerning Cuban reforms and restructuring.
Butt it is important to mention it here in order to describe how open (desperate,
perhaps)) the Cuban government was in re-establishing contacts with Miami capital
holders.. Despite the New Law on Foreign Investment's friendly gesture to Cuban
exiless in the US, the CANF and other Miami-based forces set out to discredit the
changess made in Cuba's economic and political system. One week after 24 February
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1996,, when the Cuban Armed Forces shot down a pirate jet violating Cuba's territorial
space,, the Republican Party-dominated US Congress passed the Helms Burton Law.
Thee Helms-Burton Law was, according to President Bill Clinton, "a powerful message
too Fidel Castro, that the United States will support anyone who fights for freedom and
democracyy in Cuba." The Helms-Burton Law allows any Cuban exile in the US, the
rightt to legally sue any individual or company that purchases any property confiscated
byy the revolutionary government. One writer in the Economist described the law as a
"scarecrow"" to deter enterprises from investing in Cuba. [Economist, 10 March 1996:
30]] The pirate jet was sent and flown by the Miami-based group Hermanos al Rescate
(Brotherss to the Rescue); this group allegedly receives funds from the CANF, the CIA
andd Cuban-American enterprises. [GI, 1 March 1996] Because of the proximity of the
twoo events and the commentaries that the press had on Cuban military defence, one
mightt as well assume that the latter was a direct result of the former.

Inn his book concerning the role that the world famous, rum producing giant Bacardi
Rumm played in formulating the Torricelli Act and the Helms-Burton Law, Calvo
Ospinaa describes the politics of the US economic embargo against Cuba as an "occult
war"" between Cuban state corporations and Miami millionaires. The study was well
defendedd and provides the reader with surprising facts concerning corporate influence
inn US laws concerning Cuba. However, while studies like these are significant in
understandingg the adverse relationship between the two countries, they tend to
disguisee the essence of the economic embargo; that is, the intentions of the US state
leadershipp to undermine the social revolutionary and anti-imperialist processes that
characterisee the Cuban Revolution. The bottom line is that the embargo continues to
bee in place today because of US imperialist intentions. Cuban-American corporations
andd their lobby groups only support the embargo with capital and intellectual back up.

4.6.44

The embargo's illegality

Forr the United Nations General Assembly, the embargo is illegal according to
internationall law in that it coercively violates Cuba's right to self-determination.
Additionallyy and especially in its latest phase, i.e. the Helms-Burton Law, the
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embargoo was viewed as an impediment to the self-determination of all nations; this
attitudee is manifested in the progressive loss of support the US received in upholding
thee embargo. In 1992, only 59 countries against 70 countries voted in favour of ending
thee US embargo against Cuba; this was shortly after the passing of the Torricelli Bill.
Everyy year thereafter, the number of countries opposed to the embargo against Cuba
hass increased. In 1993 the Resolution calling for the embargo's end passed 88 to 57,
withh four abstentions. In 1994 the score was 101 to 48 with two abstentions; in 1995 it
wass 117 to 38 with three abstentions; in 1996, 139 countries voted in favour of ending
thee embargo against 25 with three abstentions; and in 1997, 143 countries called upon
thee United States to end the embargo and scrap the Helms-Burton Law. En fin, there is
currentlyy no international backing for the embargo; the world sees it as unjustified.

4.6.55

Looking at the embargo critically

Theree are fundamentally two problems when looking at the embargo. The first is the
wayy the embargo is used in Cuba as an excuse for all the shortcomings of the present
system.. In 1996 one Cuban worker told me: "Cuba is nice, you just have to understand
it;; if anything goes wrong, all you have to do is blame the US blockade." [Interviews,
1998]] In all my research I have not found a single document pertaining to the Cuban
politicall economy, or even a single issue of the Granma newspaper, that does not
containn some assessment on the effects of the embargo. In Cuba the embargo is called
elel Bloqueo (Blockade), a term which is an exaggeration. There has not been a single
speechh by Fidel Castro that does not, even if it is only briefly, rebuke the US for its
sanctions.. All the food shortages, lack of equipment and materials, schoolbooks,
medicine,, diseases, malnutrition in the countryside, even the weather; all the blame
goess to the US embargo. Secondly and ironically, when one arrives to any of Cuba's
recentlyy remodelled airports, one cannot help but to notice the stacks of Coca-Cola
canss standing as proudly as the native Varadero Rum on the bars. But this sight is not
completee without the accompaniment of Winston, Marlboro and Camel cigarette
cartons.. In the tourist area shops, US tooth pastes and Palmolive-Colgate body soaps
aree available. In the "dollar shopping's" milk imported from Spain is available to all
whoo can afford it. It is not uncommon to see clothing stores selling Levi 501 jeans for
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Neww York City prices. The streets of Havana today are filled with cellular telephones,
alll kinds of cars, plenty of gasoline (sold in US dollars, of course) and Nike T-shirts
onn the backs of youth. Where then is the embargo? How can one account for the
inconsistenciess here?

WhyWhy are there plenty of US products on the Dollar market, which is still state run, but
thenthen a lack of medical products, books for schools, milk for the general population?

Thesee inconsistencies do not go without explanation. The country found itself in a
situationn where it needed to recuperate its capacity to produce and sell in the world
markett in hard currency. Since there are no more five-year plans and guaranteed prices
forr its main products, Cuba needed to sell everything it can in hard currency (US
Dollars),, in order to accumulate capital for the state. After all, even the means and
materialss of reproducing the so-called conquests of the Revolution -housing, medicine
andd education- are bought from abroad in dollars. The state's principal economic
objectivee was to accumulate as many dollars as it can. [Rodriguez Beruff, 1995:23]
Thiss not only means making dollar profits on domestic products, but it also indicates
thee development of a mercantile economy by buying products from abroad -including
USS products bought from the Panama Canal Free Trade Zone- and making profits off
theirr retail in the tourism industry. Certain products that are bought abroad, even
essentiall household items like cooking oil- are bought from Spain, Panama and
Mexico,, were then being sold in dollars. Some of the prices seem quite inflated in
comparisonn to neighbouring Caribbean countries. [Interviews, 1998] Nevertheless,
thesee products do sell.

Duringg the 1980s, the dollar stores were reserved for tourists and diplomats; hence the
termm "Diplotiendas" was applied to these entities. But today, since the dollar has been
legalised,, the government seeks to benefit from those Cubans who have relatives
livingg abroad; gifts in dollars have become a major source of hard currency income for
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Cuba.. Obviously, the dollars need to be spent. This is the explanation that the PCC
offerss the general population.

4.6.66

The effects of the embargo on the health care system

Despitee the ambiguities and contradictions that the embargo entails, one thing is for
certain,, and that is the effect that it has had on the national health care system. No
institutionn has been hit harder by the economic crisis of the 1990s -of which the
embargoo plays an important role- than Cuba's health care system that provides free
servicess to all its citizens. Conditions like food shortages, power outages and lack of
materialss for construction have always plagued Cuba, even in the best of times. But
forr a short period of time during the 1990s, the health care system was found to be
crumbling,, and diseases that were preventable in the 1980s were becoming rampant in
isolatedd communities today. As is well known, one of the Revolution's so-called
triumphss or conquests is the health care system. Previously, the revolutionary medical
andd health care system was not only a showcase for the Third World, but the knowhoww in science and medical technology is comparable to the US and Western Europe.
Cuba'ss infant mortality rate is among the world's lowest and life expectancy is
equivalentt to that of industrial superpowers. [Ritzen, 2 May 2001] But all this was put
inn a dangerous situation. Today, lack of both simple and essential materials, makes it
difficultt to provide the best quality health care for Cuba's citizens. Surgeons are forced
too reuse medical gloves and patients wait endlessly for simple X-rays due to the
shortagess in film. Also a very telling fact of the Special Period is that the number of
surgeriess performed between 1990 and 1995, dropped some 40%. [CIA, 1 September
1998] ]

Whatt is interesting about the medical aspect of the economic crisis is that here is a
casee where the blame can be placed directly upon the US embargo. The Torricelli Law
enactedd in 1992 banned the sale of US products through third countries. In 1995, the
Helms-Burtonn Law sought out to punish any foreign company that invests in the
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medicall field. As a result, it became more difficult for the party/state apparatus to buy
medicall equipment or medicines from US companies or subsidiaries of those firms
withoutt permission from the US government. Globalisation of the marketplace in this
decadee simply exacerbated the problem. US pharmaceutical giants continue to buy up
drovess of medical companies in Europe and Latin America. Now some drugs are only
madee in the US or by US-owned monopolies, and Cuba is hence shut-off.

4.6.77

Embargo and legitimacy

Butt what the embargo actually does in Cuba is legitimise the government's adversity
too the US, and its economic and so-called democratic formulas. Fidel Castro has been
successfull in receiving popular support from the general population, and the rest of
thee world because of US aggression. Political repression and tough police control, on
thee streets, and at the factories are legitimised because of scarcity, which in turn is
popularlyy understood as the result of the embargo. One can say, "this may be Castro's
finestt hour." After the Pope's visit in January of 1998, and his criticism of the
embargo,, the US appeared to be dropping restrictions on humanitarian care. A limited
numberr of direct flights, containing medical supplies and foodstuff, from Miami to
Havanaa are now permitted.

Itt should be no secret; the embargo actually unifies the country. This is not to say that
thee state benefits economically from the embargo, but politically there is every reason
forr the Cuban government to call upon the masses to oppose this externally imposed
factt of life. Someday the embargo will fall. What then would be the cause of
shortages,, underdevelopment and economic crisis?

II would not go as far as Jorge I. Dominguez to state that the Torricelli bill enacted in
19922 was a gift from God to the Cuban government. [Dominguez, 1995:34] However,
thee country did suffer economically and the pressures created by this law, though
renderingg legitimacy to the Cuban government, did have its effects on the general
population,, which in turn must respond to the party/state apparatus in supporting or
resistingg policies. Additionally, the Helms-Burton law, the way it was imposed and
thee manner in which it was denounced world wide, also affected the population and its
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vieww towards the United States. The attitude may be summed up by saying that the
mostt anti-Castro Cubans living on the island were pleased to support the party/state
apparatuss in the face of US economic aggression. The reinforced US economic
embargoo came just in time to legitimise the anti-imperialist regime when its
shortcomingss were becoming more obvious towards the end of 1980s.

4.77

The state's response and the impact upon Cuba's political economy

Thee end of the Cold War, the demise of the Socialist bloc in Eastern Europe and the
hardeningg of the US economic embargo all led to a situation where Cuba was found to
bee more and more isolated within the global economy. This predicament forced the
revolutionaryy leadership to deal with its own economic problems realistically and
beginn a new search for alternatives within the framework of the pillars and
foundationss of the party/state apparatus. As a result, the 1960s debate on how to
maintainn sovereignty and promote development was rehashed, and so was the idea of
nationall development on terms favourable to equitable domestic redistribution. [See
Chapterr Three: 3.7.4]

Thee purpose of this section is to outline the impact that the economic crisis had upon
Cuba'ss political and economic structures. Many of the changes explain how the
revolutionaryy leadership was able to maintain stability and overcome the dire straits of
economicc chaos. After delineating the changes that accompanied -or that were a direct
reactionn to- the economic crisis, this study will have come to answer the first half of
thiss dissertation's central research question: Why and how does the one-party
Communistt political apparatus continue to exist?

First,, it would be appropriate to review what has been stated so far. I have already
identifiedd the four broad groups of causes to the economic crisis that is often called El
PeriodoPeriodo Especial, those being: Internal economic dynamics and logistics of Cuban
revolutionaryy social development; the evolutionary demise of the CMEA parallel
markett system; the complete dissolution of the Soviet Union as a global superpower
andd political structure and lastly, the hardening of the US economic embargo against
thee island's economy. These factors caused a problem of shortages in fuel and energy,
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aa lowering in the consumption of food and a problem with its distribution, a fall in
generall production, a set back in the national health care system, and the deterioration
off the population's standard of living.
Inn contrast to the literature provided by official PCC research and other independent
cubanologos,cubanologos, I found the Periodo Especial to be not so much of a useful term in
describingg the economic crisis as it was to describe the government's immediate
responsee to the same. Ultimately, this period resulted in the inevitable restructuring of
Cuba'ss domestic political economy and the implementation of what is traditionally
calledd market-orientated policies. In Spanish, this would be called apertura, or
opening,, to the global market forces.

4.7.11

Actively forming a new model

Thee Special Period in the Time of Peace involved making political reforms, seizing
thee economy, and pushing the population to make various sacrifices in order to save
thee revolutionary social order. Using market reforms was no stranger to the party/state
apparatus.. As stated earlier in this chapter, market strategies in domestic markets as
welll as in the sphere of foreign investment were used as early as the mid-1970's.
However,, during the 1990's, the government had to resort to certain market practices
thatt were absolutely inconceivable in revolutionary Cuba prior to the crisis. This idea
wass best reflected in the words of a PCC member who told me: "We have to think like
capitalistss but continue to be socialists." [Interviews, 1998]

Inn terms of the actual political structure, some changes were made. In the minds of
some,, these changes will always be PCC responses to anti-Communist waves and the
"pro-democratic"" fanfare that has swept across the former Socialist Bloc and around
thee world during the neo-liberal triumph mentioned in this book's introduction. For
others,, political reform in Cuba is seen as a priority held by the population that has as
inn the past influenced party decision making. Communists in Cuba do not like to link
thee events of economic turmoil and the demise of the world-wide Communist
movementt together with the political reforms that the country experienced; whereas
PCCC leadership constantly re-emphasises that their political model of democracy is
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authenticc to Cuba, and as a sovereign nation, no foreign models or pressures were
takenn into consideration. However, the timing of the political/economic reforms
appearss to be more than just a coincidence. Remember that since the end of the 1980s,
neww democratic models, based on European liberal and multiparty democracies, were
beingg established worldwide by popular demand. This was true for most of Eastern
Europee and parts of Africa, but also in Latin America, especially in Chile. Fidel
Castroo and the PCC, who have been in power since 1959, had to respond to the new
worldd order that not only imposed a standard culture of neo-liberal economic
developmentt in Third World countries, but also ordained multiparty elections. In
responsee to the liberal democratic demands in the West, Castro said, "that no other
regimee is as democratic as a Socialist regime." [GI, 27 December 1992] This meant
thatt the country would not turn to foreign, multiparty political and neo-liberal models.
Rather,, that Cuba will continue to be ruled by one, solid party representing the
interestss of the masses and built upon the historical events, legal resources and pillars
thatt created the Cuban revolutionary experience. [August, 1999:225] In other words,
thee one-party state apparatus would only endorse changes that were consistent with
thee pillars of unity, continuity, state supremacy and -especially- popular participation.
Thee severity of the economic crisis that hit Cuba in 1991 caused the PCC to depend
moree on the general population, as former Socialist allies shunned the Castro-regime.

4.7.22

The fourth PCC Congress

Inn May of 1991, on the verge of the collapse of the USSR, Fidel Castro made his

Uamamiento,Uamamiento, or, the calling to the general population to participate in the changes t
neededd to be made in order to accommodate the island-nation to the new global
politicall economy. [GI, 21 May 1991:8] Industrial sites provided for mass meetings of
workerss where, for instance, during the days prior to the 1991 fourth PCC Congress,
overr a million people voiced their complaints, suggestions, and ideas regarding over
fiftyfifty issues that dealt with people-government relations. This occurred also in the
workplacee of factories, schools, sugar cane fields and hotels. Some call this popular
participationn the hallmark of Cuban democracy. I would say that this was really a
samplingg of opinions and popular ideas from which the PCC could measure the extent
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too which it could please the population without jeopardising state coherency or the
pillarr of unity. It also offered a sense of accountability to the masses.
Ecksteinn criticised the llamamiento to be a "one-shot affair; there were no follow-up
sessionss were people could, en masse, articulate grievances without fear of reprisal."
[Eckstein,, 1994:115] In my experience in Cuba between 1996 and 2000, I could not
sayy that I witnessed any fear on behalf of the general population of reprisals or
penalisationn for complaining and articulating grievances. Furthermore, another
llamamientollamamiento for discussion was called later on in 1997 in preparation for the fifth
PCCC Congress. In any case, the important changes were the actual political reforms
thatt took place and how they came to pass. For instance, although the reformed
Constitutionn of 1992 was filled with articles that seemingly enhanced democratic
rightsrights in Cuba, it is important to note that the Constitution was never opened up to
popularr debate or criticism. Hence, the Constitution, or the base law of the land
continuess to be a tool used by the PCC in order to lead the domestic political
economy.. However, it was the democratically elected legislative body (ANPP), which
approvedd the Constitution.

Inn 1991, the fourth PCC Congress agreed to allow for the following: the making of
Constitutionall reforms, the incorporation of religious leaders and laymen into the
PCC,, the listing of all guaranteed freedoms and property rights under the reformed
Constitution,, and secret and direct elections of representatives on all levels
(municipal,, provincial and national) of the Assemblies of Popular Power. The
reformedd Constitution, which was implemented in 1992, created the legal means by
whichh the country could open up to a new model of political/representative structures,
and,, modes of production, planning and re-distribution that were non-existent prior to
thee economic crisis.

Onn the high level of ministries and state management, there is evidence of a new and
sometimess de-centralised group of institutions or ministries that deal with the various
sectorss of society. For instance, what was once called the Central Board of Economic
Planningg (JUCEPLAN, formally the SPDE) has been broken down into what are now
calledd the Ministry of Economy and Planning and the Ministry of Finance and Prices;
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thee State Committee for Foreign Economic Co-operation (CECE) is now the Ministry
off Foreign Investment and Economic Co-operation; the State Institute of Tourism
(INTUR)) is today the Ministry of Tourism (MINTUR); the State Committee of
Labourr and the Committee for Social Security have been combined into one Ministry
off Labour and Social Security. All of these, especially the Ministry of Foreign
Investmentt and the creation of the Ministry of Tourism depict how the state on an
organisationall level has adjusted to the new needs induced by the economic crisis.

4.7.33

A new electoral regime and local economic organisation

Priorr to the 1992-93 general elections, provincial deputies and national representatives
too the ANPP were elected by municipal assemblies. Another political reform
supposedlyy changed the level of authority the PCC had in influencing the selection of
candidates.. Previously, in order to be a candidate, one had to be selected by the
candidacyy commission, which was traditionally chaired by a PCC member appointed
byy the party. Since the reforms, this position is reserved for appointment by the
worker'ss union (CTC), whereby worker representatives would attain a higher level of
participationn in the political process. [August, 1999: 225-227] By the elections of
Februaryy 1993, half of the PCC 225 person Central Committee and the entire 25memberr Political Bureau were replaced by a younger generation of communists. The
Councill of State was also turned over by as much as 50 percent. Ninety-three percent
off all eligible voters participated in municipal elections, and in the February 1993
Provinciall and National Assembly elections the voter turn out was 99 percent. [CEA,
Elecciones,, 1998:15] Castro remained in his position as Head of the Council of State
andd Commander-in-Chief of the Revolution. Dissidents were technically allowed to
runn for office, but, since Cuba has no multiparty tradition, no dissident was willing to
runn as an individual.

Onn the local provincial and municipal levels, new managerial structures were created
forr the purpose of organising industry, agricultural production and other economic
activity.. The Constitutional reform of 1992 allowed for the creation of Consejos
Populares,Populares, or (local) Popular Councils, as a new strategy for economic and planning
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governance.. These Councils are comprised of delegates from the electoral college for
municipall government and representatives from mass organisations such as the FMC,
thee UJC, the CDR and the trade unions (CTC). Elected local officials head the
Councilss with a strong background in the economics, accounting and/or engineering.
Inn this instance, the Municipal government was relieved of its function in the
managementt of production. In turn, the Municipal Assemblies could concentrate their
effortss in infrastructure and public services. The Councils would oversee production
inn industrial and agricultural bases and determine the action to be taken in the name of
efficiency.. This would include: the number of those employed, the amount of
subsidiess requested and the planning of further economic growth. [Valdés Paz, 1996:
30]] Prior to this, regional or local economic planning was always headed by the
Executivee Committees of the Municipal Assemblies, which was usually chaired by a
memberr of the Communist Party. Though at least one PCC member is always present
inn the Popular Councils, the management is actually conducted by a new managerial
cadree who specialise in the areas of economic planning at specific industrial and
agriculturall sites.

4.7.44

Adjusting state supremacy

Inn the economic realm, the reformed Constitution redefined the idea of Socialist
propertyy and how it can be used. Article 15 of the Constitution was re-written so that
thatt the state would appear as the possessor of the "fundamental" means of production
inn contrast to the previously mentioned owner of the "total means of production".
Additionally,, the constitutional reform allowed for legislation concerning foreign
investment.. Article 23 now allows for the transfer of state property to private property
whenn deemed necessary by the people (i.e., the National Assembly and the Council of
State).. While affirming the State as the supreme manager of natural resources and redistributor,, the new Constitution recognises that there are various economic means of
exploitingg resources to create profit, which would benefit the State and its Socialist
project.. This includes the idea of inviting foreign companies to invest directly into the
country,, in order to provide more infrastructure, capital and new technologies. These
constitutionall changes however, could never capture the real, organisational reforms
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thatt have transformed the institutions of the state and the political economy upon
whichh production in Cuba takes place. Following the Constitution, the laws
concerningg economic reform emanated first from the need to recover from the
economicc crisis.

4.7.55

The end of five year plans

Domesticc planning during the Periodo Especial differed from the planned economy
duringg the Cold War.

No longer could five-year plans mobilise the forces of

productionn and set the standard for Cuba's participation in the global economy.
Rather,, it was the urgency of meeting the basic needs of the party/state apparatus in
orderr to carry out production and redistribution. Since the fourth PCC Congress, the
governmentt has taken measures to adjust the country to the world market, one year at
aa time. The objectives of the PCC during the 1990s were to:
••

recuperate Cuba's capacity to produce for profit in the international market;

••

diversify the various sectors of the economy in accordance with the present global
conditionss i.e., produce only what can be sold;

••

preserve the maximum level of economic socialisation in order to maintain the
fundamentall conquests of the Revolution.
[PCC,, 1997]

Inn one phrase, the idea was to integrate Cuba further into the world market system
whilee maintaining the fruits of state-led development. Since the reforms and
adjustmentss to the new global scenario were not induced with the help of economic
advisorss from the United States, as was the case with the former Soviet Union, we can
speakk of native restructuring plans in the Cuban case. This native reconstruction and
periodd of reforms can also be labelled as structural or organisational transformations
off the institutions and modes of production that the state endorses. [Monreal,
Carranza,, et. al, 1995] As I will demonstrate, the organisational transformation of
statee institutions is quite clear, even though "the mode of production" essentially
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remainss state-led. Nevertheless, the impact upon the social development of the
countryy needs to be looked at critically. As will be pointed out towards the end of this
section,, the results pose a threat to the egalitarian structures that were instituted by the
party/statee apparatus.
Organisationall transformation in Cuba has been manifested in the following:
••

the decentralisation of foreign trade, that is eliminating state monopoly of
powerr over foreign commerce;

••

the development of commercial infrastructure and financing;

••

new models of businesses, including new models of business management and
self-- employment;

••

the auto-financing and decentralised managerial direction of hard currency
profitt making companies;

••

the creation of new economic agents of the private sector;

••

a managerial revolution in terms of getting better qualified managers of
productionn and technical education to run businesses;

••

development of a competitive culture in the marketing of products and
services; ;

••

the creation of new managerial positions;

••

gradual introduction of world market prices; that is the sale and purchase of
importt goods in US Dollars, as well as the sale of certain Cuban products in
thee tourist industries only; [Carranza, 1995: 32]

4.7.66

The economic reforms

Inn real terms, this organisational transformation was manifested in six experimental
andd working programmes. The first is what has been called the creation of a dual
economyy whereby a system of production and consumption of goods and services
basedd on the US dollar would exist along side the subsidised economy of sale and
purchasee of guaranteed goods and services in the national monetary unit. The second
programmee reflects the organisational transformations in business, productive and
agriculturall management, whereas the central government in Havana would no longer
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controll the process of specialised production and company managers would behave as
theyy would in private corporations by implementing policies favouring efficiency.
Third,, the opening up to new forms of labour, namely self-employment; whereas the
emergingg popular means of meeting essential and everyday needs (including what was
previouslyy considered to be black market activity) became formal and recognised by
thee government.

Fourth, is the opening to foreign and direct investment (FDI);

wherebyy private corporations were welcomed to exploit resources, labour and
productionn services on the island in partnership with the Cuban government on
nationall territory. The fifth organisational change was the move towards tourism as a
principlee producer of hard currency for the party/state apparatus. Following these
immediatee changes (sixth) was the need to establish a new banking system that
handless the income, savings and holdings that the new economy produces. [FI, 1998]

4.7.77

Legalisation of the dollar

Onee of the most problematic moves by the Cuban government, in its quest to rid itself
off the economic crisis, was the introduction of the use of hard currency and its free
circulation.. In August of 1993, the Council of State approved Decree-Law No. 140,
whichh legalised the possession and use of hard currency by Cuban citizens. The
legalisationn of the US dollar allowed for those who had access to it to purchase goods
inn the tourist industry, as some products could only be sold in US dollars. Prior to this,
possessionn of the US dollar was punishable by imprisonment. Many Cubans illegally
possessedd US Dollars in order to participate in black market activity and the sale of
contraband.. Long before this reform took place, many Cubans with family in the US
hadd access to dollars. The government finally recognised that a large portion of the
Cubann population possessed US Dollars, and it had been the objective of the
party/statee leadership to confiscate all dollars for the purpose of having the state use of
themm abroad for the purchases of State needs and infrastructure. Previously, repressive
tacticss were commonly used by the police to control black market activity and round
upp the millions of dollars that Cuban nationals possessed. [Carmona Baez, 2000] In an
attemptt to fix the economy, it finally made much more sense for the Cuban
governmentt to legalise the use of foreign and hard currencies in order to create a dual
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economyy for the benefit of "recuperating" a potentially powerful source of collective
income. .
Thee National Bank of Cuba declared that Pesos would be freely exchangeable for hard
currency,, at the newly set up casa de cambios, for the purpose of buying products and
services.. Among the first hard currencies recognised by the State were: the US Dollar,
thee German Mark, the Canadian Dollar, the French Franc, the Spanish Peseta and the
Britishh Pound. The exchange rate for the Peso to the Dollar was copied off the black
markett as a natural starting point; thereafter, other hard currencies were to be
exchangedd at the daily rate of the dollar and those other European monetary units.
Theree is no longer an incentive for Cubans to engage in black market activity in order
too gain access to dollars or change dollars for Pesos. The exchange rate had varied
throughoutt the first couple of years. In 1994, the US Dollar was sold at 150 Pesos. But
afterr 1995, the value of the dollar in Cuba fell to 20 Pesos. Since then, its range has
remainedd relatively constant during the last five years (1995-present), from 20-25
Pesoss to the US Dollar [FI, 1998]

Thiss aspect has contributed to the competitiveness of those sectors of the economy
thatt conduct their businesses in hard currency. Also, the de-penalisation of the
possessionn of hard currency helped create a working and competitive internal market
onn the island. The supply of goods and services offered in USD has become one of the
majorr sources of income for state accumulation. Between 1994 and 1997, economic
activityy of services and small commerce brought in US $1.5 billion. [Marquetti
Nodarse,, 1998:51] This brought in more than other agricultural and traditional trade in
productss like citrus and tobacco during the same time period. By the same token, the
de-penalisationn and free circulation of hard currency is related to the increment in
employmentt in the sectors of finance and trade, which is conducted strictly in US
Dollars.. This additionally resulted in the financing of many industries strictly in
dollarss and the opening up of private bank accounts for citizens and businesses in
dollars.. The introduction of the USD has also aided Cuba in fully integrating into the
worldd economic system by bringing it up to par with international norms of state
financing.. At the same time, the presence of US dollars has brought Cuba numerous
problems,, which, more than anything else, makes the political economy and the
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maintenancee of the pillars of the Revolution a delicate balance. The disadvantages
broughtt to the fore by legalising the USD are the following among many other
sociologicall implications:

••

the reduction of the use of the national peso in the domestic market;

••

the weakening of the use of job salary as a stimulating incentive for work;

••

the establishment of foreign monopoly services that conduct business in dollars;

••

the difficulty in estimating real levels of efficiency and competitiveness of
nationall production units and services

Introducingg the possibility and legality of Cuban nationals conducting direct economic
transactionss in foreign hard currencies, meant the return of certain economic practices
thatt are pre-Revolutionary; they will be discussed later. Some of these practices which
afterr 1959 were eliminated due to the rigid system of monetary control, which allowed
onlyy the party/state apparatus to conduct economic transaction in USD or hard
currencies,, and that was done only with businesses from countries outside of the
CMEA. .

Onee of the principal objectives of the legalisation of the use of the USD was to
guaranteee party/state accumulation of this powerful resource from the hands of the
populacee and channel them to restore the value of the national monetary unit, and
backingg of monetary liquidity, which was a major economic problem for the country
duringg the 1990s crisis. It was thought to compensate the deficit of convertible
monies,, which was due to the fall of export income since 1993. It was also thought to
helpp the balance of payments and foreign debt. Additionally, this reform was an
alternativee to devaluation of the national monetary unit. As most already know from
thee experiences of Latin American countries, as well as the former Socialist
economiess of Eastern Europe, devaluation only expedites the recessive tendencies in
thee already crisis-ridden economy. Devaluation of national currencies does little to
improvee the productive structure of the country; even though devaluation cheapens
productionn for export, it is not enough to produce a national jump in production.
Objectively,, a country would have to wait a long period of time before being able to
incorporatee new capacities for production and services. In the Cuban case, the
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devaluationn of the national monetary unit would not have produced favourable
conditionss for the country. World wide, the Peso is already an invalid and nonconvertiblee unit. For Cuba, this would have meant the liquidation of the entire
nationall reserve. The estimated potential amount of USD that would be added to the
Nationall Reserve was $500 million. But by 1996, the free circulation of USD
producedd approximately $800 million for the country. [Marquetti Nodarse, 1998:53]

Ass I shall demonstrate later in this section, the de-penalisation together with the new
modess of production of goods and services like self-employment and agricultural cooperativess pushed the Cuban economy towards recuperation. It also provided an
emergingg market based on foreign enterprise trade and decentralised and autofinancedd state companies. In a relatively short period of time, the introduction of the
USDD has produced an important economic growth, which led to the improvement of
thee infrastructure and of national income levels.

Inn 1994, the income from the supply of goods and services offered in USD became
onee of the principal sources of income for the party/state apparatus. This process
becamee consolidated in 1996 and 1997 where internally, businesses in dollars
providedd the state with US $600 million. [Marquetti Nodarse, 1998:53] The result has
beenn the recuperation of the Pesos buying power, whereas it is used in only small
transactions.. For instance, foods in the co-operative markets are sold in pesos and a
greatt number of products and services can be purchased in pesos. Individuals would
exchangee the dollars (which they may receive abroad from family remittances or
contactss with foreigners) for the pesos that are necessary to buy these basic products.
Yet,, I would dare to say that the possession of the USD has become absolutely
necessaryy for many Cubans in order to meet their basic, everyday needs, as the ration
systemm had been debilitated and certain products such as cooking oil are never
deliveredd to the local ration stores. Therefore, it would not be entirely correct to speak
off a dual economy, but of the dollarisation of the Cuban economy.

Cubaa is not yet a typical consumer society where the market is based on a variety of
highh quality of products. The domestic dollar economy is still based on a small retail
market,, based on the simple availability of products due to the free circulation of hard
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currency.. A very high concentration of this type of market is found in the sales of
householdd products like cooking oils, canned foods and meats, soaps and cosmetics. A
typicall Cuban spends approximately $10 every time s/he enters these dollar markets.
[Marquettii Nodarse, 1998:57] But in addition to this, there is the spending that occurs
inn nightclubs and the nightlife of nationals, and Mac Donald's like fast food
restaurants,, which in the past were reserved for diplomats and open only for the tourist
industry.. When it comes to the new supermarkets and stores of sales in USD, tourists
contributee or buy the least. [Rodriguez, 1998:6] This is probably due to the fact that
touristss are not interested in spending money on something that they can buy at home
att a better quality or price.
Itt took a while for Cubans to learn this market psychology. At the same time the
experiencee proved that Cuba has the capacity of creating an internal market. In cafes
andd restaurants, the tourist participates in the dollar market a little bit more, but the
contributionn of nationals is still very important. When it comes to net profit, this
internall dollar market is superior to the net profit gained in tourism. The internal
dollarr market produces 100% profit gain for the state in comparison to 30%, which is
foundd in joint venture tourism. [Marquetti Nodarse, 1998:58] Finally, de-legalisation
nott only allowed Cuban nationals to participate and have access to this market but
alsoo increased the State's national reserve.

4.7.88

Decentralisation

Sincee the reforms, the government has decentralised the management of business and
renderedd economic authority to the newly established, local economic organs.
Althoughh most native businesses remained state owned, they are not controlled from
Laa Habana. Rather, the fourth PCC Congress anointed the practice of autogestion
(self-management),, where the managers of each business would really manage their
particularr businesses, make payments, receive payments, organise employee benefits
andd deal with the demands of local unions; this was conducted in order to cut the costs
off government funds. [PCC Doc. V Congress, 1998] Local businesses were made
accountablee to the Consejos Populares, which, as mentioned earlier, would oversee
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industriall and agricultural production. "Socialist competition" was implemented,
whereass those businesses, which have not been successful in the discipline of selfmanagement,, are inevitably closed down due to the lack of subsidies. This experiment
startedd off with sugar mills and factories, food stores and also dollar businesses.
Decentralisationn was also geared towards those companies that deal with export
production.. Hence, an increased number of sociedades anonimas (S.A.'s) were
createdd as the export services were loosened from the central government, in order to
runn more efficiently. S.A.'s, as mentioned previously, are semiautonomous state
agenciess that are set up to deal with foreign capital and production for export. Day-todayy management of finance for these agencies is run independently from state budget
restraints.. In simple terms, their main purpose was to make money for the country
whilee working with hard currency. Again, these agencies geared towards foreign
enterprisee relations are nothing new. Many S.A.'s in the 1980s, like Cubanacan
dealingg with tourism and the hotel business, Contex -the fashion industry and sponsor
off Surchel beauty aids- and Artex -the company specialising in promoting artists,
musicianss and dance abroad- are all now agencies that are responsible for pouring
millionss of dollars into the Cuban economy. Other S.A.'s like Gaviota created a
repoiree with health tourists and high-income visitors. All of the S.A.'s were
responsiblee for attracting foreign investors to the island. Cubanacan, again, the
tourismm company and hotel constructor since the 1980s, has attracted foreign investors
fromm Mexico, Venezuela, Spain, and Italy. [FI, 1989:8] Cubalse, the countries largest
S.A.,, was able to grow physically and in profits due to the process of decentralisation;
ass a result, new S.A.'s were created under the Cubalse umbrella. [See Chapter Five,
5.5.1] ]

Similarly,, production in agricultural businesses, to meet the nutritional needs of the
population,, has also changed. During the Special Period, the government has
institutedd a mechanism thought to be more efficient in the production of common
agriculturall products, mainly sugar and its distribution. By 1992, 83% of all arable
landd was held within the hands of the party/state apparatus, which -due to the crisiswass no longer capable of providing fuel, transportation and materials to carry out its
exploitation.. [FI, 1998:40] As a result, in September of 1993 the ANPP approved the
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lawss establishing the UBPCs or Basic Units of Co-operative Production. These
openingg up of private farms and unused but fertile agricultural sites, with workers
livingg on the plots, resemble small farm businesses that work independently from the
state.. Each UBPC consists of two committees, one concerned with management and
marketing,, and a second dealing with the technical and actual labour aspects. Most of
thesee units consist of already existing state farms, but it also included small family
farmss and properties. Additionally, the workers on these fields were given permission
too use parts of the lands for auto-consumption of food products. At first, most of the
productionn was geared towards the sugar industry, which was still state run. But by
1994,, the task of the UBPCs was opened to the production of basic food and livestock
goods.. These self-managing entities were allowed to sell their products in the markets
off city and town centres. [Echeverria, 1997:69] According to documents prepared by
thee PCC, in 1992 75.2% of all agricultural land was held within state hands. By 1995,
thee state possessed and conducted production on only 27.0% of arable land. The
UBPCss now control 48% of the agricultural land in Cuba, whereas the private sectors
andd the Credit and Services Co-operatives (CSC), which work similarly to UBPCs,
usee the rest. [FI, 1998:5]

4,7.99

Cuentapropismo

Thee concept of self-employment never ceased to exist in Cuba after the 1959
Revolution.. But because during the early years of radicalisation, the country
experiencedd big transformations towards essentially collective modes of production,
self-employmentt became an unusual way of making a living. Most of the participants
inn the non-state sector were found in the rural areas of the country and were
characterisedd as a group of people generally older than their 50's and with low levels
off education. [Nunez Moreno, 1998:41] Since these groups of people only represented
ann irrelevant percentage of the workforce, little attention was paid to their existence.
However,, as a result of the drastic conditions imposed by the economic crisis of the
1990s,, a larger percentage of the workforce started to turn to informal means of
acquiringg goods and the means to purchase them. Those who were able to harvest,
roastt and distribute coffee, for instance, did so without concerning the party/state
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apparatus.. Where the state was incapable of providing goods and services to the
generall population, the black or underground marketeers stepped in in meeting the
dailyy needs of the people.
Ass Nunez Moreno [1998] has demonstrated, a jump in the number of those
participatingg in the self-employed/informal sector was a direct result of the
"deformations"" that occurred in Cuba during the crisis in 1990 and onwards. In 1988,
onlyy 41.4000 workers were considered to be officially self-employed. [Diaz, 1993:40]
Butt no one knows exactly how many individuals participated in the black/informal
markett as a principal means of acquiring daily needs. In my interviews with party
members,, the self-employed and a variety of people off the streets, I found that the
bulkk of Cuba's population has always depended on the black market to supplement
theirr income in addition to meeting basic needs. [Interviews, 1999] No scientific
investigationn needs to be conducted in order to arrive at the conclusion that during the
firstt years of economic turmoil, most Cubans depended on alternative markets
includingg bartering. It seems only logical that due to the lack of food and fuel
deliveries,, rather like during a war, economy in Cuba pushed the population to create
innovativee means of survival. These alternative or clandestine markets eventually got
outt of hand and hurt potential state accumulation.

Eventually,, the Cuban government sought a cure for black market activity where the
productionn of goods and services were accomplished without the state benefiting from
themm and where the police force was used in a futile fashion to stop a popular means
off survival. Certain services, like the butchery of meats, transportation of agricultural
products,, cosmetic services and restaurants were no longer profitable for the state. The
ideaa was that these services and the sale of products could be done more efficiently by
means,, which would entail personal incentives. The idea was not to create free market
capitalism,, but to create an independent domestic economy based on supply and
demandd in order for the state to profit and recuperate the excess of cash in the country,
nott only in pesos but also in dollars.

Ass a result, in September of 1993, the Council of State passed the Decree Law No.
141,, which legalised or made formal the concept of self-employment. This law
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allowedd for individuals and singular unit families to exploit their own manual labour
inn small self-made businesses. In maintaining the Socialist value of prohibiting the
exploitationn of man by man, cuentapropistas are not permitted to employ other
individuals;; though two or more self-employed entrepreneurs are allowed to register
ass partnerships splitting the profits equally. The biggest services are found in the
restaurantt and tourist accommodation businesses in private homes, butchery at the
meatt markets, taxi transportation and car repair shops. On the smaller scale, there are
hairr styling and beauticians, babysitting, bicycle taxis, carpentry and delivery services.
Accordingg to the accompanying rules of Decree Law No. 141, self-employment can be
exercisedd in 157 different occupations, and business transaction may be conducted in
eitherr dollars or pesos. Since the laws and rules of cuentapropismo were made in
timess of emergency planning, official government data on the registering of the selfemployedd are not quite coherent for the first two years of its existence. But some
researchh does indicate that by 1995, 208.346 workers were registered in the selfemployedd sector. [Nunez, 1998:43]

Inn any case, this newly recognised employment and market structure produced a
numberr of problems with which the legislative powers of the country had to deal.
Thesee problems will be dealt with more specifically in Chapter Five. But it is worth
mentioningg here that the possibility for earning money in dollars, as opposed to pesos,
createdd a big divide among workers. The situation quickly got out of hand, to the point
thatt some individuals who opened their homes to tourists could earn as much as US
$5000 per month, whereas a physician or teacher would make only up to US $20 per
month.. [Interviews, 1998] Towards the last part of this chapter I will demonstrate the
effectss this income disparity has had upon the population. Naturally, a new personal
incomee tax regime was implemented in order for the state to profit from selfemployeess and to control the income disparity.

Laww No. 73 of 4 August 1994 was the first personal income tax regime set up in all of
thee history of revolutionary Cuba. The regulations are strictly enforced but are
changingg constantly. Taxes on the profit of certain services amounted to up to 50% on
individualss earning in US Dollars. [CEA, 1994] "Lo que hay es para todos" -what
existss is for everyone- is the friendly picture painted by government propaganda in
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newspapers.. [JR, 19 January, 1996:4] But the tax system on self-employed income
containss a number of aspects that indicate an underdeveloped scheme and prove this
modee of production to be only experimental. The manner in which the taxes are
collectedd appears to be rudimentary in comparison to the tax regime in most countries.
Locall inspectors of the Provincial Committees of Economic Planning and their
inspectorss collect taxes on a monthly basis; the money is collected in cash.
Anotherr problem that emerged instantly out of the experience of self-employment was
thee question of representation. Were the cuentapropistas to have representation in the
CTC?? What were their rights? Certainly, because of the experiences that were
witnessedd in Eastern Europe, especially Poland's Solidarnosc ascension to power and
thee demise of the Communist Party in that country, most PCC members that I have
interviewedd stated that the state leadership would never give any thought to the idea of
promotingg an alternative self-employed workers' union. Again, these among other
contradictionss will be dealt with more concretely in Chapter Five.

4.88

Foreign Direct Investment

Ass mentioned before, Cuba already had a legal venue for foreign investment since
1980,, when the government passed Law-Decree No. 50 on the establishment of
economicc associations between Cuban S.A.s and foreign companies in joint ventures.
Duringg the eighties, foreign companies were invited to invest up to 49% in joint
venturess with the state. Though the country did benefit from the capital inflows that
foreignn investment produced, this law was insufficient in attracting the desired level
off badly needed hard currency production during the 1990s. The biggest problem was
thatt few foreign investors were willing to invest into a business in which it would only
receivee 49% of the profits.

Finally,, in the September of 1995, the National Assembly of Popular Power approved
thee New Law of Foreign Investment [Decree-Law No. 77]. This law codifies property
rightsrights for all foreign investors and does not discriminate according to nationality.
Additionally,, the law allows for Cubans residing abroad to invest and buy property in
Cuba.. The New Law also codifies property rights for all foreign investors, taxes on
profits,, the rights of nationals who work in private businesses, and the profit ratio for
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remainingg state-private joint ventures. Private foreign companies were then welcomed
too install capital and production sites for the exploitation of natural resources and
productionn labour. The law allows for investment in any and all sectors excluding the
nationall health care system and hospitals, education and the military, although
investmentss may be made in enterprises controlled by these essential state institutions.
Accordingg to the law, and in accordance with the Constitution abolishing the
"exploitationn of man by man", all Cuban workers remain employees of the state and
willl receive state payment and securities in the national monetary unit. Of course, the
government'ss share of profit or sale of property is paid for in hard currency. These
dollarss in return would be used for the fortification of public health, educational
facilities,, as well as the repaying of foreign debt.
Duee to its highly skilled and educated labour force, Cuba has always been an attractive
sitee for foreign investors. In tourism, the country offers a wealth of natural resources
andd sites that invite hotel construction and tourist services. In this sense, the New Law
onn Foreign Investment opened the door to potential earnings that the country already
possessed.. Every year, Havana holds its International Fair to welcome new businesses
onn the island.

Thee Cuban government planned this move carefully; it was studied by the PCC and
CTCC research centres since the reforming of the Constitution in 1991. Hence, it took
approximatelyy five years before this law was actually implemented. During that time,
thee government set up consulting agencies for the long line of prospective foreign
investors.. By 1993 approximately 280 companies from 36 countries had
representativess in Cuba for joint venture agreements. [GI, 7 July 1993:13] By the
closee of 1995, over 200 agreements had been signed involving FDI of 100%
ownershipp by transnational corporations, from a total of 40 different countries. This
providedd the state with an income of US $2.1 billion for that same year. [CEA:
1996:8]]

The countries with the largest investors in Cuba were Spain, Canada,

Venezuela,, Mexico, France and Italy. Foreign companies have invested into the
exploitationn of natural resources like nickel mining and petroleum explorations in
additionn to fishing. But the sale of technological services to other foreign businesses
hass also been a big venue of investment. Because of the legalisation of the possession
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off the US Dollar and other hard currencies, there is a market that has now opened to
investorss to sell products and services directly to the population. However, the largest
sector,, which has been affected by the New Law on Foreign Investment, has been the
touristt industry.

4.8.11

Tourism, a realm apart

Unfortunately,, there is not enough room to go into too much detail about the topic of
tourismm here. Tourism is a very important sector for Cuba, which generates all kinds
off funds for the country. Because of the organisational and normative changes in
Cuba'ss political economy, tourism has been able to grow to its potential, as the island
iss now a hot spot for European, North American and Latin American visitors.

Thee rapid development of tourism as a major source of hard currency income
producedd the need to utilise the resources the country possessed in the most efficient
manner.. Again, the state set out to control a new dollar earning industry by creating
neww institutions that would monitor and handle this large sector. To this end, in 1994,
thee Ministry of Tourism was established.

Tourismm accounts for most dollar accumulation in Cuba. According to the Ministry of
Tourism,, holiday visitors brought in approximately US SI billion between 1995 and
1997.. Now, Cuba's dependency on tourism continues to grow and it began to simulate
pre-Revolutionn economics. Of course, the difference here is that tourism remains in
thee hands of the Cuban Ministry of Tourism in partnership with foreign investors. By
1997,, there were 28.000 hotel rooms; 30% of which are run by foreign enterprises.
[GI,, 7 September 1997:1]

Inn 1996, Castro made his comment on tourism and the economy; he stated that
tourismm will not change the economic culture in Cuba, nor will tourism replace the
restt of the traditional economies. However, during the PCC Congress, tourism turned
outt to be the salvation of the Cuban economy. [PCC V Congress, Doc. 1998]
Cubanacann S.A. now provides state-of-the-art health spas, which attract Cuba friendly
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worldd celebrities like South African Nelson Mandela and Argentine football star
Diegoo Maradonna). Wealthy visitors contribute hundreds of thousand dollars to the
healthh and ecological tourist sectors, which in turn are pumped back into health and
education.. [GI, 8 January 1999]
Thee accelerated process of investment during the first few years after the
implementationn of the New Law on Foreign Investment created a strong demand for a
heterogeneouss workforce. Professionals from a wide array of backgrounds flooded the
touristt sector: engineers, lawyers, and teachers have abandoned their careers in order
too work for tourism. [Interviews 1998] Even during the most difficult of economic
timess for Cuba during the nineties, those who worked in tourism were seen as those
withh the best jobs and positions in Cuban society. For some, working for tourism
presentss an image of a new class of materially well off individuals, who within
monthss acquired access to cars and new homes; workers in this sector receive such
materiall benefits as stimuli {estimulo -incentives). Workers in tourism are often
presentedd with jabitas (plastic bags of goods available only in dollars) and the
opportunityy to buy products only sold in dollars in the numerical equivalent in pesos:
shoes,, clothing and household products from abroad. Tourist industry workers are
seenn as the motor of the domestic economy because they are responsible for the
managementt of the bulk of dollars that enters the country. Some Cubans think that
thosee who work in the tourist sector live like tourists, that they are always receiving
tipss and that they live like kings with access to Satellite TV in the hotel lobbies
althoughh this is not always true. However, already there exists a perception of class
difference;; a job in the tourism industry is an envied opportunity. [Interviews, 1998]

Tourismm brings on other social problems like prostitution, access to drugs from abroad
andd violent theft. So far, party/state control of these problems have manifested itself in
thee form of police sponsored repression and the attempt to keep young native
spectatorss away from the tourists. The country does not exactly know how to deal
withh the problems that a tourist-led economy can bring. Traditionally, the PCC is
calledd the (ideological-) motor for the Revolutionary state; but it is not uncommon to
hearr managers and economists half-jokingly say that now, tourism is the motor of the
Revolution.. It would be more than fair to say that to enter the tourist sector of the
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nationall economy is the dream of a large portion of Cuban youth and recent university
graduates.. Direct access to dollars, optimal working conditions, ample space for
professionall mobility and a diversity of available positions are what the sector offers.
Evenn Sociology and Philosophy students are entering the sector, taking on positions in
teachingg aesthetics at FORMATUR, the School for Tourism sector training.
[Interviews,, 1998]
Theree are 75.000 employees in the tourist sector, more than 30.000 are considered to
bee young adults less than thirty years of age; many of them are members of the UJC.
[CEA,, 1998] The members of the UJC are said to have a better political preparation,
theyy are thought of as those strong enough to enter a world surrounded by opulence
butt maintaining their commitment to the principles of the Revolution. Tourism is
calledd the face of Cuba, because the tourist gets their general impression from contact
withh tourism workers. That might mean quality services at the bars and the beaches;
thatt might also mean prostitution. Accordingly, Juan José Vega, President of
Cubanacann Group S.A. says: "the first trenches of ideological struggle is in the tourist
sector".. [GI, 7 September 1997:3]

The UJC has a strong presence, supposedly

becausee the prepared and educated youth that enter this sector may be drawn into
individualism,, neo-liberal ideology, moral degradation, temptation into drugs and
negativee competition.

Statee welfare has benefited from these young workers. At many sites the employees,
underr the direction of UJC, have organised tip campaigns; calling it a "volunteer
surrender"" of tips beneficial to the Revolution. For example, between 1993-1998, El
Aljibee restaurant in La Habana gathered US $360.000 in the five years that it has been
open,, all of it goes to the Ministry of Public Health. [JR, 15 November 1998:2] These
andd many other projects of the like are what make the tourism industry a dynamic
contributionn to the economy of Cuba. But the contribution itself automatically implies
contradictionss in Cuban society, between those chosen to work in tourism with access
too nice commodities and those who cannot find their way into tourism. Each economic
spacee becomes an area for ideological struggle and critical analysis; the Cuban
leadership'ss job is to find out how to control the contradictions and minimise the
sociall costs.
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4.8.22

Bank system reform

Duee to the already mentioned organisational transformations of state institutions and
normss of economic legislation, Cuba was forced into restructuring its monetary policy
andd banking system. Previous to the reforms, the only existing bank in Cuba was the
Bancoo Nacional. It was initially the legalisation of the possession of hard currency that
createdd the need for these reforms. The first scheme in decentralising the bank system
wass the creation of the Banco Popular de Ahorros -a savings bank, in 1993. [FI, 1998]
Thiss bank relieved the national bank's responsibility of holding personal savings in
thee national monetary unit. A separate bank was created for the savings of hard
currencyy earnings; the Banco International de Comercio (BCI), which opened up in
1994.. But because of the increasing number of foreign investors, ex-pat residents on
thee island and the new self-employed businesses that were created, this small reform
didd not suffice. Hence, also in 1994, the government passed Decree-Law No. 84.
Underr this legislative measure, Cuba's Banco Nacional ceased to hold the banking
monopoly,, which governed all monetary and business transactions on the island.
Previously,, all savings and personal bank accounts, hard currency convertibility,
foreignn investment and money transfers were controlled by the above mentioned
centralisedd state institution. This law opened space for private banks and financial
organisationss to operate on the island, as well as for the presence of representative and
workingg offices of foreign and privately owned banks.

Thee National Bank was renamed the Banco Central de Cuba; this entity now deals
strictlyy with national reserves and state capital holdings. Additionally, CADECA S.A.
(casas(casas de cambio) was created in October of 1995 for the purpose of issuing
convertiblee pesos (a new monetary unit representing dollar purchasing power
domestically)) and actual peso-dollar exchange for individuals. This entity was
recognisedd as an independent corporation, free from central state control. [FI, 1998]
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Thesee consequential reforms opened up the island to over 12 large foreign banks and
55 private or non-government Cuban banks. Among the foreign banks are: ING Bank
off the Netherlands, Banco Bilbao Vizcaya, Banco Exterior of Spain, National Bank of
Canadaa and Societe Generale of France. The domestic private banks like the
Agriculturall and Industrial Bank (a commercial bank) deal mainly with budget
enterprisess and UBPCs. The result, though still in the making, is a surrender to what
cann be referred to as the international norms of banking systems. Additionally, the
upgradingg of computers and technological infrastructure of money transfers and credit
systemss was implemented in order to leave room for the future possibility of receiving
creditss from European and global financial institutions. [La Jornada, 4 June 1996]

4.8.33

Other recent economic strategies

Thoughh I have already mentioned the six major components to the organisational
transformationss of state institutions, other developments continued to take place in the
Cubann government's attempt at inserting the country into the global political
economy.. From among them, I can briefly mention here the creation of Free
Economicc Zones (FEZ) or what is called in Spanish Zonas Francos. This has been
anotherr organisational change, which is hoped to generate capital and make space for
rapidd levels of commerce. Since 1997, through these new FEZ, the Cuban government
allowss foreign companies to conduct commerce which benefit all parties, especially
thosee that need to purchase products for the reproduction of services in joint ventures
likee tourism. It facilitates the necessary acquisition and access to foreign products
whichh Cuba itself cannot produce; it also generates a moving economy where
competitionn benefits the national economy as a whole. The advantage to providing
roomm for free competition among international corporations in the sales and purchases
off products, especially high-tech products, is that the highest quality of the
commoditiess at the lowest prices will raise domestic standards of corporate and
industriall materials to that of global norms. Furthermore, the opening of the FEZ has
providedd more employment possibilities for the working population. Once again, the
governmentt continues to manage wages for the nationals that work at the five FEZ
sitess on the island. [GI, 7 January 1998]
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II have found over 40 detailed articles of law regarding the implementation of the FEZ.
Thesee laws are meticulously tailored to maintain strict control of the treatment of
Cubann workers, how foreign enterprises must relate to government agencies on the
grounds,, the definition of property, insurance and security, and the creation of the new
Ministryy of Foreign Capital and Economic Collaboration. The laws make clear the
geographicall limitations of Free Economic Zones, which are always kept far away
fromm city centres and residential quarters. No person can enter the Free Economic
Zoness without permission from the Ministry of Foreign Capital and Economic
Collaborationn or without possessing an identity card issued by the Ministry of Labour
andd Social Security. [MTTS 1998, CEA 1998:40]

4.99

Real economic impact

Soo far in this chapter, I have summarised the causes of Cuba's economic crisis during
thee 1990s and the organisational transformations that have occurred in the country's
domesticc political economy in response to the same. In the next chapter, the outcome
off a number of these reforms will be analysed critically and placed under scrutiny for
theoreticall considerations, and to answer the second half of the central research
question.. But beforehand, in these last two sections of this chapter, it is necessary to
outlinee the most essential results and conclusions of the Special Period. The results
aree basically broken down into two fields of study. The first is the group of simple
empiricall figures, which indicate economic growth, meaning the end of the economic
crisis.. The second is the more social aspect, which indicate serious consequences for
thee general population and party/state legitimacy. Though these sections are brief in
comparisonn to others in this chapter, it is nevertheless important to deliver the real
impactt that the crisis and reforms had upon Cuban society.

4.9.11

Signs of slow recovery

Inn classical terms, using Gross Domestic Product (GDP), the result of the reforms
implementedd since 1995, has been a slow recuperation of economic growth. In terms
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off the long range results on GDP prior and during Cuba's economic crisis, we can
notee that in 1989 the country's GDP grew only 0.7% in relation to the year prior; in
1990,, when the Soviets delayed all their oil deliveries, the GDP contracted by -2.9%.
Thiss fall into economic crisis continued throughout 1993 when the recorded GDP
growthh amounted to -14.9%. It was in 1994 that the country's domestic economy
startedd to demonstrate signs of getting out of the economic crisis, but still there was no
talkk of recuperation; for this year the GDP experienced a 0.7% growth. The following
yearss showed signs of some improvement: 2.5% in 1995, 5% in 1996 and 2.5% in
19977 which all but one year were low compared to the predicted average 4,5-5.0%
growth.. [CEA, 1996:1-5] According to government sources and PCC literature, the
principall factors which hindered such planned growth were the following: Worsening
externall financial conditions as a result of the Helms-Burton law, the fall in sugar
production;; the deteriorating terms of trade due to the fall in nickel prices, adverse
climaticc conditions which affected agriculture; and Thrips Palemi bacteria which
(blamedd on a certain US conspiracy) plagued many crops. [CubaNews 1 July 1997] I
wouldd venture to say that the though the US embargo (in its Torricelli and HelmsBurtonn phase) did have an effect upon further potential growth, the main problem with
domesticc production were the lack of inputs and spare parts in the industrial sector,
thee weak position of the Peso, the social adjustments that needed to be made in new
manageriall structures and the lack of experience in local managerial directorship.

Thoughh the economy never reached the leadership's annual planned goal, the 1997
GDPP 2,5% increase demonstrates that the planned economy can maintain a tendency
off gradual and sustainable recuperation of the national economy, a return to growth
ratess as seen in the early eighties but only by prioritising certain sectors. For instance
inn 1996, when the GDP growth rate was recorded at 5%, UBPC production shrunk
2,8%% due to low efficiency in economic terms of the sugar cane and non-sugar sectors
off that area. There were 1576 units of UBPC's, with 37% of all arable land; these
unitss projected an output of 5 million tons of sugar, whereas the year only offered
4.252.000.. In this same year (1996) industrial production grew by 7.8%; sectors of
lightt industry such as detergent, cosmetics, and household cleaning goods grew 10%;
materialss for infrastructure construction 12%; production of electricity grew by 7%;
thee food industry 9%; crude natural products (nickel and petroleum) 12%; the sugar
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industry,, that is not only the production of sugar but the manufacturing of sugar
relatedd products like rum, foods, juices, combustibles, 4,4%. [CEA, 1998:3-5]

Thee case of the growth in the nickel industry is particularly interesting in terms of
relatingg success in production to the reforms that were made, especially in terms of
foreignn investment. Although the world demand for nickel is today nowhere near the
demandd during the 1970s, due to plastic substitutes, certain foreign industries continue
too have an interest in its production due to the need of nickel for producing sulphides
inn the metal refining industry. An example of that was Sheritt of Canada Group, which
agreedd to join the Cuban government's Compania General de Niquel in creating the
Moaa Nickel Company in 1994. [FI, 1998: 48] This partnership in exploiting this
primaryy product has had an extraordinary effect on its production. The figures, which
havee been produced, not only by the Cuban government but those that were also
confirmedd by the Canadian government, testified to a 64.4% increase between 19941995.. Whereas nickel production in Cuba during 1994 resulted in approximately
27.0000 tons of the metal, in 1995, Cuba in partnership with the private Canadian
groupp registered a production of over 46.000 tons of nickel. This result superseded
nickell production in 1987, which only amounted to 37.000 tons. In 1996 productionlevelss increased again by 31 %. This has meant an additional annual income into the
countryy worth over US $100 million. In 1996, one year after the passing of the New
Laww on Foreign Investment, Australian Western Mining Corporation sealed a US
$6000 million agreement with the Cuban government to exploit the lateretic nickel
reservess in Holguin Province. [FI, 1998:48-50]

Inn terms of the tourist sector, growth in production, construction, and services grew, as
didd the inflow of tourists on a yearly basis. In 1995 over 740.000 visitors spent their
holidayss in Cuba on tourist visas, this was a 19% increase over 1994. In 1996,
900.0000 tourists arrived on the island. And in 1996 and 1997, over one million
touristss -per year- chose Cuba as their holiday destination. In terms of net revenues
fromm tourism throughout the first half of thee decade, government figures conclude that
inn 1991, tourism provided Cuba with a little over US $500 million, whereas in 1995
revenuess amounted to over US $1 billion. [CEE 1999:20]
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Inn order to guarantee economic recuperation and in order to reach a GDP growth
betweenn 2,5% and 3,5% in 1998, the Cuban government considered it essential to
acceleratee and increase the level of economic efficiency, the optimal usage of scarce
resourcess in hard currency and a productivity growth between 1,5 and 2,5%; whereas
thee index for energy consumption growth should only be 1,3%. [CEE 1998: 36]
Additionally,, a bigger reduction in the excess of monetary liquidity in the hands of the
populationn (cash or in savings accounts), was deemed necessary by state economists.
Nevertheless,, some improvement has been made. In 1993, liquidity of the population
amountedd to over Cuban Pesos 11 million; in 1994 liquidity fell to Cuban Pesos
9.940.000;; in 1995 this fell to 9.251.300 and in 1996 it was down to 9.039.600 pesos.
Thiss last figure amounted to 38.8% of the entire GDP for 1996, which still does not
reflectt a slightly healthier 21.6% as was indicated for 1989. However, an
improvementt was witnessed while comparing 1996 liquidity rates in percentage of the
GDPP to 1993's liquidity rate which reflected 73% of Cuba's GDP for that year. The
largee reduction of liquidity can be attributed mostly to legalisation of the possession of
hardd currencies and the dollarisation of the economy, whereby Cubans would change
theirr pesos for dollars in order to purchase essential goods. In terms of foreign debt,
whichh now is counted only in hard currency terms, the government provided figures
indicatingg that the total foreign debt did increase between 1994, where in US dollars it
amountedd to $9,082,800,000 to $9,161,008,000 in 1995. But the state budget deficit
(too current GDP) decreased tremendously from 1993 to 1995, whereas in percentages
thee former (1993) reached a level of 32.7 %, and in 1995 fell to 3.5%. [FI, 1998:45]
Alll these indicators prove that Cuba began to recuperate its production process in
19955 and the economy was open to more growth in capital accumulations.

4.9.22

Social indicators and contradictions in Cuba's political economy

Despitee the desire of many in Miami, the Cuban people did not follow the path of
theirr erstwhile Eastern European comrades. During the crisis of the 1990s
demonstrationss and riots were not seen on the streets and the government, concerned
withh developing strategies, received overwhelming support from the masses. People
adjustedd their diets to eating less varied food, as bread lines grew longer.
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Transportationn in the cities as well as in the hilly countryside was reduced to the
Chinesee bicycle and large, cheap cargo wagons imitating public buses (the camellos).
Nevertheless,, Fidel Castro boasted that during this difficult time, not one school,
hospitall or day-care centre was shut down. [GI, 8 February 1995:3]

Ass I have shown in the Introduction and in Chapter Two of this dissertation, the
Cubann government's primary responsibilities to the country have been to maintain a
relativelyy high level of egalitarian social indicators through re-distribution among the
population,, welfare in housing, food, education and medicine, and social stability
basedd on the growth of the economy. The social achievements that have been
accomplishedd since the party/state apparatus was established are considered to be
amongg the most important fruits of the Revolution, which legitimises the regime.
Thoughh few would argue with the fact that no schools or hospitals were ever shut
downn during the crisis of the 1990s, other social-economic indicators need to be taken
intoo consideration in order for the analysis to be complete.

Inn terms of total public spending, government sources indicate a pattern simulating the
restt of production and spending in all other sectors of the country's economy during
thee crisis. The comparison, beginning in 1989 with an outlay of budgeted activities
totallingg over 7 billion Pesos, reaching the lowest trough in 1992 with an outlay of 6
billionn Pesos and rising again in 1996 back to 7 billion Pesos, demonstrates an overall
improvement.. The largest expenses for the state have been Education, Public Health
andd Social Security. Social Security and Retirement benefits increased by 5% between
Januaryy 1997 and January 1998 [MTSS, 1998] and have increased at least this much
everr since. An identical pattern is found in terms of welfare expenditure directly to the
population. .

Butt the same could not be said of Public Health; whereas from 1990-1991,
expendituress in this field contracted from 937.4 million Pesos to 924.9 million.
However,, in 1992, public health spending did increase to over 1 billion Pesos. There
wass a slight decrease in 1994, although it was still over 1 billion Pesos. Every year
thereafterr up until the year 2000, the Cuban government has kept up its commitment
too increasing expenditures in the Public Health sector including salaries for those in
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thee health profession. Additionally, the number of health care workers has
continuouslyy increased between 1993, where there was a total of 308.352 to 320.427
inn 1995. During this same crucial period, the Population per Physician ratio fell from
214:11 to 193:1. Again, the figures from 1996 to 2000 demonstrate a continuous
growthh in the number of doctors that Cuban universities produce. [FI 1998:12] This
pointt will be elaborated on in Chapter Five.

Despitee the effects that the embargo had on the health care system, certain
achievementss in this sector can be noted, including the 1997 infant mortality rate (7,2
perr 1.000) which puts Cuba among the 25 countries with the lowest infant mortality
ratee in the world. In this same year, the mortality rate of those younger than 5 years of
agee was 9,3 per 1.000. National vaccination programmes continued to guarantee the
immunityy against 12 illnesses commonly found among infants. [CEA, 1998:8]

Thee figures for unemployment are less impressive. In 1997, the rate was 6,9% of the
ablee working population which was a drop from 7,5% in the previous year, with
66.3000 positions in the service sector; 15% state and 53% non state and 30% mixed.
Thee cuentapropista solution could then have also been seen as an attempt to remedy
unemployment.. Many of the cuentapropistas between 1994, when the law of selfemploymentt was implemented, and 1997 happen to be displaced workers from
assemblyy factories closed down during the first half of the 90s, or university or high
schooll dropouts who have discovered money making on the streets before selfemploymentt was normalised. Nevertheless and in contrast, the information on
unemploymentt for 1998, which was 8%, indicated a reversal in the trend to turn to
self-employment.. [MTSS, 1998] But the unemployment rate for 1999 did decrease
backk to 7,3%. [CEE, 2000:7] More recent figures on cuentapropismo and
unemploymentt will be delivered in the following chapter.

4.9.33

Social welfare

Feww can contest the grand social achievements that were accomplished during Cuba's
economicc crisis during the 1990s. They not only contrast sharply with neighbouring
countriess but also indicate a tendency to maintain and increase the state's
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responsibilityy to the population. How the Cuban economy was able produce a set of
programmess resulting in slow recuperation while at the same time re-enforcing the
commitmentt to welfare is what keeps social scientists in awe. However, even though
thesee official figures seem impressive, another part of the story is not told. Socialeconomicc indicators usually concern themselves only with numbers that indicate
governmentt output in social expenditure and the condition of the general population.
Forr example: life expectancy, infant mortality rates, etc. I, nevertheless, have chosen
too take other social aspects into consideration; namely: disparity in income and capital
accumulation,, the effects of legalising the dollar, social problems like prostitution and
thee development of racial discrimination, and the contradictions emanating from the
neww forms of labour, like self-employment. These aspects can be related directly to
thee list of organisational and normative transformations mentioned earlier in this
chapter. .

4.9.44

Disparity in income

Thee biggest social problem that I have identified in Cuba today is the disparity in
incomee and material goods among the population. As I will demonstrate, they are a
directt result of the reforms and organisational and normative transformations that the
politicall economy has experienced during the crisis. As a rough introductory guide,
wee can look at the concentration of liquid capital into fewer hands. Haraldo Dilla
[1999]] notes that by looking at the statistics derived from bank accounts (information
providedd by the National Bank of Cuba), we see a progressive difference between a
smalll group of people holding much more capital than others:
"... .in late 1994 14,1% of the total accounts contained 77,8% of the total amount of savings. A year
later,, 13,1% of the accounts contained 83,7% of the total and by 1996 the concentration had reached
thee point where 12,8% of the total number of accounts (some 600,000 accounts) represented 84,7% of
thee total savings accumulated, some 6.6 billion Pesos. More significant perhaps is the fact that in the
samee year 2,7% of accounts contained 43,8% of all savings."

Thesee figures indicate personal savings at the National Bank alone. It does not take
intoo account the savings accounts that exist in the new and private banks, which hold
savingss in the national monetary unit as well as in dollars. Though no figures were
provide,, as they would be difficult to gather during the current time of bank system
restructuring,, I would venture to say that figures from all the dollar savings accounts
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onn the island most probably indicate an even larger concentration of capital into even
fewerr hands. This gross reality provides proof of a growing disparity among Cuban
nationals,, a big contradiction due to the reforms. The growing unequal distribution of
wealthh to which Dilla alludes is, in my opinion, due to the creation of a dual monetary
systemm and the opening of self-employment as a new mode of production.

Ass mentioned earlier, prior to 1993, Cubans possessing US Dollars would be severely
punished.. One of the first economic reforms that were made during the Special Period
wass the legalisation of the possession of hard currencies by Cuban nationals. This
processs -which I identify more realistically as the dollarisation of the economy- can
bee studied by looking at the effects it had upon the general population and the instant
differencess that it created among certain social groups. The first divisive effect is the
riftrift that is created between those with FE (literally "faith", but short for Familia en el
Exterior,Exterior, or those with family abroad) and those without. Those with relatives in
Northh America or Western Europe are the first to benefit from the dollarisation
process.. They experienced a different Special Period, possibly a glorious special
period.. These are the individuals who immediately went to the stores, traditionally
reservedd for diplomats and directors of corporations, to buy cement and paint for their
homee repair, stylish clothing from Benetton, Sony televisions and sound systems, Fiat
carss and mopeds, fresh meats and fine wines from Europe. These small material
differencess should not be underestimated. They create deep scars among neighbours
andd relatives, between blacks and whites (recognising the fact the more well to do
Cubann population outside Cuba are white), and especially between employees and
managerss or PCC members.

Again,, this legalisation created a dual economy, were many products from abroad and
manyy services produced domestically would be sold in US Dollars. The only products
andd services which continue to be sold in pesos are: monthly rations, daily bread
rations,, supplementary foods from the UBPC markets, transportation, refreshments
andd beverages provided by cuentapropistas, second hand books, cultural activities
(theatre,, ballet, concerts), and local entertainment (bars, cinema and sports halls). The
so-calledd "'dollar shoppings" or "diplotiendas", which were initially opened for the
tourist,, became providers of Cuba's occasional consumer goods paid for in dollars.
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Somee medicines that are considered to be non-essential by the government: cough
medicines,, anti diarrhoea medicines and aspirins, for example, have to be paid for in
USS Dollars.

Inn terms of nutrition, only the minimal food basket is guaranteed for Cuban families,
thatt is: A typical food basket per person comes out to be $2.25 per month, but that
foodd basket does not have all the nutritional value that it had had during the eighties.
Freshh fruit is not included, neither are meats, cooking oil, or dairy products, usually.
Thee monthly rationed food basket is comprised of basic staple products (rice and
beans),, which include a guaranteed round piece of bread per day. Hence, most Cubans
continuee to turn to the black market to supplement their needs. [Interviews, 1999]

4.9.55

The drive towards tourism

Meanwhile,, in the tourism industry workers are comforted by new forms of work
incentives.. Jabitas, plastic bags of cosmetic and clothing goodies, which can only be
boughtt in dollars but are specially given or on occasion sold to workers in tourism at
subsidisedd prices, is the prime example. This is a sort of stimulus for the tourist
industryy workers along with which they can be offered tips in dollars directly from the
tourists.. Previously it was illegal for Cuban workers to accept the dollars, today it is
nott only commonplace and legal, but it is encouraged. Out of 100 Cuban workers that
II interviewed at random, 94 have stated that there is a big difference in the standard of
livingg between those who work in tourism and those in other sectors. [Interviews,
1998]] Many of those interviewed have used the word abysmal in describing the
difference.. The remaining six, which were composed of professional athletes, a
physician,, and accounting specialists in the new financial sectors, were opposed to the
ideaa that there was any difference in standard of living were. Clearly, many students
graduatingg from the universities are more inclined to want to work for the tourist
sector.. The difference between those who come in contact with foreign capital and
thosee that do not is becoming more and more obvious.
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4.9.66

Self-employment and inequality

Ass far as the cuentapropismo is concerned, the self-employed generally make much
moree money than state workers, those who can earn dollars are at a higher advantage
thann those earning in pesos. Dollar earners can buy materials for the production of
services.. Profits for those who conduct businesses in pesos were based on the sale of
productss made from (raw) materials that were bought from the state. Whereas dollar
earnerss conducted their businesses strictly in the service industry (restaurants, bedand-breakfasts,, etc.) Material earnings and benefits for dollar earners (home
improvement,, cars, televisions, etc.) bring a relative yet serious hike in the standard of
living.. There is a giant difference between the average income of those who conduct
theirr business in the national monetary unit and those who use the US dollar for the
productionn and sale of their services. I found that cuentapropistas -dealing in dollarscann make nearly $500 after taxes, whereas the peso earning pizza maker can earn as
littlee as 150 Pesos. Additionally, most of the dollar earning self-employed are those
individualss and families with FE. Therefore, indicating that many of the new and
successfull businesses like paladares (home-restaurants) and bread-and-breakfasts are
generallyy funded by family abroad, who were able to send their island resident
relativess money to start and maintain high-income earnings. My study also
demonstratedd a possible rift in ideology and sympathy towards the Cuban government;
56%% of the cuentapropistas with FE that I interviewed said that they do not care so
muchh for the Communist government. In contrast, of those that did not have family
abroad,, 63% answered not only favourably but also quite enthusiastically in their
supportt for the Communist Party-led state. Though this group represents a small
percentagee of the entire population, their attitudes do represent a developing
differencee in ideas between those with access to dollars and those who do not. [See
Appendix] ]

4.9.77

Racism

Thoughh many claim that the Revolution abolished racism in Cuba -at least
institutionally-- forty years of progressive social order cannot erase five hundred years
off history. The attitudes and prejudices of racist ideology remain prevalent and are
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manifestedd in the way individuals identify themselves. Even up to this day, the colour
off one's skin is still inscribed on passports and identification cards. In her graduate
thesiss concerning the condition of Black Women in Cuba, Turid Bazuin says the
following: :
"Today,, when looking at the color present in the medical personnel, tourist hotels and on television
makess one realise the still prevailing preference for "white-looking" people. Even though Blacks
enteredd the labor market, this preference became less stringent during the years after 1959. Today
(writingg during the Special Period), due to foreign influences (joint venture, tourism, etc.) the
preferencee for white people is increasing again." [Bazuin, 1997:83]

Thee same can be said for cuentapropismo, especially in the light of what was
explainedd earlier, about those self-employed receiving dollar remittances from abroad
-theyy are usually white. It is interesting to see what prospects racist attitudes have in
thee developing domestic market; will the inequalities between Whites and Blacks in
pre-Revolutionaryy times be manifested again? What is certain is that the largest
representedd race in cuentapropismo happens to be White. Additionally, there is a
longerr family tradition of running small businesses among Whites than Blacks, who
priorr to the Revolution where usually not found in the small proprietor class. A
sweepingg though accurate generalisation can be made that White families have more
experiencee in setting up small, family run shops, restaurants and stores. The kiosks
andd restaurants are usually run by families and relatives, parents and grandparents who
rememberr pre-Revolutionary days and possess the knowledge of how businesses are
run;; they in turn hand these traditions down to their children.

4.9.88

Tourism, prostitution and racism

Ass tourism is expanding, a feeling of fear is being conjured up among Cubans. This
fearr dates back to the Cuba of the 1950s. Those over fifty years old remember Havana
whenn it was a US tourist playground dominated by gangsters who also owned other
"industries"" like gambling, drug trafficking and prostitution. Government policies
regardingg tourism are evidence of contradictions. For example, Cubans are denied
accesss to many tourist facilities, or hotels are only open to those Cubans who can pay
inn dollars. This creates an ideological and political problem and highlights the
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contradictoryy values of government policies, because through the Revolution Cubans
havee been trained in a quasi-egalitarian system.
Tourismm greatly affects wages and one can no longer speak of equality among them.
Forr example, within one week, a tourist cab driver (or a prostitute) earns the
equivalentt of a doctor's monthly salary. Furthermore, today the stream of tourists mainlyy coming from Europe- confront the Cubans with other ideologies, which have
bothh positive (knowledge and consciousness) and negative (frustration at not having
thosee dollars and not having the ability to travel) effects. Tourism is a catalyst to
change,, it increases the domestic understanding of world affairs and the world market
system;; at the same time it also brings with it materialism, prostitution and frustration.
Thee government's intention when it first promoted tourism during the 1980s, and then
duringg the Special Period, was to keep the tourists in their hotels and on the beaches,
visitingg Cuba only through guided tours. The tourist industry was set up as an industry
'apart'' from the population. But this changed as more and more workers were drawn
intoo the tourist industry, the fastest growing and most profitable business in Cuba. But
onee cannot have two "spheres" (private domestic and foreign) run apart. Tourists
wantt to meet Cubans and vice-versa, to hinder that is to play with nature.
Furthermore,, realising the importance of the dollar, Cubans make an effort to get into
contactt with tourists.

Evenn though the rate of Black and White Cubans working in the tourist industry, are
aboutt the same, tourism also means more racism. Blacks tend to witness their
passportss and identity cards being checked more often when entering a hotel. If the
passportt is Cuban and one is Black, entrance is often denied unless, of course, dollars
aree accompanied by the Black. [Interviews, 1998] However, the amount of White and
Blackk employees in the hotels is the same. Of course one can argue that this is a
prejudicee based upon the attempt to separate the tourist community from natives, for
thee purpose of making tourists comfortable and not bothered by needy Cubans. But
thee fact remains that these prejudices are manifested in segregating Blacks from
Whites.. Why can't a Black man be a tourist? The ideas of racism reminiscent of the
1950ss are only re-enforced.
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Thee increasing amount of joint ventures and the legalisation of the dollar are two other
importantt outcomes of the Special Period, contributing to the increasing class
differencess and stronger lines of racism. The head of the Anthropology Department at
thee University of Havana re-affirmed the notion that racism has grown as foreign
influencee increased. She stated for example, that the firmas mixtas (joint ventures)
preferr to employ White Cubans. Even though the Cuban state organises all workers to
apply,, foreign firms choose White and Male, which surprised her as she is used to
working,, in the same type of company, with many women and Blacks. Not only the
jointt ventures, but also the legalisation of the dollar had consequences that played
alongg racist lines. [Bazuin, 1997]
Curiouslyy enough, prostitution was not outlawed immediately in 1959. Pimping
becamee prohibited only in 1961, but the traditional posadas (government run hotels)
weree to remain open to "satisfy a social need". Prostitution thereby became statecontrolledd [Matthews and Salas quoted in Bunk, 1994:96]. In 1970, the government
changedd its approach and considered prostitution to be a growing social problem,
whichh needed to be outlawed [Bunk, 1994:104]. Today prostitution is an everyday
phenomenonn in which the borders of just talking, friendship or beyond seems very
blurred.. Jineterismo is a broad term that is used to describe a range of activities such
ass having a "good time" and a drink at a hotel with a foreigner. It could be extended to
dancingg with tourists, letting the foreigners buy nice clothing or having sex with the
visitor.. The different ranges or scales of jineterismo make Cubans say that it is not
prostitutionn in the conventional use of the term. In Cuba there are male jineteros and
femalee jineteras. Bazuin notes that it is the latter that is talked about more often in
Cuba,, even though the male/female ratio in prostitution is equal. [Bazuin, 1997] Even
thee government openly expressed their view towards jineterismo. Fidel Castro himself
seemedd to have changed his mind in the times of economic hardships. The excuse he
gavee for Cuban prostitution today was that these women are jineteras and not
prostitutess since no one forced them to do so. Castro stated that these jineteras were
"highlyy educated hookers and quite healthy." [Washington Post, 3 March 1992: A31]
Whenn speaking to Brazilian government officials, Castro said that: "Our hookers do
nott do it out of obligation, or necessity. Here prostitution does not occur for that
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reasonn but because somehow they like it." But government policy remains unclear, as
moree youth turn to these means in quest for the US Dollar.

4.9.99

The consequences and legitimacy

Alll together, the combination of economic crisis and the responsive reforms can be
understoodd as an apertura (or opening), which was conscientiously and gradually
implementedd for the purpose of adapting Cuban society to global changes. All the
while,, the PCC under the leadership of Fidel Castro maintained social stability and
continuancee (at least in words) with the Socialist project. In line with the forty-yearoldd project, the specific changes in Cuba's political economy remains self-imposed.
Thiss is not a World Bank or IMF plan, but it is a profound change that essentially
modifiess the relationship between Cuba and the global economy.

Too the dismay of those who watched in hope for the fall of the Communist party/state
apparatuss and predicted an eventual demise of the revolutionary political structure, the
PCCC remained firm and led the country out of economic chaos. In turn, the population
respondedd by adapting to the imposed changes. No one knows how many more
reformss will be implemented in the future, but what remains clear is that market-like
strategiess in Cuba never interfered with social spending. On the contrary, the Cuban
governmentt continues to maintain its commitment to the essential social achievements
off the Revolution. Nevertheless, the unorthodox socio-economic indicators that I
havee taken into consideration do indicate that ever since the state leadership
implementedd the reforms leading towards the organisational transformation of
productionn and accumulation, rifts of inequality have appeared among the population.
Hence,, egalitarian values and equal distribution of wealth and resources experienced a
shakyy imbalance.

Theree were changes made in the political structure, more specifically in the
representativee electoral process and in the definition of private property. The
constitutionall reforms, the laws and programmes that followed up through the Special
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Period,, were welcomed by the population. Additionally, Party discourse on social
justicee and anti-imperialism continued to be ever present. It is in this light where one
cann conclude that the preservation and even enhancement of the essential pillars and
foundationss of the Cuban Revolution that were described in Chapter Three, were a
necessaryy element, if not the most important, in maintaining and protecting the oneparty/statee apparatus.
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CHAPTERR FIVE
Structurall Adjustments and Social Forces in Cuba:
Howw Cuba's model was shaped by global trends
Inn Chapter Four, I explained the causes and consequences of Cuba's economic crisis
duringg the first half of the 1990s, the necessary process of political and economic
restructuringg that the country endured after the disintegration of the Socialist Bloc in
Easternn Europe and the re-enforcement of the US economic embargo. The survey
conductedd on the domestic response -called the Special Period- answered the
questionss as to why and how Cuba's party/state apparatus survived the crisis and
continuess to exist. This fifth chapter is dedicated to identifying newly pronounced
sociall structures that have emanated from the measures and reforms executed during
thee Special Period. Parallel to this task, I will identify the similarities and
discrepanciess between Cuba's new economic model and those global trends identified
inn Chapter Two as the central characteristics of neo-liberal globalisation and transition
economies.. My principle argument here is that while the policies of economic and
politicall reform implemented by the party/state apparatus were portrayed as a
temporaryy or emergency reaction to global pressures, some new structures have been
institutedd and prove to be stable and quasi-permanent. These new structures, which
weree shaped by global trends, create new social forces and re-position old ones in
orderr to maintain the pillars and foundations of the Revolution's existence, mentioned
inn Chapter Three. By identifying the new structures, both organisational/institutional
andd normative, it will then be possible to estimate the extent to which global pressures
determinee or shape the current Cuban model. In short, what has been demonstrated up
tilll now is that the Cuban party/state apparatus utilised the world market as a
substitutee for the benefits it received from the former Soviet Bloc; in this chapter, I
willl demonstrate the effects this replacement has upon Cuba's political and economic
structuree and the consequences for the pillars that maintained the party/state apparatus
throughoutt the last four decades.

Thee first part of this chapter consists of a brief survey of Cuba's demonstrated
economicc and social growth between 1996 and 2000. The purpose of this section is to
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providee a background to the euphoria of success that the Cuban government stresses. I
willl use both domestic sources as well as international and critical ones in order to
avoidd oficialismos. From that point on, two specific practices that characterise the
country'ss new economy will be analysed in order to reveal the structures and repositionedd social forces that define Cuba's adjustment to the global political economy.
Thesee are what have been called the process of 'entrepreneurial perfection'
(perfeccionamiento(perfeccionamiento

empresarial)

and

the

system

of

{cuentapropismo){cuentapropismo) mentioned in Chapter Four.
Thoughh I defend the idea that the Cuban party/state apparatus distances itself from the
enn vogue measures taken up by most other countries, I will expose the areas of Cuban
societyy that are moulded by -and most resemble- trends in the global political
economy.. Among them: downsizing at the work place, labour flexibility and
dependencyy on foreign investment. Hereby, the Cuban response, which is essentially
basedd on the foundations of anti-imperialism and social justice, will be deconstructed
andd evaluated according to the pillars of the Revolution's existence.

5.11

Demonstrated economic growth

Sincee 1996, Cuba's GNP growth rate has averaged 4,6% per annum. In 2000, the
GNPP registered a growth of 5,6 %. This overall growth was fostered and accompanied
byy a 2,9% reduction in energy use, a 3,5% increase in labour productivity and 16%
increasee in domestic and foreign investments. The demonstrated growth in
productivityy in communal and social services was recorded at 3,4%. Meanwhile, State
workers'' salaries have increased by 7,7% with a global increase targeted at
schoolteacherss and healthcare workers. Cuba remains as a service-oriented economy
ass 62%> of its exports are concentrated in services. Nevertheless, there was a 16%
increasee in the export of goods and 11 % increase in imports for domestic
consumption.. [MEP, 2001:1-5]

Itt is this miracle that keeps global economists, friends and enemies of the Revolution
inn awe. How does a basic-level industrial and service orientated Third World economy
off Socialist government and state supremacy, with an anti-neo-liberal stance
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self-emp

demonstratedd in its discourse produce such exceptional results while maintaining and
providingg for the majority of the population a guaranteed access to health care and
education?? According to government propaganda, this economic growth is not yet
satisfactoryy and still does not resemble the economic growth experienced during the
1980ss and prior to the descent of the former Socialist bloc. Nevertheless, the country
hass just begun to recover and, according to government propaganda and the country's
leadingg economists, is on its way to irreversible social and capital growth. [GI, 22
Decemberr 2001]
Thee sector that experienced the largest growth, in 2000, was agriculture, which
registeredd a 14,5% increase in comparison to the previous year. This was followed by
transportt and communications with a 9,3% increase for the same period. Industry,
includingg

small arms production, mining/mineral-petroleum

processing and

manufacturingg grew by 5%. Cuba'ss historical and traditional primary export industry,
sugar,, likewise experienced a relative growth towards the end of the crisis decade.
Duringg the 1999-2000 harvest the country produced 4.058 million tons of sugar within
1144 days. This represents a 7,3 % increase in relation to the year before. The gains
fromm sugar export after the last harvest totalled US$ 2.2 billion according to the
Ministryy of Sugar. [MINAZ, Annual Report on Sugar Production 2001]

Loanss for small businesses and construction have also increased, not only in the
nationall monetary unit but in US Dollars as well. During 2000, Cuban banks have lent
outt approximately US $2 billion. In the national currency, banks have lent up to 5.5
billionn Pesos. It was reported that 40% of the population have saving accounts in both
thee national and foreign currencies. This reveals an increasing trustworthiness on
behalff of the national banking system. The technological advance made in Cuba's
financee system has been just as impressive. Currently, 200 national companies in
Cubaa operate their monetary transactions electronically. 350.000 black-strip cards
havee been produced and are currently in use for the distribution of employee's salaries
andd for the deposit of money into savings and cheque accounts. Since 2000, 78 ATM
machiness have been operating in the country. Havana is now awash with mobile
telephones,, computer stores, shopping malls and tourists. The picture is quite different
inn 2001 than it was in 1996. [GI, 22 December 2001]
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5.22

Causes for economic growth

Duringg the 2001 session of the Central Committee of the PCC, party officials cited
fourr principle factors that have contributed to the economic success story and, more
specifically,, those that have contributed to the acquisition of foreign capital. [GI, 15
Mayy 2001] Firstly, they attributed the growth to the expansion of the service sector,
especiallyy tourism, which experienced a 10% growth during 2000 with 1.8 million
visitorss primarily from Canada, Germany, Italy, Spain, France, UK, Mexico and
Argentina.. Seventy percent of Cuba's tourists are concentrated in this group of
countries.. That is five times more visitors than in 1990 (the start of Cuba's economic
crisis).. While in 1990, Cuba had only 12.900 hotel rooms there were 35.000 available
rooms,, at the start of 2000. These figures are only an additional contribution to the
accommodationss provided by self-employed or family hostel businesses. [Gl, 22
Decemberr 2000]

Inn 2000, the Cuban state corporations poured 522 million Pesos or USS 21.6 million
intoo the tourism industry. The national earnings from this sector reached US$ 1.939
billion.. Tourism now employs 90.000 workers directly (hotels and accommodation,
airport,, transport and guides). Indirectly, this service industry links a network of
300.0000 workers in the service line (renting of automobiles and other popular services
providedd for the tourist like massage, mineral baths, sport facilities, and restaurants).
[GI,, 15 May 2001] This demonstrates a very large dependency on tourism as the main
providerr of foreign capital to Cuba.

Thee dangers of depending on tourism were affirmed in 2000, as state economists
expectedd over 2 million visitors. The problem was found in the fall in value of the
Euroo and/or European national monetary units in comparison to the US dollar. Since
thee economy, especially the tourist industry, is based on the dollar for its primary unit
off exchange and costs, the number of European visitors tended to stagnate and will
mostt likely decrease until the value of the dollar is reduced. According to commercial
directorr of urban hotels of the Sol Melissa Group, Carmen Martinez Teran, 2000 had
nott been a good year for any Caribbean country or tourist market. The failure was due
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too the hike in oil prices that had substantially increased the price of airline tickets. In
anyy case, Cuba continues to be the hottest spot for tourist growth in the region.
Betweenn 1996 and 2000, the average annual increase in visitors to Cuba was 18,6%,
whilee in the rest of the Caribbean it was between 3-4%. [Cornelias M., (GI) 18
Januaryy 2001]
Thee second area of improvement that contributed to Cuba's economic growth was the
reductionn in wasteful energy usage through efficiency plans rather than austerity
measures.. The PCC pointed out that in agriculture for example, a more efficient use of
energyy has been demonstrated. In 1989, the harvest of one ton of tropical vegetables
andd tubers used up 95 kg of diesel and 19 kg of gasoline. In 2000 37 kg of diesel and 3
kgg of gasoline were used to produce the same amount. For the production of nickel a
similarr tendency was demonstrated. In the most important and productive nickel
miningg and refinery plant Ernesto Che Guevara, located in Moa, half of the amount of
combustiblee used to produce a ton of the mineral in 1989 was used in the year 2000.
Duringg this last year 72.000 tons of nickel were produced. This reflects a giant step in
nickell production, as the total amount of nickel produced in 1989 was only 45.591
tons.. [GI, 21 April 2001]

Thee third causal attribute to Cuba's new economy has been the increase in the
extractionn of local petroleum and its input at the service of electricity, the production
off cement and nickel. This led to a greater independence of the country's combustible
energy.. The prospects for more exploitation of local oil seems hopeful, as recent
geologicall reports have revealed large untapped petroleum wells in Cuba's West
Coastt (Cuban territorial Gulf of Mexico). In 2000, 2.8 million tons of crude oil was
discoveredd on national territory. With the recent news of other petroleum pools lying
inn the Gulf of Mexico, the government estimates that by the year 2005 production can
reachh as high as 5 million tons per year. [Granma, 15 January 2001] The increase in
petroleumm production has saved the state US$ 400 million in 2000. Currently, 70% of
thee country's electricity is generated by the burning of petroleum produced by the
country'ss own oil reserves. Additionally, and thanks to foreign investors, most central
generatorss have been updated or reconstructed using Japanese technology in electricity
productionn -this has replaced the outdated and inefficient Eastern European
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generators.. This same method will be introduced into nickel ventures and the
productionn of cement. Half of Havana's population depends on natural gas for their
householdd purposes, including cooking and water heating. This natural gas
accompaniedd the extraction of crude oil in Cuba's North Coast by the CojimarVaraderoo Company. [GI, 27 April 2001] But none of this petroleum extraction would
havee been possible without the participation of foreign capital in the form of joint
ventures.. The costs and deductible profits, which will most likely revert to the home
countries,, have not yet been estimated. Therefore, PCC prospects can be considered a
littlee too optimistic.

Finally,, foreign investment was revered as the most important contributor to Cuba's
economicc growth. Without it, the sectors of tourism, petroleum extraction and tobacco
exportt would have not succeeded in experiencing growth. As was mentioned in
Chapterr Four, FDI was recognised officially in 1995. Prior to that, the Cuban
governmentt allowed foreign entities to invest only up to 49% in joint ventures.
Althoughh most investors are still participating through partial ownership contracts
withh the Cuban government, direct investment of up to 100% has increased since the
laww on FDI was passed. Approximately US$ 4 billion between 1995 and 2000 has
beenn invested into the country by foreign enterprises. In total, there are currently 394
associationss operating with foreign capital. [MEP, 2001:3-4]

Inn terms of joint venture or private investments into the country, in 2000 there has
beenn an increase of 11% in comparison to the year before hand. Out of the US$ 5
billionn that were poured into the Cuban economy, US$ 1.5 billion were invested into
constructionn and the modernisation or renovation of thermoelectric plants, the
transportt of crude oil, gas, and nickel, the construction of hotels, and, in the sectors of
telecommunications.. By the close of 2000, 31 new joint venture companies were
created.. [MEP, 2001:3-4]

Brascuba,, a cigarette company founded in 1996 with private Brazilian and Cuban
nationall capital, can be considered an example of successful joint venturing. With two
Co-presidents,, Adolfo Diaz Suarez (Cuba) and Fernando Teixeira of the Souza Cruz
Tobaccoo group (Brazil), the company earned US$ 20 million in 2000. Due to the
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investment-incomee policy (50/50), Cuba receives half of this amount. To demonstrate
aa real entrepreneurial growth, in 1996 Brascuba produced and distributed 571 million
cigarettess under three brand names; in the first half of 2001, the company produced 2
billionn cigarettes in six varieties. This joint venture depends on local as well as foreign
marketss (within the region as well as in Europe) by selling under the brand names
Hollywood,, Continental, Popular, Romeo y Julieta, Monterey and Vargas. Though the
numberr of employees was not revealed by corporate or government sources, Brascuba
boastss that the average age of their workers is 32, mostly women, whereby 40% are
universityy educated (engineers and executive office managers) and 58% have a middle
degreee in vocational and technical training. [GI, 21 June 2001] These last statistics
reflectt the professional environment that surrounds joint ventures in Cuba and
explainss why the island is currently a desirable market for foreign investors.

Inn 2001, FDI provided the national economy with USS 1.2 billion. Fifty-one new
contractss for 2001 were signed, with Venezuela being the number one investor
specialisingg in petroleum exploration and refining. [Volkskrant 12 July 2001] The Sol
Meliaa Group, a Spanish pioneer investing in the Cuban tourism market, finished the
yearr 2000 managing 20 hotels around the island. Additionally, Sol Melia bought up
Havana'ss historical Habana Libre Hotel. [GI, 18 January 2001], The French group
Total-Elff is currently the number one private gas provider for Cuba. They together
withh Trafigura, a British company, provide the Cuban state corporations with the most
upp to date technological advances in the use of natural gas. [GI, 27 April 2001]

Whetherr 100% FDI or joint venture, foreign investment in Cuba has played an
extraordinaryy role in the island's survival throughout the past 5 years. While
companiess like Hitachi, Total-Elf and Sol Melia are providing Cuba with capital and
neww technology, the party/state apparatus is providing healthy and highly educated
Cubann workers to new markets.

5.33

Social growth

Cubann government statements and propaganda often reiterate the importance of social
developmentt in accordance with economic growth. According to the PCC Statement
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off Social Policy, since the Revolution of 1959, the main priorities of the leadership in
sociall policy have been to:

••

Provide the entire population with access to a minimal or basic food source;

••

Guarantee each citizen equal access to a decent health system and education;

••

Disperse an adequate income for the retired and those economically vulnerable
sectorss of the Cuban population;

••

Provide every worker with sources of employment, protection and benefits;

••

Provide every citizen comfortable and affordable housing, preferably private
housingg (most Cuban citizens own their houses);

••

Attain a society that progresses towards justice and human solidarity.
[Source:: Government of Cuba/PCC Web page on Social Development, 2001:1]

Clearly,, there exists a correlation between economic growth and social development
inn Cuba. It is understood that social development could not happen without economic
growth,, as humans can only satisfy their material needs with collective material gain,
andd as economic growth provides the necessary resources to satisfy the needs of
societyy as a whole. Social policy in Cuba has officially followed the line that all
economicc gains should be directly invested into the national programmes that promote
sociall development. In Cuba, resources invested into the social programmes that
guaranteee social development are not considered to be mere costs, as is the case in
mostt countries that practice the neo-liberal reductionism that was mentioned in
Chapterr Two. Rather, investment of capital and materials into social programmes are
consideredd to be the satisfaction of the PCC's objective priorities. This was
demonstratedd during the 1990s economic crisis, which was highlighted in Chapter
Four.. But this investment into social programmes for the State's contribution to social
developmentt is not simply moralistic. The investment into maintaining social
developmentt is rewarded with high levels of education; in other words, the creation of
aa highly educated cadre of workers that are ready to confront the global political
economy.. Vice-President of the Council of State Carlos Lage once mentioned that
whatt makes Cuba so attractive for foreign investors, besides political stability is the
population'ss health record and the most educated group of workers that any
developingg country can provide. [Lage, 1996]
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Cuba'ss social development did back fire during the mid-1980s, when the first
generationn of educated youth entered the job market and found only jobs that required
lowerr levels of education. The job market was flooded with engineers, doctors,
lawyers,, translators and other university educated professionals. [Carranza, 1996:3]
Butt as the country recovered its economic and productive capacity, in addition to
openingg up to foreign investment, the need for these professionals began to grow.
Today,, there are more workers needed in informatics (IT) than ever before.
Economistss that have studied capitalist economy (as it is called at Cuban universities)
aree now employed as directors and managers of state companies. Engineers are now
hiredd on a continual and contracted basis by foreign enterprises via government
temporaryy agencies. [Interviews, 2001] The need for workers with computer and
Internett knowledge has also increased. [GI, 29 November 2000] In no other Latin
Americann country are the numbers of educated professionals so high per population as
theyy are in Cuba. Therefore, there is no incentive to give up these social programmes.
Onn the contrary, the government is compelled to continue this social policy as the
party/statee apparatus benefits from it. As demonstrated through the crisis of the 1990s,
thee productive capacity of Cuba's healthy and educated population can withstand the
worstt economic crisis and the new global economic order. Cuba is competitive
preciselyy because of its policy emphasis on social development.

Ass far as health care and education are concerned, the party/state apparatus continues
too demonstrate its commitment to rising above global standards. As of 2001, there is
onee physician per 168 inhabitants. In the national family-care programme alone, the
countryy counts on 30.600 physicians. Approximately 1.7 billion Pesos are dedicated to
thee salaries and benefits of healthcare workers annually. These include, physicians,
specialistss at major hospitals, nurses, nurse technicians, laboratory workers and
assistants,, etc. In 1999, 98% of the Cuban population was given general physical
examinationss by family doctors. Access to health care continues to be free of charge to
Cubann citizens, as it is considered a human right. Education follows healthcare in
sociall priorities; obviously the costs are much lower. The party/state apparatus is still
responsiblee for the education and professional training of Cuban citizens, including
kindergarten,, nurseries and adult education.

All this indicates an increase in
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governmentt investment. [GC web page/health and education: 2001] Statistics on
healthh and education will be revisited by international sources in the next section. In
termss of living conditions, some improvements should be noted here.

Betweenn 1997 and 2000, the newly recognised unemployment rate dropped
considerably.. Whereas in 1998, the official unemployment rate was 7%, this number
droppedd during the course of 2000 by 1,5%. This was especially due to the creation of
jobss created by gearing the country's economy towards tourism. An additional help
hass been the opening of new enterprises with foreign capital. In 1999, 87.000 new
permanentt jobs were created in tourism in the Eastern provinces of the country.
Women'ss participation in the job market is especially notable. As of 2001, women
constitutee 42,9% of the entire workforce. The average salary among Cuban state
workerss went from 211 Pesos in 1998 to 223 Pesos in 1999. This is excluding bonuses
thatt are given at the workplace with US Dollar value. Workplace bonuses increased by
18,9%% between 1999 and 2000; in 2000, US$ 53,2 million were distributed as bonus
incentives.. [MTSS, 2001] These figures do not reflect the salary of those working in
thee new state corporate sector, because they receive additional salaries linked to their
productivity.. Currently, there are 781.000 workers under the new system. The new
statee corporate sector is discussed in Section 5.5, concerning the process of
entrepreneuriall perfection or elperfeccionamiento empresarial.

Thee Cuban government has been able to successfully ensure that hunger and illnesses
causedd by malnutrition be kept at a minimum. Food consumption experienced a jump
betweenn 1998 and 1999 when caloric intake averaged 2369 kilocalories and 59,4
gramss of protein (based on beans, Soya and meats) daily. During the same year span,
saless at public food markets increased by 18%. Nevertheless, prices at public markets
didd increase by 6%, putting a higher burden on the Cuban worker and making it
difficultt for the individual to believe that their living standards are rising. [PCC,
ResumenResumen Económico y Social, 2000, 2001]

Housingg for the Cuban population did experience an improvement in 1999. This
sectorr has always been a problem for Cuba, as the party/state apparatus, in its
ideologicallyy driven days, established that comfortable, affordable and preferably
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privatee housing for all Cuban citizens was a necessity. During 2000, the Cuban
governmentt completed the construction of 35.000 new homes for families.
Additionally,, the co-operative mini-brigades -that are composed of volunteers that
helpp build housing in order to acquire their own privately owned house- built an
additionall 15.000 homes/flats bringing the total amount of homes created in 2000 to
50.000.. The government records that there was an additional increase in the number of
completedd home repairs; that is, 21,2% in comparison to 1999. [PCC, 2001]

Theree are a number of other social indicators and statistics that can reveal a hike in the
standardd of living of the common Cuban. Reliable as they may be, it is impossible to
verifyy their relevance to this research. While the government uses the fact that (for
example)) 40.000 new telephones have been installed by the state corporation
ETECSAA in 1999, there is no indication as to whether these telephones went to new
businessess or private homes. Likewise, the reduction of what Cubans call apagones
(blackoutss or power outrages), which was recorded as having decreased by 25% in
comparisonn to 1998, does not show how it affected the standard of living of the Cuban
worker.. Although, one Venezuelan writer did say that the lessening in frequency of
powerr outages is a visible sign that the Cuban way of life is getting better. [Rangel
(Prensa(Prensa Latino), 20 April 2001]

5.44

World Bank Development Reports and other international sources

Inn order to keep this background on social growth indicators objective, it is necessary
too include reports from institutions other than those that belong to the Cuban
party/statee apparatus. Though Cuban sources are rarely questioned or contested by
internationall sources, there are reasons to look outside Cuba for comparative numbers.
Mostt importantly, the Cuban government does not have the resources to acquire
indicatorss for other countries, and, has always depended on transnational research to
confirmm their own position in the global political economy. In other words, Cuban
sourcess are relatively reliable, but not sufficient.

Thee largest source for social development reports has come out of the United Nations
Humann Development Report of the UNDP, which uses tools such as the Index on
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Humann Poverty (IHP). This index categorises countries according to the percentage of
eachh country's population living under the poverty level. Factors such as access to
cleann drinking and running water, adult literacy, infants' average weight and the
numberr of nationals that die before the age of 40, are all taken into consideration.
Accordingg to this tool of measurement in 1997, Cuba has 5,1% of its population living
beneathh the poverty level. That places the country second out of the 78 developing
countriess that have allowed the UNDP to measure their social development standards.
[UNDP;; IHP, 1997] The same organisation measures what is called the Index for
Genderr Development (IGD). The purpose of this tool is to measure equality between
thee sexes in standard of living, education and employment (profession and salary).
Thee UNDP includes 104 countries into this report, including industrialised and
economicallyy advance countries. Cuba ranks 21 of the most gender equal countries
withh more than half of its technical managers and engineers being female. [UNDP
(IGD),, 1997]
Cuba'ss social record has even caught the eye of international financial institutions that
havee promoted many of the neo-liberal policies that the revolutionary leadership has
rejected.. According to World Bank indicators and statistics, Cuba, despite the slow
andd stable progress to economic recovery, has a record that demonstrates the
enhancementt of its social achievements. The party/state apparatus has reduced the
country'ss infant mortality rate from 11 per 1.000 in 1990 to 7 per 1.000 in 1999. This
placess Cuba firmly in the ranks of the most economically advanced nations.
Accordingg to World Bank Vice-President for Development Policy Jo Ritzen, the
infantt mortality rate for 2000 stood at 6 per 1.000. [Lobe, 2 May 2001] This is the
samee rate that Spain had during the same year. The infant mortality rate is just another
indicatorr that demonstrates Cuba's superiority in social development in comparison to
itss neighbouring Latin American countries, which follow the neo-liberal policies
prescribedd by the World Bank and the IMF. In 1999, Argentina's infant mortality rate
stoodd at 18 per 1.000; Chile had 10 per 1.000 and Costa Rica 12 per 1.000. For the
entiree Latin American and Caribbean region, the average infant mortality rate was 30
perr 1.000 in 1999. The infant mortality rate can also be broken down for children
underr the age of five. For Latin America as a whole, the infant mortality rate for
childrenn under five was averaged at 38 per 1.000 in 1999. Cuba's infant mortality rate
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forr the same age group during the same year was 8 per 1.000. This last figure is 50%
lowerr than the rate in Chile, the Latin American country closest to Cuba's social
achievements.. [World Bank, 2000]
Publicc spending on education during 2000 in Cuba amounted to approximately 6.7 per
centt of the gross national income; this continues to be twice the proportion in other
Latinn American and Caribbean countries and even in comparison to Singapore.
Duringg the Special Period, net primary school enrolment for both boys and girls
reachedd 100 per cent; this figure from 1997 was an increase from 92 % in 1990. This
ratee was not only well above the 80-90 per cent rates achieved by the most advanced
Latinn American countries, it also surpasses the United States, according to Ritzen.
[Lobe,, 2001] In 1997, there were 12 primary students for every Cuban teacher; this
ratioo ranked equally with Sweden. The Latin American and East Asian average ratio
wass 25:1. The youth illiteracy rate in Cuba is zero. In Latin America the average is
7%.. Only Uruguay comes close to Cuba with its 1% youth illiteracy rate. [Lobe, 2001]

Similarly,, and again according to World Bank statistics, Cuba's health care system
remainss outstanding. The government dedicated 9.1 % of its GDP during the entire
decadee of the 1990s to health care; this is equivalent to Canada's rate for the same
timee period. In 2000, Cuba achieved having the highest doctor-per-population ratio in
thee world; the rate was 5.3 doctors per 1.000 people. It is therefore not a wonder that
Cubaa does not have a problem sending off medical experts to disaster areas in
neighbouringg Latin American countries, free of charge. [GI, 15 March 2001]

Worldd Bank officials went as far as saying that other developing countries have a lot
too learn from Cuba, that it is a model. [Ritzen, 2001] These statistics reflect a growing
appreciationn in the World Bank for Cuba's social records despite the fact that Cuba's
economicc policies are virtually the antithesis of the "Washington Consensus" on neoliberall economic orthodoxy with its Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAPs) as
describedd in Chapter One.

Itt is ironic that the same institutions that have prescribed privatisation and state
reductionismm praise Cuba's "anti-model". For the past decade, the World Bank has
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insistedd that its core mission has been to improve the lives of the poor. But it did so by
promotingg policies that were geared towards concentrating all efforts on orthodox
economicc growth. Productivity and increasing GNP rates were considered to be the
prerequisitee for social development. The experience of Cuba, even during the worst
yearss of the Special Period has proven this assumption wrong.

5.55

Cuba's most radical change

Upp to this point, I have described the miraculous success in economic growth and
sociall development that the Cuban people have experienced since the reforms that
weree implemented during and after the crisis of the 1990s. The party/state apparatus
andd its leadership initiated a series of reforms that were characterised in Chapter Four
ass basically an apertura or state-controlled opening to the hegemony of the world
market.. The opening to the market reflects the adjustments that the Cuban government
wass forced to ensue after the fall of the Soviet Bloc. In short, the results of the same
hadd consequences that were favourable to production and to the stability of the
revolutionaryy regime. However, economic indicators of growth alone cannot explain
thee impact that the series of reforms had upon Cuban society. Nor can explaining the
reformss that were implemented during the first half of the 1990s solely describe the
neww structures governing Cuba's political economy. In order to understand the impact
off global pressures upon the country, it is necessary to look at structural changes that
emanatedd after 1996. Some of the changes reflect a development or extension of the
programmess implemented during the 1990s and others recently came to the fore with
thee adoption of specific production policies.

Duringg the fifth PCC Congress in 1997, the theme of decentralisation, economic
efficiencyy and competition became more pronounced in party discourse. Cuba's
politicall economy was said to have reached a new stage of development.

"...laa Politica Económica inicia una nueva etapa, que debe abarcar aspectos estructurales de la
economiaa como la diversificación, crecimiento y dinamización de las exportaciones, el desarrollo de la
basee alimentaria, y la eficiencia económica en sus aspectos energéticos, tnateriales y financieros, por
soloo mencionar algunos; y comprende asimismo la coordinación de politicas especificas y la utilización
dee instmmentos económicos y juridicos mas complejos y eficaces."
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"Enn las nuevas condiciones en que opera la economia, con un mayor grado de decentralización y mas
vinculadass a las exigencias de la competencia internacional, el control oportuno y eficaz de la actividad
económicaa es esencial para la dirección a cualquier nivel, priorizando en particular la auditoria estatal."
[Economiee Resolution of the V PCC Congress, 1997 (Part II)]

Inn turn, Party discourse became officially a programme for furthering economic
growthh and national development under a new model. It was based upon the idea that
Socialismm needs to be constantly improved in order to serve the needs of the
revolutionaryy state and the population. [GC Web page/ Law and Justice, 2001:3] The
partyy programme called for a change in the line of production. It consisted of a
manageriall revolution; the purpose of which was the change in mentality of
entrepreneuriall leadership, to behave and conduct business as if the Cuban economy
hadd been based upon private, market capitalism. This was possible by allowing more
autonomouss room for the directorship of enterprises to behave, as they deem wisest,
butt within the confines of state or public ownership. In this sense, production in
Socialistt Cuba is no longer geared towards meeting the basic needs of its citizens, but
clearlyy to the demands of the consumers both inside and outside of Cuba. Along with
thiss change of raison d'etre, came also the fall of State subsidies for inefficient
production,, or, production that was not profitable and hence senseless for the state to
sustain.. This section will outline what this economic programme entails.

Priorr to the Special Period, during the Campaign to Rectify Errors and Negative
Tendencies,, the Cuban government's discourse had often centred on perfecting Cuban
socialism.. In Spanish, this is known as el proceso de perfeccionamiento. Eckstein
[1994:60-63,, 116-119] noted that, in discourse, perfeccionamiento was geared
towardss re-emphasising the values of socialist society. I have depicted some of these
valuess while describing the foundations of the 1959 Cuban Revolution established in
Chapterr Three. Nevertheless, perfeccionamiento also meant making the state-run
economy,, which was formally dependent upon the support received from the former
Socialistt Bloc and especially the USSR, more efficient. In contrast to this concept
existss the present day process of perfeccionamiento, which is not directly related to
thee values of socialist society by any means. The revolutionary leadership can only
arguee that the change that Party discourse has promoted since the fifth PCC Congress
iss indirectly involved in sustaining socialist values in that it supports the party/state
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apparatuss in keeping public governance over the market (State supremacy). But this is
onlyy obviously so in Fidel Castro's speeches. The process of change in Cuba's
productionn line has to do more with adjusting state-owned business practice in order
too increase profits and making production and service more efficient. In order to
realisee this, it became necessary to link Cuban productivity to the global market since
economicc growth (import and export) needs to be measured in hard currency. Along
withh this growing link to the global market, more autonomy was rendered to business
leaders,, and labour wages were linked to productivity. This process is what is
understoodd

as

the

perfeccionamiento

perfeccionamientoperfeccionamiento

empresarial

(hereafter,

sistema

de

empresarial or SPE). The programme that will be outlined in

followingg pages is considered, by the PCC itself, to be the most radical of all reforms
thatt post-Cold War Cuba has experienced as yet. [GI, 16,18 March 2001]

Thee SPE has its roots in the reform processes that have been experienced by the
nation'ss military-industrial complex, headed by General Raul Castro (Fidel Castro's
brother).. By military industrial complex, it is meant here, the business line that the
militaryy created for its own benefits and purposes. As mentioned in Chapter Four,
duringg the Special Period even the military cut down in expenditures and conditions
provedd to be difficult for those who made the military their lifetime career. Troops
weree no longer sent out to foreign countries but had to concentrate on producing their
ownn food for subsistence. Raul's famous words were "beans are more important than
guns."" [EIU/Country Profile, 1993:7; GI, 5 May 1993:4] The military's main
contributionn to society during the years of economic crisis was the transport of
producee to markets and government centres for re-distribution, and work in the sugar
fields.fields. But when it did so, it did so with efficiency. This meant that when the military
tookk over a business or task that was usually covered by civilians, it reduced the
numberr of workers that were involved in the process and it completed the task in a
timelyy fashion. The guiding thought was to produce more and better quality results
withh a smaller workforce, less energy use and no waste. After the worst years of the
economicc crisis (1996 and on), Raul Castro remained in control of the tasks that were
takenn over by the military. And as the entire nation went in search of hard currency,
thee military likewise sought capital growth. Raul Castro became, then, a sort of
President-- CEO of the entrepreneurial Revolutionary Armed Forces (FAR).
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Thee Army restarted a small assembly line of ammunition that was formally used
duringg the War in Angola [EIU, Country Report, 1991]. This business now exports
bullets,, small bombs, and guns, and earns hard currency profits from the sale of these
products.. Exact information on this industry has been concealed by the government
andd has been protected by security intelligence laws. [GI, 29 November 2000] But to
pointt to the existing entities that produce for military consumption and sale, the
perfectt examples can be found in: Uniones Agropecuaria Militar that deals with
agriculturall products produced by the Army, mostly sugar; Industria Militar that
producess everything from military clothing to guns and tanks; Construcciones
MilitaresMilitares that produces cement and construction materials for public housing; defence
centres,, schools and hospitals, and GEOCUBA which is an excavation company that
locatess and exploits natural petroleum deposits. These four companies are under the
directt leadership of Raul Castro. [GI, 18 May 2001]

Thee Council of State, together with a number of social and economic research centres
inn Havana, the FAR and also a number of business leaders formed a work group that
soughtt means to implement the military mode of production to all State enterprises.
Officially,, this entity known as the Executive's Commission for the SPE, came into
beingg in 1998. Nevertheless, I would venture to say that the work group was started
welll before the fifth PCC Congress, as the SPE was legitimised by the Party
Congress'' documents and 1997 Economic Resolution. The military's experience was
too be applied to State corporations and serve as a model for the future Cuban
economy.. Therefore, the Executive Commission for the SPE continues to be
monitoredd by the FAR. [Nueva Empresa Cubana (hereafter NEC) on Decree-Law
187/98:: Sobre las bases generales del perfeccionamiento empresariaf] Its current
Directorr is former military Colonel Armando Betancourt Perez. Since 2000, the FAR
havee five Juntas de Gobierno (government boards of direction) that monitor
businessess in the SPE. According to General Raul Castro, "the SPE has to be a
journeyy without delay or going back" [GI, 18 May 2001].

Logically,, the SPE would begin with the newest State enterprises, as they start fresh
withoutt deficits and with young business leaders. But what gave Cuban economic
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leaderss the confidence to prepare all national businesses for hard currency operations
andd competition was the State's own hard currency-generating experience. Remember
thatt Cuba was never completely dependent on Soviet aid and that on certain occasions
upp to 40% of its national income was dependent on the private, Western market. [See
Chapterr Three] Hence, the concept of conducting business with orthodox market rules
iss not totally foreign to the experience of the Revolution or party/state apparatus.
Cubalsee and C1MEX will be used as two concrete examples to depict the inspiration
byy which the Cuban party/state apparatus pursued the SPE.

5.5.11

Cubalse

Cubalsee is a state-owned corporation that holds a group of companies with diverse
sociall functions4. It offers clients, both foreign and domestic dollar holders, a diversity
off products and services. The corporation's head office draws up policies and
strategiess and supervises the activities of each company. The corporate structure
consistss of the President, three Vice-Presidents in the field of Development, Budget
Controll and Planning, which in turn govern the individual companies, and the general
storess and office managers. Throughout Cuba the group directly employs 6.200
individuals.. Cubalse controls a network of more than 170 shops and service units shoppingg centres, supermarkets, boutiques, restaurants, a golf club, photo and video
shops,, laundry and dry cleaning establishments, cafeterias and veterinary clinics.
Principally,, it serves members of the diplomatic corps, businessmen, foreigners that
livee in Cuba, tourists and Cubans who have access to dollars. It also does business in
reall estate, automobile, wholesale, financial, legal, land transport and shipping sectors
andd offers specialised services of photography, graphic design and advertising. It is an
import-exportt entity that has its own resources and offices throughout the country and
abroad.. The figures testify to the corporation's success. Cubalse has an income of over
USS $248 million per year. But the history of the corporation and how it came into
beingg is extraordinary for a state-run economy of the Third World, in addition to being
veryy telling of what the new corporations in Cuba can look like.
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Cubalse,, just like most corporations and companies in Cuba receives its name from
thee practical combination of two or more words that imply the service provided.
Cubalsee stands for Cuba al servicio del extranjero (Cuba at the service of foreigners).
Thee name indicates those the corporation serves historically and the type of state
fundss it will be generating, i.e., hard currency, mostly US Dollars. In 1962, the
governmentt in its first experimental stage established an agency dedicated to the
recoveryy of state assets (RVE), the purpose of which was to grasp how valuable the
countryy actually was and collect an initial domestic funding source for the
revolutionaryy State. It became an organisation in charge of recovery and caring for
reall estate, objets d'art and other national patrimony. In the same year, the Enterprise
forr Service for the Diplomatic Corp (ESCD) was created to provide services for the
memberss of the remaining diplomatic missions in Cuba. In 1964 RVE opened up a
smalll chain of food and hardware shops (Diplotiendas) for the ESCD. By 1969,
RVE'ss network of retail shops began to engage in operations in hard currency (US
Dollars);; the commercial activities started growing at an enormous rate and a process
off diversification began.

Inn 1974, the RVE absorbed the ESCD and assumed that entity's commitment in the
spheree of service for foreign state representatives in the country. This is when
Cubalse,, S.A. was founded. Cubalse would run independently from the SDPE (the
revolutionaryy Ministry of Economy), which was organised by Che Guevara, but the
budgetaryy constraints were still imposed by members of the Central Committee of the
PCC.. Between 1975 and 1980, the network of the retail shops and services
experiencedd a steady growth along with the country's general economy. The steady
increasee in imports led Cubalse to be classified as a foreign trade enterprise. During
thee early 1980s, Cubalse extended a branch to real estate that, in addition to preparing
homess and property for foreign diplomats, engaged in offering repair service. With
profitss generated from these new agencies, Cubalse opened up the Havana Golf Club
inn 1984. As the corporation grew, so did the need to find employees. Thus, an
employmentt agency was established for the purpose of hiring qualified individuals
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AH the information gathered for this section derives from documents prepared by the directorship of
Cubalsee and C1MEX, and also interviews of some its employees and information and technology (IT)
specialists.. [Cubalse, 2000; Carmona Baez, 2000]
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thatt would serve as personnel for diplomatic missions and international organisations
representedd in Cuba and commercial firms represented by Cubalse. The diplomatic
missionss and other foreign entities would pay the State in hard currency for its
services,, but workers would always receive their benefits in national currency.

Thee corporation grew so big that by 1992, a Cubalse office opened up in Panama.
Now,, while the country was suffering a serious economic problem during 1993, more
pressuree was put on Cubalse to increase profit rates. Each of Cubalse's operations was
expectedd to contribute to the increase in profits, and a five-year expansion plan was
implemented.. But the existing operations were not enough, new operations were
neededd to carry out import and export transactions. Hence, in 1994, Cubalse created
itss own shipping company, which began operations with two regular routes: one to
Panamaa where Cuban companies could purchase products from the United States, and
anotherr to Mexico, which became one of Cuba's most important trading partners. By
thee end of 1994, Cubalse had 99 shops and service units in operation in 29 cities and
townss around the country. The expansion created a need for the renovation and
extensionn of informatics systems and the establishment of more offices abroad, mostly
inn Latin America. One of the contributing factors to the immense expansion of the
corporationn was the Council of State and the Parliament approved a Decree-Law in
19933 allowing for Cuban nationals to possess hard currency. Those with access to US
Dollarss went on shopping sprees and a domestic dollar market was constructed, where
Cubalsee was the basic provider of goods and services to dollar owners.

Byy 1995 Cubalse became the principal leader of Fiat and Peugeot automobile sales in
Cuba;; this made it easier for companies and even individuals to purchase cars and
motorbikes.. On Havana's Malecon, a large Fiat store was opened along with a Cuban
specialityy shop selling rums, ice creams and pastries. The store attracted not only
tourists;; it also added a commercial flavour to the romantic scenery traditionally
enjoyedd by habaneros at Malecon. A Food and Beverage Company was created as a
wholesalee distributor; Aster laundry and dry cleaning services was introduced and a
neww chain called Oro Negro gasoline and service stations and "Cubanitas" cafeterias
aree now extended to all the provinces.
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Inn 1996, Cubalse opened a new line of businesses. Photo printing centres, graphic arts
andd advertising companies were opened in Havana and Santiago de Cuba. A new
alternativee to the world famous Mac Donald's fast-food restaurants, Rapidito, was
openedd up as a chain business, and initiated a sort of service import substitute that had
provedd to work just as efficiently as its North American inspiration. Cubalse even
startedd opening up disco-clubs and bars. Also in 1996, the effects of the 1995 New
Laww on Foreign Investment (explained in Chapter Four) were found in the
inaugurationn of "Lares", a real estate company that started generating profits from the
saless and rentals of renovated luxury homes in the lavish Miramar area of Havana.
Betweenn 1997 and 1998, Cubalse continued to grow, whereas a finance company and
legall bureau dealing with import/export issues were installed. By 1997, the five-year
expansionn plan -that began in 1993- was completed in full. Cubalse is currently a state
corporationn holding 21 companies involved in a wide-range of competitive businesses
throughoutt the country. Plans are now being called for to create a business system
abroadd in five countries.

Cubalsee is Cuba's only state enterprise that has always operated independently from
thee centralised socialist economy. The production of goods and services operated on a
hardd currency budget while the workers' salaries were always linked to the national
currency.. Throughout its history Cubalse has experienced some change in its
structure.. This is especially true in the boom experience that was caused by the
Periodoo Especial. Due to the economic crisis Cuba endured during the first half of the
1990s,, the Cuban party/state apparatus looked for all kinds of options that would
generatee income for the state. Since Cubalse was already a state corporation operating
inn hard currency, the leadership took advantage of this corporation and allowed more
autonomyy for its managers in planning expansion. This experience was an essential
inspirationn for the programme that became known as Perfeccionamiento Empresarial.

5.5.22

CIMEX

CIMEX,, S.A. is Cuba's largest corporation with 29 companies in its organisation. It
wass set up in 1980 with the purpose of capitalising on visiting emigres and their
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expenditures,, though its name derives from 'Cuban Import/Export' [Eckstein,
1994:70]] As government initiatives started to re-develop the tourism industry, this
semi-autonomouss agency provided services to foreigners in the fields of holiday
packages,, flight bookings, car rentals and organised tours. CIMEX is currently the
primaryy entity responsible for joint venture contributions. As was mentioned before
hand,, the Cuban government adjusted the laws during the 1980s to accommodate
foreignn investment allowing up to 49% of private foreign ownership. By 1989 this
corporationn grew to the point that it controlled 49 companies in the aforementioned
services,, in the manufacturing of national products and wholesale distributing in
seafood,,

biotechnological

products and medicine. During the reform

and

decentralisationn process of the 1990s, CLMEX released responsibility of over twenty
semi-autonomouss agencies (S.A.) to start up independent small chain businesses.
Amongg those remaining in CIMEX's hands is Havantur, Cuba's biggest tour operator.
Inn 1991, during the Pan American games that were hosted in Havana, CIMEX took
chargee of most of the commercial activities associated with the event. Additionally
duringg this time, CIMEX opened up a shipping line for trade between Havana and
Panama.. Cubalse took this over later on. Most recently, CIMEX has demonstrated
increasedd growth and continues to conduct business in hard currency.

Duringg 2000, CIMEX surpassed its annual financial target by 5% and has achieved
111 % growth in its hard currency operations over the last five years. CIMEX's total
saless reached US$ 167 million with a $10 million increase in the sales of national
products.. CIMEX has invested into a chain of joint venture companies, namely:
gasolinee stations, real estate agencies, tour operators, an international financial bank,
businesss in the duty free trading ports (FEZ) and import agencies and other
associations.. Also in 2000 Havantur brought in 334.000 visitors (their year's target) to
thee island via Canada, Spain and Mexico between January and November 2000.
Continuingg with joint ventures CEVIEX attracted Total-Elf, a French petroleum
productt distributor, in opening petrol stations in every major city in the country. The
increasee in the sales of national products has been demonstrated as well. Today, State
companiess and joint ventures produce 89% of CIMEX's consumer-food commodities.
Amongg the products with the highest demands during 2000 were those of food, soft
andd alcoholic drinks. Over 87% of their toiletry products were also produced on the
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islandd by the Cuban company Surchel, S.A. Fifty percent of the household appliances,
suchh as refrigerators, were also produced in Cuba. What is seen here is a retail
companyy that operates in hard currency, while specialising in the sale of national
products.. All of CIMEX's workers are paid their salaries in Cuban Pesos, but those
whoo provide direct services to foreigners may receive tips in hard currency. However,
accordingg to Executive Manager Elizabeth Perez, the tradition of rendering
(volunteer)) tips to the State continues as CIMEX workers inside and out of the
countryy contributed US$ 180 million to help finance a children's cancer hospital. [GI,
100 January 2001]

5.5.33

The relevance and implications of CIMEX and Cubalse

Thee revolutionary leadership was keen to have Cubalse and CIMEX expand its
servicess and businesses years before the opening up of foreign direct investment. It
gavee a head start for the State to invest in monopoly services and production, in that it
wouldd not be found competing with foreign enterprises. If it were not for Cubalse or
CIMEXX being given the opportunity to operate autonomously from the central
government,, foreign enterprises would surely have stepped in to provide the ex-pat
communityy with all the products and services the State itself had and could offer. Now
Cubalsee has the opportunity to conduct business not only with individual ex-pats,
diplomaticc missions and foreign government agencies, but also with a bigger tourist
pooll in addition to foreign investors and their corporations in the free economic zones
(FEZ).. Due to the legalisation of the use of hard currency, Cuban nationals that posses
USS Dollars are now important consumers of Cubalse's and CIMEX's products and
services. .

Fromm Cubalse and CIMEX a number of things have been discovered. First, that the
Cubann party/state apparatus never abandoned its ties with the world market system. It
wass impossible for the party/state apparatus to function as a legitimate state
recognisedd by foreign entities while operating solely on socialist currencies like the
Pesoo or even the Russian Rouble. Secondly, that the State corporations experienced a
boomm only when it was exposed to the world market. This implies not only an already
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existingg entrepreneurial spirit or potential force that has been hidden in the
revolutionaryy leadership, but also the viability of a future formation of a managerialentrepreneuriall social bloc. Thirdly, in order for these State corporations to increase
profits,, they had to have a controlled number of employees selected by top
managementt and not the PCC or Ministry of Labour and Social Security (MTSS). The
numberss were small, and though there is no exact government or official statistic
concerningg the downsizing of employees during the recent economic boom, I was able
too interview a number of ex-employees that testified to the displacement of their
positions.. [Interviews, 1999, 2000] Some of them have ended up in self-employment,
somethingg that will be dealt with in the following section. Fourthly, Cuba now more
thann ever depends on international capital in order to up-grade its corporate
enterprises.. Since the demise of the Soviet Bloc, Cuba's access to new technology is
noww dependent on what the foreign investors can offer national industrial intelligence.
Fifthly,, and especially in the case of Cubalse, the creation of a temping agency or
officee of employment offers, what is known in the Netherlands as uitzendbureaus,
indicatess that there will always be a need for freelance or temporary workers that
operatee on contracts designed by foreign investors and managers of joint ventures.
Thee tendency is to create a reserve army of labour that is subject to the international
financiall market. This tendency will be elaborated in the section concerning labour
policyy within the SPE.

Already,, there are clues as to what structural influences the global political economy
hass upon the party/state model. From the aforementioned examples, we can conclude
thatt there is a move towards increasing the flexibility of labour. Ultimately, what has
beenn learned from these experiences is that state supremacy over the national market
cann work in co-existence with the world market dominated by private enterprises. It
wass the aforementioned evidence that motivated the Cuban party/state apparatus to
exploree further means of employing market like structures in the line of Statesponsoredd production and marketable services.

Theree are, nevertheless, essential differences between the aforementioned experiences
andd those methods and goals that are implicated in the SPE. Although increased
autonomyy and decentralisation in the SPE resemble Cubalse and CIMEX modus
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operandi,, the disbursement of wages, salary scales and benefits are grossly different.
Theree are many aspects of the SPE that can be studied, but the most interesting for this
studyy is the amount of autonomous power that the new managers possess and execute
inn the line of production and, just as importantly, labour policy. As I will demonstrate,
thee changes resemble more of a private market reform than any other measure the
revolutionaryy government might have employed during the existence of the Socialist
Bloc. .

5.5.44

How the SPE works

Howw the process of entrepreneurial perfection actually works, has been documented
byy the Ministry of Labour and Social Security (MTSS) and its SPE Executive
Commission.. [GC Web page, June 2001] While recognising that production in a
lonelyy Socialist economy does not have the purpose of serving the needs of the worker
directlyy -but indirectly- the language in the texts prepared for the SPE have also
demonstratedd a change in labour relations. The SPE resembles more of a state
capitalistt economy, as explored in the writings of the Frankfurt School mentioned in
Chapterr One, than the morally socialist line of production that Che Guevara
envisioned.. The PCC sponsored texts are decorated with Socialist wording but its
structuree resembles the private corporations that are found in market economies. The
textss are available to the public via the Internet. |"www.nuevaempresa.cul
Thee ultimate goal of the SPE is to transform all national businesses into modern,
efficientt and globally competitive entities that produce commodities and provide
servicess that are marketable and profitable. In order to do this, each company must
conformm to the standards and requisites that make national enterprises eligible to
participatee in the new economy without major investments coming from public
resources. .

Accordingg to the Introduction of the documents prepared for the process of
entrepreneuriall perfection on the web site, application of the SPE entails passing each
participatingg company or corporation through a series of four phases. The first phase
entailss organising and computerising all systems of accounting in order to make the
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companiess nationally compatible with the standards that guide the SPE. The second
phasee is to achieve an accurate balance of expenditures and income in order to prepare
forr profit maximisation. The third phase consists of implementing the new
hierarchicall structure of production and management that is indicated in the
documentss that govern the SPE's activities. This phase includes reducing the number
off overlapping positions within the company in order to reduce costs, i.e. downsizing.
Thee final phase is reaching a substantial level of profit gain that is planned upon
compromisee between the Executive Commission for the SPE and the Directorship
Committeee (explained in detail below) of each enterprise within a two-year period.
Additionallyy this phase will include a demonstrated continual decrease in the use of
energyy in the ratio to production of services and an annual reduction of waste. In order
forr a company to be considered as a participant in the SPE, it must follow these
phases.. Again, approval of proceeding from one phase to another is strictly controlled
byy the Executive Commission of the SPE that is heavily influenced by the military
leadershipp of General Raul Castro and Armando Bentacourt. [NEC, Introduction]

5.5.55

Structural changes in the line of production

Eachh business, company or corporation is appointed a Director by the Executive
Commissionn of the SPE that guides the entity in every aspect of operations, personnel
relationss and financial planning. As mentioned above, the Executive Commission of
thee SPE is composed of members from the Council of State, a number of economic
researcherss from Havana and the military. Under the Director, just like in Cubalse's
experience,, there are three Vice-Presidents or Directors that control specifically the
areass of accounting, management and future planning. To assist the Director or
Presidentt of each entity, a Directorship Committee will serve as a board to deal
specificallyy with personnel relations and monitor planning and economic growth. The
Directorshipp Committee consists of a group of so-called 'experts' to oversee the
changess being made during integration into the SPE. This committee of experts has no
executivee power but rather serves as a witnessing group and base for input in ideas for
discussion,, suggestions and considerations. It is also considered to be an organ of
conflictt resolution and unit of studying problems between management and workers.
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Thiss committee is the democratic and "socialist" aspect of the SPE. It is composed of
5-77 members which include: one position reserved for the worker's union (CTC), one
forr the UJC (Union of Young Communists) and 2 or 4 workers elected from their
colleagues.. A member of the PCC may also be invited to participate in this committee.
[NEC,, Politica laboral y salarial: 1] This Directorship Committee replaces many of
thee functions that the CTC representatives in each workplace had, including planning,
workk schedule, personnel regulating, etc.

Inn a company that is applying the SPE, a certain hierarchy exists that distinguishes the
variouss levels of production. Though the distinctions may have always existed in
Cuba,, they have never been as pronounced and ordained by State authority as they are
today.. In the new Cuban model of State owned enterprises, workers are divided up
intoo categories that reflect the same kind of division of labour that would be found in a
capitalistt economy or private company. The various levels involved in production are
brokenn down into the following categories: Worker, Service and Dispensation
Operator,, Administration and Secretarial Worker, Technician and Project Manager,
andd Directors. The following details are derived for the information publicly available
fromm the government's web page on the Nueva Empresa Cubana for 2001. [NEC,
PLS] PLS]

Thee salaries are offered on a sliding scale and are graded according to experience and
capacity.. The grading system works on a scale from I-XXI, whereas workers, service
operatorss and administration start off with a Grade I salary and can work themselves
upp to a grade DC. Grade I workers start off earning 150 Pesos per month and their
salaryy at grade DC is 345 Pesos per month. Service operators can start off at 130 Pesos
perr month and their grade DC is, at best, 285 Pesos per month; the same scale is used
forr administration. Technicians can receive salaries from grades IV-XIII. Directors
cann be ranged from III-XXI, depending on the size, productivity and capacity the
companyy entails. Technicians starting at grade IV-V earn 205 Pesos per month and
mayy increase their salaries up to 375 Pesos per month. Directors start their salaries
withh 205 Pesos per month and may reach their grade XXI at 700 Pesos per month.
Thesee salaries represent the minimum wage and do not include added tips and profit
sharingg that is offered according to productivity. All in all, the minimum wage for all
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participantss in the production process can range from PN 130 per month for part time
employeess to PN 700 per month. In hard currency, that would be USS 6.50 per month
upp to US$ 35 per month. The average salary earned in a SPE enterprise (in hard
currency)) is hence $20.75 per month. The salaries are dispensed directly by the
company'ss administration and no longer by the MTSS or CTC representative as was
thee case prior to the SPE. [NEC, Web page, PLS]
Butt these salaries reflect only the minimum wages for workers, managers and
directors.. What is peculiar to the SPE is the possibility (and/or need) to earn more
thann the salaries indicated by law. Though the average minimal salary in an SPE
enterprisee amounts to $20.75 per month, no one is expected to live off this small
amountt of money. Propaganda concerning worker's wages, specifically those clichés
statingg that salaries are low because other costs are covered or subsidised by the
governmentt (i.e. housing, health care and education), has fallen by the wayside during
thee Special Period; this was emphasised in Chapter Four. Since the economy has been
dollarised,, and most material goods of value related to the increase in standard of
livingg are sold in hard currency only, Cubans continue to be limited in their
purchasingg power. Again, only those with access to the US Dollar can purchase
materialss that will improve their living conditions beyond the basic welfare measures
maintainedd by the State. Hence, a supplementary system has been developed along the
SPEE that allows the Director together with the Directorship Committee to set
standardss in salary increase. The salary increments are not uniform and are to be
relatedd directly to productivity and profits of each company individually after the
companyy makes its contribution to the national budget. This is where the old system
off equal income for all workers is replaced by a market-like plan of worker
compensation.. [NEC, PLS; Interviews, 2000]

Thee most essential and peculiar quality that the SPE implies is the link between
workers'' salaries and productivity. Prior to this process, no worker (including the
manager)) of a company had his/her salary directly linked to the level of production or
amountt of services provided by the company. This was not even so under Cubalse or
CIMEX.. Earlier product bonuses and holiday packages that served as material
incentivess did indicate a type of supplementary income. In Chapter Four, I mentioned
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thee jabita tradition of offering workers plastic bags of goods only available in dollars.
[Seee 4.8.1] But this was not practised on a regular, not to mention a monthly, basis.
Underr the new system, salaries of all employees and directors depend directly on
output.. This implies a development of unstable salaries and a direct dependence upon
globall structures and financial fluctuations. For the first time, the Cuban government
iss exposing its workers directly to the oscillating tendencies that the domestic and
worldd market produce. This is especially true when the state companies specialise in
basicc material export, like nickel. The difference here being that certain human rights
consideredd by the PCC are guaranteed, such as housing, education, medicine and
sociall security. But for the first time in Cuban revolutionary history, managers are
beingg rewarded according to the results of their subordinates' work.

Nott only managers, but also administrators and workers have their monthly income
adjustedd on an irregular basis. Nevertheless, it is the top directorship that handles
accountingg and reports on profit increases to the MTSS and the Ministry of Finance.
Onee does not have to be an expert to imagine the level of corruption this new system
off supplementary income might attract. But corrupt or not, the fact is that no longer
doess central authority oversee redistribution of profits at the workplace. If the
Directorshipp Committee does its job justly, then the results can imply a beautiful jump
inn the standard of living for Cuban workers. If not, the Cuban worker will be victim to
thee same market structures that oppress his/her counterpart in market societies.
Despitee the danger, the SPE's Web site organ Nueva Empresa Cubana states that the
organisationn of salaries is specified to reflect the application of the socialist principle
off distribution: "from each according to his/her capacity and to each according to his
work."" [NEC, Web page, PLS]

5.5.66

Downsizing, wages and prices

Togetherr with the SPE's new structural scheme, exists a policy that relates specifically
too the position of contractual labour rules and personnel relations. A new contracting
systemm was invented -or, rather copied- off the market system of corporate
employment.. All workers, managers, technicians and other employees under the
Directorr are currently obliged to sign a Work Contract that guarantees employment
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andd spells out the position requirements and duties. The contract is based on a year's
servicee including a three-month proof and evaluation period throughout which the
workerr can demonstrate his/her commitment to the enterprise. At any point, the
Directorr may feel free to dismiss workers for their non-compliance with company
regulationn and work standards. Prior to the Special Period and the construction of the
SPE,, firing an employee was much more difficult, and no proof period was ever
required.. Additionally, the Director, together with the Directorship Committee has
absolutee control over benefits like paid holidays and vacations. Again, what was once
controlledd centrally by the State is now rendered to the will and discretion of
administration.. [NEC, PLS] This is what was called 'autogestwn during the fifth
PCCC Congress.
Sincee downsizing is an essential characteristic of the implementation of the structural
reformss of self-management and decentralisation, the SPE had to formulate a national
policyy of labour dismissal that was compatible with the PCC concerns of
unemploymentt reduction that were mentioned in Chapter Four. Workers can be
dismissedd from their workplace on the basis of necessary downsizing, low level of
productivityy or the finalisation of a contract period. In order to keep a human or
socialistt face on labour relations, the termination of employment is phrased as 'worker
relocation'' or 'displacement'. [Interviews, 2001] According to this policy, the SPE
sett for itself a responsibility with which the State no longer deals. That is,
unemploymentt benefits and guaranteeing a new job for the displaced worker.

Thee central government via the MTSS continues to provide social security for those
displacedd workers, but only through the company's budget and up to six months.
[NEC,, PLS] Thereafter, if no other employment is found, the salary will be reduced to
50%.. If after a full year no employment or contract is designated to the worker, then
thee worker will be sent to a temping agency and the company will be obligated to
offerr the ex-employee with a three-option solution outside of the sphere of influence
thee company operates. One of these options could be self-employment. [Interviews,
2001]] The options are limited and self-employment will be studied in the following
sectionn of this chapter. But it suffices to say here that, no engineer in his right mind
willl opt for self-employment and the rigid conditions that that system entails when
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onee has his/her salary and tips linked to productivity in an efficient state enterprise,
foreignn company or joint venture. Therefore, the state-corporation really offers only
twoo alternatives after the worker is dismissed from a job.
Currently,, the SPE is developing a 'relocation policy' where a dis-located employee
mayy have the right to find employment within the SPE system. In other words,
workerss entering the SPE will be guaranteed the right to remain in highly productive
Statee corporations. But this makes desirable employment much more of a competitive
market,, as a manager might be relocated to a position with an inferior salary or grade.

Logically,, if workers' wages are related to productivity, commodity prices in Cuba
mustt likewise experience a transformation. Prices are determined by a committee,
whichh is organised by representatives of the Ministry of Finance and Prices. [NEC,
MétodosMétodos y estilos] No entity is allowed to determine their own prices if they receive
subsidiess from this Ministry. Once the company or enterprise is self-sufficient and has
earnedd its budget for the following year, it may determine its own line of prices in
hardd currency, but always with the final approval of the Ministry of Finance and
Prices.. At once, the contradiction of price and wages is controlled by the central
government.. Apparently, food, medicine, housing for nationals, school materials like
bookss and household products like bath soap and other items that are found in the
rationingg system, will continue to maintain their subsidised pricing as the producers of
suchh commodities remain directly under central control. The producers of household
productss and services that are guaranteed by the state will be the last ones to enter the
SPE,, if they ever do so.

Soo far, only a number of companies have been successful in the application of the SPE
andd have conformed to the rigidity of the programme. Again the guidelines include:

••

a substantial profit gain within the period of two years;

••

a small number of full-time employees;

••

a continuall decrease in the use of energy in ratio to the production of services;

••

an annual reduction of waste
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Inn 1998 three hundred companies attempted to insert themselves into the new system.
Byy the end of 1999, 295 enterprises were suspended from the programme for not
havenn kept good accounting. Nevertheless, the SPE spread rapidly within a two-year
period.. As of March 2001, 64 State-owned businesses have conformed to the
requisitess of the SPE and have passed the four principle phases. Government sources
indicatee that by the end of 2001, 300 companies will have applied the SPE and work
underr its new market system of initiatives. [GI, 16 March 2001]
Accordingg to SPE publicity, by the end of 2001, all of the nickel industry, a high
portionn of petroleum production and a substantial percentage of the mineral
processingg industry -in short- practically all of the Ministry of Basic Industry- will be
underr the SPE. The Institute of Hydraulic Resources will be included as well. Nickel
andd electricity companies are the most successful. The new companies, e.g., the new
oill companies, are most likely to succeed, as they are starting from scratch and do not
havee an accounting history to clean up. In the 64 companies that have undergone the
manageriall reforms, around 2.5% of the employees were laid off and gradually
relocatedd to other companies. [GI, 16 March 2001]

5.5.77

SPE conformity to the pillars of the revolution

Thee current experience of SPE and the notions that sustained its development
throughoutt the last half of the 1990s revalidates some of the conclusions that a
numberr of the writers from the Frankfurt School maintained. Most importantly of
them,, that state capitalism is a viable means of economic development, since the state
cann be just as efficient in leading production as the private capitalist. [Pollock,
1941:71-94]] This discussion was opened up in Chapter One. My argument, that state
capitalismm can compete in the global political economy while imitating private
capitalism'ss mode of production has been confirmed. The difference between what the
Frankfurtt School envisioned as state capitalism and the new Cuban enterprise is that
thee latter entails taking back what the revolutionary leadership tried to emphasise on
variouss occasions during its history. That is, that the worker needed to be stimulated
too produce by moral incentives. [See 3.8.2 and 4.3] All this is lost. Today, only real,
visiblee and material incentives drive the producers of State corporations to increase
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profitss and efficiency. Logically, this meant linking income (wages) to productivity;
noww wages are linked to what productivity is worth on a global level. Even in
Cubalse'ss and CIMEX's experience this was never seen before.
Duringg Pollock's and Horkheimer's time, state capitalism was a global trend among
industrialisedd countries. The writers never contemplated the economic development of
post-coloniall states. Nevertheless, the analysis of state capitalism in Stalinist Russia
doess offer some clues as to how a backward agricultural society could jump into a
modernn economy. The state of siege and wartime economy that Russia experienced
wass the motor in acquiring new technologies. The Soviets depended on a militaryindustriall complex that drove the economy to high-tech development and then, after a
numberr of crises, to its grave. What has been experienced in Cuba was the acquisition
off new technologies and modes of production that have been dependent on foreign
investmentt and the adjustment of labour relations to the world market. Hence, through
Cuba,, Pollock's vision of an efficient state-controlled economy is now being extended
intoo the anti-imperialist context during the era of neo-liberal globalisation.

Thee SPE is a working model that entails greater acquisition of power by the military.
Justt like in the wartime economies of the 1930s, when bureaucratic and authoritarian
statee capitalist regimes depended on the military to direct the economy, Cuba's FAR
leadss the SPE or Cuban model of state enterprises. There are, nonetheless, real
differencess between the models that were studied by the Frankfurt School and the
SPE.. Most notably is the existence of the Directorship Committee that includes
workers,, PCC members and CTC representatives in planning. Once again, the
Directorshipp Committee implied in the SPE can be seen as the "socialist" or
"democratic"" face to Cuba's new economy. During the spring of 2001, Executive
Secretaryy of the Council of Ministers Carlos Lage stated that the Socialist (Cuban)
modell of entrepreneurial production is much more efficient than private enterprises,
becausee the norms keep in line with social conscientiousness towards the workers.
Thee social conscientiousness is manifested in worker participation in planning, regular
CTCC branch meetings and the compromise that PCC leadership at the workplace
installl with regards to social justice and a collective contribution to the national
economy.. [GI, 16 March 2001] It is the manifestation of the one of the Pillars of the
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RevolutionRevolution that was labelled in Chapter Three as popular participation. This has not
beenn seen in private capitalism or market economies of the neo-liberal era. Likewise,
inn PCC discourse, the essential characteristics of the SPE conform to the remaining
threee pillars that explain the Revolution. The most obvious is that of State supremacy.
Althoughh the decentralisation of state enterprises resembled a sort of privatisation
programmee in order to reduce the State's burden of economic responsibility, what is
experiencedd in the application of the SPE is the maximisation of State influence over
thee market. This time control has shifted from the PCC and civilian planning towards
militaryy hegemony over production. Unity is another pillar that is maintained in the
birthh of the SPE. Again, the top managers and directors are appointed by the
Executivee Commission, which consists of members of the Council of State and top
officerss in the FAR. This strategy is used purposely in order to ensure loyalty to the
party/statee apparatus and avoid a divergence of interests. Whether or not a future split
orr divergence can emanate from the existing structures, or between directors and
managerss versus the Executive Commission, is a question to be dealt with in the
concludingg chapter. But it suffices to say here that a split can occur when business
leaderss are bent on increasing their profits (therefore reducing their expenditure on
labour),, and, when labour representation step up their demands in working conditions,
salariess and other forms of redistribution.

Thee theme of continuity, the last of the features to which the SPE needs to conform, is
alsoo noteworthy here. In government discourse, continuity of revolutionary ideas and
tendenciess is manifested in the endurance that the party/state apparatus experienced
duringg the economic crisis of the 1990s. In reality, this means the continuation of the
oldd Rebel Army's position in the Council of State and top leadership within the
country.. General Raul Castro -one of the original revolutionaries still alive- has
recentlyy been appointed as successor to Fidel Castro as Commander-in-Chief of the
Revolution.. [GI, 12 July 2001] The politics and presence of old guard cadre like Raul
Castroo and Armando Bentancourt Perez reveal continuity in the line of men that
remainn at the apex of party/state leadership. More importantly, the essence of a staterunn economy can be considered nationalistic; if not anti-imperialist, then at least
nationalistic.. The structural reforms that have been presented in the SPE indicate
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nothingg more than the revolutionary leadership's defiant insistence on proclaiming that
aa state-run economy is the only way to maintain the foundations of the party/state
apparatuss -the anti-imperialist struggle and social justice. On this point, Fidel Castro
andd the PCC continue to graft from historical passages and especially from the
writingss of Jose Marti who established the struggle for national liberation and
advocatedd a state run economy. But whether it is historical references to a continuity
inn revolutionary ideas or simply contemporary inclusion of labour in the process of
decentralisation,, all of the original revolutionary forces have a role to play in the SPE.

5.66

Cuentapropismo: the new self-employment in Cuba

Ass was mentioned in Chapter Four, Cuba's economic crisis during the early 1990s
forcedd the party/state apparatus to employ a number of emergency-like policies that
weree thought of as quick and temporary remedies to save the Revolution during its
turmoil.. Among them was the official recognition of self-employed individuals.
Wheree the state was incapable of providing goods and services to the general
population,, the black or underground marketers stepped in on meeting the daily needs
off the people. The Cuban government sought a cure for black market activity where
thee production of goods and services was accomplished without the state benefiting
fromm them and where the police force was used, in futile fashion, to stop a popular
meanss of survival. This, together with the State's inability to provide the population
withh the most basic of daily needs, is what created the new system of self-employment
(Decreee Law No. 141, 1993) known in Cuba as trabajo por cuenta propia or
cuentapropismo.cuentapropismo. [See 4.7.9] In contrast to the new state-corporate world that was
representedd in the last section by the boom experience of Cubalse, the self-employed
sectorr of the Cuban labour market receives scant attention from the PCC and
governmentt propaganda. There has been no official plan for making this sector more
efficient,, nor have there been any additional funds invested into making the system of
self-employmentt more accessible to other sectors of the population.

Initially,, the opening up to self-employment might have been thought of as the
preceptss of small-scale private capitalism in Cuba. [Espinosa Chepe, (Cubanet
Independiente)Independiente) 22 December 2000] With this in mind, some critics of the Revolution
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mightt have assumed that state supremacy over the market was to see its last days. The
hopess of Cuba opening up to small-scale private capitalism, is constantly expressed in
Miami-basedd

newsgroups

like

Cubanet

Independiente.

[See

Web

site:

www.cubanet.orgll In a growing economy, it was thought, self-employment should
havee become a more popular means of obtaining income. Curiously enough, as the
domesticc economy experienced relative stable growth in almost all sectors, the
numberr of registered self-employed workers has steadily decreased since the
implementationn of the tax regime in 1996. Where in 1995, there were 208.346
registeredd cuentapropistas; by mid 2000 the number fell to 109.502.

Numberr of Registered
Self-employedd in Comparison with
GDPP Growth Rate

Figuree 1. Source: Cuban Ministry of Economic Planning and Ministry of Labour and Social Security. Informe Económico,
1996-2000;; Informe sobre el cuentapropismo, 1995-2OO05

AA sharp fall was experienced in 1996 when 19.668 cuentapropistas left selfemploymentt into unemployment, the black market or back into the state sector. In
1997,, when the GDP rate grew -but not as high as the year before- only 14.417

cuentapropistascuentapropistas rendered their registration. When economic growth slowed down
1998,, over 41.000 cuentapropistas dropped their licenses. However, between 1999
andd 2000 the number of self-employed individuals did not rise. Contrarily, it
descendedd slowly and levelled out. According to government sources, the drop in selfemploymentt is attributed to the implementation of the tax regime and new
employmentt possibilities. [MFP, 2001; Nunez, 1998:41-50) But this is only partially
55

The figures provided for the number of self-employed individuals between 1998 and 1999 are
estimatess given by the Office of Provincial Inspectors at Santiago de Cuba. The Ministry of Labour and
Sociall Security have not provided exact figures for this particular period.
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true.. From my own surveys and interviews, in combination with government reports
andd other documentation, I found that the state leadership is bent on diminishing this
sectorr or at least curbing the number of its participants. By analysing this tendency of
thee State to control the self-employed sector, some important factors concerning the
impactt of Cuba's insertion into the global political economy can be revealed.

Thee new system of self-employment is very telling of Cuba's political economy.
Withinn it, are manifested the contradictions of the now mixed market, influenced by
factorss such as: access to the US Dollar, tourism, black market activity,
unemploymentt and state supremacy. Most of the information gathered for this section
dependss on my own original research that consisted of a random sampling-inquiry and
aa series of interviews conducted in 1998, whereby 179 formal and informal
cuentapropistascuentapropistas were interviewed. [See Appendix]

Thee new self-employment system presents Cuban society with a number of problems.
Sevenn of these problems will be dealt with here. The first four are problems that can
bee considered immeasurable, as the impact or damage produced by the contradictions
hass not been tested due to a lack (intentional or not) of government information. The
lastt three are measurable, as they present a real, proven problem to the domestic
politicall economy.

5.6.11

What is cuentapropismo?

Thee first and foremost issue is the question of defining cuentapropismo. In Latin
America,, self-employment is often associated with either the generation of peasantry
followingg agricultural reforms implemented during popular regimes, that sell their
ownn products informally without government control, -or- with those urban workers,
thatt as well as their regular jobs, provide services to a small segment of the population
(usuallyy to neighbours) as a means of earning additional income. [Nunez, 1997:1-3]
Self-employmentt can also be associated with those alienated classes of society that
participatee in illicit activity which is usually suppressed by the state, i.e. drug
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trafficking,, prostitution, theft, illegal sale of weapons etc. In Spanish economic diction
thiss category receives the term sector informal. [Marques, 1991] The causes of the
samee are attributed to an increase in population without a corresponding availability in
formall employment.

Afterr the 1959 Revolution, self-employment in Cuba never ceased to exist. Mostly of
rurall origin, the self-employed were characterised as non-state workers. This group of
workerss suffered under many revolutionary state reforms that lead to their fall in
numbers.. According to some official estimates, by 1988, the self-employed sector
representedd only 4,2% of the labour market. [Espina et al, 1995] Likewise, neither had
thee underground black market activity (including theft from the state) disappeared.
Governmentt policy was never encouraging to this minority. For this reason the selfemployed,, together with black marketers, were placed in the informal sector category.

Todayy in Cuba, trabajo por cuentapropia (self-employed) refers only to those
individualss registered with the Ministry of Labour and Social Security (MTSS) as selfemployedd workers who earn in either dollars or pesos and pay all required taxes.
[MFP,, Sobre Cuentapropismo, 18 April 1996] Contrarily, in my field research, I have
intentionallyy included participants of the informal/illegal sectors in my survey in order
too gather diverse opinions and to emphasise the limitations and (especially)
possibilitiess of income disparity. Workers in the informal sector do not pay taxes. This
iss true. However, they are also subordinate to the party/state apparatus and are subject
too police repression. Additionally, as participants in Cuba's dollarised economy, they
alsoo contribute to the country's economic wealth. When it comes to the role that selfemployedd individuals and informal workers play in society, there should be little
reasonn to distinguish these two groups from each other. The only time that it is
necessaryy to make a difference between them is when the time comes to estimate the
averagee amount of money that the state receives in revenues from the tax system
imposedd upon officially registered workers. This will be dealt with later. But the
parallell black market continues to flourish in Cuba. Again, there are no available
statisticss for this market. According to the International Labour Organisation and the
Centree for Labour Studies of Cuba, for every registered self-employed worker, there
aree approximately 3,5 individuals conducting small informal businesses or involved in
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illicitt activity. [MTSS, 1995] If the 3,5 per registered cuentapropista were to be taken
ass a close-to-accurate estimate, then the real number of non-state workers would have
reachedd over 1 million or 21% of the working population in 1995. In 2000, the
numberr of cuentapropistas (officially registered and informal) would not be 109.502,
butt 383.257, or 11% of Cuba's workforce.
Thee second issue that concerns cuentapropismo was the question of recognising
privatee incentives for work. This was more of an ideological problem than a practical
one,, as self-employment relieved the issue of distribution of food and services. But
whenn the ideological manifests itself in economic reality, then a problem of
maintainingg state-supremacy over the means of production and services is put in
question.. The State had to take measures in order to control this new sector and
prohibitt it from developing into a new social class (like a renovated petit-bourgeoisie).
Thiss will be discussed later. But in terms of State ideology, Che Guevara's dream of
creatingg a society where incentives for work are strictly or mostly moral (an idea
foundd in the propaganda of the Campaign to Rectify Errors and Negative Tendencies
duringg the mid-1980s)- is lost. The third problem, the monitoring of business
practices,, put another cost on government spending; new positions and committees for
researchh in the self-employed sectors had to be set up. [MFP, 12 June 2001]
Additionally,, a group of health inspectors are employed to control standards in the
salee of food. Again, there is no way of measuring this phenomenon, as the amount of
moneyy spent on police control of the self-employment system and on research is
currentlyy not available from the Cuban government. The fourth problem is the unjust,
quitee rigid and rudimentary means of collecting taxes. The State depends on a badly
trained,, inexperienced group of inspectors and tax collectors, often accompanied by
thee police, to handle the contribution the self-employed produce for the national
economy.. It does not require much imagination to consider the possibilities of
corruption,, abuse against the self-employed and government losses.

5.6.22

Measurable problems in cuentapropismo

Amongg the real or proven problems that cuentapropismo presents in Cuba today, there
is,, fifth, the accelerating problem of varying levels of income. This presents not only
ann ideological problem, but also a concrete contradiction in the socialist project of
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maintainingg economic equality for its citizens. Since the new law on self-employment
madee cuentapropismo open to the dollar market, many individuals began making
moneyy at high rates. An example based on my 1998 inquiry, demonstrated a grotesque
differencee between individuals actually earning a net income of US $500 per month
versuss those state employees earning the average and miserable US $10 per month
{2233 Pesos). [See also, GI, 1 June 2001:1] The difference is not only reflected in
comparingg cuentapropistas with state workers, but also by distinguishing those selfemployedd individuals earning in pesos and those earning in dollars. As mentioned in
Chapterr Four, there is a giant difference between the average income of those who
conductt their business in the national monetary unit and those who use the US dollar
forr the production and sale of their services. While that cuentapropistas dealing in
dollarss can make over to $500 per month after taxes, whereas peso earning pizza
makerr can earn as tittle as 150 Pesos (US $6.25) per month. According to state
sources,, the government is prepared to acknowledge and tax self-employed dollar
earnerss making US$ 60.000. [MFP, Resolution No.24/95] Most of the dollar earning
self-employedd that I have interviewed had family residing outside Cuba. This
indicatess that many of the new and successful businesses like paladares (homerestaurants)) and bread and breakfast hostels are generally funded by family abroad
whoo were able to send their island-resident relatives dollar remittances to start and
maintainn high income earnings. [Interviews, 1999]

Incomee disparity has been somewhat curbed by the implementation of the tax system
inn 1996. Prior to this (between 1993 and 1995) the difference in income levels must
havee been astronomical. But according to one PCC representative, today there are
millionairess in Cuba, who have worked both legally and illegally in order to
accumulatee wealth and property. [Interviews, 2001] Indeed, while state workers are
receivingg their miserable salaries, some cuentapropistas are making tens of thousands
off US Dollars.

Thee majority of those cuentapropistas interviewed stated that they did not consider
themselvess to compose a social or economic class different from state workers. [See
Appendix]] The reason being, most of their earnings fall into the hands of the state in
thee form of taxes. Additionally, the cuentapropistas are forced to purchase all their
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inputt from state businesses wholesale. So even if some self-employed individuals and
smalll business owners may have ideas about themselves that resemble a certain
divergencee from the reality of most Cuban workers, their position in production and
providingg services remains subordinate to the State. Nevertheless, income disparity
providess Cuban society with a class-like structure that distinguishes between those
withh greater economic opportunities and comfort, and those without. Essentially,
cuentapropismocuentapropismo and the income disparity that follows undermine the Revolution's
missionn to implement economic equality among Cuban citizens.

Thee sixth problem is that of representation of self-employed interests in the party/state
apparatus.. The cuentapropista has no voice of collective interests in the national trade
unionn (CTC). In other words, close to -but not yet- a quarter of the country's
workforcee had no representation in the socialist government. [Nunez, 1998:43] This
wass a serious problem as it alienated a large segment of the population and expels
themm from popular participation in the work place and other circles. Both, the official
numberr of registered self-employed individuals and unofficial informal workers have
beenn reduced. Nevertheless, registered cuentapropistas represent 3% of the working
populationn and informal workers are 11% percent of the workforce. That is, 3% of the
registeredd working population has no representation and in real terms, 11% of workers
havee no influence in government or decisions concerning their informal labour. The
numberss are still significant. This is a factor affecting yet another pillar of the
Revolutionn (popular participation), and will be dealt with towards the end of this
chapter.. Though there has been documented discussion on self-employment within the
PCC,, in addition to one example of a self-employed interest section with observer
statuss in Santiago de Cuba's CTC, [Interviews, 1998] as of 2000 no State policy has
comee to order. [Interviews, 2000]

Thee seventh and final problem, that I have encountered, concerns the issue of racial
relationss in the self-employment system. Ultimately this is linked to the fifth problem
off income inequality. This was already dealt with in Chapter Four.
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5.6.33

State control over cuentapropismo

Too this day, few government reports on cuentapropismo have been made public and
few,, if any, of the above-mentioned problems that show up are dealt within PCC
discourse.. The only interesting point of discussion presented by the government was
thee reduction in the number of participants in the self-employed sector. As mentioned
above,, the reduction in the number of officially registered cuentapropistas can be
relatedd to the overall national economic growth. But I would venture to say that there
iss more to it than that. Though the PCC makes their attitude towards the selfemployedd not obvious

in public discourse, the restrictions under which

cuentapropistascuentapropistas must operate indicate a number of considerations that should
analysed.. Among them: strict control over this sector, steep taxation, the use of the
policee force to control it, and, the link between self-employment and unemployment.

Governmentt policy towards self-employment has never been clear in discourse, but
thee attitude of the State leadership seems to be obvious in the laws applied to this
case.. State regulations concerning cuentapropistas are vested in a document called

"Orientaciones"Orientaciones a Trabajadores por Cuenta Propia", published by the MT
[OTCP/MTSS,, 1995] This document makes clear who can and cannot participate in
thee new self-employment system. The rules concerning the conduct of business, the
proceduree for the paying of taxes and monthly contributions, the number of partners a
cuentapropistacuentapropista may have, etc. The rules are strict and sometimes complicated.
instance,, a recent university graduate is barred from participating in cuentapropismo,
whereass a retired or displaced worker with a university degree may set up his/her own
business.. At some points the rules can be fastidiously detailed. For example,
elaboratedd or processed food (pizza, cakes, sandwiches, etc.) cannot be served on a
platee or with utensils. The popular paladares, or family-run restaurants, can only have
twelvee seats to service their customers. These examples demonstrate what the State
wantss to allow in the space that it provides for private business. Since the State is
proprietorr of most of Cuba's restaurants, it would not want to have a domestic
competitor.. Whether this control is effective or not is another question (especially
whenn paladares are known to serve better quality food at a cheaper price), but the
State'ss intentions are hence revealed. [Martin Perez (Cuba Free Press) 15 December
1999] ]
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Eventually,, cuentapropismo proved to be a new State mechanism that recovered an
excesss of cash that was running through the hands of the population in addition to the
lossess that the State experienced through black market activity. In other words, the
party/statee appropriated (a portion of) the black market. The new revenue (tax)
system,, run by the Office of Tributary Collections (ONAT), implemented in 1996,
wass the mechanism that assisted the State in reaping from this sector a considerable
amountt of money. In 2001, the Ministry of Finance and Prices (MPF) published the
amountt of state income generated by taxes on the self-employed. During the whole of
2000,, the state recouped 1.05 billion pesos from taxes imposed upon this sector. That
is,, state income generated from the official self-employed system amounted to
approximatelyy USS 50 million.

Thee means of collecting taxes are quite rudimentary. The cuentapropista has the
optionn of paying their annual income tax on a yearly basis or a monthly basis. The
yearlyy basis form of paying must be paid in advance. The amount of money to be paid
too the ONAT is set according to the profession and to the area in which the selfemployedd are conducting their business. For instance, someone operating a hostel out
off his/her home in Varadero (a high tourist area equipped with beaches and five-star
hotels),, will pay close to US$ 1000 per month, as opposed to his/her counterpart in the
centree of Santiago city who would pay US$ 300-500 per month. On top of the
monthlyy contribution, the cuentapropista will pay an additional tax on the "excess"
amountt of profits made throughout the month. This profit tax is scheduled by the
provinciall committee of the ONAT, which obliges every private establishment to
carryy a book of records indicating sales or services provided on a daily basis. The
registerr book should be available to inspectors and police on demand. [MTSS 1996]

Anotherr form of control that is employed by the government is the use of the police
forcee and the group of inspectors that are delegated to control cuentapropismo. The
policee are used in accompanying provincial inspectors of the MTSS to implement
Statee policy and execute controls like fines and taxes. This makes it more difficult for
thosee who choose to participate in illegal or unregistered activity. As a tourist or dollar
holder,, it is not uncommon to be invited to illegal paladares, for instance, where a
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home-cookedd meal can be served at a reasonable price. But if one goes to these illegal
establishments,, one will always sense the fear and secretiveness of those who are
serving.. At times, police raids upon houses of cuentapropistas are conducted. In the
Appendixx I have documented only one of the interviews concerning police repression
fromm the cuentapropista point of view. But Martha's testimony was not that much
differentt from that of the other paladar owners which I have interviewed. One of my
principall problems when interviewing cuentapropistas was the fear of me being a
statee inspector or undercover policeman. The fear of police repression as well as being
turnedd in by "neighbourhood spies" is real.
Anotherr example is the control over self-employed taxi drivers who use their own cars
forr transportation services. Once in Cuba, tourists are welcome to travel freely
throughoutt the island at their own expense and by using state-run transportation
services,, but Cuban self-employed taxi drivers are prohibited from serving tourists.
Therefore,, police blockades and control points are seen everywhere on the roads of the e
island.. If a foreigner is "caught" in a cuentapropista taxi, the taxi driver (and not the
tourist)) is fined up to US$ 100. [Interviews, 2000] When it comes to prostitution,
policee control is not that much different from the control over taxis. Since the
jineterasjineteras or jineteros (See 4.9.8) are usually at the service of foreign tourists, the
policee target Cuban nationals that are found in the company of European-looking
individuals.. At times, the police conduct round-ups of Cuban youth that are found in
touristt areas on the beach, near hotels or at dollar bars. Those nationals that are
suspectedd or convicted for sexual misconduct, or prostitution, are temporarily detained
andd fined hundreds of dollars (in pesos) rather than put in prison. [Interviews, 1998]
Policee control over illicit activity like prostitution is understandable, but the penal
systemm concerning the same is not, especially as it resembles the same kind of control
putt upon other forms of cuentapropismo.

5.6.44

Cuentapropismo as a tool

But,, there is more to placing strict controls on the cuentapropista than just
bureaucracyy for bureaucracy's sake. Out of all the reforms that came out of the Special
Period,, this was the most backward and contradictory to the model of full employment
byy the State under a so-called Socialist economy. It represents the most rudimentary
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formm of dialectic digression, even if it was meant as a temporary backward measure to
movee forwards. The conditions upon which the participants work might be acceptable
underr emergency circumstances. However, the present self-employment regime
cannott last that much longer, as police oppression, theft and corruption collide with
eachh other on a daily basis, in a growing economy where the demands for goods and
servicess are high. One could not expect that an educated cuentapropista will tolerate
thee volatile conditions which cuentapropismo has to offer. Still no PCC programme
concerningg the self-employed has been adopted.

Fromm the studied experiences of the self-employed, one can conclude that the dip in
thee number of practising and registered cuentapropistas between 1993 and 2001 is not
duee the betterment of the Cuban economy only. Rather, the drop is also related to the
realisationn that many self-employed individuals cannot handle the pressures imposed
uponn them by the party/state apparatus. On the other hand, with the exception of
recentt university graduates, Cubans are free to choose their job occupation. Though
somee may have to enter the world of theft and prostitution in order to make ends meet
inn their household, no one is forced to apply for a license of self-employment. Or are
they? ?

Ass mentioned in the section concerning labour policy in the SPE, the worker
displacementt policy dictates that a former employer (meaning the Director and the
Directorshipp committee of the new state corporations in Cuba) has the obligation to
providee the ex-employee with three options for employment alternatives. One of these
threee options may be self-employment. If the former employee is discontent with the
otherr two options, then s/he will be forced to take on cuentapropismo as his/her
principlee means of income. But the problems do not stop here. There is also the issue
off unemployment

Accordingg to figures provided by the Ministry of Labour and Social Security, 30.8%
off those officially registered as self-employed were previously considered to be
unemployedd or displaced workers. Another 24.9% held regular state sector jobs, 23%
off the registered cuentapropistas are retired state workers, and another 19.2% were
formallyy housewives. The remaining 1.9% of those who are officially registered as
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self-employedd are classified as having an "other" economic history. [Source: MTSS,
1996]] Whether or not Cuba's housewives exist justifiably apart from the unemployed
iss a question to be dealt with by economic sociologists. But that over thirty percent of
Cuba'ss self-employed were previously and formally considered unemployed or
displacedd workers, is quite telling of the State's purpose for maintaining the possibility
off the small individual private market. Cuentapropismo is, hence, a cure for
unemploymentt that only recently has been recognised by the party/state apparatus.
[Seee 4.9.2] If cuentapropismo did not exist, then the unemployment rate would
continuee to be higher.
Thee significance of cuentapropismo is that the state leadership underhandedly
recognisedd that unemployment is a chronic problem in Cuba, meaning that it will
neverr be solved under the restrictions it is facing; the restrictions have been caused by
globall and domestic factors which dictate or define Cuba's new political economy.
Evenn though the State in its discourse is bent on reducing the unemployment rate,
theree are no guarantees that unemployment will cease to exist. [PCC {Economic
Resolution)Resolution) 1997] One of the measures that the government has taken in order to
controll unemployment has been the reduction of classroom sizes in order to open the
jobb market for more elementary school teachers. [Notimex, 1 June 2001] But this
solvess only the problem of unemployment among university and middle level
pedagogyy educated youth. It does not solve the problem of those workers with lower
levelss of education that are subjected to the rigid framework of efficient state
corporationss that require fewer workers.

CuentapropismoCuentapropismo can also be seen as a relief for retired citizens (many of whom
memberss of the PCC) by adding to their household income and offering an alternative
activityy to occupy their day. [Nunez, 1998:3] But it is really the need of earning an
extraa dollar that turns retirees to self-employment [Interviews, 1998] The same is true
forr housewives; why would a housewife opt to work under the strict conditions
imposedd upon cuentapropistas instead of working for a government business, agency
orr organisation? If the housewife were willing to use her home as a place of
employment,, or walk the streets to sell peanuts, this would mean that she is in search
forr an extra income. One may conclude that unemployment has come to Cuba to stay
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forr a while and that cuentapropismo is a small remedy that the government offers to
thee most vulnerable sectors of society. However, if the party/state apparatus finds a
remedyy to unemployment in cuentapropismo, why all the control and harassment of
self-employedd individuals?
Thee problem is that while self-employment is a controlled and suppressed alternative
too state employment, it can offer a higher level of income than state salaries. Those
thatt are earning hundreds and even thousands of dollars on a monthly basis can be
expectedd to remain among those labelled cuentapropistas because they can afford it.
Thiss produces a contradiction, as it groups a number of self-employed individuals into
ann anti-state or state's competitor category. From the sample provided by my inquiry, I
foundd that those who earn in dollars while receiving benefits from family abroad
tendedd to rate the Cuban government less favourably than their pesos-earning
counterparts.. [See Appendix] The state is intentionally avoiding the building of a
petit-bourgeoiss class. But while it does this, the ones that suffer the most are those
poorerr sectors of society that have no alternative than to turn to cuentapropismo. En
fin,, cuentapropismo has a triple purpose that can be summed up by the following:

a)) to control the level of unemployment;
b)) to allow the most fortunate sectors of Cuba's economy (i.e. those who have access
too dollars from family remittances) to generate capital for the government;
c)) to allow the State to appropriate or extract taxes from lucrative and morally
sustainablee (i.e. not prostitution) business that have traditionally been considered
efficientt black market activities

Inn the following sections of this chapter, I will demonstrate how these conclusions,
togetherr with those that were mentioned in the section dealing with the SPE reveal
sociall contradictions that might also be translated into future divergences of
party/statee interests. The contradictions are paramount in understanding the impact of
Cuba'ss insertion into the global political economy.
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5.77

New structures

Whilee the Cuban government boasts its social achievements and while certain
personalitiess of the World Bank evidently open up the process of recognising
alternativee models for development, there exists another aspect to Cuba's economic
survivall during this late stage of neo-liberal globalisation. It is an aspect that concerns
thee re-positioning or arrangement of social forces in Cuba's political economy. This
sectionn will be dedicated to conceptualising visible emerging social structures that
havee emanated from the Special Period and the need to integrate Cuba's economy
furtherr into the global context. In a critical fashion it will accentuate the similarities
betweenn the Cuban model and those trends found in the global political economy. The
purposee is not to discredit the Socialist project of building a classless society, because
thee research material does not indicate the formation of new classes -though some

cubanologoscubanologos do share the view that there are new classes forming. [Dilla, 1999
Rather,, the purpose of this part is to demonstrate that certain social bloc formations
cann be identifiable and indicate the extent to which global trends influence or shape
Cuba'ss transformation. This constitutes the answer to the second half of this
dissertation'ss research question.

Inn Chapter Four, concerning the causes and consequences of Cuba's crisis during the
1990s,, I demonstrated that the revolutionary leadership expressed a genuine interest in
maintainingg the pillars upon which the Cuban Revolution was built. In discourse and
inn action, the reforms reflected a continuous concern for the foundations that
characterisee the Cuban party/state apparatus, those being: anti-imperialism and social
justice.. This was manifested in the increased amount of expenditures that the state
investedd into its national health care system, social security, education and the
politicall propaganda that centred on the US economic embargo. On the political scale,
thee party/state apparatus' insistence on maintaining a one-party political system with
autochthonouss democratic reforms in combination with the refusal to privatise or sell
outt major industries to foreign entities testifies to the resistance against foreign
modelss that have been imposed upon most of Cuba's neighbouring countries. [Castro
1998:4]] At the same time, the crisis of the 1990s required that the party/state
apparatuss adjust to the new global context that was defined by the fall of the Soviet
Bloc,, its parallel market system (the COMECON) and the rise in the globalisation of
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markett trends. In order for the Cuban economy to remain competitive and survive
withinn the new global context, it was necessary for the revolutionary leadership to
adoptt measures that imitate some current global tendencies and at the same time reject
others.. The revolutionary leadership, nevertheless, continues to claim that the changes
thatt have taken place in Cuba do not in any way reflect or imitate the process of
transitionn that was experienced in other "post-Socialist" states. [Castro, 1996;
Monreal,, 1995] The PCC also insists that the neo-liberal formulas that were popularly
takenn on by neighbouring countries like Argentina and Brazil, that promoted the
reductionn of state spending on social projects and human development, were not
replicatedd in Cuba's experience during and after the Special Period. The first task of
thiss section is, thus, to delineate the differences between the global trends in political
economy,, much of which was outlined in Chapter Two, and the way that the Cuban
economyy is presently inverted.

Inn order to understand PCC discourse and propaganda concerning revolutionary
Cuba'ss insertion into the global political economy, one can look to the collection of
Fidell Castro's speeches that condemn what he precisely refers to as neo-liberal
globalisation.. In his work, at conferences and in publications, Fidel recognises that
somee forms of globalisation are inevitable and even desirable. [See Castro, 1999] The
changess in information and communication technology that have been experienced
throughoutt the last two decades has made the world smaller and has also allowed for
thee sharing of techniques in efficient production and services to be replicated all over.
Additionally,, the striving for new means of cultural expression has brought people
fromm the far reaches of the Earth to enjoy the same music, foods, clothing and material
needs.. What Castro opposes, as does the PCC in its discourse, is the monopolisation
andd privatisation of industries and markets to the point where developing countries
cannott compete. He also recognises that the opening of national boarders for
multinationall corporations to penetrate domestic markets of underdeveloped countries
andd the closing of doors in the technologically and industrially advanced countries of
thee North- to products from the Southern countries. [Bustamante Molina,
{Trabajdores){Trabajdores) 23 May 2001] In discourse, the essence of the PCC critique against
neo-liberall globalisation stems from the resistance to the growing gaps between the
richh and the poor in the international context. This gap, which is accompanied by
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environmentall degradation, the spread of preventable diseases and organised crime is
seenn as the irresponsible but logical consequence of global capitalism. In its place, the
revolutionaryy leadership on an international level has dedicated most of its work to
advocatingg new means of sustainable development.

Inn Havana, Fidel Castro opened up various forums and conferences dedicated to
criticisingg the condition of neo-liberal capitalism. These gatherings have specialised
onn topics from education and health to the prospects for the usage of renewable energy
sources.. [Castro, 1999: 21] There was even an International Hearings Court on Neoliberalismm in 2000, whereby professionals and activists mostly from countries in the
Southh congregated to denounce the injustices that have been committed to the most
economicallyy vulnerable sections of the world's population. [GI, 21 January 2000]
Anotherr example of Castro's work can be found in his extraordinary invitation offered
too Pope John Paul II to visit Cuba, whereby the Church leader joined the PCC in
denouncingg the injustices against humanity for which neo-liberal capitalism can be
blamed.. [Granma, December 1997, December 1998; Alarcón de Quesada, (GI/Radio
Rebelde)) 8 January 1999]

Nevertheless,, by taking into consideration the pillars upon which the Cuban
revolutionn was built, it suffices to say that the leadership's real and central concern is
thee withering away of the state, or at least the reduction of state intervention in society
andd the national economy. This state-reductionism is what Susan George, Susan
Strangee and William Graf have in numerous works labelled as the essential and global
characterr of neo-liberalism. [Strange, 1996:3-66] William Graf calls it re-

comodification,comodification, where the state in the Third World has been forced to employ polic
off non-intervention in the economy in order to receive loans and grants from the
internationall financial institutions; namely the World Bank and the International
Monetaryy Fund. [Graf, 1995] In the works of these critics, the growth in poverty, the
lackk of programmes dedicated to disease prevention and the drop in investments
dedicatedd to infrastructure for education, transportation and other social institutions
aree all to be blamed on the rolling back of state activities in Third World society. In
contrast,, the revolutionary leadership in Cuba has resisted any measure to make the
state'ss role in society smaller. As was mentioned in section 5.3 of this chapter,
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concerningg social growth, the Cuban party/state apparatus demonstrated a strong
commitmentt to continuing growth and investment into the vital sectors of society like
education,, medicine and housing. For this reason and by the same logic, Cubans can
boastt that on their island, homelessness, illiteracy and starvation do not exist, because
thee state has not been reduced. The party/state apparatus in Cuba remains supreme.
Thee PCC arguments against the concept of transition are similar to those against neoliberalism.. They are also based on the idea that "post-Socialist" states must go from
onee sort of political economy to another whereby the state loses much of its power. In
critiquingg the so-called transition states, Fidel Castro and the PCC highlight the
tragediess that have occurred in the former Soviet Bloc, especially in Russia. The fall
inn value of the Russian Rouble in 1997 and 1998, the reports of Mafia control,
organisedd crime and the lack of funds to pay state workers their salaries were all
featuress that were not replicated in Cuba. [Castro, 1998:40]

Ass mentioned in Chapter Two, the term transition has been used in reference to
ongoingg socio-political and economic shifts in various regions of the world. During
thee eighties and the first part of the nineties, transition tactics with neo-liberal
prescriptionss have been applied to the process of socio-political change registered not
onlyy in the former Socialist Bloc but neighbouring Latin American countries as well.
Movingg from state-led to market-led economies that allow an optimal amount of
foreignn direct investment to buy up national industries and services is what has
identifiedd the concept of transition in Latin America. [Jeffries, 1993] These economic
structurall changes went hand-in-hand with the opening up to democratic rights and
practicess that allowed for new political parties to dominate the state. This
phenomenonn is what Graf called democratisation and re-commodification. [Graf,
1995]] From documented cases, we know that transition has had varying effects on
developingg countries. In Africa, transition has even resulted in state collapse. [Hughes,
1992]] Many of the negative effects are blatant, and in Eastern Europe transition has
causedd perpetual instability and social unrest.

Thee study of economic transition on a national scale (case studies) often concludes
thatt economic reforms are the outcome of socio-political and ideological change;
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whenn in fact, economic development historically often

preceded political

transformation.. [Carranza, 1994:7] Examples of these were mentioned in Chapter
Two.. Though there is a lot written on transition, its theoretical implications and
processess are still not well understood. But what has occurred in countries that were
supposedlyy in transition has been the application of a package of economic reforms.
Alll economic reforms, in practice, end up in consolidations or replacements of
politicall power. This notion is supported by the fact that, on occasion, economic
reformss in transition economies end up diminishing the base of political power of the
sociall forces that promote the very reforms (as was the case with Gorbechev's
Russia).. The case of Eastern Europe after 1989 is the clearest example where
politicallyy inspired economic reforms led into transition. In this instance, the demise
off the Socialist Bloc ended up in a radical social-political breakdown. On the other
hand,, the speed at which the economic reforms take place can be considered to be a
politicall action by the economic groups that might benefit from transition. The usage
off shock therapy as instituted in Russia was a prescription from the neo-liberal doctors
andd international financial institutions to Eastern Europe. [Carranza, 1994] These
prescriptionss were sponsored by specific interests groups and were therefore political
tacticss to implement radical and rapid change before the various antagonistic sectors
off society had any time to organise a counter position to the new structures.
Nevertheless,, it remains clear that political transition in the former Socialist
economiess was based upon the development of economic interests and applications of
neo-liberall ideas. In this sense, according to Cuba's revolutionary leadership, the
purposee of transition and implementing neo-liberal reforms is to deliberately reduce
statee supremacy and dismiss those in power in order to promote the goals of foreign
entitiess and their political and economic interests.

Thee problem with this view is that Cuba's party/state apparatus has experienced some
off its own economic reforms, most of which have been explained up until now.
Wouldd this indicate that Cuba is no different from those transition societies? The
answerr is yes and no. Yes, Cuba's experience of economic restructuring is different
fromm the transition economies in Eastern Europe and Latin America in that political
powerr has not been replaced and the state has not rendered up its supremacy, neither
too foreign countries nor to the market. No -Cuba is not that different from transition
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economiess in that there has been not a replacement, but a shift of political power
withinn the party/state apparatus. This was evident in the military's role in the SPE.
Bothh instances must be given theoretical consideration.
Amongg Cuban cubanologos, the concept of economic restructuring and reforms is
viewedd as different from what is going on in the rest of the world. Political Economist
Pedroo Monreal distinguishes between the two independent, indeed different,
phenomenaa of Economic Transition and Institutional Transformation. [Monreal,
1994:30]] Both concepts can be perceived as a means to economic reforms, and the
restructuringg of state functions and institutions. Transition economies have moved
almostt instantaneously from a supposed Socialist project to free market capitalism.
Butt according to Monreal, in Cuba there exists a distinct perception of change that
recognisess both the need for reforms and the need to maintain state power. This
formatt negates the idea of replacing immediately the old structure for a "final one."
Whatt is popularly used in describing this perspective is an old Sino-Cuban phrase "Crossingg the river by feeling the rocks under your feet". This management of crisis is
consistentt with the history of the Cuban Revolution since 1959 and was manifested in
thee various phases of Cuba's party/state development. For instance, when radical
reformss proved to be exhausted during Cuba's jump into ideological "communism"
(ledd by Che Guevara), the PCC instituted a system of adjustment and reforms labelled
byy Eckstein as the "return to Socialism". [Eckstein, 1994:41-59] This is also an
affirmationn of one of the pillars of the Revolution that I identified as continuity.

Underr institutional transformation, cubanologos like Monreal and Carranza
understandd that economic reforms do not necessarily represent transitions of one mode
off production to the other, i.e., State-run to private enterprise). [Carranza, Monreal, et.
al.. 1997] Instead, economic reforms are essentially processes of institutional
constructionn and reconstruction that embark upon two big spheres of action:
OrganisationalOrganisational and Normative. Whereas the organisational transformation refers to
thee restructuring of financial institutions and modes of production, normative
transformationn refers to legitimising the changes through reforms in the law that
accommodatess the country to global norms. The two aspects of state institutional
transformationn were implemented simultaneously and with order. Hence, it was not
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fromm one day to another that foreign enterprises were welcomed to invest directly and
upp to 100%. First, there had to be a consensus that foreign direct investment was a
viablee means of maintaining the Cuban economy during tough times, and from that
pointt on legal measures that would permit it were taken into consideration and
implemented.. However, institutional transformation in Cuba has never meant that
Socialismm was to be given up, that the PCC would loose its influence over civil
societyy or that the leadership's political power would be compromised. All reforms
weree done in the name of salvaging Cuba's Socialist project. From this discourse,
statee supremacy and state-led economy is understood as the centrality of the
revolutionaryy leadership's argument against neo-liberal transition.
Accordingg to PCC discourse, throughout the past four decades Cuba's Socialist
Projectt has required that the party/state be elastic and adjustable to changes in the
globall political economy. The economic crisis that plagued Cuba during the 1990s has
beenn so deep that it required and pushed forward great transformations in the national
economyy and its organisational and legal structures. However, the revolutionary
leadershipp says that the reforms were not enforced, nor inspired, by global trends
followingg the neo-liberal path chosen by other countries. Power, productivity and
economicc growth remain in the hands of the State, which receives legitimacy by
maintainingg the foundations and the pillars of the Revolution. Even today, the main
objectivess in PCC discourse continue to be self-determination for the country and
socio-economicc progress. [PCC, (Economic Resolution) 1997] When in 1993 the
objectt of self-determination remained constant, progress did not. And so during this
crisis,, the participants in the fourth and fifth PCC Congresses had to find solutions
thatt would not rock social stability. Evidently, the main solution was freeing up the
market.. The issue became how much market. In Cuba, the forces of the world market
weree seen as not irresponsibly unleashed, rather, they were applied to sectors of
societyy which were prepared for a managerial revolution, de-centralisation and
openingg up to foreign capital. Behind the banner of perfecting Socialism, and the need
forr high productivity in order to reach the goals of socio-economic progress, Cuba's
party/statee apparatus underwent institutional transformation. This was the experience
thatt came out of the Special Period and that which was institutionalised with the SPE.
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Thee Cuban argument, so to speak, against neo-liberalism and transition from a stateledd economy to free market capitalism -and hence political replacement of- has been
welll defended. No other contemporary statesman has been able to dedicate most of
his/herr discourse and political thought to criticising the global political economy as
muchh as Fidel Castro. Nevertheless there remain some similarities between Cuba's
statee institutional transformation and current trends in the global political economy. In
otherr words, rarely does the leadership point to the qualities of neo-liberalism that are
replicatedd on the local terrain and implicated through institutional transformation. The
similaritiess will eventually undermine the notion that reforms in Cuba were not
inspiredd or moulded by global trends.

Furthermore,, I take issue with the idea that modes of production are defined according
too whom or what controls the production processes. As mentioned in the theoretical
framework,, whether an economic model is run by the state or private entities has little
bearingg on how labour and production are actually organised. In order for the Cuban
state/apparatuss to compete on the global level and increase productivity, it had to
employy hierarchical structures that resemble those found in capitalist economies.
Cuba,, hence, followed the global trends. And though the revolutionary leadership
continuess to claim that production in Cuba is based on democratic socialist
organisationn -because it is run by the state-, what really existed and continues to exist
iss a bureaucratic layer that controls and plans production. But the mode of production
iss in fact the same; more so now under the SPE than ever before.

Ass was mentioned in Chapter Two, neo-liberalism has been studied by various social
scientists,, each giving it a different definition or conceptual framework. What have
beenn pertinent to this study are the five general prescriptions that have given neoliberalismm its peculiar identity. These prescriptions are what I identified in the
theoreticall framework as trends in the global political economy and may be pointed
outt concretely here: 'Privatisation of State firms'; 'fiscal management' against public
spending;; 'flexibility of the labour market'; opening to 'free trade'; and in the case of
developingg countries the 'opening up to foreign financial markets'.
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Thee first and foremost global trend is the privatisation of state firms. The goal of this
actionn is supposedly to eliminate inefficiency and government expenditure. But
privatisationn is also known as a fundraiser for the state during the process of
restructuringg and repayment of foreign debts. Of course this sort of income could only
lastt as long as there are public or state firms left to privatise; it is a short-term
fundraisingg plan, very near sighted. The government that employs regulatory agencies
too monitor the transition to privatisation need funding. This is especially true in the
casee of monopolies -like transportation and energy-, to ensure and monitor quality
issuess and the efficiency of public service. Often, and this true for highly developed
countriess as well as for the Third World, privatisation is met with popular resistance
ass it tends to result in the freezing or lowering of workers' salaries and even
downsizing.. These disadvantages, among others, are what deter the Cuban leadership
fromm privatisation.

Fiscall reform has the purpose of reducing budget deficits by decreasing subsidies to
locall industries and social programmes in addition to creating independent national
(central)) banks. The only fiscal reforms that have affected social spending in Cuba are
thosee that resulted in greater spending in the areas of education, health care and social
security.. The same is true for state worker's salaries, which have experienced a small
increase.. Fiscal reform in Cuba can be found in the SPE, as the practice of
accountabilityy ensures that the state will continuously reduce the amount of subsidies
forr each state corporation. As mentioned in the section concerning the SPE, state
corporationss under the new system will no longer depend on the state to supply
emergencyy funds or salary increases. All the fiscal management has undergone
decentralisation.. Those companies that cannot adhere to the new structures are
condemnedd to dissolution. The exception has been the sugar industry that has been
takenn over by direct military management. Also mentioned in the last chapter, was the
party/statee apparatus' intention on creating a Central Bank. This bank, though not
independentt from party/state control, has made room for other private banks to be
presentt on the island. Additionally, there are new state banks that specialise in
servicess other than the state budget and accounts. The new banks are geared towards
privatee investment, personal savings and credit for new entrepreneurs including the
self-employedd and agricultural co-operatives. [See 4.8.2]
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Legislationn concerning new labour policies that has been introduced during transitions
too neo-liberal regimes has had the purpose of providing more autonomy for employers
inn deciding wages and benefits. Trade unions are often stripped of their powers to
negotiatee with private firms. The results have additionally been a significant
downsizingg in the number of employees of a given enterprise and an increase in
unemploymentt or under-employment whereby workers are offered part-time or
temporaryy jobs rather than secure and full-time positions. This flexibility has the
purposee of reducing social security contributions that employers have to make. In the
namee of increasing profitability and therefore attracting investment, the lower-wage
workerss are subjected to more elusive hiring and firing policies. The experience of the
SPEE and cuentapropismo has demonstrated that labour in Cuba has become more
flexible.. Decentralised state firms now have the authority to employ and dismiss
workerss at their own discretion without intervention from the CTC or the Ministry of
Labour.. As mentioned earlier, the Director of any given company operating within the
frameworkk of the SPE, together with the Directorship Committee (that does include a
limitedd number of CTC and PCC representatives) are the actors in defining how
workerss are treated. However, Cuba's experience does differ from transitional and
neo-liberall regimes in that each State company or corporation is obligated to assist in
findingg employment for the dismissed worker. Nevertheless, the opening up of
temporaryy employment agencies, as has been documented, and the conditions of
labourr contracted by the year indicates the level of flexible labour that is present in
Socialistt Cuba. This trend is the most obvious of similarities between Cuba's
economicc restructuring and neo-liberal globalisation.

Tradee reforms are concerned with making the private sector of the national economies
moree competitive internationally and export orientated, with updated technologies in
production.. Developing countries have reduced tariffs on imports, thinking that it
encouragess availability of their national production towards foreign markets. But
instead,, the highly industrialised countries have not lowered their tariffs to allow a
levell that would allow much more imports. Besides production for social
consumption,, Cuba's national economy had always been oriented towards export.
Evenn when the Soviet Union conducted oil deliveries to the island, the party/state
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apparatuss re-exported some of the petroleum to other countries. During the existence
off the Soviet Bloc, Cuba exported its sugar for materials and industrial goods from
Socialistt economies. But Cuba was never totally dependent on Soviet aide. As
mentionedd in Chapter Three, at some points during the Cold War, forty percent of
Cuba'ss trade was dependent on the West. [Eckstein, 1994: 68] Since the crisis of the
1990s,, Cuba's only trade treaties have been bilateral in character. Some trade reforms
allowedd foreign entities to enter the Cuban market, but never without having the
party/statee apparatus enjoying the right to export Cuban national products. [Alarcón de
Quesada,, in GI, 8 January 1999] However, there has been some room for free trade in
Cuba'ss national economy; that is, in the Free Economic Zones (FEZ) that are located
nearr major ports. In terms of acquiring new technologies that make the Cuban market
competitive,, Cuba's legislation on joint ventures and foreign direct investment in
limitedd economic sectors has allowed the party/state apparatus to enjoy access to the
mostt up-dated means of communication and sharing of information. In any case,
Cuba'ss trade reforms are all based on fair and basically equal trade; this is what the
revolutionaryy leadership promotes in discourse and in action.

Thee opening up to foreign financial markets has had the objective of reducing
governmentt intervention and aiming for the operation of free markets, in which
nationall enterprises and the economies as a whole become heavily influenced by
internationall or foreign financial institutions, like the IMF and the World Bank. The
advantagee to this is an increase in capital inflow and the modernisation of industries.
Thee disadvantages arise when global institutions determine the allocations of revenues
ass in the Mexican crisis of 1994, when the impact of the high volatility of capital
outfloww affected the monetary unit and thus the purchasing power of nationals.
Additionally,, the capital outflow from host states to multinational corporate home
statess is far greater than the inflow. In Cuba, the party/state apparatus still controls the
valuee of the national monetary unit, as it controls the rules of play in financing. It does
soo with the help of companies that wish to invest in Cuba and without the World Bank
orr IMF that propose radical changes in order to access foreign credit. The Cuban
markett is an attractive market for foreign investors for reasons mentioned in Chapter
Four,, in that Cuba is politically stable and the population is healthy and well educated.
[Lage,, 1996] Ironically though, PCC propaganda depends on blaming the United State
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economicc embargo for the lack of access to foreign financial markets and credit. This
implies,, therefore, that once the US embargo has fallen, the leadership will search for
moree foreign financial markets and access provided by international financial
institutions. .
Att this point, it is evident that the economic restructuring that Cuba has endured
throughoutt the 1990s and the post-Cold War era, what Monreal and others called state
institutionall transformation, has replicated some global trends on domestic terrain.
Thee reforms cannot be considered neo-liberal, primarily because the party/state
apparatuss did not follow through with privatisation. Nevertheless, the future prospects
forr employing the other global trends in Cuba seem quite bright. This is especially
evidentt when it comes to labour flexibility and the opening to foreign financial
institutionss in a post-embargo era. But even now, certain trends have already shaped
Cuba'ss political economy. In turn these global trends, which already appear as
existingg in Cuban society, have created structures that help define the domestic
politicall economy and the country's insertion or adjustment to the global political
economy. .

5.88

New structures and social bloc formations

Followingg the theoretical framework concerning structures in Chapter Two, in both
thee study of economics and politics, structures cannot by any means be considered
permanent,, as both global and local trends often change with time and are met with
resistance.. But through this study I have come to identify real global trends and hard
domesticc structures that seem to characterise the new Cuban model. The new
structuress that have been imposed upon Cuban society will be defined in this section.

Again,, it was during the fourth and fifth PCC Congresses when Cuba's leadership
publiclyy recognised the need for decentralising the entrepreneurial sectors of the
plannedd economy, improving economic efficiency, reducing waste and increasing
profit,, introducing foreign direct investment and making the labour market more
flexible.. However, it was the demise of the Socialist bloc and insertion into the global
politicall economy that forced the party/state apparatus to restructure or transform
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somee of its institutions. The profound changes that the Cuban political economy
experiencedd during and after the economic crisis of the 1990s can be summarised in
thee following points:

••

Dollarisation of the economy;

••

Foreign Direct Investment and the dependence on the same to acquire new
technology; ;

••

A restructuring of production and labour relations in the new Cuban state
enterprisee in order to meet the demands of the global competitive market;

••

A small space provided for the self-employed in order to generate new funds for
thee state and to keep low the level of unemployment;
Flexibility of the labour market

••

Thee results of the policies mentioned above have been measured by the economic
successs and continual social growth in sectors that were highlighted throughout this
chapter.. At the same time, economic growth resulted in some unfavourable conditions
forr the Cuban worker; namely, in reduced job security and purchasing power. Overall,
thee policies that were instilled during the Special Period were translated into the later
halff of the 1990s -and the first years of the new century- can be summarised by the
following: :

••

Making state production more efficient;

••

A maximisation of the country's natural and labour resources;

••

Income disparity and social consequences (rise in prostitution, vestiges of racial
discrimination); ;

••

The expansion of state supremacy over the market (including abduction of some
blackk market activity);

••

The military's ascension into controlling the new economic sphere;

••

Worker's wages above the minimum salary dependent on global market structures
andd a reduction in job security
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Outt of these developed policies that have their advantages and disadvantages, certain
sociall forces have apparently been re-arranged or highlighted, and, hence, created new
structures.. I call this process social bloc formation, as the above mentioned nuances
indicatee that certain sectors of society attain high priority on the party/state's agenda,
andd other internal structures are displaced or adjusted to new (global) circumstances.
Thee social bloc formation is a direct result of the institutional/structural reforms that
thee country has undergone. It is also the clearest manifestation of the impact, or
influence,, that global trends have upon Cuban society. This has been a difficult task
becausee the social bloc formation is currently taking place and has not fully solidified
butt I have provided evidence enough in order to maintain that certain social structures
doo exist and that certain social forces have been re-arranged.

Haraldoo Dilla, former head of the Department of Social Philosophy at the University
off Havana, argues that a new layer of technocrats and business leaders has already
formedd in Cuba. [Dilla, 1999] He calls this the "technocratic-entrepreneurial" social
bloc.. It is a social bloc that was born out of the policies put forth by the PCC during
thee Special Period. This supposed new social bloc, which he indicates eventually
resembless a class, has three basic components. The first can be found within the
circuitss of foreign investment and joint ventures. Today there are over 800 foreign and
privatee firms operating in the country. As the corporations are joint-enterprises with
thee State, the foreign owners are tied to a layer of domestic entrepreneurs and local
businessmenn who share their experiences, life-styles and aspirations. The second
componentt is comprised of the directors of state enterprises who have achieved a level
off autonomy from the government. Their functions differ greatly from the traditional
white-collarr manager of centralised state corporations prior to the Special Period. This
layerr is concerned with maximising profits, more so than with any other political
consideration. .

Thee third component of this bloc is classified as those who have accumulated large
sumss of money and property usually at the expense of state resources. Dilla argues
thatt it is impossible to quantify the amount of capital that lie in the hands of this layer,
sincee their possessions are not documented and have often been obtained illegally.
[Dilla,, 1999] In the research material that was mentioned in the previous chapter in
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orderr to demonstrate a high and rising concentration of capital in fewer hands, Dilla
approximatess that 60% of their cash is deposited into banks. [See Chapter Four] These
actorss of the technocratic-entrepreneurial bloc are mostly, wealthy peasants,
commerciall intermediaries and self-employed service providers {cuentapropistas).

Finally,, Dilla argues that there is a close connection between those of the military and
civiliann bureaucratic circle (and family members) and this new social bloc. However,
Dillaa gives no evidence to defend this argument. Due to the secretive nature of
informationn in Cuba, it is very difficult to make a connection between this
technocratic-entrepreneuriall emerging social bloc and their relatives in the ministries
andd military. But because so many members of the PCC are involved in this process, it
iss quite evident that there is some kind of link between the two.
II would agree with Dilla's classification of the first two components of his social bloc.
Statee business leaders, directors of joint enterprises and those who work directly under
foreignn investors do share a reality that is different from most other Cubans. Their
interestss are geared towards strengthening the ties between state firms and ex-pat
entrepreneurs.. Their primary interest, no less, is the increase in profits and the
expansionn of their particular market. The case of Brascuba and co-president Adolfo
Diaz,, mentioned in Section 5.2 concerning joint ventures, makes clear the intentions
andd preoccupation with expanding their profit margins. [GI, 21 June 2001] Most other
Cubanss work for subsistence. Additionally, there are those Cuban accountants and
engineerss that work indirectly for foreign entities via the temporary employment
agenciess set up by state corporations like Cubalse. Their contracts and basic salary
doess not differ much from most Cubans. However, the fringe benefits in housing,
accesss to automobiles and tips for incentives do distinguish them from other nationals.
[Interviews,, 1999] Their right to travel with foreign business partners also affords
themm a freedom that no other Cuban enjoys.

Thee second component of the technocratic-entrepreneurial social bloc is not that
differentt from the first. Under the now functioning SPE, Directors of state enterprises
havee a freedom to organise and plan production as they never could before. At their
command,, workers may be fired or re-located to other state enterprises. They have
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power.. Additionally, the company accountants are accountable to the new Directors
only.. This leaves room for corruption and playing favourites within the Directorship
Committee.. As mentioned before, the Director, together with the Directorship
Committee,, decides how salaries are dispersed, how much of the remaining profits
willl be added to whose take-home pay or re-invested into expansion projects. The
SPEE constitutes a new form of business planning where the Director behaves like a
privatee entrepreneur. This is even more so the case when a company is enabled to
exportt and conduct business in hard currency.

Dilla'ss third component is less credible, though I have demonstrated that there are a
numberr of Cuban nationals that are enjoying a higher standard of living due to the
amountt of money they have accumulated since the legalisation of possession of hard
currency.. This is especially evident among the self-employed (cuentapropistas).
However,, since this group is not homogeneous it is difficult to group them into a
componentt of Dilla's social bloc.

Fromm my own research I estimate that most dollar makers have family abroad or
accesss to an inflow from remittances, or, are favourites of wealthy foreign investors
andd ex-pat residents. Dollar remittances from the United States have reached US$ 800
millionn per year. [Alarcón, 2001] Obviously, this amount of money is concentrated in
aa fewer hands, otherwise Cuba would be a country of millionaires. But as far as the
cuentapropistascuentapropistas are concerned, there is no evidence that this group constitutes a social
classs or even a component of the emerging social bloc as a whole, so far. As was
mentionedd earlier in the study of the self-employed, most of the surviving
cuentapropistascuentapropistas are those who have access to money coming from abroad. Others are
involvedd in black market activity because they cannot deal with the pressures that are
imposedd upon them by the strict framework under which they are to operate. Yet, even
anotherr section of the self-employed (albeit small) is composed of those who are
tryingg to escape unemployment.

Thee government's big stick of discipline lies within the hands of inspectors, tax
collectorss and police actions. As mentioned earlier, this form of market opening is
extremelyy primitive, resembling that of feudalistic societies, when the wealth of
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peasantss and serfs was confiscated by the noble lords. The police repression and
sometimess corruption is so immense that some individuals will prefer to be
consideredd unemployed and participate in black market activity rather than subject
themselvess to the harshness of the police and inspectors. Of those with access to
dollars,, there are those that are also turning down the possibility of self-employment.
[Seee Appendix]
Thee diversity among cuentapropistas can also be found in their attitudes. My study
didd demonstrate a possible rift in ideology and sympathy towards the Cuban
government;; 56% of the cuentapropistas with family abroad that I interviewed said
thatt they do not care so much for the Communist government. In contrast, of those
thatt did not have family abroad, 63% answered, not only favourably, but also quite
enthusiasticallyy in their support for the Communist Party-led regime. Though the
legallyy self-employed group represents a small percentage of the entire population,
theirr attitudes do represent a developing difference in ideas between those with access
too dollars and those who do not. This difference is reflected among other groups
withinn the general population as well, including members of the PCC. [Interviews,
1999]] For these reasons I would not agree with Dilla that the cuentapropistas
constitutee a group or component within this technocratic-entrepreneurial social bloc.
Muchh less when this social bloc is supposed to represent a bureaucratic layer that rises
abovee the masses and organises production.

II have concluded that the cuentapropistas, just like any other social group, can be
dividedd into those that have money and those that do not. Those who lack funds or
cannott handle the pressure imposed upon them by the state framework of conduct,
tendd to leave the world of self-employment and end up in state sponsored economic
activityy or illegal practices. Additionally, I have identified those who remain
successfull in their self-employment as a tool by the government to obtain extra funds
throughh the tax regime. One last detail that would distinguish all self-employed
individualss from the other two components of the technocratic-entrepreneurial social
blocc would be their lack of participation in civil politics. Although some

cuentapropistascuentapropistas were found to be retired workers that are at the same time mem
off the PCC, the self-employed worker remains an individual and cannot organise his
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orr her work with other comrades. Cuentapropistas are different from state-workers
becausee the do not have stable salaries and their existence is not protected by detailed
laww or syndicate representation within the CTC. Their peculiar position in society
doess not indicate that they form part of a rising class. Nevertheless, cuentapropistas
aree subordinate to other social structures, namely the police and the ONAT, which in
turnn is controlled by central authority. Cuentapropistas are a small social force of their
ownn and subordinated to the structures that were created to exploit their labour.

Anotherr characteristic of this supposed technocratic-entrepreneurial social bloc is their
linkk to elites within the civil and military bureaucratic circles. Perhaps Dilla searched
forr evidence to sustain this argument. For one reason or the other, he did not mention
thiss in his work and hence his assumption remains questionable. In any case, the
searchh for new structures or the arrangement of social forces should not end up in
mysteriouss family links and "buddy" socialism (sociolismo). [Eckstein, 1994:21]
Rather,, I would emphasise the relationship between top military officers and the
directorss of state corporations under the SPE. It is a relationship that includes superior
andd subordinate positions. As mentioned earlier, the Executive Commission appoints
directorss to state enterprises and monitors their work in making production more
efficient.. Whether or not the directors are the sons and daughters of the members of
thee Executive Commission is irrelevant. The point is that the Executive Commission
existss as an impinging entity that represents a real power over the national economy
andd intends on trying to bring all forces of production under its direction. The most
influentiall group in the Executive Commission is in fact the top echelon of Cuba's
armedd forces (FAR); i.e. General Raul Castro and Col. Armando Betancourt Perez. En
fin,, the FAR controls production and has been made responsible for re-inserting Cuba
intoo the global political economy of the twenty-first century.

Hence,, in addition to my modification of Dilla's technocratic-entrepreneurial social
bloc,, I have revealed another social bloc that supersedes the layer of directors, local
businessmenn and dollar makers. It is an overriding social force that Dilla failed to
identify.. The social force is composed of the top leaders of the party/state apparatus
whichh combine old-time revolutionaries like Fidel Castro, his brother Raul and
Armandoo Betancourt Perez, those who are loyal to them (the Political Bureau and
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Centrall Committee) and other members of society, mostly those who fought against
Batistaa (over 70 years of age). I call this the old guard of the Revolution or the

establishedestablished military-civil bureaucracy, those who are responsible for having unified
thee party/state apparatus, as mentioned in Chapter Three of this dissertation. As long
ass this top layer continues to exist, the members of the Executive Commission, and
thuss the Directors of Cuba's new state corporations, shall remain loyal to this entity. It
wass no coincidence that in June of 2001, Fidel Castro proclaimed his brother General
Raull Castro as his successor to the title Defender of the Revolution. [GI, 21 June
2001]] In this sense, the constitution of the SPE and the recognition of the Executive
Commissionn implied a re-organising of Cuban social forces, here placing the armed
forcess at the top of power and production. This is held in contrast to previous
experiencess of keeping local management in the hands of party cadre who in turn were
accountablee to central planning only-a system that proved to be inefficient and
defunctt in the post-Cold War context. It is noteworthy to mention here Raul Castro's
powerr over the PCC. He is second-in-command of the PCC and chair of the Party's
Camagueyy provincial committee.

Thee ascension of the FAR to power and above production has become the most
essentiall characteristic of Cuba's state institutional transformation. Accordingly, it has
becomee the party/state apparatus' response to global pressures. The revolutionary
leadership,, which continued to maintain the policy of state supremacy over the
market,, ensured that the new technocratic-entrepreneurial bloc could employ trends in
productionn that would allow Cuba to participate in the global market. In other words,
Dilla'ss technocratic-entrepreneurial

bloc minus the third element (i.e. the

cuentapropistas)) became a tool for the party/state apparatus to update its economic
practices.. But only by subordinating the key players of the Cuban economy to the
FARR (and thus central figures of the party/state apparatus) can the Revolution
continuee to exist. The relevance of positioning the emerging social bloc structure in
thiss order is to deter the technocratic-entrepreneurial bloc from forming an
independentt class of its own; a class that, in the future, might destabilise the
party/statee apparatus and bring an end to Revolutionary Cuba as it seeks alliances
outsidee the domestic sphere. Only in this way could the Revolution continue to exist
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uponn the pillars of its existence. This idea will be explored further in the concluding
chapter. .

5.8.11

State service workers and their position

Upp to this point I have concentrated on those forces of society that control production
andd the emergence of new structures which were the result of state institutional
transformationss that were a response to global pressures. Additionally, I have analysed
thee peculiar position of cuentapropistas in Cuban society and recognised their
subordinationn to the ONAT and the police force. Following my hypothetical
assumptionn that these emerging social blocs were created by the party/state, there is
onee other sector of Cuban society that has received scant attention and does deserve
brieff attention. Without its inclusion into my scheme of social bloc formation, the
picturee would not be complete. This group of people constitutes the organisers of state
servicee workers; they are the labour leaders (CTC) and representatives of the mass
organisationss (i.e. FMC, UJC, FEU, CDR) that monitor the work of service
professionalss (i.e., teachers, physicians, university staff, sanitation workers, municipal
andd provincial functionaries). Their relationship between service professionals and the
oldd guard has kept constant and has not experienced much change. From time to time,
statee service workers' salaries do increase, but their positions in society remain the
same.. State service professionals have only the mass organisations above their head,
whichh in turn are subordinate to the party/state apparatus. No new hierarchical
structuree has emanated and thus they are protected. Additionally, they are protected by
thee revolutionary leadership's propaganda machine that makes them feel that they are
thee most essential leaders in Cuban society. For this reason, Teacher Day's and Health
Workerr Day's are organised in every municipality. [Interviews, 2000] Once a year, top
leaderss of the local PCC cadre organise party functions in celebration of these
workers'' service, and all members of the community are invited to pay respect to
thosee who choose to continue in their work.

Itt is extraordinary that these workers have not suffered any changes from the global
trendss that have been adopted in Cuba. This fact goes hand in hand with the
government'ss discourse on not committing to a transition to neo-liberalism.
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Nevertheless,, they continue to keep a standard of living that has been left behind by
thosee in the new technocratic-entrepreneurial social bloc and they remain subordinate
(willinglyy or not) to the collective of mass organisations. It is often the case that these
workerss and their representatives have no access to dollar remittances and depend on
solidarityy action from abroad or state programmes that maintain their welfare.
[Interviews,, 1999] But because the SPE was not applied to state service workers,
thesee workers enjoy more security than their industrial counterparts; their salaries are
nott influenced by the oscillating tendencies of the world market. Finally, state service
workerss are free to express their concerns, discontentment and support for government
policiess through the mass organisations. They are protected by the state and hence
theyy are free or feel free. [Interviews, 1999] The collective of state service workers
cann be considered the party/state apparatus' best friend.
Alll in all I have identified three major social blocs in Cuban society. Their existence
andd positioning depends heavily on the new structures that were created by the
party/statee apparatus in order to adapt to global market trends and the new
internationall context. The bottom layer of this model is represented by what is
commonlyy called the working class. The 1991 Constitutional Reform slighted their
standing,, when the State was defined as belonging to 'the people' (el pueblo), as
opposedd to 'the proletariat'. [See Chapter Four] This layer represents a fragmented
sociall force that is actually that which creates the wealth of society: Industrial and
Highh Service workers in the SPE, state service workers and cuentapropistas. The first
andd last of this group are new to Cuba's domestic economy. They are fragmented
becausee the industrial workers and service workers under the SPE share a different
realityy than do their counterparts in state service workers and cuentapropistas blocs;
theirr real salaries are dependent on productivity; whereas the state service workers
receivee stable salaries regardless of the economic condition of the country.
Additionallyy state service workers cannot be displaced or dismissed from their
employmentt as easily as the workers under the SPE. The advantage that the industrial
andd service workers have above state service workers is that their salaries can increase
too levels way beyond the teacher's or physician's imagination. Cuentapropistas is
anotherr social bloc that has the peculiar characteristic of diversity among its
constituencies;; their standard of living is dependent on whether or not they receive
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moneyy from abroad, conduct business in US Dollars or the Peso. Nevertheless, these
threee groups are subordinate to a layer above them or between them and the top
leadershipp of the entire party/state apparatus.
Inn the same way that the bottom layer of social blocs is fragmented, the second or
intermediaryy group of social blocs are not necessarily linked. But what they all have in
commonn is their position in managing their assigned social bloc below them and
answerablee to the revolutionary leadership. Within this group is included my modified
versionn of Dilla's Technocratic-Entrepreneurial bloc, the leadership of mass
organisations,, and finally, the Police-Revenue authority. Whereas the technocraticentrepreneuriall social bloc consists of those who work closely with foreign enterprises
andd the directors and managers of SPE industries and services; the mass organisations
continuee to represent the interests of the state service workers; and, the PoliceRevenuee authority, which consists of the Police, Inspectors and the Tax Service
employeess (ONAT) is the power or tool that the party/state apparatus uses to exploit
thee small group of legally self-employed individuals.

Thee top layer or social bloc is one that is continuously unified is the social bloc that
representss the party/state apparatus. It is a group of old guard of revolutionaries that
havee consolidated the power of the PCC, the military (FAR) and now the Executive
Commissionn whose current purpose is to control, organise and make efficient Cuba's
productivee forces. This group is labelled the Military-Civil Bureaucratic social bloc. It
iss the most supreme social force in Socialist Cuba. The other layers of social blocs can
alsoo be considered social forces. Their mobility and behaviour in society greatly
dependss on their self-conscientiousness and awareness of their position and
importancee in society. Consideration for their future will be dealt with in the
followingg and last section of this dissertation. But it suffices to say that their structural
fragmentationn will keep them at their place. This has been the first attempt at looking
att social bloc formation and how state structures have been arranged in order to
accommodatee to global pressures and trends.
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5.99

Structural changes and the revolution's identity

Throughoutt the entirety of this chapter I have documented the effects of the economic
andd political policies that were implemented during and after the Special Period.
Monreall and other native cubanologos reiterated that the changes that have come to
thee fore do not represent a transition from one mode of production to another.
[Monreal,, 1995] What they are really saying is that the Cuban model, in both political
andd economic aspects, differs greatly from the undesired neo-liberal alternatives. The
basiss for recognising the differences stems from only two points. That is, the issue of
privatisationn and reduction in public spending. The party/state apparatus in Cuba has
beenn a wonder precisely because in the roughest of times, the government has
allocatedd more money than at any other time in revolutionary history to medicine,
educationn and social security. Their argument against neo-liberalism and against any
notionn that Cuba is currently experiencing a transition to private capitalism is well
founded. .

Nevertheless,, I have found similarities between the modes of production and new
developmentss in the nueva empresa cubana -or the SPE-, and the contradictions that
aree prevalent and familiar to the rest of the world. Among them: corporate
downsizing,, linking wage to productivity, the weakened power of the trade union
(CTC)) or its transformation into a discipline apparatus, the ever increasing disparity in
incomee spawned by the dollarising of the economy and the double purpose of Cuba's
neww self-employment system or cuentapropismo. These changes were entitled state
institutionalinstitutional transformation. The central concern of this chapter was to express how
globall trends and pressures shaped the institutional transformation. The apertura -or
markett opening- in the sectors of foreign investment and self-employment were only
twoo examples of the institutional transformation. Along with them, came the
restructuringg of production relations in what is called the SPE and the ascension of the
militaryy over production. What became evident was that the party/state apparatus was
forcedd to create new structures in Cuban society in order to adapt to the new
internationall context. These structures were highlighted in the figure provided above.

Itt would be appropriate to state here that Carranza and Monreal were correct in their
insistencee that institutional transformation did not represent a move from one mode of
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productionn to another. But not because the state did not render its productive forces to
privatee entrepreneurs and multinational corporations. In the theoretical framework set
forr this dissertation I mentioned my reasoning for believing that the modes of
productionn in private capitalist society, state capitalism and the Cuban model are all
onee and the same. The latter may or may not have more democratic inclusion in the
productivee process. Regardless of the scenarios, the task, in addition to explaining
howw global trends influenced or shaped the national political economy, was to explain
howw the party/state apparatus kept Cuba's domestic economy under its control. What
wass revealed, thus, was the repositioning of certain social forces within the party/state
apparatuss and the institutionalisation of new structures. Again and more concretely, it
wass the military's hegemony over an important part of the production process.

Thee task of this last section is to explain how the new structures in Cuba's political
economyy conform to the Revolution's identity. Following the framework provided for
conceptualisingg the Cuban Revolution, it is necessary to offer brief attention to each
off the four pillars and the two foundations upon which the party/state apparatus rests.
Unity,, Continuity, State supremacy and Popular participation on the foundations of
anti-imperialismm and social justice was the formula I used when describing the make
upp of Revolutionary Cuba's existence in Chapter Three. While I have never yet
postulatedd that the pillars of the Revolution are shaking, I do think that the social
contradictionss in Cuba's new model do need to be reconciled with what those pillars
andd foundation meant.

Inn terms of Unity, this seems to be the single factor holding Cuban society together
despitee the social contradictions that have occurred throughout the last decade. It has
beenn expressed by the maintenance of the unified forces that uphold the idea of a
singlee party/state apparatus. The PCC, together with other revealed social forces,
(namely,, the military and the mass organisations) are recognised as having hegemony
overr the entire society. The experience of the SPE, whereby the top military leaders
weree repositioned to control industrial production and lucrative services, demonstrates
thatt it is possible for a Communist party controlled economy to unleash certain global
markett features within the country, without losing or compromising social-political
control.. This is possible only because the military is so tightly connected to the PCC
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andd is still under the auspices of the original revolutionary leadership. By allowing for
openn discussion of state plans prior to each PCC Congress and making public the
intentionss of the revolutionary leadership, the general population confided in the PCC
andd trusted the reforms that were to be implemented. Another issue that has kept the
countryy unified is the continuance of the US economic embargo against Cuba. As
mentionedd in Chapter Four, the PCC and the revolutionary leadership have
manipulatedd the situation in order to receive popular support for the anti-imperialist
stance.. Certain conditions in Cuba, namely, lack of medicines and no access to
internationall financial credits, can still be justifiably blamed on the United States. This
pushess the general population to support their government against external injustice.
Theree may never be any evidence indicating that there exist divergent opinions
towardss the private market within the PCC, especially when the cadre are trained to
followw the collective rather than individual interests or philosophies. Perhaps there
doess exist a group of individuals within party circles that are preparing for Castro's
deathh and will impose an opposition to the PCC or the military. But before that
happens,, legal standards would have to be modified in order to accommodate a multipartyy democracy and there would need to be a break between the immediate
supervisorss of production (the directors) and the Executive Committee of the SPE.
Futuree consideration on this particular pillar and the possibility of party divergences
willl be offered in the concluding chapter. Nonetheless, after having reviewed the new
structurall reforms that Cuba has undergone, it suffices to say here that now -more than
ever-- the party/state apparatus is dependent on the pillar of unity. Now, more than
ever,, unity is an essential characteristic the party/state apparatus. The unity between
civill bureaucratic circles and the military has been the key to Cuba's success in its
insertionn into the global political economy.

Forr the moment, continuity in maintaining a one-party system is unquestionable.
[Castro,, 2001] So the theme of continuity, as far as the unified party is concerned,
remainss intact in certain areas. Continuity in the anti-imperialist movement has
remainedd the same. Fidel Castro continues to promote the idea of Third World
countriess ignoring their debt to the most industrially advance nations and the
internationall financial institutions. [Castro, 1996] Not only in discourse has the Cuban
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governmentt promoted a reduction in US interference, but also in opposition to
economicc policies that would make Latin America more subordinate to the US market
thann today. This was evidently so in the ACL A conferences in Quebec during 2001.
[Bustamantee Molina, 2001] Using discourse borrowed from Marti and other national
heroes,, the party/state apparatus continues to oppose US hegemony over the region
andd the global political economy. This is what characterises Cuba as an antiimperialistt state. Finally, the miraculous economic success and ongoing social growth,
thatt keeps social scientists in awe, itself promotes continuity with Cuba's
revolutionaryy project.

Somee aspects, on the other hand have been discontinued. These were primarily
ideologicall confrontations with practical reality. In order for Cuba to re-insert itself or
adjustt to new global circumstances, it was necessary to adopt measures that were
unthinkablee during the first two decades of the Revolution. These measures include
linkingg the most productive forces' salaries to the world market via the SPE.
Providingg greater material incentives for higher levels of production was unheard of
duringg Che Guevara's time. Another example might be the invitation of multinational
corporationss to invest directly and up to 100%. When this law passed legislation in
1995,, the idea that the state can satisfy all of the economy's needs had to be revised.
Thee Cuban party/state apparatus now depends on foreign investors to provide new
technologiess in the domestic market as well as infrastructure to their market openings.
Inn tourism, foreign investors provide a treasure box from which the party/state
apparatuss can earn hard currencies and business intelligence. Nevertheless, discourse
onn continuity with the Socialist project has fitted well with the adjustments that the
party/statee apparatus had to endure, especially since the majority of productive forces
remainn in the hands of the state and foreign investors are willing to invest in Cuba.

Noww more than ever is the party/state apparatus in Cuba supreme. It has not been
reducedd and, on the contrary, it has expanded its capacity to engulf what has
traditionallyy been considered the underground economy by providing a small space for
thee self-employed (cuentapropismo). Even with the presence of small private
enterprises,, family businesses, and the peasant market, the state produces at a more
efficientt rate than the self-employed, whereas the majority of the population still
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dependss on the state to produce basic needs. Additionally, the self-employed have no
accesss to international markets. Therefore, the self-employed do not represent a
competitorr social force for the state. Contrarily, cuentapropistas continue to be
subordinatee to the party/state apparatus and contribute financially via the revenues that
aree paid on monthly and yearly bases. The party/state apparatus did have to share
somee space with foreign investors, this is true. Nevertheless, the state allowed foreign
investmentt into very controlled areas, spheres where the Cuban party/state apparatus
couldd not afford. However, these foreign investments, whether they be direct and full
orr partial through joint ventures have always benefited the state. This was
demonstratedd especially in thefieldsof petroleum exploration and tourism.
Thee revolutionary leadership's resistance to state reductionism has been an essential
aspectt of keeping the Revolution intact. In discourse and in deed, the PCC has proven
thatt it is not necessary to rollback the state's intervention in society in order to
continuee economic and social growth. The leadership has gone even further than that,
byy pointing out the failures of transition and neo-liberal projects in neighbouring
countriess trying to achieve even half of what the Revolution has been able to provide
forr Cuban citizens. Cuba's social record is still unmatched anywhere among the
developingg countries and is comparable in certain aspects to those of the highly
industrialisedd world. Any attempt to loosen state control beyond the sphere of
decentralisationn could only prove to be an asinine experiment that would threaten
collectivee progress and the foundation of social justice. In the following chapter, I will
exploree some limits and possibilities for state supremacy in Cuba. But what can be
gatheredd from this chapter is that the new structures that have been formed throughout
thee last decade can, if not tended to properly, prepare the stage for alternatives to a
state-dominatedd economy. All this depends on how much autonomy will be rendered
too the new social blocs in the future.

Ass demonstrated in Chapter Four, popular participation, which was enhanced during
thee fourth and fifth PCC Congresses, continues to grow, though the general population
iss still not directly involved in actual economic planning. Even when the Popular
Councilss (Consejos populares) -mentioned in Chapter Four- were instituted, their role
wass primarily the monitoring of local projects already set in place. For this reason, I
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havee emphasised in Chapter One the theory that sustains that the modes of production
inn so-called socialist economies and private capitalism are quite the same. The
party/statee apparatus was keen at creating new microstructures in the SPE. More
specifically,, the inclusion of Directorship Committees to serve as a board and
monitoringg system within the line of production, next to company directors, has been
mostt helpful in fulfilling the discursive needs of popular participation. It is true that
thee role of the CTC in production planning and advocating the rights of workers has
beenn reduced. But without resistance, the tools of voicing the concerns of the common
workerss were replaced, as the Directorship Committee in each business setting began
too operate. In 2000, this system was implemented in 64 companies and government
sourcess estimate that by 2001, 300 state companies or corporations will undergo this
process.. [GI, 16 March, 2001] The SPE represents another phase of the state-run
economy,, whereby new structures have replaced outdated ones.

Ass far as state service workers are concerned, their position has experienced little
change.. Teachers, physicians, sanitation workers, social workers and local
functionariess all continue to use the mass organisations to express their concerns,
supportt and disenchantment. The vehicles of popular participation will become more
significantt as the changes in Cuba's social structures will be reflected in real, material
inequalities.. The disparity in income that has be experienced between Whites and
Blacks,, as demonstrated in the experience of cuentapropistas, must be dealt with on a
nationall level. Since the top layers of the social bloc formation do not feel these
contradictions,, the ideas for solutions to these problems will undoubtedly have to
comee from those of subordinate positions. If this were to be the case, it would be the
dutyy of the professional cadre to raise their voices, at the workplace and through the
masss organisations. This would provide the need of an enlargement of the PCC at the
locall level and, hence, allow more room for popular participation in national forums.
Inn any case, the unemployed sectors of society and those individuals that continue to
participatee in illicit activity, in order to make ends meet, can be considered as the most
alienatedd of Cuban society. According to government sources, their numbers are
falling.. But the question remains, are they falling as quickly as are the opportunities to
involvee more youth into undesirable circumstances like unemployment and
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prostitution?? If not, then alienation will continue to be a social structure from which
Socialistt Cuba cannot escape.
Enn fin, as the party/state apparatus creates new structures for controlling production,
popularr participation is pushed more into the sphere of social relations and correcting
thee injustices or contradictions that come about as a result of social bloc formation. In
thee near future the vehicles of popular expression might become a battleground of
popularr resistance to the implications of newly imposed (repositioned) social
structuress or global trends in political economy. But so far, the revolutionary
leadership'ss commitment to the foundations of social justice and anti-imperialism has
beenn well defended and continues to characterise Cuba's party/state apparatus. Cuba,
inn this sense, as an anti-imperialist state is at the same time incorporated into the
globall political economy.
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CHAPTERR SIX
Conclusionss and Considerations
Thiss study has concentrated on the particular form of state resistance to global
structuress and processes, more specifically, the Cuban experience of resistance to
trendss which are currently found in the process of neo-liberal globalisation. These
finalfinal pages will reiterate and extract key findings from the previous chapters and
assesss the attempt to answer the twofold question proposed in the Introduction of this
book:: Why does the Cuban Communist Party/State apparatus continue to exist? To
whatt extent is the process of social, political and productive restructuring in Cuba
shapedd by global trend and pressures? Towards the end of this chapter, the theoretical
consequencess and implications from the Cuban experience and some possible future
scenarioss will be considered.

6.11

Study review

Inn the first half of the study, some basic theoretical frameworks and historical themes
weree laid out in order to provide a basis for comprehending Cuban Socialism. This
wass done, firstly, by assessing the international context that was identified as the
worldd capitalist system undergoing the process of neo-liberal globalisation and,
secondly,, reviewing the history of state resistance to expanding capital and
imperialism.. What Chapter Two revealed was that the process of neo-liberal
globalisation,, as it is (mis-) understood today is not inevitable and that there are
alwayss alternatives to global trends. Globalisation, if conceived as being different
fromm neo-liberal ideology and practice, can have different implications for the state
andd domestic economies as earlier tendencies have proved. Furthermore, that chapter
highlightedd the ideological/cultural factor, indicating that the current world order was
constructedd by the triumph of neo-liberal ideas in many domestic and international
circless of power.

Thee review of state resistance to world capitalism and imperialism in the twentieth
centuryy explained the historical experience and failing attempt to break away totally
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fromm capitalist modes of production and development. This set the tone for the rest of
thee book. As the Soviet and Cuban experiences have shown, nation states, which do
nott live in an international vacuum, cannot break away from capitalist modes of
productionn entirely. Up until now, the only successful form of state resistance to
capitalismm -and now neo-liberal globalisation- is a state-dominated economy, which
hass been called 'state capitalism' by members of the Frankfurt School and some
presentt day left wing radicals. Instead of having workers exploited by private
capitalistt enterprises, workers in a so-called Socialist economy are thought to be
exploitedd by the party/state apparatus in order to promote national development.
Chapterr Three dealt with understanding the nature of the Cuban Revolution. It
describedd the make-up of the party/state apparatus as that which is composed of four
basicc conceptual pillars. These pillars are: Unity, State supremacy, Popular
ParticipationParticipation and Continuity. In turn, these pillars rest upon two major foundations
sociall justice and anti-imperialism- that give character to the Cuban model of state
resistance.. An attempt was made to sketch out the origins of the single party/state
apparatus,, born out of an historical context of class and anti-imperialist struggles and
shapedd by social domestic forces and the international environment. The Revolution
wass defined as a movement that culminated into an anti-imperialist state, which
utilisedd state-dominated modes of production in its various forms according to the
globall context of its time.

Partt Two of this book tested the basic theories concerning the party/state apparatus
andd demonstrated the results of state resistance to the process of neo-liberal
globalisation.. The story really began with the demise of the Socialist Bloc in Eastern
Europe.. This included the break up of the parallel international trading system -the
CMEA-- and the political and economic breakdown of the superpower to which Cuba
alliedd itself -the Soviet Union. In the minds of most state leaders, the end of the Cold
Warr meant the end of alternatives to development through capitalist globalisation and
thee acceptance of the US as the uncontested military and political hegemonic power.
Contrarily,, the case of Cuba has shown that a state-dominated economy is capable of
survivingg the process of neo-liberal globalisation and with relative economic success.
Inn fact, by maintaining state supremacy over market forces, unity in political forces,
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popularr participation as an essential quality and continuity in the ideas of resistance
andd emancipation, the Cuban political economy has actually witnessed economic
growth.. This was possible only by the will and consent of the majority of the
population,, which was ideologically prepared to make certain material sacrifices; we
cann recall this in the 1991 and 1998 general elections. This point requires revisiting an
essentiall theme found in the book's Introduction, ideology as consolidating
hegemony. .
Thee Gramscian perspective of analysing societal structures requires paying attention
too the importance of ideas and culture. Again, in the Introduction, the triumph or
ascentt of neo-liberal practices was found in the consolidation of free-market capitalist
ideass in domestic and international circles of power. On a national scale, what was
foundd in the Cuban experience was not very different. The Cuban government could
nott afford to depend solely on the economic structures that the revolutionary
experiencee developed. The PCC also had the duty to legitimise the supposed necessity
off maintaining state power over market forces. In Cuba, the PCC developed a counterhegemonicc bloc of 12 million citizens that oppose neo-liberal globalisation. Just like
thee conservative think tanks that convinced state leaders and international institutions
thatt neo-liberal practice will bring the world to economic prosperity, Cuban socialist
thinkerss convinced their own people of the Communist alternative. Therefore, it was
nott simply the pillars and the foundations that were reproduced throughout the past
fortyy years that explain the continuing existence of Socialist Cuba. It was also the
abilityy of state leaders to strengthen the ideas of resistance in the rest of the
population.. Additionally, by being able to witness the experience of Eastern European
andd neighbouring Latin American peoples in their transition, the people of Cuba were
convincedd that neo-liberal ideology and practice would only bring them to ruin. The
maintenancee of the single party/state apparatus and state socialist ideology was a
consciouss decision that was supported by the bulk of the population. For this reason,
Cubaa has been able to say no to: the privatisation of production and major services;
thee World Bank, the International Monetary Fund and the reduction in social welfare;
and,, US hegemony. This answered the first half of the central research question.
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Thee study of Cuban Socialism reveals that -yes, there are alternatives and that states
doo have the capacity to resist and publicly denounce global trends that have proven to
bee harmful for the world's population. Nevertheless, all global processes eventually
doo have consequences upon the nation-state. No matter how much the state leadership
mayy try, some global trends are hard to resist. In Chapter Four, the impact of the
disintegrationn of the Soviet Bloc upon Cuba was described as one that forced the
Cubann leadership to search for alternatives. The alternative was not found in kneeling
beforee the triumphant superpower after the bipolar world order had come to an end.
Norr was it in submitting to the en vogue formulas sponsored by international financial
institutions.. Any viable alternative for Cuba had to conform to the confines of the
party/statee apparatus, its pillars and foundations. The so-called Special Period
amountedd to experimenting with measures, some temporary and others permanent,
thatt actually expanded the state's power over the market. After the leadership found
successs in maintaining state supremacy, the question was: how can a state-dominated
economyy become more efficient? The documents produced by the PCC's fourth and
fifthh congresses, together with the laws that were created during the dire economic
crisiss of the 1990s, laid the foundation for a new form of state-led development.

Thee end of Chapter Four dealt with some measures that reflected how social and
economicc restructuring in Cuba was shaped by global trends. Foreign investment,
especiallyy Foreign Direct Investment, was one of the themes that were touched upon.
Thee Cuban leadership recognised that without subsidies coming from the Soviet
Unionn during the Cold War, it really needed the assistance of foreign, private
enterprisess in developing certain sectors of the national economy like petroleum
explorationn and tourism. While Cuba had the highly specialised and well-trained
workforcee to exploit resources for production and services, foreign companies willing
too invest in Cuba provided the capital to create a surplus of profits. The benefits of
foreignn investment were the same as they have always been in countries that practised
neo-liberall restructuring. That is, through foreign direct investment, the country is able
too acquire new technologies and infrastructure.

Decentralisingg the bank system was another feature introduced in Cuba's economic
restructuring.. By creating a distinction between the state's repository of capital
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resourcess and the investments of private individuals and semi-autonomous companies,
thee party/state apparatus was able to relieve itself of the burden to control financing of
locall economic activity. Finally, the dollarisation of the Cuban economy, save for
thosee sectors that continue to be subsidised by the government, permitted foreign
marketss to penetrate the national economy. Of course, the introduction of the US
dollarr as a legal means of purchasing goods into the country carried with it serious
consequences.. The country's population was divided into those who had access to the
dollarr market, meaning new products and services that are provided from abroad, and
thosee without.
Alongg with the economic reforms, the Cuban political system also experienced
significantt changes. The 1991 Reform of the Constitution of the Republic of Cuba
recognisedd new features in the legal system as well as in the structure of electoral
politics.. The most important of these was the subtle change in wording, were the State
wentt from being the proprietor of all the means of production on national territory to
ownerr of most of the means of production, natural resources and essential services.
Thiss change left room for the 1995 New Law on Foreign Investment, which
eventuallyy allowed foreign enterprises to operate fully on the island and maintain
100%% ownership of the production process or services. Other notable changes were
foundd in the rights of citizens with regards to their representatives in Cuba's
democraticc process. Prior to 1991, Cuban laws on the electoral process allowed
citizenss to vote for representatives at the municipal levels and the provincial levels; in
turnn the provincial representatives would send their delegates to the National
Assemblyy of People's Power. Today, Cubans can vote directly for their
representativess in the national parliament. But the most significant change in the
landscapee of the country's political economy was the creation of the local Popular
Councilss {Consejos populares), which consist of elected community leaders and
managerss at local enterprises. These new Councils are the local economies' planning
boards,, which relieve the municipality, province and national government of much
financiall responsibility. Local Popular Councils are also responsible for recognising
agriculturall co-operatives, self-employment initiatives and regulating production in
orderr to reduce waste and increase efficiency. In this process of productive
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decentralisation,, the government is not privatising, but is taking less responsibility for
economicc activities and allowing more room for local initiative.

Inn Chapter Five, two additional measures were analysed in detail. The first and
foremostt important and long lasting measure that developed out of the Special Period
wass the drive to state corporation efficiency -the SPE. The party/state apparatus
employedd the system of entrepreneurial perfection in order to force state corporations
too increase profit rates, eliminate waste and produce more. The means to accomplish
thiss were those shaped by current global trends. The SPE entailed a reorganisation of
productionn structures and managerial schemes that induced labour flexibility. Among
thee many ways to increase profits, this was to eliminate those lower layers of
productivee forces that were found to be redundant or absolutely not productive. Of
course,, the displacement of workers from factories and offices was done in an specific
way.. which included taking into consideration the rights of workers and their social
securityy benefits. On top of all that, there was a shift in the production system and
labourr relations. Prior to the Special Period, power in production rested in the hands
off the PCC and of the labour forces (CTC). Today through the SPE, the military elite
iss commissioned by the leadership to implement the measures of productive efficiency
inn state corporations. This includes changes in salaries, linking wages to profits and
increasingg competition.

CuentapropismoCuentapropismo -or self-employment, which was proven to be a temporary mean
meetingg much of the population's needs in services provided by those capable to do
so,, was another important measure. Though hard numbers indicate that this mode of
productionn in services is dwindling officially, the cuentapropista experience
demonstratedd the government's (temporary) willingness or need to relieve itself from
expensivee burdens in society. The most important of these is unemployment. But
throughh this temporary measure, the state was able to extract capital from this
abandonedd sector through a rudimentary tax system.

Alll together, the reforms of the Special Period in combination with the series of new
sociall blocs created -where the top layer represents an alliance between a leading
manageriall class closely linked to foreign enterprises and the military- demonstrate
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howw Cuba's new economic model was shaped by global trends. I have been able to
showw the inevitable shifts in production power and the consequences that global trends
andd forces have had for the pillars and foundations of the one-party/state apparatus.
Thiss study has demonstrated that much of the political, economic and social
restructuringg in Cuba after the Cold War era was done by need and not by will. The
oldd saying "if you can't beat them, join them" is manifested in this experience. The
mostt important difference is that the changes were accomplished in the name of
maintainingg the essence or pillars and foundations of the Cuban Revolution. While
testingg the structural changes against the pillars of the party/state apparatus, towards
thee end of Chapter Five, the study came to discover a repositioning of social and
productivee forces.

6.22

Shaky pillars

Thee economic crisis of the 1990s came down hard upon the people of Cuba. The
resultss have been increased income inequalities, the shifting of power in production
fromm common workers and political leaders to the military and a new class of market
managers,, the making of a more flexible labour force, and an overall increased
dependencyy on international markets by the introduction of foreign direct investment,
andd reliance upon tourism as a major source of income. These shifts or social changes
inn Cuban society have made the political and economic structure much more
vulnerablee to certain aspects of society that were unseen or irrelevant prior to the
heydayy of neo-liberal globalisation and ideology. Among them, a return of racist
conduct,, a turn to prostitution by an unknown but large number of youth, the insertion
off a new consumer culture, a brief period of rampant informal economics and selfemployment,, to mention just a few. Unfortunately, most of these social consequences
weree not dealt with extensively in this book due to the complicated nature of the
themess and the background needed to study the phenomena. Nevertheless, the Cuban
leadershipp is aware of these societal contradictions, and their concerns have been
notedd in government documents and research conducted by members of the PCC.
Policiess geared towards controlling the contradictions produced by the apertura -or
openingg towards the market- can be seen as those that tried to conserve the pillars and
foundationss of the party/state apparatus. But do these pillars stand strong?
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Ass I have stated in section 5.9, there may never be any evidence indicating that there
existt divergent opinions within the PCC concerning production or markets. But it does
followw logically to assume that after four decades of PCC discourse against capitalism
-inn its various form- that there should be those who have become discontented and
evenn resistant to the reforms and new structures that have emanated from the Special
Period.. Certainly, Haraldo Dilla, a long time academic socialist, has expressed his
concernss for the social contradictions that were born out of the structural reforms. His
andd others' objection to gross income disparities among Cuban citizens, reveal the
firstt cracks in the pillar of unity and in the foundation of social justice. The cracks in
thiss foundation were already described in Chapter Four. Certain pre-Revolutionary
aspectss have returned to haunt the Cuban people. Above, these were identified as
racistt attitudes, income disparity, lost youth, just to name a few. I believe that these
sociall phenomena now have a great chance to shake all four pillars and corrode the
traditionall values of socialist society. In government discourse of late, the Cuban
leadershipp is aware of the dangers that are thought to be by-products of the opening
towardss the market. But it takes more than just official recognition in national
newspaperss to combat social ills like racism and income equalities. In order to
minimisee these experiences the PCC and the mass organisations need to be forced into
conductingg intense social training programmes, in order to regenerate the ideas of
sociall equality, solidarity and community among the masses. This can only be done if
thee Cuban people take seriously their role in the mass organisations and voice their
opinionss and concerns out loud. In many ways, the future of thee Cuban Revolution lies
inn the hands of the Cuban people. However, the more individuals are divided
accordingg to income disparity, the more likely there will be a growth in divergent
opinionss about what social justice really means. This leads any observer to question
thee other pillars and the one other foundation of the Cuban Revolution, antiimperialism. imperialism.

Thee second pillar that is at risk is that of continuity. Principally, the theme of
continuityy was related to ideas: the emancipation of peoples, national sovereignty, one
politicall party to gear the masses, against capitalism; in short, the ideas that were
heraldedd by the Rebel Army and those sectors of society that supported the Revolution
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off 1959. There are certainly many other important ideas that were not dealt with in
thiss study, but these were the main ideas that are continuous in Cuban political
discourse.. However, external and internal changes have redefined this particular pillar.
Antiquatedd ideas of emancipation, in other words, ideas that were developed at a
certainn historical moment, do not necessarily follow through with the times. For
example,, throughout the first radical years of the Revolution, work through moral
incentivess was an important feature of the transformed political economy during the
(Wordd missing here). But in various phases, the Cuban leadership has rescinded on
thiss matter. Somehow, the need to make the national production process more
efficientt has instituted a new value in Cuban society. That is the recognition that
workerss must be rewarded with material incentives. This was already demonstrated
duringg the 1970s in the institutionalisation of the Revolution and the "retreat to
Socialism".. But this study has gone further than this realisation. More than just paying
workerss according to productivity, economic leadership -meaning managerial
direction-- is stimulated with more pay than that of subordinates.

How,, then, does the spirit of Che Guevara follow through in Cuba's economic
restructuringg today? It does not. Hence, the continuity of ideas becomes dependent on
howw the leadership directs the country throughout the toughest of times, i.e. from the
economicc crisis of the 1990s into a growing Cuban economy filled with many social
contradictions.. But what happens when the old guards of the Revolution are gone?
Havee they left the new generation of revolutionaries something to continue?

Thee answer to this last question is yes. That is, efficient state management of public
enterprisess and political discourse against imperialist forces. During this era of neoliberall globalisation, both of these values remain revolutionary and important in the
searchh for alternatives in the global political economy. However, anti-imperialism and
publicc ownership of the means of production do not equal Socialism. Apparently, the
Socialistt project of worker's emancipation is discontinued, while the leadership and
theirr concern for the economic betterment of the island has remained constant.
Unfortunately,, the new generation of revolutionaries is learning how to achieve
economicc growth for the party/state apparatus at any cost. Again, there is a correlation
betweenn sacrifices that the Cuban leadership is willing or forced to make in order to
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achievee economic growth and the attitude of state leaders in other countries when
adoptingg neo-liberal policies and selling off services like health care or transportation.
Bothh methods, neo-liberal policy and state-corporate efficiency, are used in the name
off bettering national economies and making them more competitive in today's global
market. .

StateState supremacy seems to be the one pillar that remains constant. While leaders in
otherr countries end up privatising state enterprises, the Cuban party/state apparatus on
thee contrary, expands its productive capacity. Of course, in order to achieve state
enterprisee expansion, foreign investment becomes a necessary evil. But what are the
limitss to foreign direct investment? So far, it has been clear that all the sectors of
societyy excluding the health system, education and the military are open to
foreign/privatee investment. Investments have been made in tourism, petroleum
exploration,, nickel production and tobacco. These examples are viewed as beneficial
too Cuba, in that foreign investment brings in new technologies and hard currency. The
questionn is what happens when foreign enterprises want to invest in or appropriate
servicess that are provided to the general population, like the energy sector or water.
Willl that top echelon of revolutionary leadership be willing to sell these services off?
Whatt then will happen to state supremacy and the concept of public ownership of
mostt of the country's resources?

Beyondd this concern is that of private company leverage on the party/state apparatus
inn joint ventures and labour flexibility. In the race to, cut costs especially during times
off global economic crisis, foreign corporations will always want to find the cheapest
sourcee of labour. Here, the state proves to be not so supreme. Continuing a pattern of
dependencyy on -and further integration into- the global market, Cuba's party/state
apparatuss is finding itself engaging with foreign enterprises at the bargaining table.
Meanwhile,, labour's presence within the party/state apparatus is becoming less
relevant.. Not only does this go for workers found in joint ventures and foreign direct
investmentt initiatives, but within the completely state-controlled enterprise itself. This
wass demonstrated in the experience of the SPE.
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PopularPopular participation proves to be another shaky pillar. This is already evident in
labourr flexibility and the new hierarchy imposed through the SPE. Although workers
aree given 2-4 seats on Directorship committees of state enterprises, profit and
efficiencyy become the primary goals. The vulnerability of working people's collective
interestss becomes immense when a few workers are separated from their colleagues in
orderr to engage in profit considerations together with management. This is especially
truee when the concerned corporation is inserted into the competitive global market. If
thee participation of worker representatives in the SPE is sold to the people of Cuba as
aa satisfactory and reassuring means of maintaining popular input into the political
economy,, then it is the technocratic-entrepreneurial bloc that has consolidated the
Revolutionn under its firm hand. The same has become true on the local level with the
creationn of Consejos Populares, which guide and implement municipal economic
projects.. After this, the workers and general population should have no interest in
participatingg in the decisions that affect their daily lives. Unless, that is, if
participatoryy democracy is reduced to representation in the electoral process as it is in
mostt forms of democracy around the world. If that is the case, then this pillar will be
doomedd because all representatives will be held responsible only in the approving of
lawss that will assist in the forming of Cuba's new economic model; all this under one,
"united"" political party.

Thee last theme that must be dealt with is the Revolution's foundation of antiimperialism.imperialism. This is the one theme that does remain constant in the Cuban
government'ss political discourse as well as practice. Cuba's revolutionary experience
hass been marked by a forty-year struggle against political, military and economic
aggressionn coming from the United States, currently the world's only superpower.
Consideringg the geographical proximity to the US, it is a wonder how the
revolutionaryy leadership and the Cuban people have resisted the intentions of right
wingg forces and a harsh and cruel economic embargo which impeded the country from
gainingg access to essential goods. Because of its alignment with the Soviet bloc during
thee Cold War, the Cuban party/state apparatus was able to resist with military as well
ass economic leverage. From 2001, all military support from Russia has been
cancelled.. Now, especially during the US "New War Against Terrorism", Cuba is
isolatedd in the face of US aggression and left to fend for itself. But regardless of the
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situation,, both the Cuban people and government leadership have demonstrated their
dedicationn to the value of sovereignty of all nations and peoples by participating and
evenn sponsoring gatherings, conferences and other events that call attention to the
imperialistt character of global capitalism and the process of neo-liberal globalisation.
Nevertheless,, throughout the process of neo-liberal or corporate-led globalisation,
imperialismm -and therefore resistance to the same- has taken on a new definition.
Previously,, imperialism was thought of in terms of civilisations embodied in nationstates,, and the imposition of values and structures of certain nation-states upon others.
Butt this all changes when multinational corporations and their allies in government
becomee much more powerful than the state itself. Interestingly, Cuban political
discoursee tackles neo-liberalism as an unsustainable/unfair practice and ideology
imposedd by the US, the technologically advanced countries of the North and the
internationall financial institutions like the IMF and the World Bank. Indeed, no one
cann question the power that these global structures have upon the poorer countries of
thee South and the negative effects that have come out of the neo-liberal triumph.
However,, it would also seem logical to tackle the very same corporations that sponsor
neo-liberall ideology and practice through government lobbying.

Whenn it comes to criticising multinational corporations, the PCC becomes shy.
Surely,, the Revolutionary leadership has denounced monopoly structures and financial
speculation,, but never the corporations that practice the same The fact is that the
party/statee apparatus is in no position to make enemies out of the multi- or transnationall corporations because Cuba depends on many of these for foreign investment
andd the acquisition of new technologies. One case in point is the joint venture
Brascubaa mentioned in section 5.2 of Chapter Five. The Brazilian partner, Souza Cruz
Tobaccoo group is not only a private company, but also a subsidiary of the British
Americann Tobacco Corporation, one of the largest tobacco enterprises in the world.
Hence,, the tendency of anti-imperialism has been modified. Previously, it was a
necessaryy stance in the fight against global capitalism. Today, in Cuba, it is a
movementt to strengthen popular influence upon nation-states of all countries to
controll markets and make room for a fairer trading system. For the PCC leadership,
thiss is not a contradiction, but, again, a modification in the discourse. The enemy is
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nott private capitalism or large corporations, but the governments that allow large
corporationss to behave as they will.

6.33

Possible future scenarios

Cuba'ss experience throughout most of the 1990s, and the start of the new millennium,
hass demonstrated new possibilities in state-led economies. The government has
provedd to be flexible and economic efficiency overrode traditional PCC ideology, or
att least adjusted it to accommodate income disparity and the disposal of workers at
management'ss command. Disturbing as it may sound, in a state-run economy labour
cann also become flexible, it can even allow for private enterprises to exist in the form
off self-employment or as state partners in the form of foreign investment.
Decentralisationn plans that allow business leaders to become more autonomous in
directingg their lines of production can also exist without threatening the base of
politicall power in central government. This was demonstrated through the military's
influencee over the new state corporation. The information provided on the new Cuban
economicc model might be disheartening for left-wing romantics, as income disparity
andd unemployment represent new contradictions. Cuba has become the exception that
provess the rule. But the study should not be as disturbing to "anti-globalists" as it is to
orthodoxx economists who have insisted that state-led economies are doomed to fail.

Thiss study on Cuba has established the fact that a state-led economy can work and that
inn certain instances the state can resist some global trends. However, after having
revealedd the effects of global structures and pressures upon the one-party/state
apparatus,, some consideration on the future of this form of state-resistance should be
givenn here.
Throughoutt the preparation of this book, many colleagues and friends have asked me
thee question -What will happen after Fidel Castro passes away? This question, now
veryy popular, comes as no surprise as even many cubanologos, who have dedicated
theirr life to studying the Revolution, are left with same question in their own research.
Inn the Introduction, I delivered an explanation of why this study would not concentrate
onn the personality of the historical leader. I suggested that political and economic
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structuress and ideas have more impact on societies than individuals. As intriguing as
thee above question may be, it is only appropriate to stick to the method employed
throughoutt the entirety of this work. Therefore, I will conclude with some
considerationss on the future of the Cuban revolutionary experience based on my own
findingss in the analyses of global and domestic political, economic and ideological
structures. .
Whenn looking towards the future of Cuban state-resistance to neo-liberal
globalisation,, two elements should be taken into account. First, since the drastic
changess brought upon the island during the 1990s were induced primarily by the
collapsee of the Soviet bloc and the alternative international trading system (CMEA),
alll post-Cold War studies show that any attempt at speculating about future scenarios
forr Cuba will have to consider the trajectory of international relations and the global
politicall economy. Secondly, the Cuban party/state apparatus, born out of domestic
historicall movements and established on the above-mentioned pillars and foundations
hass its own internal dynamics that, as demonstrated in section 6.2, are also changing
duee to the repositioning of social forces and political and economic restructuring.
Withh these in mind and taking the present condition of both global political economy
andd the structural transformations in Cuba as a given, this study will conclude with
twoo sorts of future scenarios. One will indicate change in the Cuban government and
collapsee of the party/state apparatus, meaning structural change and the breaking with
thee pillars and foundations of the Revolution. The second is the continuance of the
party/statee apparatus, keeping it intact. This will require attention to future changes in
responsee to the global political economy and recognising the possibility of a future
triumphh of the alternative global movements mentioned in the Introduction of this
book. .

6.3.11

A disintegration of the party/state apparatus

Thee disintegration of Cuba's one-party state apparatus can come about in either one of
twoo ways or a combination of both. The first is through mounting pressure from the
outsidee and/or US military coercion. The final preparations for this book coincided
withh the monumental US "New War Against Terrorism", where at once US military
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forcess are found to be expanding their hegemonic reach to all the corners of the Earth.
Thiss fact, in combination with Russian President Putin's announcement that the final
vestigess of military intelligence co-operation between Russia and Cuba have ceased to
exist,, puts the island into a vulnerable predicament. As no country has been willing or
ablee to contest US hegemony, the threat of US intervention in Cuba is alive and
strong.. Hence, this will be the easiest scenario to imagine. Although, the revolutionary
forcess in Cuba will certainly put up a strong fight against US imperialist interests and
thee consequences would be bloody, this scenario should not end up so differently than
thosee examples that have already taken place. US military forces would occupy the
island,, establish a government favourable to US hegemony -probably from the pool of
anti-revolutionariess based in Miami, Florida- and will open the market to US
corporationss and international financial institutions. Again, before this happens, the
aggressorr would be met with great resistance and a long battle against the majority of
Cubann people who support their government, the idea of national sovereignty and the
fruitss or social conquests born out of the Revolution.

Thee second possibility in considering the break up of the Communist party/state
apparatuss is the internal corrosion of the pillars and foundations upon which it is built.
Takingg into account the reality delivered throughout this study, this possibility seems
too be more of a real threat than US military intervention. Both Cuban government
leadershipp and the Cuban population as a whole should be more concerned with the
internall contradictions that social, political and economic restructuring have brought
forth,, than with the always present external danger. I should repeat, as income
distributionn gaps increase with the dollarised economy and the possibility of linking
wagess to productivity, so will the ideas of individuals concerning the definition of
sociall justice. Furthermore, the repositioning of social and productive forces in the
countryy leaves room for a widening gap in interests between labour and management
inn the SPE. As a consequence, the global trend of labour flexibility has been instituted
inn Cuba. This threatens the pillars of unity and popular participation, and forges cracks
inn the foundation of social justice. In order to save these qualities, the established
military-civill bureaucracy (the old guard of the Revolution) -mentioned in section 5.8
off Chapter Five- and the technocratic-entrepreneurial bloc would have to assert its
commitmentt to social justice by periodically revisiting the impact of all reforms and
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economicc action. But as the old guard of the Revolution die off, there exists a greater
likelihoodd for a future division in economic interests among top business leaders and
loyaltiess between the general population and competition in the global market. Since
thiss internal threat is real, it should be dealt with immediately. If not, market
capitalismm will slowly eat away at the fabric of revolutionary Cuba like a growing
cancer.. I would conclude that the only way to treat the problem of shaking pillars and
crackingg foundations is for the general population to be mobilised within the
frameworkk of the present party/state apparatus. In other words, Cubans should be
motivatedd to participate in the mass organisations and confront the contradictions that
aree brought about by economic reform without delay. Naturally, this would entail
heavyy conflicts among the new social blocs of Cuban society, which might precipitate
thee demise of the present order.
Thee third possibility in the fall of the party/state apparatus would reflect a
combinationn between the prior two. That would entail US government or other
intelligencee in its working with dissenting sectors of the PCC and the technocraticentrepreneuriall social bloc. Intelligence does not necessarily have to come from the
CIAA or any other government. A change in alliance among business leaders can also
originatee in private/corporate intelligence, which throughout the experience of neoliberall globalisation has proven to be just as detrimental. A corporate conflict, either
amongg state-owned businesses or between foreign enterprises, could bring on
economicc and social instability to Cuba. As is the case with most countries of the
South,, social crisis would eventually invite foreign intervention.

6.3.22

Maintaining Cuban Socialism

Itt is hard to think that the delicate balance in which Cuban society is now standing can
lastt for a long time. The contradictions are much too large. However, the Cuban
peoplee should receive the grand award for being the most resistant to global changes
andd the most flexible in making necessary adjustments. Having gone from a
prosperouss Cold War to a "new world order" has not changed the essential
characteristicss of the Cuban party/state apparatus. Starting with Solidarnosc in Poland
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andd the fall of the Berlin Wall, the world has seen the collapse of the entire so-called
Socialistt bloc in Eastern Europe. In Cuba, however, you might somehow say: 'The
Berlinn Wall did not fall on us." Something must have been different about Cuban
Socialism.. The difference should be primarily attributed to the pillars and foundations
thatt culminated into what is known as the Revolution. Additionally, the Cuban
Revolutionn was born out of an autochthonous struggle, not imposed by a military
superpower.. This can explain the affinity that the Cuban masses have with their
leaders.. But how and why should the current condition of the party/state apparatus
remainn the same for some time?

Withh all the contradictions that it entails, the Cuban model of economic development
andd political participation is still better off than many of the neo-liberal economies in
neighbouringg Latin American countries. At least the people of Cuba realise the
differences.. Still homelessness, illiteracy, and street violence do not plague Cuba. If a
hurricanee hits the island, the military is prepared to concentrate its efforts on relief.
Forr these simple reasons alone, there are many advantages to keeping up with the
contradictionss that Cuba's new economic model entails. As long as the Cuban
governmentt continues to approve annual budgets that reflect an increase in public
spendingg on social services, Cubans will be content with their Caribbean welfare state.
Thee maintenance of the party/state apparatus can take one of two courses in the future,
bothh depend on economic questions. The principal concern becomes the US economic
embargoo against the island because it is precisely this that the PCC points to in order
too excuse Cuba's material shortcomings. In section 4.6 of Chapter Four, I explained
thatt the embargo has had its effect on social development in Cuba, especially in the
healthh care sector. As long as the embargo continues to be imposed upon the people of
Cuba,, the government can maintain legitimacy in the face of US aggression. Hence,
thee future of Cuban Socialism can be conceived of as an anti-imperialist state with an
economicc embargo or one without.

Again,, with the US economic embargo, the Cuban government receives favour in the
eyess of the Cuban masses. Why should the population support a foreign government
thatt imposes misery and delay in economic growth against a government that is
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willingg to provide health services, education and housing for free? But it does not stop
here.. The party/state apparatus also receives support from the international community
withinn structures like the United Nations, as well as from international solidarity
groupss including from inside the US itself. Whether it be through a romantic vision of
revolutionaryy Cuba or through encounters at international political rallies, many
peoplee around the world uphold an admiration for the Cuban government. The tens of
thousands-strongg reception of Fidel Castro at the World Conference Against Racism
inn Durban, South Africa in 2001 is a case in point. Fidel Castro has been a hero to
manyy in the South since his rebel days in the Sierra Maestra. But he continues to be
receivedd by masses world-wide because he preaches against present day Yankee
imperialismm while tackling the present day economic embargo. People do not support
Cubann solidarity efforts that fortify the country just because the long-bearded law
studentt can still speak on for hours on end in a charismatic way. It is because Dr. Fidel
Castroo represents a party/state apparatus -a real movement- that has been able to resist
superpowerr pressure, accommodate itself to the new world order and maintain the
faithh that there are alternatives to the process of neo-liberal globalisation -regardless
off the contradictions that alternative might entail.

Thee purpose of delivering this knowledge is not to idealise the embargo as a tool for
legitimacy,, but to explain the role it can play in support for the party/state apparatus.
Inn any case, if the US economic embargo continues to be a threat to economic
developmentt for the party/state apparatus, the Cuban government will have to
continuee its search for substitutes. It has already done so in the case of tourism, but it
willl most likely have to do so in the health sector. For instance, by fortifying
beneficiall bilateral agreements on pharmaceuticals between Cuba and South Africa or
Brazil.. Additionally, the Cuban government will have to step up its efforts in building
strongerr regional ties with its neighbouring countries in order to easily purchase US
patentedd materials. Here the Cuban government will be found seeking more fair trade
dealss with other countries and integration into economic communities of states like
thee CARICOM and the Association of Caribbean states. Also, it will seek a stronger
alliancee with the industrialised countries of the South (South Africa, Brazil, India) in
internationall trade structures like the WTO. To conclude this future scenario of
maintainingg the party/state apparatus with the economic embargo, it should not go
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unremarkedd that things cannot really get worse. As I mentioned in the Preface, the US
governmentt is already making concessions to Cuba, when US farmers and agricultural
producerss are demanding the right to sell to neighbouring countries.
AA one-party/state future for Cuba without the US economic embargo is a more
complicatedd scenario. Perhaps this scenario should have been placed in the section
concerningg the possibilities of a disintegrated Cuban Socialism, because the chances
off maintaining the pillars and foundations, in one word -the raison d'etre- of the
Cubann anti-imperialist state, would be quite slim. If the US economic embargo against
Cubaa ever falls, this would mean that the party/state apparatus would have to
maximisee its control over imports so as not to allow Cuba to be flooded by US
products.. This would be the most difficult task ever required of the revolutionary
leadership,, much more difficult than legalising the possession of hard currency or US
dollars.. Imagine an anti-imperialist, so-called socialist state only 90 miles away from
thee largest economy on the face of the Earth with its door open to US investment.
Howw would the central government ever try to handle such economic pressure? This
studyy has already looked at the cracks, splits and shakes in the Revolution's pillars
andd foundations after moderate apertura towards the global market. But it is almost
unimaginablee to conceive of a one-party/state led economy surviving the flood big
multinationall corporations and MacDonald's. There is no way Cuba's state
corporationss could compete with them, regardless of the efficiency that state-owned
companiess pretend to have developed. The foreign private enterprises would
outnumberr the state companies, especially in services. Additionally, with the New
Laww on Foreign Investment, which by the way contains a non-discriminatory clause
withh regard to the country of origin of private enterprises, the party/state apparatus
wouldd be forced into making concessions to the principal enemy, being the United
States.. Cuban business leaders in the technocratic-entrepreneurial bloc would be
pushedd further away from the Cuban working class and the pillar of unity would see
itss last days. The only way to avoid such disaster would be for the governmental
leadershipp to maintain strict controls over every single financial transaction and
reproducee a discourse against global capitalism. This would result in the turning back
onn some of the reforms that came out of the Special Period. This leaves this
concludingg chapter to yet another future scenario.
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AA third scenario would be global in nature. This would be a rediscovery of the state as
thee most essential and irreplaceable player in the global political economy, where
powerr is taken back by the state and where people demand that the state intervenes in
society.. In many respects, after the terrorist attacks against the United States on 11
Septemberr 2001, states have come to play a more important role in domestic and
trans-nationall security matters. It would only take an economic crisis of the same
calibree to push states into becoming more dominant players in financial markets.
Somee would even have us believe that the current 'war against terrorism' is really a
solutionn to the economic downturn experienced in the United States. In any case, I
wouldd venture to say that there is always time and room for the state to come back. If
thiss were to happen, Cuba's efforts of maintaining state supremacy over market and
otherr social forces would be applauded as the example to follow. Unless, of course,
thee superpower dealing with its own economic problems finds an excuse to destroy
Cubaa the way it did Afghanistan.

Thiss third scenario would also include the possibility of state corporate development,
wheree state corporations would develop into globally competitive entities offering
productss or services unmatched by private multinationals. A future scenario might
entaill health management organisations of the North, including health insurance,
offeringg their clients the right to fly to Cuba for medical attention because Cuban
healthh care is high quality and costs less. At that point, the Cuban government would
havee to consider creating a separate health-tourism corporation that deals with foreign
patientss or even expand its services to the point of becoming a publicly owned
multinationall corporation. In a friendly international environment, this could very well
bee the case.

Theree is a fourth scenario that might seem far-fetched for most observers but only
requiress a little imagination. That is the total collapse of the international capitalist
systemm or a worldwide revolt against the same. Throughout the past couple of years,
thee world has witnessed mounting forms of resistance to the process of neo-liberal
globalisationn in a variety of ways. As I mentioned in the Introduction to this book and
inn the first half of Chapter Two, these struggles have been found among popular and
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intellectuall groups in domestic settings as well as on a global level. While the rise of
neo-liberall ideas have nestled into the structures that comprise national economies and
governmentss in most countries, the progressive forces of the left have been largely
spreadd throughout organisations concerned with topics such as fair trade, the
environment,, indigenous and women's rights and labour. But more recently, in some
countries,, these new social movements have taken political shape in order to counter
neo-liberall ideology and practice. There is no room to deliver the examples in this
dissertation.. However, one can look to the rising political movements like the
Worker'ss Party in Brazil or the struggle against the Free Trade Agreement of the
Americass in order to find the possibilities of resistance and global solidarity.
[Waignwright,, 2001] These represent the possibility of bringing an end to neo-liberal
globalisation,, as we know it today.

Finally,, the fall of neo-liberalism should also be taken into consideration. Though no
globall order has ever come to pass without the backing of intellectual and social
movements,, it would not be crazy to imagine a radical change in the structures and
ideologyy currently governing the global political economy. Also coinciding with the
publicationn of this book was the economic crisis in Argentina that was induced by the
irresponsiblee application of neo-liberal practice forced down that country's throat by
internationall financial institutions like the World Bank and the IMF. It would only
takee a couple more of these scenarios, where again movements of resistance will take
too the streets and build their own alternative structures, to destabilise the entire global
economy. .
Inn this last scenario, nation-states might return to the experiences of pre-neo-liberal
dayss and revert to the state-capitalism of yesteryear, whereby large enterprises and the
capitalistt mode of production would have to contend with a social contract. In this
case,, Cuba would be among the first and most prepared to take on a comfortable
positionn in that new world order. But the global movement for socio-economic justice
seemss to be demanding more than just a return to state led development. They are
askingg for more popular participation. If this movement succeeds, then Cuba's
party/statee apparatus would have to take the Revolution a step further.
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INTERVIEWS S
1998 8
Onn this first post-graduate research trip to Cuba (February), I interviewed 179 selfemployed/informall workers, using a questionnaire prepared for an inquiry (see
Appendix),, state inspectors, tax collectors and a section of self-employed individuals
withh observatory status in the CTC in Santiago de Cuba, including talks with Onan
Rodriguez,, self-employed working group organiser within the CTC. A number of selfemployedd workers were formally retirees and professionals. My sample of selfemployed/informall workers included those participating in illicit activities like
prostitution.. Additionally during this period, I observed prices at stores and
supermarketss for food and merchandise; I was shocked at how comparable the prices
weree to New York City.
Inn November of this year, I returned to Cuba to collect literature that was unavailable
outsidee of the country, interview leaders in the PCC and CTC, and to hear Pedro Ross
Leal,, National Chair of the CTC, speak at public events. During the period of two
weeks,, I interviewed 100 Cuban workers at random to sample their attitudes towards
thee new significance of tourism in the Cuban labour market. During my random
interviewss I found that many recent university graduates, especially from linguistics
andd sociology studies but also from medical school, were forced into the tourism
sector.. Additionally, I gathered information related to the economic programme of the
fifthh PCC Congress and the second national elections after the constitutional reforms
off 1992.

Inn making contact with workers in the tourism sector, I had countless encounters with
raciall prejudice. At times, I was prohibited from entering hotels and restaurants, as
policee and security workers would mistake me for being Cuban. I found that many
darkk skinned tourists experienced similar encounters. When interviewing PCC
militantss about this matter, they would often reply that, for the Cuban government, it
iss important to protect tourists from begging nationals and to prevent young Cubans
fromm entering prostitution (jineterismo).
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Duringg this advent of the 40' anniversary of the 1959 Revolution, I also took the time
too talk with many senior citizens who were able to recall the heroic days of the July 26
Movement. .

1999 9
Inn January, I interviewed four university professors at La Universidad del Oriente in
Santiagoo de Cuba, two researchers at the CEA in Havana and a PCC militant in the
Cityy of Camaguey; topics included socio-economic changes and reflections after the
Crisiss of the 1990s (The Special Period), the recent visit of Pope John Paul II, selfemployment,, and the PCC economic programme. In random conversations with
residentss of the island, I heard many testimonies on how the food rationing system and
monthlyy quotas were being debilitated.
Inn September of this year, I returned to Cuba to find more information on the laws and
statuss of self-employment and the newly instated system of entrepreneurial perfection
(SPE).. It was in this period that I started gathering information on downsizing of
labourr in those businesses already involved in thee SPE.

Onn both trips during this year, I was encouraged to bring office materials from the
Unitedd States and Puerto Rico, like paper, pens and pencils, rulers, and ink, and also
'innovative'' products for the Ministry of Health, like: female condoms, lubricants,
safee sex propaganda, 'say no to drugs' propaganda in Spanish and confidential
communityy projects for youth proposals. My contacts in Cuba constantly requested
thesee materials, as they were pressured by their supervisors at their workplace to find
wayss to improve efficiency in their tasks and understand new forms of marketing and
diseasee prevention. I also heard the testimonies of PCC militants and academic
researcherss that were happy with the materials and books donated from Holland via
thee solidarity group Cuba Libro.
2000 0
Onn this last research trip to Havana, Holguin and Santiago de Cuba, I interviewed
workerss that were affected by the new SPE. In search of the origins of the new system,
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II interviewed workers from Cubaise, S.A. and retired workers from CIMEX S.A. I
alsoo heard testimonies concerning increased PCC militant involvement at the
workplacee in organising informal gatherings, celebrations and award ceremonies.
Duringg my two-week stay I encountered more police aggression towards informal and
self-employedd workers, especially towards taxi drivers who rendered services to
tourists. .
2001 1
Inn the Netherlands, I had the honour and pleasure of meeting representatives of the
Cubann government. Among these were Abelardo Curbelo Padrón of the Department
off International Relations of the Central Committee of the Communist Part of Cuba
(May),, in Amsterdam, the Netherlands and Her Excellency Sonia Diaz Llera, Former
Cubann Ambassador Extraordinaire to The Netherlands, in The Hague. Most of my
conversationss with these individuals were centred on the issues of Cuba-Netherlands
trade;; Cuba-EU relations, the SPE and new labour laws including the issue of state
runn temporary agencies in Cuba. They were quite optimistic about the SPE and both
statedd that SPE represented a great advancement in the state-led economy. On the
topicc of self-employment, these individuals hesitated or were not interested in talking
aboutt the sector. Both saw cuentapropismo as a temporary state measure.
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APPENDIX X
Ann Inquiry on Self-employment and the Informal Sector in Cuba
Duringg the first two weeks of February 1998, an inquiry on self-employment

(cuentapropismo)(cuentapropismo) and the informal sector was conducted for this dissertation
purposee was to find evidence of an emerging social or economic class - viewed
differentlyy from state workers- among the self-employed, and to identify the ideas
carriedd by same group of people. This project was not intended to be a scientific
surveyy that pulls out numbers for the mere purpose of categorising those interviewed.
Rather,, it is a sampling to provide some insight into dividing lines that are being
developedd or possibly revealed during this time of social restructuring in Cuba. The
topicss of self-employment and the informal sector were chosen because of its recent
developmentt in Cuban society and its implication for labour relations in the country.
Additionally,, very little research has been dedicated to this field. The services and
smalll products that are sold by the cuentapropistas supplement the daily needs of the
majorityy of the population. Cuentapropismo was a potential force that was in the
handss of the population and was unleashed by government leaders during the
economicc crisis of the 1990s. The government uses the term cuentapropista to
describee those self-employed individuals who pay their monthly taxes and adhere to
thee terms set in Decree-Law No. 141. Decree-Law No. 141 does not consider workers
inn the black market or conducting illegal activity. For reasons explained in Chapter
Five,, the author found it necessary to include these ex legis dollar makers. A total of
1799 self-employed individuals and informal sector workers, including 20 prostitutes,
weree interviewed during my visit to Cuba in February 1998.

1.. Method
Thee selection for interviews was semi-random. An attempt was made to cover all the
sectorss of the self-employed and informal workers' group. People were interviewed
verballyy on-the-spot and usually at the workplace, be it on the streets, at the kiosks, or
inn the living rooms of homes converted into restaurants (paladares) or hostels
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(pensiones).(pensiones). I would make my own notes on the comments made and fill out the
questionnaires.. The questionnaire asked:
Intervieweee Identification
1)) Age
2))

Race

3)) Sex
4)) Civil Status
5)) Gross Income
6)) Net Income
7)) Amount of Taxes Paid Monthly
8)) Years of Work in Self-employment
9)) Do you receive money remittances from family abroad?
10)) Level of Education (High School, Medium Technical Training, University)

Attitudess and Beliefs
TheThe following questions were answered on a scale from 0-10; whereas 0 represents strong
disagreementdisagreement or negative reaction and 10 represents strongly agree or affirmative.

11)) Have you experienced a serious material increase in standard of living due to your participation in
self-employment? ?

12)) On a scale from 0-10, where 0 represents repugnance and 10 represents adamant support, how
wouldd you identify your attitude towards the Revolutionary Government?

13)) How would you rate the economic and political situation in Cuba today?

14)) Has the US economic embargo affected your standard of living?

15)) Do you, as a self-employed individual feel exploited by the government?

16)) Do the self-employed or informal workers of Cuba form an economic and social class apart from
thee general population?

Informall workers were interviewed after lengthy social conversations, in order to
convincee the interviewees that I was not an undercover police officer, inspector or
informer.. For two weeks straight, from 9:00 AM to 9:00 PM, I interviewed workers
thatt were stationed at public markets or had their kiosks set up on the street. During
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latee night hours, I interviewed those who conducted illegal businesses; these included
prostitutess (jineteras and jineteros), illegal restaurant owners, and unregistered hostel
ownerss and taxi drivers. Since I have the physical appearance of a stereotypical
Cuban,, speak Spanish and am familiar with the nightlife of the city streets, it was
quitee easy to come across those informal workers involved in illegal activity. Simply
byy sitting down at café terraces, bars and park benches, 1 was approached by a wide
varietyy of individuals. Until I opened my mouth and revealed my non-Cuban accent, 1
wass treated like any other young Cuban national. At times I was approached by police
officerss that thought that I was a jinetero. In the case of unregistered taxi drivers, I
wouldd simply pull out a US dollar bill and ask the driver to bring me to another side of
thee city while the interview was conducted.

2.. Sample
Thee sample of self-employed and informal workers represent a wide array of
individuals,, those working legally and paying their monthly taxes and those who
participatee in illegal activity as their principle means of income. Out of the 179
interviewedd (121 men and 58 women):

••

39 were restaurant and hostel owners; these individuals earned primarily -and in
somee cases, exclusively- in US Dollars;

••

44 were street food vendors; these include those who sell coffee from their
windows,, sandwiches and other food kiosks and pizza runners, they represent the
bulkk of the registered self-employed in Cuba, operating their businesses in
nationall currency;

••

12 worked in transportation (taxi, bicycle-taxis, horse and buggies), both legal and
illegal; ;

••

37 interviewees worked in agriculture at public markets and on the field;

••

5 artisans were interviewed;

••

7 worked in the services sector including: shoe repair, automobile repair, cement
mixers,, meat butchers, private tutors for children, barbers, tailors and beauticians

••

12 prostitutes were interviewed (six male and six female),

••

13 were vendors; from herbalists to hardware sales, books and music;
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Thee bulk of those interviewed were legal cuentapropistas (148); only 31 individuals
confessedd to be conducting illegal activity as a primary means of obtaining income.
500 were interviewed in Santiago de Cuba, 50 in Havana City proper, 25 in the city of
Camaguey,, 10 in Ciego de Avila, 14 in Guantanamo City, 7 in Holguin, 10 in the
countryy side of Santiago province, 2 on the beaches of Trinidad, and 11 in Varadero.

3.. Problems
a)) Tourist versus non-tourist areas:
Inn the municipalities outside of the nation's capital, Havana, certain cities, or town
districtss are considered to be tourist areas; here the prices of products and services
tendd to be higher as the amount of monthly taxes are considerably steeper. Illegal
activityy like prostitution and unregistered taxi driving were also found more frequently
inn tourist areas. Cuentapropistas tend to make more money in the tourist areas in
dollarss than the average national currency businesses in the countryside or central
regionss of the island. Havana City itself was considered to be a tourist area; prices at
restaurantss and hostels were generally higher (20-25%) than the counterparts found in
otherr cities like Santiago de Cuba and Camaguey. This all explains how taxes are not
uniformm across the board.

b)) Inspector-phobia:
Thiss was a problem that stifled the gathering of authentic opinions, especially in terms
off their attitudes towards the government and the Revolution as a whole. Initially, I
thoughtt that it would be unfair to ask each individual about their opinions on the
politicall and economic system while fearing that those interviewed would not be
sincere.. That prejudice was based on two points. First, that district inspectors conduct
undercoverr investigations and raids into the businesses that might be under suspicion
forr illegal activity or practising unfair business (like not reporting all sales and
servicess provided to clients or customers in order to evade taxes). Hence, there was a
bigg chance that I would have been considered to be an informer. Second, some
individualss would fear that I could be an undercover agent for the government, trying
too control ideological tendencies. Though some individuals have mentioned that such
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aa social control exists, I have found no evidence of that whatsoever. The fear of raids
andd inspection, nevertheless, was based on real circumstances -I have witnessed such
inspectionss and raids in addition to speaking with inspectors who have conducted
undercoverr investigations. The questions regarding the system, the Revolution and the
embargoo tended to represent the wide variety of opinions found across the island when
informall interviews were conducted with PCC members, students, workers, dissidents
andd those living in the countryside. To my surprise, almost everyone had an opinion
onn the political system that represented his or her own personal experience. Those not
happyy with Cuban socialism were more than happy to express their opinions to the
interviewer. .
c)) Retirees
Itt is necessary to note the number of self-employed individuals that are retirees from
statee positions (for example, those who receive retirement checks from the military or
simplyy those who were formerly factory workers). The opinions varied, but still
representedd a more conservative leaning in support of the government. The bulk of
retireess receive a social security check as well.

d)) Religion
Religionn also plays a role in attitudes towards self-employment and the party/state
apparatus.. However, on only two occasions were cuentapropistas reluctant to give
theirr opinion about the Revolution. These individuals claimed that they were
prohibitedd by their religious affiliation to form an opinion about their community's
statee of affairs. One was a member of some unidentifiable "Evangelical" organisation
andd another a Jehovah Witness. The Jehovah Witness said that she felt neutral
towardss the government and due to her sole allegiance to her cause; she had no
opinionn about the Cuban government or any otherworldly governments. However, she
alsoo stated that she did not feel exploited because paying taxes was her obligation. On
thee other hand she stated that the embargo did not affect her personally.

e)) Gender
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II attempted to interview equal numbers of females to males; however the attempt
failedd greatly as men certainly comprise the majority in self-employment. In
prostitutionn however, this was not the case.
f)) Dollars versus Pesos
Somee cuentapropistas work in dollars while others in the national monetary unit (the
Peso);; the official exchange rate in February 1998 was conducted was US$ 1: 21
Pesos. .

g)) Prostitution
Itt was difficult to decipher between those who participated in jineterismo (or
prostitution)) as a principal means of generating income, and those who sold or rented
themselvess out to foreigners only once in a while. However, in tourist areas and in city
centres,, many of the jineteros and jineteras have become well known and are
availablee day and night. These were the prostitutes that were interviewed. Some of
themm were students; otherss were single and unemployed young adults.

4.. The results
a)) Age
Thee average age of those interviewed was 40; where twenty-eight interviewed were
underr 25 years of age; forty-three interviewed were 51 and above, the bulk of which
weree retirees receiving social security; but 60.3% (108) were between the ages of 2550. .

b)) Race
Outt of the 179 interviewed, 44 thought themselves to be Mulatto, 41 considered
themselvess to be Mestizos, 57 called themselves White, and only 37 were proudly
Black. .

c)) Civil Status
1100 interviewees were married (61.4%) and 69 were single. Those with children were
foundd in both groups of men and women. 96 (53,6%) of those interviewed had no
childrenn whatsoever; those with children had only one or two. There were 32
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individualss with only one child; 35 people with 2 children; only 13 individuals had 3
children;; and only 3 interviewees had 4 children. I noticed that a large, but unknown
numberr of self-employed individuals were newlywed men.

d)) Education
Thee educational level of the 179 interviewees was representative of the country as a
wholee according to the people I met on the streets. These results were a testimony on
howw the Revolution advanced culture in Cuba. The interviewees were asked to
identifyy the highest level of education attained and specifically what they studied and
wheree they worked on a regular or previous basis. 59 out of the 179 had a basic High
Schooll education; 92 (51.3%) stated that they had medium (meaning pre-University)
orr technical/vocational training, 28 of those interviewed held an university degree;
somee were in the sciences, others in the humanities.

e)) Currency of operation and length of time in self-employment or in the informal
sector r

Mostt the self-employed individuals interviewed (65.7%) had been operating their
businesss for less than three years.

1311 self-employed individuals out of 179 (73,1% of those interviewed) reported to be
operatingg their businesses in the national Peso; 48 out of the 179 (26,8%) dealt in US
dollars. .

Alll the salaries were broken down into national currency and then again into dollars in
orderr to arrive at a comparable average. The average gross income of legal workers in
Pesoss was 2.489 per month before taxes, and the average tax paid was 1.055 per
month.. In US dollars that would amount to a monthly gross income of $118 per month
andd an average total of $50 in taxes; thus the average net income in dollars would be
$688 per month. The national average salary of state workers is 350 Pesos per month or
US$16.. However, for workers in illicit sectors the average monthly income would
amountt to 2.697 Pesos per month or US $120 of non-taxable income.
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Wheree Question 11 would indicate satisfaction with the material gain of the selfemployedd as opposed to working for the state, the numerical average of answers given
provedd a medium level of increased satisfaction (6,8).
Wheree Questions 12 and 13 would indicate attitude towards Cuba's socialist regime,
thee numerical averages proved medium to moderate identification with the Revolution
andd satisfaction with the government (6,8 and 5,6 respectively). Self-employed
individualss are not particularly pro-state, nor are they especially anti-socialist.

Wheree Question 4 would indicate the level of blame the self-employed worker would
placee upon the US embargo for their economic and material hardships, the numerical
averagee proved a medium level of anti-US policy sentiment (6,8). At the same time,
thee average answer did not prove that the interviewees were convinced that the
numberr one problem in Cuba was the US embargo.

Wheree Question 15 and 16 would indicate a collective belief that the self-employed
comprisee an emerging or already existing economic or social class in Cuba, the
numericall average proved a low indication (3.5 and 3.7 respectively). Hence, the
varietyy of self-employed persons in Cuba does not consider itself to be an emerging or
alreadyy existing social class. Many indicated that they understood themselves to be
memberss of the general working class, where their labour contributed to the nation's
wealthh and the welfare of the general population.

Otherr interesting indicators were derived from this survey that may be applicable or
helpfull in understanding the social contradictions produced from the opening up to the
self-employmentt sector and apertura towards the market in general:

••

56% of those who receive dollar remittances from abroad answered less than 7/10
onn Question 2; indicating that those who receive monetary gifts from abroad
identifyy themselves somewhat less with the Revolution as opposed to 63% of
thosee who did not receive money from abroad who sympathy with the Revolution
abovee 7/10
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••

The author sought the average colour or race of those self-employed/informal
workerss who received dollar remittances from the family living abroad. Out of all
thee skin color groups (races) that were identified, Whites represented 50% of those
whoo receive monetary gifts from abroad. The other 50% were represented by
Mulattos,, and Mestizos. Finally, the smallest number of those receiving money
fromm abroad considered themselves to be Blacks.

••

46% of those operating their businesses in US dollars answered less than 7/10 on
Questionn 2, indicating that this particular group is not especially anti-Revolution
orr anti-state.

••

92% of those operating their businesses in US dollars said that they have certainly
increasedd their material standard of living as opposed to those earning in Pesos;
whereass only 47% stated that they have experienced a serious or significant
increase. .

5.. In general and other conclusions
••

The self-employed/informal workers generally make more money than state
workers; ;

••

Those who can earn dollars are at a higher advantage than those earning in pesos;

••

Dollar earners can buy materials for production and reproduction of services;

••

Dollar earners are strictly service oriented. Profits for those who conduct their
businessess in the national currency by selling products depended on (raw)
materialss purchased from the state;

••

Material earnings and benefits for dollar earners (home improvement, cars, and
neww televisions, etc.) bring a relative yet serious hike in the standard of living.

CuentapropristasCuentapropristas do not represent a different class outside of the general w
population.. However, the points of differences are:

••

State workers and illegal workers do not pay taxes

••

Cuentapropistas are not unionised, so with the exception of health and education
services,, they are left alone to the forces of the market with no kind of solidarity
forum. .
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••

Cunetapropistas are not covered by social security, no retirement system, no sick
leavee time and no vacation time, no time off for either sick leave or for vacations

Takingg into consideration that state structures maintain wages low in Cuba, in order to
fundd the socialised welfare system, cuentapropistas would be thought to have an
advantagee over state workers. When asked about their feelings on state exploitation,
mostt of the interviewed self-employed say that they do not feel exploited by the
governmentt until they are reminded of the taxes they pay.

CuentapropistasCuentapropistas are equally exploited by the state, except for those who conduct
illegall services (prostitution, black market activity, transport services, etc.); they are
exploitedd in the form of a very rigid and high tax system. Those participating in
officiall self-employment are exploited and oppressed by corrupt inspectors, i.e. those
inspectorss that overcharge the cuentapropistas. The biggest complaint from dollar
earnerss is that they are taxed too heavily, that they should be allowed to accumulate
moree capital so that they can benefit from their own work and improve the quality of
theirr services.

6.. Testimonies
II found that a major problem for cuentapropistas is corrupt inspectors. The owners of
paladarespaladares and pensiones have expressed the feeling of being terrorised; they are often
scared.. The Director of Inspection for the Province of Santiago de Cuba agreed that
thee laws and rules concerning cuentapropismo needed to be revisited; that
bureaucracyy smothers the economic space in which the self-employed produce and
earnn a living. "We [the inspectors] are the exploiting tools that the state uses to
suppresss the maximisation of profits and accumulation in our sector."

Howw do corrupt inspectors conduct themselves? I have received testimonies from over
aa hundred cuentapropistas on the issue of corrupt inspectors. A typical scenario of the
streett food vendor is the following:

Ann inspector arrives at an isolated street kiosk, asks for the record of earnings with
updatedd permits; the inspector states that word has it that the individual is earning
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moree than reported and the individual denies the accusation. The inspector closes the
businesss on the spot, escorts the individual to his home, and proceeds to look
throughoutt the house for evidence of money or material goods that are not licensed. If
anythingg is found within the house, the inspector will demand a certain amount of
money-usuallyy in sets of twenty pesos, if the individual does not comply, then the
inspectorr will close the business permanently and have an order of fine by the police
madee out.
"Onee time an inspector took 200 pesos from me and threatened to impose a bigger fine, two hundred
pesoss is all that I earned that month, the rest went to the monthly tariff."

Anotherr interesting testimony was given by a woman who conducted a restaurant
businesss out of her home. She, Martha, was frank and confessed to have had
participatedd (forced into) in unregistered activity. Her paladar was among the most
popularr of all in Santiago de Cuba. This interview was recorded in February 1998; she
wass finally forced out of business in March of that same year.
"" Cuentapropistas that own paladares are more likely to get fined, especially now in the declared
"touristt areas." The current tax for paladares in Vista Alegre is 12.000 Pesos (MN) per month ($600).
Thiss was just imposed this month (February 1998). It is another way of telling me to close down. I do
nott make $600 a month. The most I make after all the costs of preparations and cooking is US $300 per
month.. I cannot even decorate the paladar. There exists one general tax form ...we cannot even call it
tax,, let us call it an "entry tax into the market", you either have US$ 600 per every month you are open
orr you simply must go underground. Sometimes they raid our homes, they call it "operación policial"; it
iss a cleansing of the home from all clandestine possession or uncontrolled food products that may have
beenn stolen from government factories or businesses. The police do not have to prove anything in order
too confiscate materials. They confiscated refrigerators, food, cooking pots and pans, microwaves, many
thingss that were bought with my own money. Worse than the police are the informers; those who come
too eat a delicious meal and then go tell the police that we have an extra table that is not accounted for.
Or,, that we charged tourists greater amounts in prices, or that we offer illegal meats (turtle, prime rib,
eel,, lobster etc.) Some informers are simply jealous neighbours."
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Samenvatting g
Inn het afgelopen decennium speelt het idee om het zogenaamde 'revolutionaire' of het
'staatssocialisme'' te behouden, geen rol van betekenis meer in het politieke discours. De val
vann het Socialistische Blok in Oost-Europa, het afbrokkelen van het bijbehorende
internationalee handelssysteem (CMEA) en de desintegratie van de Sovjet Unie speelden een
essentiëlee rol bij de teloorgang van communistische en socialistische bewegingen. Deze
economische,, politieke en ideologische teloorgang die eind jaren tachtig en begin jaren
negentigg plaatsvond, had niet alleen een effect op de burgers van Oost-Europese staten. De
vall van het communistische partijsysteem creëerde tevens een crisis in de theorie: links
georiënteerdee radicalen en progressieve bewegingen in de hele wereld raakten verlamd bij
hunn zoektocht naar alternatieven voor het Westers kapitalisme. Guerrillabewegingen,
communistischee en socialistische partijen uit het Westen en uit niet-geïndustrialiseerde landen
inn het Zuiden, die voorheen - in het licht van de kapitalistische expansie- afhankelijk waren
geweestt van een alternatieve internationale macht, waren opeens geïsoleerd. De sociaaldemocratischee partijen in West-Europa stapten af van hun loyaliteit met de arbeidersklasse en
verwierpenn hun eisen voor het verhogen van de sociale uitgaven. Tegelijkertijd deden de
conservatievee krachten - die historisch gezien tegen het Socialisme en de nationale
bevrijdingsbewegingenn waren - meer moeite om het op de vrije markt gebaseerde
wereldsysteemm te behouden. Binnen deze context kon het neo-liberale wereldsysteem zich
verderr ontwikkelen.

Veell regeringen ervaren in deze periode een machtsverschuiving binnen hun traditionele
invloedssferen.. Het belangrijkste gevolg hiervan was dat de openbare en nationale dominantie
vann de productiemiddelen en de sociale activiteit zich verplaatsten naar de hegemonie van
multinationalee corporaties. Dit proces werd gesteund door een elite-gemeenschap van
technologischh vooroplopende landen en financiële wereldinstituten (zoals met name het
Internationalee Monetaire Fonds en de Wereld Bank) die geloofden in dezelfde principes als de
hierbovenn genoemde conservatieve krachten. De neo-liberale principes bestaan vooral uit de
privatiseringg van nationale ondernemingen en de afname van staatuitgaven voor sociale
doeleinden. .
Ondankss dat er in de laatste jaren grassroots verzet is geweest tegen de 'nieuwe wereld orde',
hebbenn slechts enkele staatsleiders de status-quo werkelijk tegengesproken, maar zij zagen
zichh vaak gedwongen een wereld zonder alternatieven te accepteren. Binnen deze realiteit
bestaatt een idee dat zich tot regel heeft ontwikkeld, namelijk: dat degenen die zich verzetten
tegenn de huidige stand van zaken en die verlangen naar het Socialisme - of naar elk mogelijk
anderr alternatief - zullen falen, verdwijnen, of een stille dood zullen sterven in de
geschiedenis.. Maar op elke regel geldt een uitzondering.
Wanneerr men spreekt over 'conformeren aan de status-quo^, populaire trends binnen de 'neo-

liberalistischeliberalistische globalisering', 'structurele aanpassingsprogramma's', 'markt orthodoxie',
'transitie''transitie' of 'post-socialistische' regimes, wordt Cuba vaak als een uitzondering op de regel
beschouwd.. Ondanks de ontelbare pogingen om het drieênveertig jaar oude Cubaanse regime
onderr leiding van Fidel Castro en de Communistische partij (PCC) te destabiliseren, heeft het
Cubaansee leiderschap de principes behouden die het onderscheidt van anderen. Het is nog
verrassenderr dat Cubaanse staatsbedrijven in staat zijn geweest om economisch te groeien en
datt zij nieuwe technologieën hebben gebruikt om kapitaal te genereren, terwijl dit in
tegenspraakk is met de neo-liberale theorieën. Tegelijkertijd heeft de communistische partij dee motor van de zogenaamde Socialistische maatschappij - ervoor gezorgd dat de
investeringenn in de sociale welvaart bleven toenemen, zelfs gedurende de moeilijkste jaren
vann economisch tumult.
Hett neo-liberalistische globaliseringsproces heeft de invloed van nationale politieke en
economischee structuren vervangen. Binnen dit proces is de invloed van transnationale
ondernemingen,, financiële instituten en in economisch opzicht voorlopende landen bepalend.

Ditt erkennend, richt de Cubaanse regeringspropaganda zich vaak op het imperialistische
karakterr van de nieuwe wereldorde. De lange toespraken van Fidel Castro's en de PCC
documentenn laten zien dat het Cubaans Socialisme meer is dan louter 'een optie' voor de
politiek-economischee structuur binnen een land. De Revolutie is vandaag de dag tevens een
essentiëlee

structuur

tegen

het imperialisme;

het verdedigt

de soevereiniteit

en

onafhankelijkheidd van de Cubaanse regering, het behoud van het openbare eigendom van de
meestee productiemiddelen en de sociaal-economische activiteit. Dit anti-imperialistische
karakterr past bij het feit dat binnen de Cubaanse politiek kritisch gekeken wordt naar de
leidersroll van Verenigde Staten binnen het neo-liberale globaliseringsproces. Deze rol kan ten
eerstee worden verklaard doordat de Verenigde Staten - 's werelds militaire, economische en
politiekee hegemoniale macht - sinds het ontstaan van het Socialistische Blok geen tegenwicht
hebbenn ondervonden. Ten tweede leggen de Verenigde Staten - die maar negentig mijl
verwijderdd zijn van de Cubaanse kust en die een militaire basis bezitten op Cubaans nationaal
grondgebied-- bij voortduring een zeer onpopulair economische handelsembargo op aan de
Republiekk Cuba. Na het uiteenvallen van de Sovjet Unie is dit embargo in 1992 en 1996
versterkt,, met als doel de andere landen en niet-Amerikaanse bedrijven te straffen voor de
handell met Cubaanse staatsbedrijven.

Tussenn 1990 en 1995 hebben veel Cuba-deskundigen (cubanologos) het merendeel van hun
werkk gewijd aan een 'post-socialistische' Cubaanse maatschappij, gebaseerd op het
uiteenvallenn van de revolutionaire politiek of op de dood van de hoofdcommandant van de
Revolutie,, Fidel Castro. De schrijvers baseerden hun voorspellingen op het idee dat het
Socialistischee Cuba totaal afhankelijk was van het Socialistische Blok in Europa en met name
opp de geopolitieke belangen van de Sovjet Unie. Met 'totaal afhankelijk' wordt hier bedoeld:
opp economisch, militair en ideologisch gebied. Tot verbazing van hen en van andere
onderzoekers,, werd Fidel Castro niet omvergeworpen, noch werd de hegemonie van de PCC
overr de Cubaanse maatschappij ooit uitgedaagd. Tot teleurstelling van de contrarevolutionairenn geven opiniestudies en politieke analyses aan dat Castro - ondanks het feit dat
hijj eens op een dag op dood zal gaan - in de ogen van mensen in zijn land en van velen in de
wereld,, zeer waarschijnlijk zal sterven als een populaire historische held.

Onderzoekenn over de 'uiteindelijke dood' van het Socialisme in Cuba, richten zich vaak op de
economischee moeilijkheden die het Cubaanse volk heeft doorstaan. Cuba verloor als gevolg
vann een daling van het gesubsidieerde handelssysteem (de CMEA), meer dan 70 procent van

haarr koopkracht. Toen bleek dat deze daling niet resulteerde in de verwachte economische
terugval,, gingen onderzoekers zich tussen 1995 en 2000 richten op nieuwe metingen. Deze
metingenn werden door de Cubaanse staatsleiders uitgevoerd met als doel de economie te
herstellenn en aan te passen aan de nieuwe voorwaarden van de wereldeconomie. Gedacht
werdd dat Cuba hetzelfde proces zou ondergaan als de zogenaamde Socialistische staten in
Oost-Europa.. Uit elke casestudy is immers gebleken dat in Oost-Europa de economische
hervormingenn tot een desintegratie van productiekrachten en tot een verslechtering van het
staatsbeheerr over de economische en productieverhoudingen hebben geleid. De geneigdheid
omm twee unieke gevallen - enerzijds de Sovjet Unie en Oost-Europa, anderzijds Cuba- in een
uniform,, historisch traject te bundelen, is gebaseerd op theorieën die door Oost-Europese
economenn zijn ontwikkeld en door Noord Amerikaanse deskundigen zijn omgevormd.
Degenenn die vasthielden aan deze theorieën waren overtuigd dat Fidel Castro en de PPC
afgedaann hadden, als gevolg van 'natuurlijke' economische processen naar de nieuwe
wereldmarktstructuren. .
Dee geschiedenis wijst uit dat alle sociale systemen geprogrammeerd zijn om dialectisch te
veranderen.. De aanhoudende desintegratie van sociale, economische en politieke
krachtenveldenn - die tot de Cubaanse revolutie hebben geleid - komen mogelijk tot hun eind.
Vooralsnogg hebben noch de politieke tegenstanders, noch economische desintegratie
veranderingg gebracht in het anti-imperialistische Revolutionaire Cubaanse leiderschap. Het
Cubaansee leiderschap heeft de pressie van de wereld om staatsbedrijven te privatiseren met
success weerstand kunnen bieden. Echter, deze strijd heeft structurele gevolgen gehad voor de
Cubaansee maatschappij en haar productiesysteem. Volgens Castro en de PCC hebben de
structurelee veranderingen in de Cubaanse politieke economie niets te maken met het
neoliberalisme.. Er is echter weinig aandacht besteed aan de overeenkomsten tussen aan de
enee kant het resultaat van de markt-hervormingen op het eiland en aan de andere kant de
typerendee trends en 'productiestelsels' elders in de wereld.
Dee centrale vraag die dit onderzoek probeert te antwoorden is tweedelig: Ten eerste: Waarom
konkon het Cubaans-Communistische partij/staatsapparaat blijven

bestaan na de radicale

veranderingverandering in de politieke wereldeconomie en de triomf van het neo-Iiberale

globaliseringsproces?globaliseringsproces? Ten tweede: In welke mate is het sociaal, politieke- en prod
herstructuringsprocesherstructuringsproces in Cuba door de wereldtrends gevormd?

Omm de centrale vraag te kunnen beantwoorden worden in dit boek een aantal basisgedachten
geanalyseerd,, allereerst de structuren en ideeën die domineren binnen de huidige politieke
wereldeconomie..
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liberaliseringsprocess en de belangrijkste trends van de nationale economieën geschetst.
Daarnaastt wordt het idee van het creëren of behouden van de Revolutionaire droom - het
'Staatssocialisme'' - gedefinieerd, zodat het bestaan ervan in een vijandige wereld wordt
geëvalueerd.. Het feit dat de Communistische Partijdominantie van de Cubaanse staat nooit is
uitgedaagdd en, daarnaast, dat er in de staatspropaganda Marxistische en anti-imperialistische
taall is gebruikt, heeft onderzoekers ertoe gebracht om het hedendaagse Cubaanse Socialisme
opp te hemelen.

Hett Cubaans Socialisme is te beschouwen als een beweging, een structureel project en een
ideologiee binnen de context van de huidige politieke wereldeconomie. Opgemerkt moet
wordenn dat er tegenstellingen bestaan tussen aan de ene kant het ideaal van het Cubaans
socialistischee project - waarbinnen de staat de markt suprematie heeft over de markt en het
éénn partij/staatsapparaat wordt behouden - en aan de andere kant de neo-liberale hegemonie
overr de wereldmarkt. In dit onderzoek worden de theoretische overwegingen van deze
ogenschijnlijkk onsamenhangende structuren gegeven.
Hoofdstukk Twee van dit onderzoek is gewijd aan de theoretische vragen die dit onderwerp
omgeven..

Termen

zoals

'de

neo-liberalistische globalisering',

'het

socialisme',

'staatskapitalisme''staatskapitalisme' en 'het wereldsysteem' worden gedefinieerd. Hiernaast is het v
omm het Gramsciaanse concept van hegemonie te begrijpen, dat zowel bij de neo-liberale
ideologiee op de wereldschaal, als bij het huidige anti-imperialistische PCC programma kan
wordenn toegepast. De kern van het hoofdstuk ligt in het aanbieden van een kader om de
wereldtrends,, de markt- en staats beleidsvorming te kunnen begrijpen.
Inn Hoofdstuk Drie wordt een historisch kader gegeven om het partij/staatsapparaat (de
Revolutie)) in Cuba te begrijpen. De gebeurtenissen die hebben geleid tot de Revolutie van
19599 - en de sociale consequenties die daarop volgden- vaak zijn beschreven. Er zijn echter
weinigg analytici die zich hebben gericht op de sociale krachten waardoor de nationale
bevrijdingg en emancipatie van de arbeidersklasse in Cuba zijn gevormd en zelfs
geconsolideerd.. Mijn stelling is dat zonder een zorgvuldige beschouwing van de Cubaanse
politiekee en economische geschiedenis, het leiderschap van het huidige partij/staatsapparaat

niett begrepen kan worden. Sommige van de belangrijkste hedendaagse leiders - namelijk
Fidell Castro en zijn broer Raül - zijn producten van het gevecht voor de nationale bevrijding
tijdenss de Batista dictatuur. Bovendien is de PCC, als gevolg van de fusie van bepalende
revolutionairee bewegingen van voor 1959, geworden wat het nu is. In deze historische
terugblikk stel ik dat de Cubaanse revolutie berust op bepaalde pilaren en fundamenten. Deze
pilarenn en fundamenten hebben ervoor gezorgd dat het partij/staatsapparaat kon volharden in
hett huidige antagonistische tijdperk van neo-liberalistische globalisering. Het eerste deel van
ditt werk wordt afgesloten met de uitleg hoe de waarden van eenheid, continuïteit,

staatssupremaüestaatssupremaüe en populaire participatie in het gedachtengoed van de Cubaanse mass
zijnn overgebracht.
Hett tweede deel van dit boek geeft uitleg over hoe de huidige veranderingen in de wereld
ertoee hebben geleid dat de Cubaanse maatschappij zich gedwongen zag om veel van haar
economische,, politieke en sociale beleid - dat essentieel is geweest voor de Revolutie - te
herstructureren.. In het begin van Hoofdstuk Drie worden de oorzaken en gevolgen van de
economischee crisis (1991-1996) gereflecteerd. Dit deel van het onderzoek toont aan dat de
revolutiee zichzelf heeft getransformeerd van een sociaal systeem - dat zich vooral
concentreerdee op het reproduceren van zichzelf - naar een misvormd sociaal, politiek en
economischh project, dat worstelt om te overleven. De economische crisis is niet veroorzaakt
doorr het plotseling verdwijnen van een sponsorende supermacht. Het effect van de langzame
desintegratiee van het Socialistische Blok in Oost-Europa moet echter nooit onderschat
worden.. Meer dan zeventig procent van de Cubaanse koopkracht werd verlamd, dit had grote
gevolgenn voor de productie en kapitaal accumulatie op het eiland. Daarom verstrekten de
Cubaansee leiders nieuwe formules voor het behoud van hun staatsmacht.
Dezee ervaring - ook wel de 'Speciale Periode' genoemd, inspireerde tot nieuwe ideeën, die
voorheenn ondenkbaar zouden zijn geweest. Enkele van deze ideeën zijn: legalisatie van het
gebruikk door burgers van harde valuta voor importproducten,

opbouw van de

toeristenindustriee als belangrijkste bron van inkomsten, de markt openen voor buitenlandse
investeringenn tot 100% op nieuwe terreinen van economische exploitatie, zelfstandig
ondernemerschap.. Desalniettemin, al deze maatregelen werden genomen om 'de Triomfen
vann de Revolutie' veilig te stellen. Dit onderzoek toont aan dat de hervormingen niet door de
financiëlee wereldinstituties - zoals de Wereld Bank of het Internationale Monetaire Fondsgeïnspireerdd zijn. De Cubaanse economische herstructurering van de jaren 90 is het

collectievee werk van Cubaanse politiek-economen en 'autochtone' ideeën van het eiland.
Echter,, geen van deze veranderingen gebeurden binnen een internationaal vacuüm. Het
Cubaansee leiderschap heeft voorzien welke mogelijkheden er voor het partij/staatsapparaat
bestonden.. Buitenlandse investeerders waren bereid een bijdrage te leveren aan het Cubaanse
alternatievee model, en sloten partnerschappen met staatsondernemingen in de vorm van
vennootschappen,, zoals bij de petroleum exploraties. De andere landen en ondernemingen
vermedenn het tot tweemaal verhoogde economische embargo. Al deze factoren worden kort
overwogen. .
Hett Vierde Hoofdstuk analyseert de grenzen en mogelijkheden van een land dat weigerde om
dee neo-liberale en anti-socialistische voorschriften op te volgen. Daarnaast wordt een poging
gedaann om de bijzondere toestand van de Cubaanse Revolutie gedurende deze periode te
verklaren.. Hierbij wordt rekening gehouden met de permanente gevolgen die de specifieke
politiekee en economische hervormingen teweeg hebben gebracht. Dit biedt een veelomvattend
antwoordd op de eerste helft van de onderzoeksvraag.
Inn hoofdstuk Vijf wordt de periode tussen 1996-2000 behandeld, waarin de sociale en
economischee indicatoren onthulden dat Cuba langzaam op weg was naar een stabiel
economischh herstel. Dit hoofdstuk is niet bedoeld om het succes van de Revolutie te
benadrukken.. Het doel is vooral om uitleg te geven hoe de Cubaanse politieke economie
onderr druk van het wereldsysteem en door het binnenlands beleid is gevormd. Dit onderzoek
laatt zien dat het nieuwe beleid van productie- en kapitaal accumulatie gelijkenissen heeft met
sommigee trends die typerend zijn voor de neo-liberale globalisering. Er wordt aandacht
besteedd aan de zelfstandige ondernemerssector - cuenta propismo - en aan het
herstructureringsprocess

van staatsondernemingen

- el sistema de perfecionamiento

empresarial-empresarial- die in documenten van het Vijfde PPC Congres (1997) zijn omschre
Tenslottee wordt belicht welke implicaties deze recente veranderingen hebben op de Cubaanse
samenleving.. In het gehele hoofdstuk betoog ik dat de specifiek Cubaanse sociale krachten
opnieuww gestructureerd zijn om het land aan de politieke wereldeconomie aan te passen,
terwijll op het zelfde moment de fundamenten en pilaren van de Revolutie zijn behouden.

Inn het Zesde en laatste hoofdstuk van dit onderzoek worden de centrale vragen nogmaals
vastgesteldd en wordt de relevantie ervan opnieuw geformuleerd. De theoretische en praktische
consequenties,, die nodig zijn om de Cubaanse Revolutie en de historische relevantie van het

Revolutionairee verzet tegen de 'nieuwe wereldorde' te kunnen beschouwen, worden
uiteengezet.. Enkele belangrijke recente wereldgebeurtenissen, waarbij Cuba direct of indirect
betrokkenn

is

geweest,

worden

geanalyseerd,

zodat

het

verzetsniveau

dat

het

partij/staatsapparaatt in haar verhandelingen blijft verkondigen kan worden geëvalueerd.
Tenslottee wordt een korte beschouwing gegeven over de mogelijke scenario's waaraan het
Cubaansee partij/staatsapparaat in de toekomst mogelijk het hoofd moet kunnen bieden.

